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Introduction
The telecommunications, broadcasting, and IT sectors have been in a
state of upheaval for the past twenty years. Although their evolution has
repeatedly defied predictions, there is no denying that these sectors are

being reshuffled and recombined, and that the result will sharply differ
from the starting point.

Regulationis trying to keep pace. The complete liberalisationof the European
telecoms sector, accomplished in 1998, should be considered a crucial first
step in this process. Technical innovations in the telecoms sector, combined
with the increase in demand for telecom services, convinced the European
Commission (the Commission) and later on the other European Community
(EC) institutions that telecoms should no longer be considered a natural
monopoly. Indeed, telecommunications is now commonly regarded as a
sector that can by and large operate under market conditions, that is to say,
a sector that can thrive under competition. Yet the EC realised that simply
removing the monopoly rights that had been enjoyed by incumbents for
decades would not automatically facilitate the competitive telecoms market
as desired. The legislative framework accompanying liberalisation - also
known as the 1998 Telecoms Package - accordingly focused on enabling
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entry to the market, and controlling anti-competitive behaviour. From
that moment on telecom incumbents were not only subject to general
EC competition law, but also to what is now commonly known as sector-
specific regulation (SSR). Such regulation was meant to ensure that firms
holding significant market power (SMP) - typically incumbents - would
not abuse their position in the newly liberalised market, for example by
restricting access to their infrastructure on a discriminatory basis. For that
reason, obligations to provide access and to interconnect were imposed
on them. The initial idea was that after a few years, the market would be
robust enough to stand on its own, and SSR could be removed, leaving it to
competition law alone to ensure competition in the telecoms market.

Yet as the EC was dealing with the end of natural monopolies in the
telecoms sector, other developments were unfolding which would also
come to condition the evolution of regulation in the sector. The traditional
telecommunications sector was converging with the neighbouring media
and IT sectors, in a way which could be felt on the ground (with the rise
of the Internet) but was hard to predict. In 1997, the Commission issued
a Green Paper on the impact of convergence on regulation. Technological
convergence had started to blur the factual and legal boundaries between
the broadcasting, telecom, and IT sectors. The Commission. recognising the
economic potential generated by these technological developments, was
now concerned that regulatory barriers would hamper competition and
innovation in the newly established market for electronic communications.
When the regulatory framework for telecommunications was subsequently
reviewed in 1999, it became obvious that SSR could not be dispensed with
as quickly as had been hoped and, moreover, that convergence meant SSR
also had to be adapted accordingly.

In the wake of this development, the Commission decided to propose a
horizontal separation between the content and network levels of electronic
communications regulation, a decision which was broadly welcomed by the
industry and was endorsed by the Council and the European Parliament
(EP). At the network level, this resulted in the adoption of a new regulatory
framework for electronic communications services and networks, the 2002
EC Electronic Communications Framework (the Regulatory Framework).
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The Regulatory Framework introduced an innovative regulatory approach,
which centres on the principle of technological neutrality, among others.
All electronic communication networks (e.g., copper wire, cable, satellite,
and fibre) now fall within the scope of the Regulatory Framework, ensuring
a consistent regulatory approach towards these networks that until then
had been subject to different regulatory regimes. In contrast, the review
of European content regulation progressed at a far slower pace. Political
sensitivity about the regulation of content in general, in combination
with uncertainty about the demand for and take-up of new multimedia
services, were severely slowing down the debate. This led the Commission
to doubt whether the time was indeed ripe for a more horizontal approach
towards content regulation, which would have led to a Content Framework
Package, similar to its network counterpart. It is only five years later, after
numerous review and consultation exercises, that the principal instrument
of EC content regulation - the Television Without Frontiers Directive (TWF
Directive) - was finally replaced by the Audiovisual Media Services Directive
(AVMS Directive). With this, the original scope of the TWF Directive has
been extended from linear (i.e., broadcasting) services to also include non-
linear (i.e., on-demand) services.

The principle of technological neutrality has a prominent position in the
Regulatory Framework and also played a key role in the discussion on the
revision and extension of the TWF Directive. Despite this relative success,
numerous misunderstandings subsist about its substance and scope. The
vagueness surrounding the principle of technological neutrality comes with
a risk: if not properly addressed, there is a chance that the principle is not
taken seriously by Member States and market parties, as a result of which it
will not be able to reach its full potential within electronic communications
regulation. Despite the convergence of broadcasting, telecommunications,
and IT, it can be observed that the traditional fields of telecommunications
(network) and media (content) law and regulation continue to exist at
fairly separate levels. Scholars and policymakers tend to focus on either
the content - or network - related aspects of regulation, which hampers
the creation of useful links between the two fields for analytical and
regulatory purposes. The main aim of this work is to analyse the principle
of technological neutrality, and determine whether and how its application
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can influence the innovative and converged communications market, at
both the network and the content level. The central research question
underlying this analysis is:

Considering how technological neutrality was defined and applied to
network regulation, how can technological neutrality be applied to
content regulation?

In order to answer this question, this book is divided into three parts. Part I-
The Principle of Technological Neutrality within the Framework of EC Network
Regulation - consists of three chapters. It aims to provide an overview of
how technological neutrality was introduced and applied within EC network
regulation, and to clarify its meaning. Chapter 1 will start by setting the
scene in which the principle of technological neutrality emerged. It will
recall the introduction of the principle by the Commission at the regulatory
level, and the reactions of market parties and other European Institutions.
The chapter will end with a short overview and explanation of the Directives
- including the SMP regime - that together constitute the Regulatory
Framework, since this is where the principle has been incorporated. Chapter
2 will identify the norm that underlies technological neutrality and will
examine whether arguments delivered by economics and communications
science can support this norm. Chapter 3 will examine technological
neutrality from a legal perspective in order to see which legal rationales
underlie its introduction and application in EC network regulation. At the
end of this chapter, two common misunderstandings about the principle
will be identified and explained.

Part II of this work - ECNetwork and Content Regulation Connected- will focus
on the separation between content and networks in the current regulatory
model for electronic communications. This separation was established
with the adoption of the Regulatory Framework, which explicitly excludes
from its scope content that is transmitted over electronic communications
networks. Chapter 4 will examine the vertical regulatory regimes of
broadcasting and telecoms that preceded the content-network distinction
and it will explain why these were no longer justified and tenable. Since the
content-network distinction can be considered a simple, two-layered model
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of regulation, the chapter then continues with an examination of the origin
of layered models in regulation. This section aims to reveal the original
purpose of these layered models and to identify possible limitations. The
last section of chapter 4 will connect the previous two sections. by testing
the tenability of the content-network distinction in EC regulation.

Part III - Technological Neutrality in the Context of EC Content Regulation -
builds on the previous two parts. Chapter 5 will examine how convergence
has affected the legal definitions used in EC content regulation. This
has most recently led to the adoption of the AVMS Directive. The most
fundamental changes to content regulation brought about by the AVMS
Directive in comparison with its predecessor, the TWF Directive, will be
presented. Chapter 6 examines the role of technological neutrality in the
review of the TWF Directive, and the various positions of interested parties
in the debate on that review will be analysed against the rationales behind
technological neutrality. The last section will consider whether a different
use of the principle of technological neutrality could have led to a more
favourable solution for the regulation of content.

To keep the scope of this study within manageable boundaries, and ensure
that an innovative approach towards the topic was accomplished, some
conscious decisions have been taken. The focus of this work lies on the
relevant EC law and policy, and references to national law and regulation
are only made on an illustrative basis. Also, this work does not specifically
deal with the relationship between freedom of expression - as enshrined in
Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights - and the principle
of technological neutrality.

Although the consumer perspective on technological neutrality is
awarded considerable attention in this work, it does not go as far as to
fully take the 'citizen perspective' - which aims to draw more attention to
the citizen viewer and the valuable attributes of broadcasting beyond its
purely economic elements - as recently put forward by UK authors, among
which Jackie Harrison and Lorna Woods.1 As a result. less emphasis is put
here on the elaboration of the importance of public interest arguments in

1 J. Harrison and L. Woods European Broadcasting Law and Policy (Cambridge University Press
Cambridge 2007) 3.
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media policy. This is by no means meant to be read as a sign of disapproval
of the citizen approach, or of the importance of public interest objectives
that underlie media policy, such as cultural diversity or media pluralism.
However, this work aims to show that the increasing application of economic
thinking in European policy in itself does not harm the achievement of
public interest objectives, as will become clear in the next chapters.

This study was concluded on 1 January 2008, but some developments after
that date have been taken into account.
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Part  I
The Principle of

Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

of EC Network Regulation



Chapter 1
The Emergence of Technological Neutrality

The principle of technological neutrality is a fairly new concept within Part I: The Principle of

European law, and was officially coined by the European Commission as a Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

regulatory principle in its 1999 Communications Review.1 Since then, it has of EC Network Regulation

not received a great deal of attention in academic literature,2 which is in
sharp contrast to the increasing scope of application of the principle. This
chapter will explain the rise of the principle in European communications
law. It will start by thoroughly exploring the origin and foundations
of the principle of technological neutrality. Section A will set out the
key technological and economic developments that drove the European

1 Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the Economic
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 'Towards a new framework for Electronic
Communications infrastructure and associated services. The 1999 Communications Review' COM
(1999)539
2 8. Koops, 'Should ICT Regulation be Technology-Neutral' in B. Koops, M. Lips, C. Prins & M.
Schellekens Starting Points for ICT Regulation: deconstructing prevalent policy one-liners (TMC
Asser Press The Hague 2006) 77; 8. Basalisco 'Technological neutrality in the EU electronic
communications framework: insights from Ofcom', paperpresentedatthe EuroCPRConference 2006
in Sevilla; I.M. van der Haar 'Technological Neutrality; What Does It Entail' Tilec Discussion Paper

No. 2007-09, available at http://ssrn com/abstract=985260, C. Reed 'Taking Sideson Technology-
Neutrality' (2007) 4 SCRIPT-ed 263; U Kamecke and T. Kober 'Technological neutrality in the
EC Regulatory Framework for Electronic Communications: A good principle widely misunderstood'
(2008) 29 European Competition Law Review 330.
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Commission to adopt the principle in its electronic communications policy.
Section B will analyse how the principle was subsequently introduced in
European electronic communications policy, describe how market players
and the European Institutions responded to the principle, and explain how it
was implemented in the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework.

A. Technological and Economic Developments

1. Digitisation
The technological development that has undoubtedly had acrucial impact on
the emergence of the principle of technological neutrality is digitisation (also
known as digitalisation). Through the various applications of digitisation,
the communications landscape has undergone some fundamental changes.
These changes have in turn demanded a new perspective on regulation
of the communications sector, from which the principle of technological
neutrality has emerged.

Digitisation can be described as the process of converting an analogue
signal into a digital signal, or, put more simply, into a string of ones and
zeros. Originally, telecom and broadcasting firms used analogue signals to
transmit messages. The term analoguestems from the processthatused to be
necessary to transmit a person's voice through a phone line; the voice would
be converted into an electronic signal that was analogous to the varying
sound waves. After transmission, the electronic signal was converted back
into sound waves, so enabling the person on the other end of the phone line
to hear a voice.3 This process has been replaced by digitisation of a signal.
After coding a signal into a string of ones and zeros, it is transmitted as a
series of bits, and then converted back again. Digitisation can be applied to
various sources of content (voice, text, images) and has multiple benefits,
among which are a reduction of bandwidth required to transmit a signal,
an increase in the quality of voice transmissions. and the possibility of
integrating voice, image and data transmission into one signal.4

3 S.H. Rowe Telecommunications for Managers (3rd ed. Prentice Hall New Jersey 1995), 149-152.
4 Ibid., 274.
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In addition to digitising content, it is also possible to digitise communication
networks. Digitisation of networks has had a massive impact on the flow of
information, primarily by increasing the amount and types of content that
can be transmitted to the consumer. Whereas specific types of content were
originally linked to specific types of networks, digitisation undid these
traditional links. Moreover, computer networks are digital by nature, but
traditional telecommunications and broadcasting networks were not. This
meant that in order for these networks to communicate, the digital signal
had to be converted by a modem to an analogue signal; a highly inefficient
procedure. Also, traditional broadcasting networks such as cable did not
provide a so-called return path, which is necessary for two-way services
such as telephony and the Internet. A digitised network not only enables the
creation of such a return path, but also ensures that the different networks
can efficiently communicate with each other.

It is also possible to digitise terminal equipment, for example to create set-
top boxes that enable consumers to receive digital television. Digital devices
allow consumers to benefit from all the new opportunities the combination
of digital content and networks has to offer. Not only by providing the Part I The Principle of

technical equipment needed to enjoy the service, but also by introducing Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

new, advanced functions to the market. One example of such an advanced of EC Network Regulation

function is the possibility to digitally store and time-shift content, through
the use of personal video recorders.

2. Convergence
Digitisation has thus created many new opportunities for communication,
both for consumers and firms. Inextricably linked to the process of
digitisation is that of convergence. Digitisation has been a main driver of

convergence, as will be demonstrated below.

Convergence was a true buzzword in the nineties, even though its
materialisation took longer than expected. One of the first to take up the
issue of convergence was the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD), as early as 1992. The OECD defined convergence as
"the blurring of technical and regulatory boundaries between sectors of
the economy", which in the context of the information industry translated
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into the blurring of boundaries between the sectors of broadcasting,
telecommunications, and IT.5
Historically, these sectors have developed separately, each with its own
type of networks, services, and business models.6 For the purpose of
regulation, broadcasting was considered an activity whereby audiovisual
content was transmitted from one-to-many, for educational and amusement
purposes, via terrestrial, cable, and satellite. Telecommunications on the
other hand was regarded a private one-to-one activity, whereby a person's
voice was transmitted predominantly for business and social purposes,
via fixed copper and wireless networks.7 Whereas the IT industry evolved
in a free-market model, the broadcasting and telecommunications sector
were both heavily regulated from the beginning.8 Despite the fact that the
overall amount of regulation was somewhat comparable, broadcasting and
telecommunications were subject to distinct regulatory policy models.

The emphasis within the broadcasting model was on the regulation of
content. Although this was partly due to the one-to-many characteristic of
the activitymentionedabove, it wasmainlytheresult of scarcityof resources.
The initial, terrestrial broadcasting network depended on scarce spectrum
resources, which restricted the amount of audiovisual content that could be
aired, and hence the number of players in the market. This put considerable
power in the hands of a few licenced broadcasters. It was therefore deemed
necessary to correct these broadcasters through regulation, which would
control what types and amount of content could be aired. In this way, the
regulator would be in a position to ensure that broadcasters would offer a
diverse package of content, and take into account minimum levels of taste
and decency standards.

5 OECD Information Computer Communications Policy 'Telecommunications and broadcasting.
Convergence or Collusion?' (T. Kelly) OECD report [1992] 29,13.
6 For a more detailed analysis of this, see Chapter 4,123 et seq.
7 See P Larouche 'Communications Convergence and Public Service Broadcasting' Tilec Discussion
Paper,  21  June 2001, available at SSRN: http //ssrn.com/abstract=832444,2-3; KPMG 'Public
Policy Issues Arising from Telecommunications and Audiovisual Convergence' Report for the
European Commission, 1 September 1996; OECD'Regulationandcompetition issuesin broadcasting
in the light of convergence' OECD Report, 28 April 1998, available at: http://www.oecd.org/
dataoecd/34/55/1920359.pdf
Blbid.
9 This issue is taken up more extensively in Chapter 4,128 et seq.
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The emphasis within telecommunications was on the regulation of -
access to - networks. The content transmitted over telecom networks was
considered private and thusno automatic matter of publicconcern. However,
this did not mean that the telecom sector did not warrant any regulation.
The sector was long believed to be a natural monopoly due to the traditional
technology used and the high variations in costs between serving
consumers in different locations.9 Regulation was thus aimed at preventing
abuse of monopoly power and guaranteeing access to the service for all. at
a regulated price (i.e., universal service). Since the activities of broadcasting
and telecoms had separate functions and used different technologies, there
initially was no evident argument to regulate them similarly. However,
convergence has fundamentally altered this traditional state of affairs.

Technological convergence of networks - the possibility for different
networks to transmit similar content - made it difficult to maintain a
separate approach for the regulation of communication networks. Before
convergence, the different sectors could said to be made up of their own,
closed systems. With traditional telecom, a person's voice (content) was Part I: The Principle of

transmitted through a copper line (network), which was finally delivered Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

at the receiver's end. With traditional television, broadcasting programmes of EC Network Regulation

and movies (content) were produced, gathered and packaged, and then
transmitted, first only by terrestrial means, later also by cable and satellite
(networks) to the viewer. This means that even though the sectors of
broadcasting and telecommunications were comparable in the sense that
they both conveyed information through various distribution means, there
was no possibility to share or exchange either content ortransmission means
with each other. This situation was entirely caused by technical limitations
of the networks at that time; it was technically impossible to interchange
the various networks. However, all this changed drastically as a result of
digitisation and technological convergence. Suddenly, different sorts of
content cou/d be transmitted over various networks, with as a consequence
that traditional telecom companies would directly be competing with
broadcasting companies and the newly emerging Internet providers. In
addition, digitisation has significantly increased the amount of bandwidth
available on both telecom and broadcasting networks, a process which
has been pushed further by the continuous deployment of broadband
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(fibre) infrastructure, making the scarcity argument largely redundant for
regulatory purposes.10

Convergence thus represents two very important changes in the
communications landscape: a shift from scarcity to abundance, and a
separation of services and the underlying infrastructure, also known as
platform independence.11 Now that former telecom and broadcasting
networks are able to carry similar services, there is no longer a problem of
scarcity of distribution means. Broadcasting services can be delivered over
telecom networks, and telecom services can be offered over broadcasting
networks. It also means that convergence creates the - theoretical -
possibility of competition between networks.

3. Behaviour of firms and consumers
As shown, digitisation and convergence radically changed the
communications landscape. However, it was the unexpected emergence of
the Internet that really paved the way for the emergence of a multimedia
market.12 The open nature of the network combined with its relatively low

10 For broadband-related statistics, the OECD provides a broadband portal, which is available at:
http://www.oecd.org/sti/ict/broadband. For a recent OECD report providing penetration rates of
broadband see http //www.oecd.org/dataoecd/32/57/40629067.pdf.
11 KPMG 'Public Policy Issues Arising from Telecommunications and Audiovisual Convergence'
Report forthe European Commission, 1 September 1996,172-175; Squires, Sanders& Dempsey and
Analysys, 'Studyon Adapting the EU Telecommunications Regulatory Framework tothe Developing
Multimedia Environment', Report forthe European Commission, January 1998, available at: http //
ec.europa.eu/archives/ISPO/infosoc/telecompolicy/en/Study-en.htm, 89-90, 101-103. That
platform independence is difficult to reach in regulation is analysed in Chapter 4, 179 et seq.
12 The term 'multimedia market' is used here in the same way as defined by Squires, Sanders &
Dempsey and Analysys in their study for the European Commission (n 11). Multimedia is defined in
the study as "a service which incorporatesmorethanonetypeof information (e.g. text, audio, images
and video) on the same delivery mechanism, and which gives the user the ability to interact with or
manipulate that information." Multimedia services hence provide interactivity and a combination of
different types of content.
13 Squires, Sanders & Dempsey and Analysys (n 11), 11, 15.
14 European Commission, Green Paper on the convergence of the telecommunications, media and
information technology sectors, and the implications for regulation. Towardsan Information Society
Approach, ('1997 Green Paper on Convergence') COM(97)623,3 December 1997.
15 Ibid., 2.
16 This value chain was taken by the Commission from the study performed by Squires, Sanders &
Dempsey and Analysys (n 11), 87.
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costs gave existing firms and new entrants the opportunity to innovate 'at
the edges'. i.e. experiment with new types of services that would combine
the functionalities of traditional broadcasting and telecom services.13

The European Commission entered the policy field in 1997 with the
publication of its Green Paper on Convergence.14 In this Green Paper, the
Commission extensively analysed the concept of convergence, and how it
would impact on regulation. The Commission identified four different stages
of convergence: i) technological convergence; ii) industry convergence;
iii) service convergence; and iv) regulatory convergence. Technological
convergence represented convergence at the level of technology and
network platforms as described above, and was indicated to be at the
most advanced stage. Industry convergence concerned the trend of
industry alliances and mergers, aiming at exploiting new markets that
became attractive as a consequence of technological convergence. Service
convergence consisted of the merging of formerly separate services and
markets (i.e., telecom and broadcasting). Regulatory convergence reflected
the regulatory environment in which traditional regulatory boundaries
between telecom, broadcasting, and lT would be replaced by a convergent Part I: The Principleof

framework. The Commission pointed out that convergence on one level did Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

not automatically mean a similar level of convergence on other levels, nor of EC Network Regulation

that convergence of technologies, industries, or services would inevitably
lead to regulatory convergence.15

The Commission used the then emerging value chain in its 1997 Green
Paper on Convergence to illustrate exactly how technological developments
affected markets and the behaviour of firms on these markets.16

Before convergence, the separate communication industries all had their
own value chains, representing their specific production processes. The
emerging value chain that developed in Europe as a consequence of

convergence is shown in Figure 1. Five separate elements can be identified,
all of which represent a specific step of the production process,17 from

the upstream level of content origination,18 through content and service

17 The weaknesses of layered models for regulation are examined in Chapter 4, 174 et seq.
18 This entails the raw material that is fed into the production process, i.e., film, television

programme, music
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Figure 1. The emerging value chain

packaging,19 service and infrastructure provision.2° and terminal vending,21
to the downstream level of the consumer.

Digitisation, convergence, and the Internet gave both existing and new
players the incentive and opportunity to offer a complete new range of
multimedia services, such as Pay-Per-View and Near-Video-On-Demand.
The excess capacity created by digitisation and convergence drove network
providers to search for new services to fill theirnetworks with, and therefore
to branch out into new areas of the value chain. Network providers (both
telecom and broadcasting) had long been in a highly preferential position,
due to their exclusive rights to offer services, and the traditionally bundled

19 Content and service packaging is the stage where packagers (generally broadcasters) assemble
attractive packages of content (channels) and services that are offered in a bulk to end-
consumers.
20 Service provision and infrastructure provision were initially often bundled together, meaning that
a consumer would get access to infrastructure and services provided over this infrastructure from
one single provider. With the emergence of the Internet, a separation has become visible between
these two type of services End-users may have a subscription with one provider for infrastructure,
independently of the firm that provides the actual Internet services. These so-called ISPs (Internet
Service Providers) can lease the necessary infrastructure facilities that are required to provide the
service, without owning a complete telecoms network.
21 Terminal vending entails the level of terminal equipment that is necessary for the consumer to
enjoy the service. Depending on the amount of 'intelligence' in this equipment, the consumer can
access the services of his or her choice.
22 Squires, Sanders & Dempsey and Analysys (n 11), 14-30.
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provision of content service and infrastructure. Moreover, they not only
controlled access to the consumers, but also the technological progress of
the network. The traditional network provider was thus fully in charge of
which kind of services could be offered, by whom, over its network.22

However, digitisation and convergence created new routes for content
providers to the consumer. Different networks could carry similar kind of
services. The liberalisation of the telecom industry, starting in the nineties,
pushed this development of platform independence further. Instead of
being tied to one network provider. content providers could look ahead to
a time when they could, at least theoretically, benefit from multiple ways
to transmit their content to consumers. This was accordingly expected
to cause a considerable shift in power from network providers to content
providers.23

Network providers consequently felt pressured to reposition themselves
in the market. Already in the mid-nineties, they were predicting the rapid
'commoditisation' of their core product, which forced firms to establish new
relationships and gain new skills. This repositioning was visible through Part I The Principle of

various mergers and alliances that were set up as a reaction to technological Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

developments.24 Network providers that historically took care of the service of EC Network Regulation

and infrastructure provision component of the value chain, now slowly
started to branch out into other parts of the chain with higher margins,
such as content provision. Other firms rather tried to hold on to their
market power by forming horizontal mergers, that is to say strengthening
their traditional position in the value chain. Content providers on the other
hand had a difficult choice to make; they could either remain, relatively
risk-free, in their high-margin position in the value chain, or they could try
to increase their control, and thus market power, over a customer base by

extending into service and infrastructure provision.

Despite all the opportunities and incentives for multimedia services to
emerge. service convergence took time to take off. This was predominantly

23 Squires, Sanders & Dempsey and Analysys (n 11), 25-29,
24 For a more detailed analysis of these issues, see Chapter 4,143 et seq.
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the consequence of high demand uncertainty. Many firms initially were
reluctant to invest in new multimedia services without the certainty that
consumers would indeed be interested. Consumers on the other hand were
cautious to buy the necessary terminal equipment (e.g., decoders, set-top
boxes) without the certainty that they could be used and that new services
would be offered. The European Commission was therefore hesitant
to claim that convergence taking place on one or all of the first three
levels would necessarily lead to the fourth stage of convergence, that of
regulatory convergence.25 Nevertheless, the Green Paper on Convergence
hinted at a future horizontal, technology-neutral regulatory regime for
networks, since the Commission believed that the possibility of competition
between networks generated by technological convergence should not
be suppressed because of existing regulatory barriers. lf discriminatory
treatment led to disinvestments and withheld provision of new services in
the communications industry, this would seriously conflict with the general
policy objectives of EC policy in the area. In contrast, a horizontal regime
for content or communication services provided over those networks was
less advocated.26 The Commission correctly emphasised that at the time,
there was not much evidence that service convergence was in fact taking
place. In addition, itargued thatdi fferent kind of policy objectives forpublic
(broadcasting) and private (telecom) activities could very well continue to
exist, requiring distinct regulatory approaches. After more than ten years,
service convergence can now seen to be taking place. However, for a proper
understanding of the policy-choices of the European Commission at the
time, it should be recognized that this was not yet the case in 1997. As
will be seen later on, this also had its consequences for the application
of the principle of technological neutrality in the sector of electronic
communications.

B. Legal Developments

Theprevioussectiondescribedtheemergence of theprincipleoftechnological
neutrality. It was shown that with the 1997 Convergence Green Paper, the
Commission set off the debate on the regulatory implications of convergence
at the European level. Parallel to this activity, the European Commission
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was reviewing its EU telecom regulation. Since 1990, the Commission

has been engaged in progressively introducing a regulatory framework
to fully liberalise the telecommunications market.27 In the course of this
process. a high-profile Communication was presented in 1999, the 1999

Communications Review.28 The conclusions of the consultation process on

the 1997 Convergence Green Paper were fed into this Communication. The
Communication also presented the results of the EU telecom review thus far,
and included a proposal for a future, comprehensive European framework
for communications infrastructure and associated services. This proposal
eventually led to the adoption of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications

Framework. The following sections will show how technological neutrality
emerged as a leading principle in both the lead-up to and final version

of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework (Regulatory

Framework).29

Part l: The Principle of
25 European Commission, 1997 Green Paper on Convergence (n 14), 2.

26 Ibid., 28. within the Framework
Technological Neutrality

27 R Larouche Competition Law and Regulation in European Telecommunications (Hart Publishing of EC Network Regulation

Oxford 2000); W.H, Melody (ed.) Telecom Reform. Principles, Policies and Regulatory Practices (Den

Private Ingeniorfond Lyngby 1997)
28 Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the Economic

and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 'Towards a new framework for Electronic

Communications infrastructure and associated services. The 1999 Communications Review', COM

(1999)539,10 november 1999.
29 The 2002 Electronic Communications Framework is comprised of six Directives: Directive

2002/21/ECof the European Parliamentandof the Council of 7 March 2002 onacommon regulatory
framework for electronic communications networks and services ('Framework Directive') [2002] 01

L108/33; Directive 2002/20/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002

on theauthorisation of electronic communications networksand associated services ('Authorisation

Directive') [2002] OJ L108/21; Directive 2002/19/EC of the European Parliament and of the

Council of 7 March 2002 on access to, and interconnection of, electronic communications networks

and associated facilities ('Access Directive') [2002] OJ L108/7; Commission Directive 2002/77/EC
of 16 September 2002 on competition in the markets for electronic communications networks and

services[2002] OJL249/21; Directive 2002/22/ECof the European Parliamentandof the Councilof

7 March 2002 on universal service and users' rights relating to electronic communications networks

and associated services ('Universal Service Directive') [2002] OJ L108/51; Directive 2002/58/EC of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 concerning the processing of personal

data and the protection of privacy in theelectronic communicationssector('Directiveon privacy and

electronic communications') [2002] OJ L201/37. The terms '2002 EC Electronic Communications

Framework' and 'Regulatory Framework' will be used interchangeably in this work.
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1. The decision-making process concerning
the Regulatory Framework

After the publication of the 1997 Convergence Green Paper, two separate
consultation rounds were held. The aim was to collect comments on the
regulatory options identified and questions raised by the Commission, and
to identify further areas for reflection. After the first consultation round
the Commission prepared a Working Document, which already showed a
general, positive reaction of most commentators to two regulatory options
suggestedinthe 1997 Convergence Green Paper: theseparationofcontentand
network regulation, and a horizontal regulatory regime for communication
networks.30 For now, it suffices to interpret network regulation in this
context as the regulation of the physical infrastructure and the transmission
services that enable the functioning of the network. Content regulation
refers to the regulation of the services that are transmitted over these
networks. such as audiovisual content and electronic commerce.

According to the comments, horizontal network regulation would have
to imply the same type and sort of rules to all networks and access issues
in the future. Irrespective of the type of network - cable. copper, satellite,
fibre, etc. - all networks would henceforth be treated in a consistent way, so
as to prevent distortions of competition. In addition, "a general agreement
that future regulation should be technology and platform neutral" was
expressed.31 The exact interpretation of these terms, however, remained
unclear at that stage. Despite this lack of clarity, it was put forward that
existing rules that were not technology and platform neutral "would need
to be adjusted" 32 In contrast, most commentators agreed that a vertical

regulatory approach towards content remained justified, due to the
"specific nature of the services concerned".33 The distinction between
private and public communication was considered a fundamental element
for defining the type of regulation in this respect, as was the degree of
interactivity of the service. The demand uncertainty for new multimedia
services was confirmed, indicating that market parties were indeed not yet
30 Working document of the Commission, 'Summary of the results of the public consultation on the
Green Paper on the convergence of the telecommunications, media and information technology
sectors areas for further reflection' SEC(98)1284,29 July 1998, 5.
31 Ibid.
32 Ibid
33 Ibid.
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convinced of the profitability of those new markets, and hence of the need

for a comprehensive regulatory regime for content. Yet, there were also
comments at thisearly stage expressing concerns about how new multimedia
services would fit into the existing regulatory regime for content. Here, the
primary concern was that this would in turn lead to inconsistent regulatory

treatment of similar activities.
The opinions set out above did not change significantly with the second

consultation round, which was concluded with a Communication published
by the Commission at the beginning of 1999.34 Rather, compared to the

messages summarised in the Working Document, the comments were more

refined. The general consensus on the need for a separation of content and

network regulation was confirmed, albeit with the caveat that the links
between the two regulatory regimes should be recognised when applying

competition law.35 This recognition was the result of comments delivered
by several broadcasters in the course of the consultation process. These

broadcasters pointed out to the Commission that regulation of content and

regulation of networks interlink, especially in the case of broadcasting.

When there is no access to distribution means for content providers, this Part I: The Principle of
Technological Neutrality

automatically generates a problem of access to content for consumers. This within the Framework

explains why in the case of competition concerns, both content and network of EC Network Regulation

elements should be taken into account.36
The suggestion to hold on to a vertical regulatory approach for content

regulation, at least in the short run, also met with approval. Commentators

mentioned that securing certain policy objectives (such as the protection

of minors) would require different approaches for private, one-to-one

communications and public, one-to-many communications. Especially

the pervasiveness of the medium had to be taken into account in these

instances, and would have to lead to a graduated approach in content

regulation. On the basis of the results of the 1997 Convergence Green Paper

consultation rounds, the Commission took two important decisions. First,

34 Communication from the Commission tothe European Parliament, the Council, the Economic and

Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. The Convergence of the Telecommunications,

Media and Information Technology Sectors, and the Implications for Regulation. Results of the

Public Consultation on the Green Paper' COM(1999)108 final, 10 March 1999.

35 Ibid., 3. Thisimportanceof thislink was furtheremphasised in reactionson 1999 Communications

Review, mainly by broadcasters.
36 This issue is taken up and analysed extensively in Part 11, Chapter 4.
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it chose to merge the proposed reforms for the regulation of infrastructure
and transmission services (i.e., the network part of regulation) into the
1999 Communications Review. As mentioned, this review of EU telecom
regulation was meant to review EU regulation in telecommunication, and
propose future policy options. Now that technological convergence had
blurred the distinction between communication networks, it was only
sensible to incorporate the results of the 1997 Convergence Green Paper
concerning network regulation in this process. Second, the regulation of
content was put on hold, and affirmed to be taken up again "at an appropriate
time"

1999 Communications Review
Up until the 1999 Communications Review, the Commission had not yet
officially introduced or used the principle of technological neutrality as
a regulatory principle. The Commission had only hinted at technological
neutrality as a regulatory solution in its 1997 Convergence Green Paper. 37
The 1999 Communications Review did explicitly highJight the principle;
the principle of technological neutrality was put forward as one of five
regulatory principles that were to underpin the new regulatory framework
for communications infrastructures and associated services. Future
regulation should:

· Be based on clearly defined policy objectives;
· Be the minimum necessary to meet those objectives;
· Further enhance legal certainty in a dynamic market;
· Aim to be technologically neutral;
· Be enforced as closely as practicable to the activities being regulated.38

37 European Commission, 1997 Green Paper on Convergence (n 14), 21.
38 European Commission, The 1999 Communications Review (n 28)
39 See L Hancher, P. Larouche and S Lavrijssen 'Principles of Good Governance' (2003) 4 Jouurnal
of Network Industries 355.
40 T, Tridimas The General Principles of EC Law (2nd ed. Oxford University Press Oxford 2007).
41 European Commission, 1997 Green Paperon Convergence (n 14), 21.
42 European Commission, The 1999 Communications Review (n 28), v.
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Principles one to three and five are considered to be generally accepted
principles of good regulation that have been around for some time.39 Also,
to a large extent, they fit in with more general principles of EC law.40 For
example, thesecond principle isa translation of theproportionality principle,
and the fifth principle of the principle of subsidiarity. Enhancement of legal
certainty, the third principle. is also a general principle of law. which to
a certain extent also connects to the first principle. The fourth principle,
however is a di fferent matter; it is the first time the principle of technological
neutrality is explicitly listed among other regulatory principles in an official
document of the European Commission. This choice of the Commission to
place the principle of technological neutrality on the same level as more
better known principles of good regulation is largely to be ascribed to
reactions of market parties. In its 1997 Green Paper on Convergence, the
Commission did swiftly suggest that regulation could be "'technology-
neutral', as in the broadcasting sector".41 However, it was the industry that
in its comments on the Green Paper collectively supported the principle of
technological neutrality. Major market players noticeably indicated their
support of the principle. which they regarded as a natural and justifiable Part I. The Principle of

consequence of technological convergence. Technological Neutrality
within the Framework
of EC Network Regulation

a. Reactions of market parties to technological neutrality
The general support for the principle of technological neutrality was
confirmed in the consultation that followed the 1999 Communications
Review. Yet, calls were also made for more clarity about the exact
interpretation and intended effects of the principle. In the introduction to
the Communication, the Commission formulated the principle to mean that
future regulation should:

aim to be technologically neutral, i.e. not to impose, nor discriminate in favour
of, the use of a particular type of technology, but to ensure that the same service

is regulated in an equivalent manner, irrespective of the means by which it is
delivered.42
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In Chapter 3.2 of the Communication that deals with regulatory principles,
it is subsequently stated that technological neutrality means that:

legislation should dehne the objectives to be achieved and should neither impose,
nordiscriminate in favourof, the use of a particulartype of technologyto achieve
those objectives.43

The Commission explains that the legislative framework at the time was
not technologically neutral, because different rules applied to services
provided over mobile and fixed networks, and to access to frequencies for
telecoms and broadcasting. It stated that "as far as possible, regulation of
communication services should not differentiate between technologies
over which such services are delivered".44 In addition, the Commission
highlighted that the principle should not be used as a means to introduce
more restrictive rules in any market.

Notice should be taken of how the Commission justified the introduction
of the principle in the Communication. Instead of emphasising the more
obvious non-discrimination - or fairness - rationale behind it, it stated
that "regulation that is based on a specific technology can quickly become
outdated, and may lead to inefficient investments by market players".45 This
can be considered an indication of a strong influence of incumbent telecom
operators on the acceptance and interpretation of the principle at the time.
As pointed out in Section A. the changing communications landscape was

putting increasing pressure on network operators to position or reposition
themselves in the emerging value chain of the multimedia market. They
accordingly had a strong interest in a clear and sustainable regulatory
framework that would secure that their future investments in the market
would be properly secured.

43'bid , 13
44 Ibid.
45 European Commission, The 1999 Communications Review (n 28), 13.
46 For the list of commentsonthe 1999 Communications Review see http://ec.europa.eu/archives/
ISPO/infosoc/telecompolicy/review99/comments/comments.html.
47 Note that the "Internet market" has in the meantime been redefined, and is commonly referred
to as the market for broadband access, See market 5 of the Commission Recommendation of 17
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A perusal of the comments on the 1999 Communications Review identifies
three major concerns of market parties about the potential effects of the
principle of technological neutrality: i) the fear of extending sector-specific
regulation (SSR) to new(er) markets; ii) the possibility of a clash between
the new principle with other, established principles of law; and iii) the
perceived absolute nature of the principle.46

Extending SSR to new(er) markets
A main fear was that the principle would automatically lead to the extension
of relatively strict SSR of fixed telephony to new, competitive markets
such as mobile communications and the Internet.47 Some market parties
interpreted the principle in such a way that regulation of one service, such
as fixed telephony, would automatically lead to identical regulation for all
those services that can serve as a substitute for that service, for example
mobile communications. In other words, market parties were concerned that
the principle of technological neutrality would be misused so as to justify
an extension of regulation.48 Both the Internet and mobile communications,
new markets at the time of the consultation, were put forward as Part I: The Principle of

examples of markets where competition law would be sufficient to create Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

a competitive environment. Commentators stressed that the best way to of EC Network Regulation

accomplish technological neutrality would be by way of competition law;
allowing markets to develop freely would prevent the so-called 'picking of
winners' by SSR. In addition, SSR was believed to hamper the development
of these new markets, since it would create disincentives to invest in
these new markets. This innovation argument was mainly expressed by
traditional telecom incumbents - such as British Telecom, Belgacom, and
Deutsche Telekom - that had more recently entered the markets of mobile
communications and Internet services.

December 2007 on relevant product and service markets within the electronic communications
sector susceptible to ex-ante regulation in accordance with Directive 2002/21/EC of the European
Parliament and the Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications
networks and services [2007] OJ L 344/65.
48 See U. Kamecke and T. Kober 'Technological neutrality in the EC Regulatory Framework for
Electronic Communications: A good principle widely misunderstood' (2008) 29 European
Competition Law Review 330,335.
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It is interesting to observe that many market parties at the time seemed
unable to separate the concept of sector specific regulation from the legacy
of fixed telephony regulation. It was often assumed that any application
of SSR to new markets would automatically mean a duplication of fixed
telephony SSR. This was considered problematic, since SSRof fixedtelephony
was introduced for a very specific purpose, namely to achieve competition
in the fixed telephony market. This market had long been dominated by
State monopolies, much unlike the markets for mobile communications and
the Internet. Many reactions thus held that the dynamic and competitive
nature of these markets could not justify any extension of SSR. Evidently,
incumbents in general had a strong personal interest in advocating
competition law over SSR, since this would mean less regulation for them,
and thus fewer obligations and lower costs.49 They accordingly argued that
technological convergence itself would cause an increase in competition,
and thus should rather lead to a withdrawal of sector-specific regulation.

The Commission itself emphasised in the 1999 Communications Review
that technological neutrality should not beused asa meansto introduce more
restrictive rules in any market.50 The statement can be criticised for being
ambiguous; if taken literally, it could mean that technological neutrality is
never allowed to have the effect of increasing regulation in any market. An
alternative explanation could be that the principle itself does not require
or justify an increase in regulation, in the absence of market power on the
market concerned.51 It is hard to conceive of any regulatory principle that
would not allow for regulatory intervention in a market merely because this
market was not regulated before.

49 On regulatory costs see R Baldwin and M. Cave Understanding Regulation. Theory, Strategy
and Practice (Oxford University Press New York 1999) 86-95; A.I. Ogus Regulation. Legal Form and
Economic Theory (Clarendon Press Oxford 1996) 152-165. Reducing these costs is an important
element of the Commission's Better Regulation policy, see: http://ec.europa.eu/governance/
better_regulation/index_en.htm.
50 European Commission, The 1999 Communications Review (n 28), 13
51 Cf on emerging markets Chapter 3. 102 et seq
52 That this argument will no longer be accepted today can be extracted from the 2007 Reform
Proposals, in which the Commission has now reviewed the 2002 EC Electronic Communications
Framework In these proposals, the Commission suggests to simpli fy accessto spectrum and remove
unnecessary restrictions on spectrum use, by strengthening the principle of technological neutrality
(i e. freedom to use any technology in a spectrum band) For more detailed information and further
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Potential clash between regulatory principles
Other commentators saw a potential clash between the principle of
technological neutrality and the principle of proportionality. Their
reasoning was closely connected to the one explained above; several parties
were afraid that technological neutrality would lead to a simple translation
of old fixed telecom SSR to newer markets, such as mobile telephony and
broadband, without properly assessing whether this SSR would be strictly
necessary to achieve the public interest objectives set for that sector.

The perceived absolute nature of the principle
Other reactions addressed the apparent lack of exceptions from the principle
of technological neutrality. Accordingly, it was suggested by several
commentators to identify technological neutrality as a policy objective,
rather than as a regulatory principle, so as to leave room for deviations
where necessary. This concern of market parties addressed a fundamental
question: is technological neutrality a goal that can be achieved through
regulation or competition law, or a method to achieve something like
competition in and for the market? The policy objective approach seemed Part I: The Principle of

to imply that technological neutrality is a goal. An argument presented Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

in support of the policy objective approach was that there are situations of EC Network Regulation

in which addressing a certain technology cannot be avoided. efficient
spectrum usage needs technical information to be included ill standards,
because this might otherwise cause problems of mobility between different
countries, and might thus impede the harmonisation of the European
market.52 Another argument voiced was that similar rules would not
always have the same effects on the different market parties concerned.
For example, it was argued that the impact of a requirement for access to
dominant satellite operator networks would be different from the impact
of the same requirement of access to cable networks, due to the different
cost-structures of different types of technology.53 Also, a relatively large

references see Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 'Report on the
Outcome of the Review of the regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and
services in accordance with Directive 2002/21/EC and Summary of the 2007 Reform Proposals'

COM(2007)696 final, 13 November 2007,6-8.
53 See the comments of NTL to the 1999 Communications Review (n 46), point 47-49.
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number of commentators, especially broadcasters, argued that the distinct
characteristics of different networks did not yet justify applying the
same rules to all communications infrastructures. They were therefore in
favour of leaving room for deviations from the principle of technological
neutrality, to avoid inappropriate regulation. This shows that a policy
objective approach was expected to lead to a weak version of technological
neutrality, whereas the regulatory principle approach would amount to a
strong version of technological neutrality.

In conclusion, in explaining their concerns, market parties pointed out to
the Commission how the principle of technological neutrality was open to
multiple interpretations and therefore vulnerable to misunderstandings. It
will now be shown how the Commission proceeded with the implementation
of the principle of technological neutrality in its new regulatory framework
for communications infrastructure and associated services, and how the
other EC institutions reacted to the principle that was presented to them
within the scope of this framework.

b. Reactions of the Institutions to technological neutrality
At around the same time that the Commission was preparing its proposal
for the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Regulatory Framework,
the European Parliament published its Van Velzen report on the 1999
Communications Review.54 The report itself remained surprisingly silent
on the issue of technological neutrality. However, various members of the
European Parliament did indicate a need for clarification of the concept
of technological neutrality in the run-up to the Van Velzen report.55 In
a Communication of April 2000 that summarised the results of the 1999

54 European Parliament Report on the Commission Communication 'Towards a new framework
for Electronic Communications infrastructure and associated services - The 1999 Communications
review' (rapporteur: W.G. van Velzen), 25 May 2000, AS-0145/2000 final.
55 Ibid., Opinion of the European Parliament, Committee on Culture, Youth, Education, the Media
and Sport, rapporteur M. Ridruejo, 25.
56 Communication from the Commission 'The results of the public consultation on the 1999
Communications Review and orientations for the New Regulatory Framework', COM(2000)239
final, 26 April 2000.
57 Working Document of the Commission (DG Information Society) 'Subject: A common regulatory
framework for electronic communication networks and services' 27 April 2000, available at: http://
ec.europa.eu/archives/ISPO/infosoc/telecompolicy/review99/wdregfwk.pdf.
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Communications Review, the Commission outlined its key considerations
upon which it intended to build its new Regulatory Framework.56 Shortly
after that, the Commission issued five separate working documents on
the subject. Each working document covered one of the five Directives
that would together constitute the 2002 EC Electronic Communications
Framework:

· A common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks
and services;57

· Universal service and user's rights relating to electronic communications
networks and services,58

· The authorisation of electronic communications networks and services;59
· Access to, and interconnection of electronic communication networks and

associated facilities;60
· The processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the

electronic communications sector.61

The Working Documents already contained detailed suggestions for Part I: The Principle of

provisions of the future Directives, and were all built on the premise that Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

competition rules would eventually suffice to guarantee competition in the of EC Network Regulation

sector. Sector-specific, ex-ante rules were, however, deemed necessary in
order to ease the transition to this competitive state.

The Commission officially issued its first package of measures for a new
Common Regulatory Framework for Electronic Communications Networks
and Services on 12 July 2000.62 The proposal for a Directive on a common

58 Working Document of the Commission (DG Information Society) 'Subject: Universal service and
user's rights relating to electronic communications networks and services' 27 April 2000, available
at: http://ec.europa.eu/archives/ISPO/infosoc/telecompolicy/review99/wdunisrv.pdf.
59 Working Document of the Commission (DG Information Society) 'Subject: The authorisation of
electronic communications networks and services' 27 April 2000, available at: http://ec.europa.
eu/archives/ISPO/infosoc/telecompolicy/review99/wdauthr.pdf.
60 Working Document of the Commission (DG Information Society) 'Subject Access to, and
interconnection of electronic communication networks and associated facilities' 27 April 2000,
available at: http://ec.europa.eu/archives/ISPO/infosoc/telecompolicy/review99/wdaccess.pdf.
61 Working Document of the Commission (DG Information Society) 'Subject: The processing of
personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector' 27 April 2000,
available at: http //ec.europa.eu/archives/ISPO/infosoc/telecompolicy/review99/wdprot.pdf.
62 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory
framework for electronic communications networks and services COM(2000)393, 12 July 2000;
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regulatory framework for electronic and communications services, after its
adoption commonly referred to as 'the Framework Directive', is the leading
Directive. It sets out the general principles and objectives that national
regulatory authorities should follow for the entire package of measures, as
well as detailed provisions on spectrum and numbering issues. Consequently,
this is the Directive where the principle of technological neutrality can be
found.

The Directives were to be adopted following the co-decision procedure of
Art. 251 EC.63 In its proposal fora Framework Directive (FD), the Commission
suggested in Article 7, sub 1. that

Member States shall ensure that in carrying out the regulatory tasks specified in
this Directive and the Specific Measures, in particular those designed to ensure
fair competition, national regulatory authorities take the utmost account of the
need for regulation to be technologically neutral; i.e. that it neither imposes nor
discriminates in favour of the use of a particular type of technology.64

1n its first reading, the European Parliament reacted with a report by Reino
Kalerva Paasilinna.65 The EP proposed to change the wording of the original
Article 7, sub 1, as follows:

Member States shall ensure that in carrying out the regulatory tasks specified in
this Directive and the Speciflc Measures, in particular those designed to ensure
fair competition, national regulatory authorities take the utmost account of the
need for regulation to foster the interoperability of equipments and services

Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on universal service and
users' rights relating to electronic communications networks and services Com(2000)392,12 July
2000; Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on access to, and
interconnection of, electronic communications networks and associated facilities Com(2000)384,
12 July 2000; Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning
the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications
sector Com(2000)385,12 July 2000; Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliamentand of the
Council on the authorisation of electronic communications networks and services Com(2000)386,
12 July 2000; Proposal fora Regulationof the European Parliamentandof theCouncilon unbundled
access to the local loop COM(2000)394,12 July 2000.
63 p. Craig and G. de Burca EU Law. Text, Cases and Materials (4th ed. Oxford University Press
Oxford 2007)
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and, with due regard to proportionate public interest objectives and effective
use of scarce resources, do not otherwise impose or discriminate in favour of
the use of a particular type of technology beyond what is needed to ensure this

interoperability.

The EP justified this amendment by stating that "[t]here will be occasions
where technological neutrality does not take due account of the needs of
legitimate public interest objectives and of the most efficient use of scarce
resources".66 The Commission toned down the wording of the Article in its
amended proposal.67 Article 7, sub 1, of the amended proposal reads:68

Member States shall ensure that in carrying out the regulatory tasks specified in
this Directive and the Specific Measures, in particularthose designed to ensure fair
competition, national regulatory authorities give preference to measures which
are technologically neutral, without prejudice to the need to meet proportionate

general interest objectives, and to ensure the effective management of scarce

resources.
Part I: The Principle of

The Common Position that was subsequently adopted by the Council on 17 Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

September 2001 again changed the wording of this Article to read: of EC Network Regulation

Member States shall ensure that in carrying out the regulatory tasks specified in

this Directive and the speciftc Directives, in particular those designed to ensure

effective competition, national regulatory authorities take the utmost account of
the desirability of making regulations technologically neutral.69

64 The article was placed within Chapter 111 of the Directive, that covered the 'Duties of National

Regulatory Authorities'. Proposal fora Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on a
common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services (n 62), 18.
65 European Parliament Report on a proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services

(rapporteur: R. Paasilinna), 7 February2001, (COM(2000)393 - C5-0428/2000-2000/0184(COD)),
AS-0053/2001.
66 Ibid., Amendment 35,30.
67 Amended Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common

regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services, COM(2001)380 final,
4 July 2001.
68 Ibid., 19.
69 Common Position adopted by the Council on the 17 September of 2001 with a view to the
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According to the Commission, the Council did not recognise the need
for the clarifications proposed by the EP and consequently taken up by
the Commission.70 Nevertheless, Recital 18 was added to the preamble of
the Directive by the Council, which seems to have been inspired by the
amendments of the EP:

The requirement for Member States to ensure that national regulatory authorities
take the utmost account of the desirability of making regulation technologically
neutral, that is to saythat it neitherimposes nordiscriminates in favourof the use
of a particular type of technology, does not preclude the taking of proportionate
steps to promote certain speciflc services where this is justif ed, for example
digital television as a means for increasing spectrum efficiency.71

The second reading of the EP proposed no further changes.72 and the
Council Position therewith determined the final wording of the Article,
which was renumbered to Article 8 in the final version of the Directive. The
Framework Directive and the specific Directives were officially adopted on
7 March 2002.73

Article 8 of the Framework Directive (FD) provides an answer to the earlier
posed question whether technological neutrality should be considered
a policy objective or a regulatory principle.74 Article 8 FD, which covers
technological neutrality, can be found in Chapter III, Tasks of National
Regulatory Authorities, under the header of "Policy objectives and
regulatory principles". Article 8 (1) FD states:

adoption of a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory
framework for electronic communications networks and services [2001] OJ C 337/34.
70 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliamnt pursuant to the second
subparagraph of Article 251 (2) of the EC Treaty concerning the common position of the Council,
SEC (2001) 1365 final, 18 September 2001.
71 Recital 18 of the Common Position (n 69).
72 European Parliament legislative resolution on the Council common position for adopting a
European Parliament and Council directive on a common regulatory framework for electronic
communications networks and services (Framework Directive) [2002] OJ C 177 E/142.
73 Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 7 March 2002 on acommon
regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services (Framework Directive)
[2002] OJ L 108/33, Directive 2002/20/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7
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Member States shall ensure that in carrying out the regulatory tasks specified

in this Directive and the Specific Directives, the national regulatory authorities
take all reasonable measures which are aimed at achieving the objectives set
out in paragraphs 2,3 and 4. Such measures shall be proportionate to those

objectives.

Member States shall ensure that in carrying out the regulatory tasks specified in
this Directive and the specific Directives, in particular those designed to ensure

effective competition, national regulatory authorities take the utmost account of
the desirability of making regulations technologically neutral. (...)

Thus, the policy objectives of the Regulatory Framework can be found

in paragraphs 2,3, and 4. Since technological neutrality is only found in
paragraph 1 of the Article, and not in paragraphs 2,3 or 4, it can be safely
concluded that technological neutrality indeed is a regulatory principle.

2. The 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework
It has been shown that technological neutrality has emerged as a regulatory Part I: The Principle of

principle within the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework. A Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

closer look will now be taken at this Regulatory Framework, and it will of EC Network Regulation

be tentatively examined how the principle finds expression in the various
Directives. This section will also presentbasicin formation on the Regulatory
Framework.75

March 2002 on the authorisation of electronic communications networks and associated services

('Authorisation Directive') [2002] OJ L108/21; Directive 2002/19/EC of the European Parliament
andof the Council of 7 March 2002 on access to, and interconnection of, electroniccommunications
networks and associated facilities ('Access Directive') [2002] OJ L108/7; Commission Directive
2002/77/EC of 16 September 2002 on competition in the markets for electronic communications
networks and services [2002] OJL249/21; Directive 2002/22/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on universal service and users' rights relating to electronic
communications networksand associated services('Universal Service Directive') [2002] OJ L108/51;
Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 concerning
the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications
sector ('Directive on privacy and electronic communications') [2002] OJ L201/37.
74 Cf. this Chapter, 43.
75 The Directive on privacy and electronic communications will not be discussed here, since it bears

no relevance for the purpose of this book. A reader which is familiar with the Regulatory Framework
can choose to skipthe following section.
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a. Framework Directive
The key Directive of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework
is the Framework Directive.76 This Directive first and foremost determines
the scope of the entire Regulatory Framework. It applies to 'electronic
communications networks' and 'electronic communication services', as
defined in Article 2 of the Framework Directive:

(a) 'electronic communications network' means transmission systems and, where
applicable, switching or routing equipment and other resources which permit the
conveyance of signals by wire, by radio, by optical or by other electromagnetic
means, including satellite networks, hxed (circuit- and packet-switched, including
Internet) and mobile terrestrial networks, electricity cable systems, to the extent
thattheyare used for the purpose of transmitting signals, networks used for radio
and television broadcasting, and cable television networks, irrespective of the
type of information conveyed.

(...)

(c) 'electronic communications service' means a service normally provided for
remuneration which consists wholly or mainly in the conveyance of signals on
electronic communication networks, including telecommunications services and
transmission services in networks used for broadcasting, but exclude services

providing, orexercising editorial control over, contenttransmitted using electronic
communications networks an services; it does not include information society
services, as defned in Article 1 of Directive 98/34/EC, which do not consist
wholly or mainly in the conveyance of signals in electronic communications
networks.

The 1997 Convergence Green Paper indicated that a vertical regulatory
approach to electronic communications networks was no longer justified,
due to technological developments such as convergence. The above
definitions show that the scope of the Regulatory Framework is indeed no
longer restricted to traditional telecommunications networks, but applies
to all networks which permit the conveyance of signals. The Framework
Directive definition would appear to respect the principle of technological
neutrality, and it also demonstrates that the content that is delivered
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over these electronic communications networks is not covered by the
Regulatory Framework. This is in line with another important conclusion
of the consultation rounds that preceded the adoption of the Regulatory
Framework, namely that regulation of transport should be separated
from the regulation of content. The definitions and scope thus respect
the main outcomes of the 1997 Green Paper on Convergence and the 1999
Communications Review.

The Framework Directive sets out the regulatory principles, objectives
and main procedures of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework.
The National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) are the main actors in the
Regulatory Framework and must respect the regulatory principles that
underlie the Framework Directive. These principles are the same principles
asthosein the 1999 Communications Review,77 butarenot collectively listed
in a specific provision of the Framework Directive, unlike the regulatory
objectives that the NRAs shall contribute to, which can be found in Article
8 of the Framework Directive. These objectives are: i) the promotion of
competition in the sector of electronic communications; ii) the development
of the internal market; and iii) the promotion of interests of citizens of Part I: The Principleof

the EU that cannot be guaranteed by market forces alone. The regulatory within the Framework
Technological Neutrality

objectives are each exemplified in Art. 8 FD. Since there is no formal of EC Network Regulation

hierarchy between the three objectives, conflicts are bound to occur.78

The thrust of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework is to
intervene when market forces alone cannot deliver. Accordingly, sector-
specific, ex-ante regulation must be kept to a minimum. The Regulatory
Framework is set up in alignment with competition law principles, as
a consequence of which its concepts resemble to well-known concepts
from competition law.79 The best example is the concept of Significant

76 Framework Directive (n 73).
77 Thesearethat regulation must: i) bebased onclearlydefined policy objectives, ii) bethe minimum
necessary to meet those policy objectives; iii) further enhance legal certainty in a dynamic market;
iv) aim to be technologically neutral; and v) be enforced as closely as practicable to the activities

being regulated.
78 p Larouche and M. de Visser 'Key Institutional Issues and Possible Scenarios for the Review of
the EC Electronic Communications Framework' Tilec Discussion Paper No. 2005-032, available at:

http://www.tilburguniversity.nl/tilec/publications/discussionpapers/2005-032.pdf.
79 See P. Nihoul and P. Rodford EU Electronic Communications Law. Competition and Regulation in
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Market Power (SMP), a concept that relies heavily on dominance within
competition law.80 The basis of the SMP regime is in Articles 14, 15, and
16 of the Framework Directive, yet its substance is found in the Access
Directive. The SMP regime will therefore be explained further under the
header of the Access Directive.

The substantive rules of the Regulatory Framework can roughly be
divided into two categories; those on market entrance and those on market
behaviour. The rules on market entrance cover those rules that are of
relevance for market parties and NRAs when a new firm wants to enter a
market that falls within the scopeof the 2002 EC Electronic Communications
Framework. The rules on market behaviour deal with the provisions that
market parties need to obey once they are present on these markets. The
Authorisation Directive comprises the rules on market entrance; the rules
on market behaviour can for the larger part be found in the Universal
Service Directive and the Access Directive.

b. Authorisation Directive
As indicated, the rules on market entrance comprise the rules that are
imposed on firms that want to enter the market to provide electronic
communications services. When a firm wants to start providing such
services, it will need a General Authorisation. The provisions concerning
this authorisation are laid down in the Authorisation Directive.81 The term
authorisation is confusing, since NRAs are not allowed to require any sort
of explicit decision or any other administrative act for exercising the rights

the European Telecommunications Morket (Oxford University Press New York 2004); P Larouche 'A
Closer Look at Some Assumptions Underlying EC Regulation of Electronic Communications' (2002)
3 Journal of Network Industries 129; A. de Streel 'The Integration of Competition Law Principles
in the New European Regulatory Framework for Electronic Communications' (2003) 28 World
Competition 489; A. de Streel 'Market definitions in the New European Regulatory Framework'
(2003) 5 Info 27; A. de Streel 'A First Assessment of the New European Regulatory Framework for
Electronic Communications' [2005] Communications & Strategies 141.
80 A. de Streel 'The New Concept of Significant Market Power in Electronic communications: the
Hybridisation of the Sectoral Regulation by Competition Law' (2003) European Competition Law
Review 535.
81 Authorisation Directive (n 73).
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stemming from the Directive; the General Authorisation should therefore
not be seen as anything more than a declaratory act.82 The NRAs are
permitted to require a prior notification from the undertaking concerned,
but the undertaking can begin its activities as soon as the notification has

been received by the NRA. An exception is made for the granting of specific
rights for the use of radio frequencies and numbers, but only where this is
unavoidable in the view of scarcity.83 The Authorisation Directive further
comprises a harmonised list of conditions that can be attached to the general

authorisation and the specific rights of use.84

The transition from a system of individual licences to a system of
general authorisation has had an impact on the situation of broadcasters in
particular. The individual licences of broadcasters originally contained the
authorisation to provide an electronic communications network or service
as well as the authorisation to provide broadcast content to the public.

Due to the system of general authorisation of electronic communication
networks and services, the two elements of the former individual licence

needed to be separated.85 A broadcaster will thus generally need to apply for
a individual licence to provide broadcast content, but can benefit from the Partl: The Principle of

General Authorisation system for the former network part of the licence. Technological Neutrality
within the Framework
of EC Network Regulation

c. Universal Service Directive
Once an undertaking is present on a market, the rules on market behaviour
apply. One branch of these rules can be found in the Universal Service
Directive (USD).86 The concept of universal service entails the provision
of a defined minimum set of services to all users at an affordable price.

The rationale behind universal service is that the market will not always

deliver this minimum set of services.87 This is considered undesirable from
both an economic and a social perspective. The service of voice telephony

82 Recitals 7-8 and Article 3 Authorisation Directive.
83 Recital 11 and Article 5 Authorisation Directive.
84 Article 6 and Annex A, B, and C of the Authorisation Directive.
85 Open Network Provision Committee Working Document'Subject: The 2003 regulatory framework
for electronic communications - Implications for broadcasting' 14 June 2002,8-9.
86 Universal Service Directive (n 73).
87 For an extensive deliberation on Universal Service (of both the current and old system under EC

law) see chapter 5 of P. Nihoul and P. Rodford EU Electronic Communications Law. Competition and
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is regarded as crucial for conducting business, as well as for preventing
social exclusion. After the liberalisation of the telecommunications sector
in 1998, a safety net was thus considered necessary in order to make up for
those instances where the market failed to deliver. The scope of the current
universal service obligation is laid down in Article 4 (1) of the Universal
Service Directive and reads:

Member States shall ensure that all reasonable requests for connection at a fixed
location to the public telephony network and for access to publicly available
telephone services at a ftxed location are met by at least one undertaking.

The scope of the current universal service obligation is thus restricted to
a connection to the public telephony network at a fixed location. Recital 8
of the Universal Service Directive indicates that the designated universal
service provider is not constrained by any technical means to provide the
fixed connection; both wired and wireless technologies are allowed, as long
as the technology is capable of delivering the service at a fixed location.
This means that the obligation for access to the public telephone network
ata fixed location can be fulfilled by the provision of a mobile phone
subscription. This leads some people to argue that the current concept of
universal service is consistent withtheprincipleof technological neutrality.88
Alternatively, it can also be suggested that the fixed location element of
the current definition seems to play into the hands of former incumbents
and their traditionally wired technology. The national implementation of
the universal service obligation is indeed still principally met by a fixed
connection to the public telephony network.89

Regulation in the European Te/ecommunications Market (Oxford University Press New York 2004)
491-627; Furthersee: D Pittand N. Levine'Universal serviceandthe futureof regulation' (2004)28
Telecommunications Policy 227; S. Simpson 'Universal service issues in converging communications
environments the case of the UK' (2004) 28 Telecommunications Policy 233; S. Hoernig and
T.M. Valletti, 'The Interplay Between Regulation and Competition: The Case of Universal Service
Obligations' (2002) CESifo Working Paper Series No. 682, available at SSRN http://ssrn.com/
abstract=306281.
88 A. de Streel 'The Protection of the European Citizen in a Competitive E-Society: The New EU
Universal Service Directive' (2003) 4 Journal of Network Industries 189,207.
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Article 15 of the Universal Service Directive obliges the Commission to
periodically review the scope of universal service, in the light of social,
economic, and technological developments. Recital 25 and Annex V of the
Directive provide a two-pronged test to assess whether or not the scope
of universal service should be extended. The first criterion is that specific
services are available to and used by a majority of consumers, and that the
lack of availability or non-use of these services by a minority of consumers
results in social exclusion. The second criterion is that the inclusion of
services within the scope generates a general net benefit to all consumers,
which would not occur without government intervention, under normal
commercial conditions. Recital 25 further emphasises that the review of the
scope must in no way artificially promote the use of certain technologies
above others and should thus not be seen as a way to increase the roll-out
of new technologies. According to the Commission, this practice would not
be in line with the principle of technological neutrality.90

The first review took place in 2005 and focused on the question whether
universal service should include access to mobile telecommunications
and broadband access. In a Communication, the Commission preliminary Part I: The Principle of

concluded that competition in mobile communications already ensured Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

widespread affordable access to mobile telephony, especially through of EC Network Regulation

the provision of pre-paid packages that puts low-income users in greater
control of their expenses. As regards broadband access, it argued that
only a minority (6.5 %) of European consumers makes use of broadband
services. Therefore, the criterion of "the use by a majority of consumers"
was not yet met, and broadband access could not be included in the scope
of universal service.91 Both conclusions were confirmed in the report that

89 Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the European
and Economic Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on the Review of the Scope of
Universal Service in accordance with Article 15 of Directive 2002/22/EC, COM (2005) 203,24 May
2005,5

90 Ibid., 4
91 Communicationonthe Review of the Scope of Universal Service (n 89); Commission Staff Working
Document 'Annex to the Review of the Scope of Universal Service in Accordance with Article 15 of
Directive 2002/22/EC, SEC (2005)660, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/information_/policy/
ecomm/doc/library/working_docs/sec_2005_660_staff_working_document.pdf.
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summarised the results of the public consultation on the Communication in
2006.92 In practical terms this means that European consumers cannot claim
a right to broadband access on their premises. This result may at first seem
to contradict the general broadband policy of the EU; the eEurope Action
Plan, and its successor the i2010 Initiative, requires Member States to put
in place comprehensive broadband strategies.93 However, the Commission
argues that rather than achieving this goal through an extension of the
scope of universal service, this should be accomplished by relying on the
market and deploying alternative mechanisms of public funding, such as
Structural Funds, where the market does not deliver.94

A second obligation that can be imposed on network operators on the
basis of the Universal Service Directive are the must-carry requirements.95
Must-carry rules are meant to ensure that certain radio and television
channels are made generally available to consumers. The underlying
objectives of the system are the belief that certain channels and services
should be universally accessible, combined with the need for a pluralistic
offer by broadcasters. Must-carry rules have traditionally been in place in
most Member States, and have been introduced at the European level of
regulation with the Universal Service Directive.96 Article 31(1) USD allows
Member States to impose

92 Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the European and
Economic Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions Report regarding the outcome of the
Review of the Scope of Universal Service in accordance with Article 15(2) of Directive 2002/22/EC,
COM (2006)63 final, 7 April 2007. For an US perspective on broadband and Universal Service see:
D. Gabel 'Broadband and Universal Service' (2007) 31 Telecommunications Policy 327.
93 Communication from the Commission tothe Council, the European Parliament, the Economicand
Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions - eEurope 2005 An information society for
all - An Action Plan to be presented in view of the Sevilla European Council, COM (2002)623 final,
28 May 2002; Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the
European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions - 12010 - A European
Information Society for growth and employment COM (2005)229 final, 1 June 2005.
94 Cf Chapter 3,107 et seq. Structural Funds are those funds allocated by the EU for the purpose
of reducing disparities in development and improving economic and social cohesion in the EU. For
more info see: http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/funds/prord/sf_en.htm.
95 Recitals 43-46 and Article 31 Universal Service Directive.
96 For an inventory of EU must-carry regulations see: Cullen International 'Study on the regulation
of broadcasting issues under the new regulatory framework', 22 December 2006, available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/ecomm/doc/library/ext_studies/reg_bc_issues_
under_nrf/broadcasting_study_report.pdf; See in particular Table 14-17 of the Annexes: http://
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(...) reasonable 'must-carry' obligations, for the transmission of specifted
radio and television broadcasts channels and services, on undertakings under
their jurisdiction providing electronic communications networks used for the
distribution of radio and television broadcasts to the public where a significant

number of end-users of such networks use them as their principal means to receive
radio and television broadcasts. Such obligations shall only be imposed where
they are necessary to meet clearly defined general interest objectives and shall

be proportionate and transparent. The obligations shall be subject to periodical
review. (emphasis added).

As a result of the earlier mentioned separation of network and content
regulation within the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Regulatory
Framework, Art. 31 USD does not address which broadcasters should
benefit from the must-carry obligation.97 Nor does the provision cover what
is sometimes referred to as a must-list obligation; it does not encompass the

visibility of a certain channel or programme in an Electronic Programme
Guide (EPG). It only gives Member States the opportunity to oblige

designated network operators to carry certain radio and television channels Part I: The Principle of

and services, without suggesting in any way what kind of content should Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

benefit from this obligation. The imposition of must-carry obligations is of EC Network Regulation

further restricted to instances in which the obligation is proportionate,
transparent, and necessary to meet clearly defined general interest
objectives,. Recital 44 of the Universal Service Directive sets out which
networks currently fall under the networks that a significant number of
end-users use as their principal means to receive radio and television:
cable, satellite, and terrestrial broadcasting networks. The fact that under
the current interpretation of Art. 31 USD it is impossible to automatically
impose must-carry obligations on all electronic communications networks
that fall under the scope of the Regulatory Framework might by some be
considered a violation of the principle of technological neutrality. However,

ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/ecomm/doc/library/ext_studies/reg_bc_issues_under_
nrf/broadcasting_tables_topics_2007.pdf  and http //ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/
ecomm/doc/library/ext_studies/reg_bc_issues_under_nrf/broadcasting_by_country.pdf.
97 For Comments on the practical implementation of this provision see T. Roukens 'What are We
Carrying Across the EU These Days?'(2006) 15 Media Law and Policy 201; Fora critical analysis and
proposal for the future see P. Valcke 'The Future of Must-Carry: From Must-Carry to a Concept of
Universal Service in the Info-Communications Sector' (2006) 15 Media Law and Policy 247.
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at the end of Part 1 it will have become clear that this is not the case.
The imposition of must-carry obligations depends on an objective condition
- a significant number of end-users of such networks use them as their
principal means to receive radio and television broadcasts - and not on the
use of a technology. The fact that some technologies will and others will
not be affected by the regulatory measure does not in itself create a conflict
with technological neutrality.

d. Access Directive
The Access Directive (AD) forms the core of the 2002 EC Electronic
Communications Framework and covers the interconnection and access
regimes.98 One of the three fundamental policy objectives underlying the
Regulatory Framework is to promote competition in the market for electronic
communications networks and services, so as to increase consumer choice.99
In order to supply electronic communications services, market players
need access to infrastructure and associated facilities. If the electronic
communications networks were inaccessible to any parties beyond other
then their owners, this would be impossible to achieve. In cases where
network operators are not willing to share their facilities, access rules might
be needed to ensure competition in the market.

The starting point for both the interconnection and the access regime is
that undertakings seeking a relationship are first and foremost supposed
to negotiate with the controlling firm on a commercial basis.100 When
these negotiations fail, the firm seeking access can either turn to its NRA
or national court for redress.101 MemberStates are furthermore obliged to
ensure that NRAs are empowered to intervene at their own initiative when
justified.102 The underlying assumption is that in a competitive market

98 Directive 2002/19/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on access

to, and interconnection of, electronic communications networks and associated facilities ('Access
Directive') [2002] OJ L108/7.
99 Art. 8 Framework Directive lists the various objectives to be pursued by NRAs in applying and
enforcing Electronic Communications regulation: i) the promotion of competition in the provision of
electronic communications networks, electronic communications services and associated facilities;
ii) development of the internal market; and iii) promotion of the interests of European citizens.
100 See Art. 4(1) and Art. 12(1) Access Directive.
101 See Art. 20 Framework Directive.
102 Art. 5(4) Access Directive
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for networks, market players have an incentive to provide access and to
interconnect, since this will increase their profits. This is what economists
refer to as competition in the market. However, when one undertaking
controls the market (i.e., has SMP) it might be in its best interest to deny
access so as to drive the other undertakings out of the market entirely.
In such a scenario, any change to the market structure usually involves
another firm taking over as market leader, for instance the market is highly
innovative or because it is auctioned off at regular intervals (e.g., sports
rights). This is generally referred to as competition for the market.

The interconnection regime covers the situation in which one network
operator wants to interconnect with a second network operator.103

Interconnection is defined in the Access Directive as:

[t]he physical and logical linking of public communication networks used by the
same or a different undertaking in order to allow the users of one undertaking to
communicate with users of the same or another undertaking, or to access services

provided by another undertaking[.1 Part I: The Principle of
Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

Interconnection thus refers to the purely physical interconnection between of EC Network Regulation

public networks. Both network operators have to right and the obligation
to negotiate interconnection with each other. When, exceptionally, these
negotiations do not lead to interconnection, the NRA can intervene and
impose interconnection on the refusing network operator on the basis of
Art. 5(1) AD. The network operator does not need to have SMP for the
provision to apply, but does need to control access to end-users. Article
5(1) AD provides this possibility of intervention only in cases where it is
necessary to ensure end-to-end connectivity.104

103 Art. 4 (1) Access Directive.
104 The NRA is under the current interconnection regime not obliged to submit a request to
the Commission for an authorisation to impose such an obligation on a non-SMP firm. However,
the Commission has suggested in its review of the EU Regulatory Framework for electronic
communications and services to streamline the interconnection - and access regime such that in the
future, NRAsthat want to imposea remedyon a non-SMP firm onthe basis of Art. 5(1) AD will have
to follow a similar procedure as now foreseen in the access-regime by Art. 8(3) AD (the procedure
applicable when a NRA wants to impose an obligation for access or interconnection on a SMP-firm
other than those set out in Articles 9-13 in the Access Directive). This procedure would mean that
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The SMP regime
The access regime, better known as the SMP regime, has a broader scope of               I
application than the interconnection regime. Access is defined in Art. 2(a)
AD as

the making available of facilities and/or services, to another undertaking, under
dehned conditions, on either and exclusive or non-exclusive basis, forthe purpose
of providing electronic communications services. It covers inter alia: access to

network elements and associated facilities, which may involve the connection

of equipment, by fixed or non-fixed means (in particular this includes access to
the local loop and to facilities and services necessary to provide services over
the local loop), access to physical Infrastructure including buildings, ducts and
masts; access to relevant software systems including operational support systems,
access to number translation or systems offering equivalent functionality, access
to fixed and mobile networks, in particular for roaming, access to conditional
access systems for digital television services; access to virtual network services.

Under the access regime, both network operators and service providers can
seek redress when a request for access to resources of a firm with SMP
fails.105 In addition, NRAs must impose specific, ex-ante obligations on
network operators with SMP on markets within the scope of the Regulatory
Framework.106 The procedure leading to this designation can be broken
down into three steps: i) the market definition; ii) the market analysis; and
iii) the imposition of remedies.

when a NRA wants to impose such an obligation, it should submit a request to the Commission,
after which the Commission could take a decision under an advisory committee procedure (Art.
14(2) AD) to authorise or prevent the adoption of the relevant measure. See Commission Staff
Working Document 'Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament,
the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on the Review of the EU
Regulatory Framework for electronic communications and services' SEC (2006)816, 28 June 2006,
20; Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Directives
2002/21/EC on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and
services, 2002/19/EC on access to, and interconnection of, electronic communications networks
and services, and 2002/20/EC on the authorisation of electronic communications networks and
services, COM (2007) 697 final, 13 November 2007,43.
105 Art. 20 Framework Directive.
106 Art. 8 Access Directive. The obligations are set out in Articles 9-13 Access Directive.
107 Commission Recommendation of 11 February 2003 on relevant product and services markets
within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with
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Figure 2. The SMP regime

A first identification of these markets is done by the European Commission
in the Recommendation on Relevant Markets. The Commission is compelled
to draw up, and periodically review. this Recommendation pursuant to Art.
15 of the Framework Directive. The first Recommendation was published on

11 February 2003, which was replaced by a second Recommendation on 17
December 2007.107 The rationale behind the Recommendation is to identify
those markets whose characteristics may be such that they warrant the
imposition of regulatory ex-ante obligations.
Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory
framework for electronic communication networks and services [2003] OJ L 114/45; Commission
Recommendation of 17 December 2007 on relevant product and services markets within the
electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with Directive
2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory framework for
electronic communication networks and services [2007] OJ L 344/65.
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The NRAs subsequently define national markets according to the national
circumstances,108 taking into account both the Recommendation and a
second instrument, the Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment
of Significant Market Power.109 The purpose of this second instrument is
to give proper guidance to NRAs in defining markets and assessing SMP.
For example, it indicates how NRAs can use the competitive constraints
of demand-side and supply-side substitution to assess the behaviour of
undertakings on the market.110

NRAs are allowed to define and subsequently analyse national markets
in addition to the markets identified in the Recommendation.111 However,
these markets will have to meet a three-criteria test which is laid down
in the Recommendation on Relevant Markets. 112 The first criterion is the
presence of high and non-transitory barriers, the second is the absence of a
dynamic market structure that tends towards effective competition within
the relevant time horizon, and the third is the inability of competition law
to adequately address the market failure(s) concerned.

After having defined the national markets, the NRAs carry out an analysis
of those markets, in line with competition law principles. These assessments
have to be performed on a forward-looking basis, as the NRA will have
to include an appreciation of the future development of the market in its
assessment. As a result, the outcome might differ from the conclusions
reached by a competition authority.113 The aim of the market analysis is to
assess whether specific undertakings on the market have SMP. This concept
is similar to the concept of dominance within the meaning of Art. 82 EC,
which was defined by the ECJ in the United Brands case as "a position of
economic strength affording an undertaking the power to behave to an
appreciable extent independently of competitors, customers and ultimately
consumers".114 For the purpose of the Regulatory Framework, the concept
of SMP is defined in Art. 14 (2) FD:

108 Art. 15(3) Framework Directive.
109 Commission Guidelines on market analysis and the assessment of significant market power
under the Community regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services
[2002] OJ C 165/6.
110 Ibid., para. 38-43
111 Art. 7(4) Framework Directive.
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An undertaking shall be deemed to have signiflcant market power if, either

individually or jointly with others, it enjoys a position equivalent to dominance,
that isto say a position of economicstrength affording an undertaking the power

to behave to an appreciable extent independently of competitors, customers and

ultimately consumers.

When a NRA finds that an undertakings has SMP on a relevant market, the
market will be regarded as not effectively competitive.115 Pursuant to Art.
16(4) FD and Art. 8(2) AD, NRAs will subsequently impose obligations on
operators designated with SMR The authorities have a choice as regards the
kind of obligations to impose, but do not have a choice whether or not to
impose obligations. When an undertaking has SMR the NRA must impose
appropriate obligations on the undertaking concerned.116 Alternatively,
when an NRA finds that an undertaking no longer holds SMR it will
have to relieve the undertaking concerned of its obligations.117 possible

obligations are set out in Articles 9 to 13 of the Access Directive and entail
transparency, non-discrimination, accounting separation, obligations for Part I: The Principle of

access to and use of specific network facilities, and price control and cost Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

accounting obligations.118 Yet, these obligations are not limitative; Article of EC Network Regulation

8(3) of the Access Directive provides NRAs with the opportunity to impose
other obligations, when these have been notified to and approved by the
Commission. After this three-step procedure, the NRAs will notify the
Commissionandother NRAs of theirdra ftmeasures by following the Article
7 procedure.119 The Commission can in exceptional cases veto a market

112 See Recital 5 and Recommendation 2 of Commission Recommendation of 17 December 2007 on
relevant product and services markets (n 107).
113CommissionGuidelineson marketanalysisand theassessmentof signi ficantmarket power(n 109),

para. 27.
114 Case 27/76 United Brands v. Commission [1978] ECR 207
115 Commission Guidelineson market analysisandtheassessmentof significant market power(n 109),

para. 5.

116 Ibid., para. 114.
117 Art. 16(3) Framework Directive.
118 These are the remedies for wholesale markets. Retail markets remedies can be found in Art. 17-
19 of the Universal Service Directive.
119 Art. 7 Framework Directive and Art. 8(5) Access Directive
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definition or SMP designation by the NRA, but can only give a non-binding
opinion on the regulatory obligations chosen.12° When the draft measure is
approved by the Commission, the NRA can proceed to implement it.

Whether and to what extent the Access Directive, and the regimes it
comprises, fully comply with the principle of technological neutrality will
be discussed in more detail at a later stage.121 For now, it can be observed
that both the access and the interconnection regime are applied on the basis
of market analysis, and not on the basis of technologies.

C. Conclusion

Technological neutrality has emerged as a new regulatory principle
in the course of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework.
Technological and economic developments have changed the European
communications landscape to such an extent that traditional regulatory
approaches can no longer be used or justified. The consultation process
leading to the Regulatory Framework had two primary outcomes: content
regulation should be separated from network regulation, and electronic
communications networks should be regulated on the basis of a horizontal
regime. This horizontal regime for EC network regulation was realised with
the adoption of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework.

The principle of technological neutrality was introduced by the
Commission in the Regulatory Framework as a means to ensure that a
regulatory environment was created in which different technologies would

120 The Article 7 procedure is executed in two phases. In the first phase, which takes one month,
the Commission can approveand/orcommentonthedraftdecision. However, when the Commission
thinks that the proposed measure can create a barrier to the internal market or has serious doubts
about its compatibility with European law, it can decide to start a second phase investigation. This
second phase extends the procedure with two more months in which the case will be examined in-
depth. When the concerns of the Commission are confirmed, it can exercise its veto power, but only
regarding the market definition and SMP designation. Alternatively, it can withdraw its concerns
and approve the draft measure. See Commission Recommendation of 23 July 2003 on notifications,
time limits and consultations provided for in Article 7 of Directive 2002/21/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications
networks and services [2003] OJ L 190/13.
121 See Chapter 3,97 et seq.
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compete on an equal footing, or in other words that regulation would not
favour one technology over another. The principle was given a prominent
place in the Framework Directive and carried through the other, specific
Directives. An enthusiastic recognition of the principle by market parties
echoed through the public consultations from the beginning. Many saw it
as a logical and justifiable result of technological convergence. However,
vagueness surrounding the exact interpretation of the principle also led
to concerns about potential negative impacts of the principle, such as the
automatic extension of legacy sector-specific regulation to new markets.
For a better understanding of the principle, the following chapter will
analyse whether the norm represented by the principle of technological

neutrality can be justified from an economic and communication science
perspective. This analysis will serve as a solid basis for the legal analysis of
the principle that will be performed in Chapter 3.

Part I: The Principle of
Technological Neutrality
within the Framework
of EC Network Regulation
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Chapter 2
Identifying the Norm behind
Technological Neutrality
Chapter 1 showed what developments have led to the emergence of Part I The Principle of

technological neutrality. In addition, it was shown how the principle has within the Framework
Technological Neutrality

been carried through the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework. of EC Network Regulation

Nevertheless, questions remain about the exact interpretation and intended

consequences of the principle. These ambiguities may lead to an undesirable

outcome; the vagueness that surrounds technological neutrality creates

uncertainty in both theory and practice, with the risk that technological

neutrality will not be taken seriously as a regulatory principle. The following
two chapters will therefore thoroughly analyse the principle, aiming to
improve our understanding of it and by the same token to ensure that its

application is satisfactory.

The principle of technological neutrality was termed a 'regulatory principle'
by the Commission in the 1999 Communications Review and the Framework
Directive of the Regulatory Framework. Although these documents do not
explain why the epithet 'regulatory principle' was chosen, perhaps it is
easier to understand that choice by looking at alternatives, with the help
of some insights regarding the scope and implications of the regulatory
principle of technological neutrality derived from its application in
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practice. First of all, technological neutrality is not - or perhaps not yet
- a 'general principle of law'122 because of its limited scope of application
and its still early stage of development. It is currently applied mainly - but
not exclusively - in the context of ex-ante, sector-specific regulation. 123
Furthermore, contrary to well-established general principles of Community
law such as proportionality and legal certainty, technological neutrality has
not (yet) been endorsed by the Court of Justice. Yet, while not a general
principle of law, technological neutrality is also not a mere substantive rule,
such as the rule that firms with SMP on a selected relevant market must be
placed under one or the other from a set of regulatory obligations.124 Rather
than aiming for a specific result, it guides lawmakers and regulators in the
development and application of specific rules. It can be argued that as a
result, technological neutrality is not binding on Community institutions
and Member States in every situation, in the sense that any measure in
conflict with technological neutrality may be annulled by a Court. However,
it is unquestionably binding on NRAs and Member States in the context
of the Regulatory Framework, due to its key position in the Framework
Directive.

The following sections will takeupthese issues further. Insodoing, they will
refer to the two parameters on the basis of which a principle of law can be
judged, according to Tridimas: i) the intrinsic value of the right it embodies;
and ii) how well it structures the judicial inquiry.125 The current chapter
will first examine the normative content of technological neutrality.126 The
regulatory principle of technological neutrality implies that the aim should
be to remain neutral towards technology when regulating. The principle
embodies a norm; just as the principle of non-discrimination implies that
discrimination is undesirable, so does technological neutrality imply
that regulating in a technology-specific fashion is objectionable. Yet, a

122 See T. Tridimas The General Principles of EC Low (2nd ed. Oxford University Press Oxford
2007)
123 The principle of technological neutrality is also applied in the context of EC State aid rules, as
Will be shown later on.
124 See Articles 14-15 Framework Directive.
125 See T. Tridimas The General Principles of EC Law tn 122) 2.
126 The word 'norm' is used here in the meaning of a standard serving to guide appropriate
behaviour.
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difference lies in the qualification of the norm. Where most people agree

that discrimination is reprehensible, the situation is somewhat different
with regard to technology-specific regulation, or at least the opinions will

be less outspoken. This chapter will therefore, with the help of economics

and communication science, verify whether the norm represented neutrality
can be justified by arguments obtained outside the realm of law.

A. Economics

In order to assess whether economic theory supports technology-neutral
regulation, it is first necessary to identify the economic motives for

regulation.

1. Economic regulation
From an economic point of view, the main rationale for State intervention in

a market (i.e., the adoption of regulation) is market failure. Market failure
means that efficient functioning of a market is prevented: the market Part I The Principle of

Technological Neutrality
itself does not efficiently allocate goods and services.127 Regulation is within the Framework

then expected to help repair the market recover, so as to create a healthy, of EC Network Regulation

competitive market. In academic literature, many instances of market

failure are put forward, but the most common technical justifications
for regulation are market power, information asymmetry, externalities,
and public goods.128 A distinction can be made on the basis of the scope

of regulation, between economic regulation and 'social regulation.129

Economic regulation comprises the control of market power, mainly by
controlling prices, quality control, and guaranteeing entry to the market,
and is hence primarily applied to industries with monopolistic tendencies.

127 Note that this provides for a common, but rather narrow Interpretation of market failure. For

the purpose of this work, market failure will be interpreted asthe inability of market mechanisms to

deliver on whatever public policy objective that is set for the sector.
128 See R. Baldwin and M. Cave Understanding regulation (Oxford University Press New York 1999)
9-17; A, Ogus Regulation. Legal Form and Economic Theory (Clarendon Press Oxford 1996) 29-54;
129 See T Prosser Law ond the Regu/otors (Clarendon Press Oxford 1997), 5; A. Ogus Regu/ation.

Legal Form ond Economic Theory In 128) 4-5; T. Gibbons Regu/ating the Media (2nd ed., Sweet &

Maxwell London 1998), 5-9; R.A. Cawley The New EU Approach to Sector Regulation in the Network

Infrastructure Industries (PhD thesis Delft University 2007) 85-91.
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Social regulation on the other hand rather deals with such issues as health,
safety, universal service, and the environment.

There are many theories of economic regulation, of which the public interest
theory and the economic theory of regulation are especially notable.130
The public interest theory holds that regulation is a response to market
failure, and is done in pursuit of public interest objectives. Hence, the idea
is that those seeking regulation act as agents for the public interest.131 The
weakness of the theory lies in the fact that it assumes that the regulators
are both trustworthy and disinterested in the matter they regulate, plus the
fact that regulation is costless.132 In other words, regulators would never
regulate for any other purpose than the public interest, and the imposition
of this regulation comes without a cost.

In contrast, the economic theory of regulation holds that regulation is
not driven by public but by private interests.133 This theory, developed
by George Stigler, builds on earlier so-called private interest theories.134
The main rationale behind all these theories is that similar to markets that
can be prone to market failure, regulation can be prone to regulatory or
government failure. The idea is that regulation is supplied in response to
the demand from a particular industry or interest group. When politicians
need votes and money to stay in office, a market for regulation develops. On
this market, politicians maximise their income by seeking votes. Regulated
firms or groups then have strong incentives to capture the regulator to
secure benefits and regulatory rents. This behaviour can lead to regulatory
failure, a situation in which intervention in the market can be more costly
than the market failure it seeks to address. Market failure in itself therefore
is not sufficient to intervene in a market; what must also be ascertained is
that regulation is the most effective remedy.135

130 R. A Posner 'Theories of economic regulation' (1974) 5 The Bell Journal of Economics and
Management Science 335. A. Ogus Regulation. Legal Form and Economic Theory (n 128) 29-75; R.
Baldwin and M Cave Understanding regulation (n 128) 19-25.
131 See R. Baldwin and M. Cave Understanding regulation (n 128) 19.
132 G. Stigler 'The Theory of Economic Regulation' (1971) 2 Bell Journal of Economics 3
133 R. Baldwin and M. Cave Understanding regulation In 128) 21-25; G. Stigler 'The Theory of
Economic Regulation' (n 132).
134 In fact, there are many names that are commonly used to refer to these theories, of which the
most notable ones are 'public choice theory', 'capture theory' and 'private interest theory'.
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Returning to the concept of market failure, it is necessary to understand
that market failure can produce various inefficiencies.136 The economic

concept of efficiency can be subdivided in static and dynamic efficiency.
Static efficiency includes how well resources are allocated (allocative
efficiency) and how production decisions are made (productive efficiency)
at a given point in time. Allocative inefficiency can arise when a monopoly
creates a situation in which there is under consumption. because prices are
set above the competitive level. Productive inefficiency may arise when
lack of competition leads to excessive resources being employed by the
monopolist to provide a product or service. Finally, dynamic efficiency
refers to incentives to long-term investments in research and development.
Here, inefficiencies can arise as a consequence of insufficient incentives to
innovate and develop; both market power and regulation can cause this
effect. Competition is generally seen as the best way to achieve both static
and dynamic efficiency.

However, a trade-off between static and dynamic efficiency is not
uncommon. For example, an intellectual property right, such as a patent,
might have a positive effect on dynamic efficiency, since it gives the firm Part I The Principleof

a monopoly over the product during a given time. The profits the firm will Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

be able to extract because of this will give a strong incentive to continue to of EC Network Regulation

innovate in the future, so as to receive new patents. In contrast, the patent

might have a negative effect on static efficiency. Since other firms will not
be able to provide the product, there will be no competition between firms
over the product. Short-term regulation to induce competition generally has
a positive effect on static efficiency - and thus efficiency in the short run
- but has a negative effect on dynamic efficiency - and hence efficiency in
the long run.

To assess whether the principle of technological neutrality can be supported
from an economic perspective, the market for information goods will now

135 R.A. Caw\ey The New EU Approach to Sector Regulation in the Network Infrostructure Industries
(n 129)102.
136 Cf. D. Flacher and H. Jennequin 'Is telecommunications efficient? An international perspective'
(2008) 32 Telecommunications Policy 364.
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be examined more closely.137 Several potential market failures have been
identified in the economic literature on the market for information goods:138
their cost structure, asymmetric information, externalities and public good
characteristics.

Thecost structure of information products is such that fixed costs are high,
whereas marginal costs are low. The costs of compiling a documentary, or
an article for a newspaper, are high. Yet, as the number of targeted viewers
or readers increases, costs hardly rise, since these costs are relatively low.
The costs structure of information goods therefore leads to economies of
scale; the more units a firm sells, the lower the average costs in the long
run.139 This creates barriers to entry for new firms that want to explore the
market. In addition to the fact that fixed costs are high, they are also what
economists call sunk; once the costs for content are made, they are usually
not recoverable. This is different with regard to an investment in, for
example, the renovation of a house; the added value of a new kitchen will
remain and the investment can thus be recouped when the house is sold.
However, if a published book fails to sell, it will be impossible to recoup the
time invested in the storyline, and the book will inevitably be remaindered.
The cost-structure of information can therefore create market failure.

A second possible instance of market failure is asymmetric information.
Consumers are unable to value the content of the information products
they buy in advance. As a result, they cannot effectively compare
competing products; the only way to determine the value of a product is
to experience it. Yet, after having read a newspaper, few people will feel

137 For the purpose of this section, the term 'market for information goods' is used in conformity
with the use by Shapiro and Varian. These authors use the concept of 'information' as'anything that
can be digitised', and therefore consider books, databases, magazines, movies, music, web pages
as 'information goods'. Accordingly, the market for information goods is meant to reflect the very
broad market on which information goods are traded, and of which the content generated by the
different media can be considered submarkets. See C. Shapiro and H.R. Varian Information Rules. A
Strategic Guide to the Network Economy CHarvard Business School Press Boston 1999) 3
138 See C. Shapiro and H.R. Varian Information Rules. A strategic Guide to the Network Economy
(n 137). M. Appelman, M. van Dijk, R. Nahuis, B. Vollaard and D. Waagmeester, 'Een economisch
vooronderzoek ten behoeve van het rapport van de WRR over de media', in: W.B.H,J van de Donk,
D.W.J Broeders and F.J.P.M. Hoefnagel (ed.) Trends in het medialandschap (Amsterdam University
Press Amsterdam 2005).
139 G Doyle Understanding Media Economics (Sage Publications London 2003) 13-14.
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the need to buy it. Economists therefore characterise information as an
experience good.14° Asymmetric information should not be confused with
the more general market failure of information inadequacy.141 This market
failure is more general, and entails that consumers do not possess the
necessary information about prices and quality of the product to be able to
make the correct buying decision. Since providing information is generally
costly, there is a chance that the firms will fail to provide the information
consumers need, as a consequence of which the market will fail to reach the
most efficient outcome.

Externalities provide a third instance of market failure. Externalities arise
if certain activities during a production process generate costs - or, in the
positive case, benefits - for third parties that are not internalised by the
originator of the activity. A well-known example of a negative externality
is environmental pollution; a factory that dumps toxic waste in a river
will not directly affect the factory or the buyer. Because the factory
fails to internalise the costs it would normally make to legally deposit its
waste, prices of its products will be too low and thus consumption will be Part I· The Principle of

excessive. An example of a potential negative externality on the market Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

for information goods would be an outbreak of violence as a reaction to of EC Network Regulation

media content. When a violent movie causes a violent response in a viewer
who consequently assaults an innocent bystander, a negative externality
arises. If the broadcaster internalised the costs of this violence, it would
conceivably air less violent movies, as a result of which viewers would
consume less.142

A fourth possible instance of market failure in the market for information
goods is the existence of public good characteristics. Goods of this type are
generally considered of general benefit to society. However, the problem

140 See C. Shapiro and H.R. Varian Information Rules. A strategic Guide to the Network Economy
(n 137) 5.
141 R. Baldwin and M. Cave Understanding regulation tn 128) 12; A. Ogus Regulation. Legal Form
and Economic Theory (n 128) 38-41; S. Breyer Regulation and its Reform (Harvard University Press
Cambridge 1982) 26-28.
142 Note that the acknowledgement of this market failure is not meant to say that the specific
example used here is considered tenable by the author.
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with these goods is that they are non-rival and non-excludable. Non-rival
means that the use of the good by one person does not diminish the value
of the good to a second consumer. Non-excludable entails the difficulty of
excluding consumers that are not willing to pay for the good. Combined,
these characteristics may lead to underproduction and underconsumption
of these goods, since firms may be reluctant to invest in goods that are
so vulnerable to free-riding. Until the introduction of conditional access

technologies, television broadcasting served as the perfect example of a
public good. The term 'free-to-air television' indicated that excluding
viewers was perceived to be impossible.

In principle, a regulator might thus have various reasons to intervene in
the market for information goods.143 The subsequent interesting question
is whether the regulator should intervene in a technology-neutral fashion.
This question will be answered in the following sections.

a.The case of Internet TV
Consider a situation in which specific content has as the negative side
effect that adolescent viewers become very aggressive and tend to act on
a suggestion made in the content. This can be seen either as an externality
problem falling within the scope of economic regulation, or as a social
problem. The externality arises from the fact that the distributor of the
violent content does not internalise the full costs caused by the violent
content. Too much violent content will therefore be distributed. The social

problem arises because a certain social goal - not exposing children to
violent content - is not achieved by the market. Regardless of the label, the
regulatory goal will be the same: to restrict the distribution of violence.144

A realistic follow up might be that the regulator decides to intervene in a
technology-specific way, as a result of which violent content can only be
aired on cable television after 8 p.m. The regulator does not impose a similar
restriction on Internet TV, and consequently the content is permanently
availableon-line.145 Note that in this scenario the regulator intervenes in a
technology-specific way, despite the fact that the market failure also arises
for other distribution technologies.
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Al      A2        81          B2
Cable Cable Internet TV Internet TV

Value 50 50  40  40

Regulation 0 20 0  20
Value minus

50      30        40          20
Regulation

Figure 3. Table representing Cable/Internet TV scenario

The above model represents a highly simplified version of the market for
broadcasting. The two reception methods chosen are represented in the
table by A (cable television) and B (Internet TV). Suppose that cable as a

reception method is normally (situation Al) valued by consumers at 50,
and Internet TV (situation Bl) at 40. Now suppose, as described in the
above case, that a regulator decides to only regulate cable television, hence Part I: The Principle of

Technological Neutralityreception method A. Will this influence the choice of the consumer, and if within the Framework

so, how? of EC Network Regulation

For the sake of argument, it will be assumed that broadcasters deliver
what the majority of the viewers want, and that there is no coordination
problem: the influence of the viewers is such that the broadcasters meet
theirdemand.146 Since broadcasterscannotdifferentiate between customers,
they have no choice but to go with the preference of the majority.147 Thus,
if the majority of the viewers want a time restriction on the distribution of
violent content, this will be taken care of by the market. When broadcasters

143 Under the assumption that the costs of regulation do not outweigh its benefits.
144 Due to the technological characteristics of the medium, it will not be possible to only target
minors with regulation.
145 Internet TV here refers to streaming possibilities via the open Internet, and not to IPTV.
146 If the transaction costs to achieve this are excessive, this serves as a reason to regulate. R.
Baldwin and M, Cave Understanding regulation Crt 128) 15; A. Ogus Regulation. Legal Form and
Economic Theory (n 128) 41-42
147 Note that the model reflects a point-to-multipoint environment, in which information flows
from one point to multiple receivers, and there are no technical possibilities to make differentiated
offers according to customers wishes.
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do not voluntarily block the distribution of violent content until 8 p.m., it
can be assumed that this is not what the majority of the viewers wants.

For viewers who want to watch violent content, regulation will decrease
the value of reception method A, as represented by the model. If the
regulator decides it wants to regulate the reception method for the benefit
of the minority, it will reduce the value of this reception method for the
majority. Consequently, the viewers that want violent content will switch to
an inferior technology.148 Whereas before, viewers valued cable television
over Internet TV, they might now prefer Internet TV.

The problem with this situation lies in the fact that consumer switching
is not caused by competition or superior technology, and thus introduces
static inefficiency. Consumers prefer cable television, but choose the
inferior technology of Internet TV as the result of regulation. Moreover,
technology-specific regulation will not repair the externality. or reach
the social goal. Since technology-specific regulation will make consumers
switch to the reception method that is not regulated (continues to distribute
content throughout the day) minors can still be confronted with violence.

In the case set out above, it is assumed that the two reception methods are
perfect substitutes, and thus competitors. This leads to the conclusion that
- from a static perspective - technology-specific regulation has a negative
effect, since goods are not allocated in accordance with the preferences
of consumers. In contrast, technology-neutral regulation will not distort
competition since it will equally affect the value of the different reception
methods. Also, technology-neutral regulation will solve the issue of the
externality - or reach the social goal - of the restriction of distribution of
violence.

In addition, technology-neutral regulation might have an even stronger
benefit from a dynamic perspective. Technology-neutral regulation can also
have a positive effect on dynamic efficiency, or competition in innovation,

148 An important assumption is that consumers can switch. If switching costs are so high that
consumers cannot switch, regulation might actually be statically efficient.
149 See M. van Dijk, B. Minne, M. Mulder, J. Poort, H. van der Wiel, Do market failures hamper the
perspectives of broadband.2, CPB report no. 102, December 2005, available at: http://www.cpb.
nl/nl/pub/cpbreeksen/document/102/docl 02.pdf.
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ultimately for the market. Today, cable television and Internet TV are not
yet perfect substitutes. Most people use both television and the Internet in
their households, and indeed, current broadband connections can not yet
compete with the quality of traditional television distribution technologies
such as cable. This might very well change in the next few years. The
different reception methods are converging, at least partly because of
technological developments. On the other hand, convergence can also
be an - undesirable - side effect of regulation. Above, it was argued how
consumers may switch to an inferior technology as a result of regulation.
From an economic perspective, the situation can become even worse when
this leads to a specialisation of the two reception methods in the model
in the 'wrong' type of content. When cable is the superior technology for
distribution of violent movies, this is where economists would like to see
these movies. If the Internet is better suited for educational content, this
is where this type of content should be distributed. When regulation now
causes the Internet to specialise in violent content because this generates
profits this will cause a negative dynamic effect.

Furthermore, since technology-neutral regulation leaves technological Part I: The Principle of

choices to consumers, it will have a positive effect on innovation in general. Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

Currently, the battle between television and the Internet is undecided, of EC Network Regulation

and maybe consumers will continue to use both in the foreseeable future.
However, it might also be that the two media will converge further. If
regulation then gives a bias to the Internet because television is regulated
and is thus burdened with higher costs, chances are that Internet wins the
battle; not because it is superior, but because it is not regulated.

b. The case of broadband access
A second example - the market for broadband access - can confirm these

positive dynamic effects. Several potential market failures can be identified
in the market for broadband access, such as abuse of market power,
externalities and asymmetric information.149 These market failures can in
principle warrant intervention by the regulator. Suppose that two firms
are both offering retail broadband access services, firm A through cable,
and firm B through ADSL. Assume that the two broadband technologies
are perfect substitutes and that both firms have market power on their
respective network, which causes market failure; prices are too high and
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consumers do not obtain the quality they want. Note the difference here
with the previous example: whereas in the previous example the majority
of the consumers were satisfied but the regulator decided to intervene for
a greater social goal, this example is a 'simple' case of economic regulation.
Consumers are suffering because of the behaviour of dominant players, as
a result of which the regulator decides to intervene.

The regulator now decides to only regulate ADSL, by imposing an entry
obligation on the provider of ADSL at wholesale level (broadband access).150
This is likely to improve static efficiency, since new players will enter the
market on the basis of that wholesale broadband access offer and deliver
retail ADSL at a lower price in order to compete. As the two technologies are
perfect substitutes, the cable operator will also follow and lower its retail
prices, since it will have to prevent that its customers will switch to the
cheaper and substitutable technology of ADSL. Therefore, the wholesale
regulation of a specific technology, i.e. ADSL, will likely to have a neutral
result at the retail level. By enabling entry on the retail ADSL market via
a regulated wholesale offering, the regulator forces the cable operator
to follow the price decrease; entry regulation at the wholesale level will
thus be likely to cause a general decrease in price at the retail level. When
the amount of the decrease in price of cable and ADSL at the retail level
is the exact same, consumers will probably not switch but stick to their
original preferences. When the retail price of ADSL becomes significantly
lower than that of cable (i.e. cable does not follow), consumers are likely to
switch. This situation differs from the previous example because consumers
that do switch to the competing network, do so because the value of the
loss in quality (caused by the fact that the technology they switch to does
not have their original preference) is compensated by the gain due to the
price reduction. Hence, the static effect on welfare is neutral. In both cases,
prices will go down for consumers and technology-specific regulation will
not be problematic from a static perspective.

150 Note that the European Commission has until now identified for the purpose of wholesale
broadband access markets separate markets for cable and ADSL.
151 Note that this does not mean that the remedies of regulation need to be identical.
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Nevertheless, entry regulation of ADSL at the wholesale level will be likely
to reduce the incentive of the ADSL operator to invest in its network, as it
will claim it is hard to recoup investments when new competitors (i.e., the
entrants) can free ride on its investments. Similarly, the cable provider will
not be motivated to innovate, since it already finds itself in the comfortable
position of not being regulated. Technology-specific regulation will thus be
highlyinefficient fromadynamicperspective. Currently, incumbentnetwork
operators are put under pressure to replace their existing networks with
next-generation networks such as fibre, so as to enable the development of
new multimedia services. Technology-specific regulation would therefore
be a dangerous strategy. Technology-neutral regulation will not be able to
entirely resolve the situation of the transition to next-generation networks,
but will in any event not make it more problematic than it already is.

c. Reasons to deviate from technological neutrality
It is important to bear in mind, however, that when a regulator decides to

regulate ADSL purely because of an abuse of market power that does not
exist for cable, this delivers a different outcome. After all, in that case, the Part I The Principle of

Technological NeutralityState would actually have a reason to regulate only the provider of ADSL,        within the Framework
because the market failure only arises for that specific technology. In an of EC Network Regulation

extreme case, it could even be argued that when the regulator would have
solid evidence that ADSL is especially prone to market failure, this would
justify regulation on the basis of that technology (e.g., "a provider of an

„.ADSL network needs to provide access to competitors J.
A preferred solution, in line with the principle of technological neutrality,

would be to regulate on the basis of market failure. The potential market
failures identified on the market for broadband access are not caused by
certain technologies. However. certain technologies might be more prone
to market failures than others. Instead of taking the technology as the
starting point for regulation in these cases, the regulator should therefore
take the market failure as the starting point for its regulation, and hence
apply regulation to a!1 technologies. If the market failure arises for all
technologies, then all technologies should in principle be regulated.151
If only one technology is affected by market failure, there is no need to
impose remedies on providers of the other technologies.
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The same reasoning applies to the potential market failures identified
earlier on the market for information goods. Here it is even less likely that
the occurrence of a market failure can be influenced by making use of a
certain technology or a medium. The specific cost structure of information
goods - high fixed costs, low marginal costs - for example, is the result of
the fact that producing information is expensive, whereas reproducing it
is relatively cheap. In other words: the cost structure is intrinsic to the
content of the good, and does not change significantly by bundling the
information to a different carrier. Whether a documentary is produced with
the intention to air it on television or distribute it through the Internet, the
fixed and therefore larger part of the costs will be equally high. The issue
of information asymmetry does not change either with the use of another
distribution method or technology. The fact that a consumer cannot know
upfront how they will value the movie they buy on DVD is intrinsic to the
content of the good, and will not change when they decide to watch that
same movie through Pay-TV. A similar argumentation can be applied to the
problem of externalities. Externalities are not dependent on the carrier or
distribution method, but on the content. It could perhaps be argued here
that the choice of a medium with a larger audience reach, that is to say a
larger impact. can increase the likelihood of an externality However, the
occurrence of the externality then depends on the reach of a distribution
method, and not on the distribution method itself.

The issue becomes more complex when the market failure is caused by
so-called public-good aspects of a information good. The two defining
elements of a public good are non-rivalry and non-excludability. Non-
rivalry can also be identified as intrinsic to the content element of an
information good; it is the content that cannot be exhausted, and therefore
does not diminish the utility of the good. However, the non-excludability
element of some information goods is not inherent to content; rather. this
aspect is dependent on technologies and/or legal systems. An analogue,
terrestrial broadcast can indeed be non-excludable from a technological
perspective, and therefore the market failure can actually be dependent on
the distribution method.152 Nevertheless, the fact that the market failure

152 Even though one could still make it excludable by way of law, for example by making people
pay a licence fee.
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in this case is technology-specific does not necessarily mean that it is
wise for the regulator to intervene in a technology-specific fashion. It was
already shown that technologies are rapidly developing and converging.
The regulator should therefore respect technological neutrality for reasons
of dynamic efficiency.

Another potential reason to deviate from technology-neutral regulation
might occur in a situation where choices between two technologies cannot,

or no longer, be made freely by consumers. Technology-specific regulation
might then be the solution to restore the ideal, competitive situation in the
market. Network effects in combination with path dependence could lead
to this situation.

Network industries, of which both telecoms and broadband are examples,
are markets that feature increasing returns to scale.153 This is, as mentioned
before, caused by the cost structure of the industries; fixed costs tend to be

high, whereas marginal costs are low. Software provides a good example:
the first copy can cost millions of euros to develop; the second copy will

only cost a couple of euros. A second characteristic of network industries Part I: The Principle of

is that they generally show extreme market share and proft inequality:      Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

winner-take-all markets.154 This is caused by network effects: consumers of EC Network Regulation

will greater value their telephone when all their friends and relatives have
one; the device would be useless when they could not contact anyone with
it. These network effects feed back to even higher sales for a firm with
an established large market share; after all, the more consumers have the
product, the more interesting it becomes for others to have one as well.155

Such network effects can lead to a problem when they are combined with
path dependence and lock-in to an inferior technology.

Path dependence concerns dependence upon decisions made in the
past. The economic theory of path dependence claims that the outcome
of a battle between potential standards for a technology can depend on

something futile such as the decisions of a few early adopters, with the
possible implication that the market is locked into an inferior technology.

153 G Doyle Understanding Media Economics In 139) 13-14.
154 N Economides 'Competition policy in network industries: An introduction' in D. Jansen (ed) The
New Economy and Beyond- Post. Present and Future tEdward EIgar Northampton 2006) 96.
155 Shapiro and Varian term this 'demand side economies of scale', see (n 137)
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Two commonly used examples to back the theory are those of the battle
between the OWERTY and DVORAK type board,156 and the battle
between BETAMAX and the VHS Video recorder.157 When the utility that
a consumer derives from a product depends not only on its own utility,
but, because of network effects also on the utility derived by others, the
likelihood of path dependence occurring will increase. If consumers want
to buy video-recorders, an important consideration will be whether they
can exchange tapes with their friends and family, and whether the local
video-store is renting out videos that are supported by the video-recorder
they buy. Consumers will thus tend to base the decision on what product to
choose on their expectations of what others will do. As soon as a particular
technology has then acquired a certain customer base, it will be hard to
replace that technology with a new competing technology, since network
industries have the characteristics of winner-take-all markets.158

The motive of a State wanting to intervene in a situation in which a market
is locked in to a certain technology is understandable, especially when a
superior alternative is known to be available. In contrast, economists would
say that there is no such thing as the right outcome of a battle between
technologies; whatever the market chooses is the right outcome. When
consumers no longer have a choice, however, the regulator could go as far as
opening up possibilities to be able to choose again, for example by imposing
interoperability standards on companies, or by untying their products. A
good and recent example of these practices are the obligations imposed by
the Commission on Microsoft to disclose interface documentation which will
allow competitors to achieve full interoperability with Windows PCs and
servers, and to offer Windows without Windows Media Player. 159 However,

156 The first article to introduce the QWERTY story was Paul David. R A. David, 'Clio and the
Economics of Qwerty' (1985) 75 American Economic Review, 332-337.
157 Both stories have often been used to argue that a superior technology can be overtaken by an
inferior one, due to reasons of path dependency and lock-in. The DVORAK type board was claimed
to besuperiorto QWERTY, but failed to becomethestandard because consumers werealreadyused
to, and thus locked into, QWERTY, In the case of BETAMAX and VHS, BETAMAX was claimed the
have the superior technology for video cassette recorders, but was nevertheless overtaken by VHS.
Liebowitz and Margolis however have seriously questioned the QWERTY story, see: S.J. Liebowitz
and S.E. Margolis Winners, Losers and Microsoft  Competition and Antitrust in High Technology (The

Independent Institute Oakland 1999).
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this can again be accomplished by regulating on the basis of market failure,
instead of regulating on the basis of technology, with the added benefit that
this solution does not come with potential, negative dynamic effects.

Economics thus provides convincing evidence for a particular kind of
relationship between technology and regulation; from an economic
perspective, the regulator should indeed try to remain neutral towards
technology in regulation.16° The following section will assess what
communication science can add to support the norm that underlies the

principle of technological neutrality.

B. Communication science

It is not uncommon, especially in US and German legal literature and case
law, to find the special impact of broadcasting on its viewers as a justification
for stronger regulation, and thus as a justification for technology-specific

regulation. In both these legal systems, broadcasting is assumed to have a Part I: The Principle of

special impact on the forming of an opinion. The German Constitutional within the Framework
Technological Neutrality

Court held that its spread effect, its suggestive power and its topicality are of EC Network Regulation

the elements that together constitute this special impact of broadcasting.161

Similarly, the Supreme Court of the US held in the case Commission v.

Pacifica Foundation that

158 N. Economides 'Competition policy in network industries: An introduction' in D. Jansen (ed.)
The New Economy and Beyond: Past, Present and Future (Edward EIgar Northampton 2006) 96.
159 Commission Decision of 24 March 2004, Case COMP/C3/37.792 Microsoft C (2004)900 final

[2007] OJ L 32/23.
160 One could in addition argue that besides reasons of market failure, another reason for State

intervention in the market could be the presence of merit goods. A merit good is a good that is
generally undervalued by consumers such as education, art and culture. Aside from the fact that
this reasoning isquitecontroversial duetothe paternalistic motivesthat underliethe reasoning ('the

State knows what is best'), one can argue that the State is not concerned with how the consumer is
consuming a meritgood suchasculture, butthat itisconsuming themerit good. Therefore, thisalso
brings no justification for the State to regulate or intervene in a technology-specific fashion.
161 BVerfGE (90,60,87). See also W. Schulz and T. Held 'Prospects of Guaranteeing Free Public

Communication' [2002] The Journal of Information, Law and Technology (commentary) availableat.

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/law/elj/jilt/2002_2/schulz.; A. Grunwald 'Reporton possible
options for the review of the European Convention on Transfrontier Television' T-TT(2003)002,5.
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First, the broadcast media have established a uniquely pervasive presence in the
lives of all Americans. Patently offensive, indecent material presented over the
airwaves confronts the citizen, not only in public, but also in the privacy of the
home, where the individual's right to be left alone plainly outweighs the First

Amendmentrightsof an intruder. (...) Becausethe broadcastaudience isconstantly
tuning in and out, prior warnings cannot completely protectthe listeneror viewer
from unexpected program content. To say that one may avoid further offence
by turning off the radio when he hears indecent language is like saying that the
remedy for an assault is to run away after the ftrst blow. One may hang up on
an indecent phone call, but that option does not give the caller a constitutional
Immunity or avoid a harm that has already taken place. Second, broadcasting is

162uniquely accessible to children, even those too young to read.

Few will deny that the media influence the way people see the world and
form their opinion. Nevertheless, it is uncertain whether broadcasting
indeed has a stronger impact than other media. Bollinger argued as early
as 1976 that "the impact thesis is a dangerously amorphous justification
for regulation".163 According to Bollinger, imposing stronger regulation on
media with a larger audience reach and impact not only conflicts with the
underlying purpose of freedom of speech, but is also at odds with the fact
that there just is no evidence that supports the theory that television indeed
has such a special impact. In order to test whether the State should try to
remain neutral towards technology when regulating, it is interesting to see
if certain technologies indeed have this capability of influencing the impact
of content. Since communication science (among other things) studies the
impact of mass media, this is where evidence will be searched for.

If communication science were to demonstrate that different technologies
indeed have different impacts, this could be a justification for technology-
specific regulation, that is, if that difference in impact is a concern and a
trigger for regulation. Thus, if communication science were able to attribute
an impact to television that would be incomparable to any other technology,
this could be a justification for television-specific regulation. However, if
communication science indicated that different technologies have similar

162 Federal Communications Commission v. Pacifica Foundation, 438 U.S. 726 (1978).
163 L. C. Bollinger, 'Freedom of the press and public access toward a theory of partial regulation of
mass media' (1976) 75 Michigan Law Review 1.
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degrees of impact, this would not give an incentive for technology-

specific regulation, but will from a legal perspective at least, provide some
argument for technology-neutral regulation. It has to borne in mind that
this reasoning is in fact a legal reasoning; communication scientists, unlike

lawyers and economists, do not automatically connect consequences for
regulation to their findings. This is why the last addition of "if that impact
is a concern" is crucial in the above reasoning; only if the larger impact

is seen as problematic, can it be used as a justification for technology-
specific regulation. The purpose of this section will not be to analyse all
relevant evidence that can be found within the science of communications.

It will merely, by making a selection of available information, try to
test the tenability of the norm of technological neutrality in the light of
communication science.

A preliminary, methodological question is what kind of research can be used

as evidence to test the thesis; if a study focuses on the effects of violence
on television only, and this study proves that there indeed is a causal link
between media violence and aggression, is this then sufficient to claim that Part I: The Principle of

television has a special impact? Or is it necessary to separate the content within the Framework
Technological Neutrality

from the medium and do comparative research by comparing the effects of of EC Network Regulation

identical content delivered through different delivery mechanisms? For the
purpose of this section, it will be assumed that technology-specific research

is not sufficient to serve as evidence to test the hypothesis, and that it is
indeed necessary to separate the content from the distribution method.

1. Evidence from communication science
Communication science evolved out of the rise of mass media such as
television and newspapers. Not long after their introduction, concern

started to grow about the effects of these mass media. Never before had
it been so easy to reach such large audiences in a relatively undemanding

fashion. It was, for example, feared that propaganda by means of these new

mass media would be able to produce mass reaction, a fear that was mainly

fed by events such as the (in)famous hear play 'War of the Worlds'.164

164 The hear play of the War of the Worlds was aired on the 19th of October 1938, and involved a

very realistic representation of aliens invading North America. In theshow, interviews were held with

(fake) authorities and eye-witnesses. Already during the show, listeners started to panic; they were
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Three main approaches can be identified within the scope of communication
science with regard to the impact of media on the public:165 the powerful
media approach,166 the active audience approachi67 and the audience cum
content approach.168 The powerful media approach typically attributed
considerable, direct power to the media in influencing the public's opinions
and beliefs, and the idea that a media message would have a universal
response. This perspective quickly needed to be adjusted as a consequence
of later research that has led to the active audience and audience cum content
approach. Both approaches have added different variables - 'mediating
factors'- in between the message and the response such as personality,
gender, age, social background, viewing conditions, and stage of cognitive
development.

A first, interesting insight is that communication scientists in their research
do not seem to focus on the potential effects of media itself, aside from the
message they convey. Within the three approaches that have been identi fied
to study media effects, the focus of research lies on the message or content
thatissent, andoften thisiseventhestartingpoint foranalysis. Forexample,

calling friends and familyto inform them about the invasion, and some even fled out of their homes.
Afterwards, this reaction by the people was often brought op to illustrate the power of the media.
165 This distinction is base don the work of: C. de Boer and S.I. Brennecke Media en Publiek.
Theorieen over Media Impact (Boom Amsterdam 1999).
166 The first communication models were all, in one way or the other, based on the stimulus-
response idea. This idea implied that the media would send out a certain message, to which the
public would then respond. In these first, traditional models created by communications scientists,
the mass media were assumed to have major power, and audiences were believed to be no more than
passive receivers. A generic term to address these first models is the 'direct effects-model', but the
general theory is mainly known as the powerful media approach.
167 Following the phase in which the power of the media was more or lessassumed, a period begun
in which researchersturned more toempirical research, which led toa new theoryin communications
research: the active audience approach. Within thistheory that seriouslyaffected the idea of theall-
powerful media falls the 'uses and gratifications approach' This approach turned the 'direct effects
model' upsidedown·thepublic were seen asactive individuals, astheselectors of messages, andthe
media were dependent on these choices. In this model the audience is having the power, 'deciding'
what media to choose.
168 Finally, a third school can be distinguished in communications research, namely the audience
cum content approach. Within this approach, attention is being given to both the content and the
audience. A well known approach within this school is Gerbner's cultivation theory. The theory of
George Gerbner falls within the domain of effects research, but rather than emphasizing effects on
behaviour, it emphasizes effects on attitudes of people. His research studied how exposure to mass
media influenced the consumer's view on reality.
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there are many studies that have investigated the effects of violence on
television.169 However, the starting point in these research projects often is
violence in the form of a movie and thus content, and the research projects
generally do not compare different media distributing the same content.
This means that on the basis of this kind of research, it is very difficult
to attribute effects to the medium itself. This interesting observation was
made by Meyrowitz in 1985.17° This approach by communication scientists
leaves room for two interpretations: on the one hand it can be argued that
the media are seen as neutral delivery mechanisms and therefore do not
require special attention in their models. On the other hand, it can be
maintained that to communication scientists, the type of medium and the
type of content are inseparably linked.

Scholars that have engaged in separating the medium from the message
in their research are media theorists or media determinists. Well-known
scholars in this area are Innis and McLuhan. Unfortunately, the research of
these scholars does not focus on comparing the impact of different media
at one specific period in time on individuals, but rather on how large-scale Part I: The Principle of

Technological Neutralitychanges of modes of communication affect society over time in general.
within the Framework

Innis for example tried to show how the different potentialities of media for of EC Network Regulation

control can lead to shifts in social and political power.171 McLuhan became
famous with his quote "the medium is the message" In his standard work,
Understanding media,172 McLuhan divided the media into hot173 and cold174

media, to subsequently argue that transitions from one to the other would

169 J. Freedman Media Violence and its Effects on Agression: Assessing the Scientific Evidence
(University of Toronto Press Toronto 2002); C. Anderson 'The Influence of Media Violence on
Youth' (2003) 4 Psychological Science in the Public Interest 81; L.R. Huesmann and L.D Taylor 'The
case against the case in media violence' in D. Gentile (ed) Media Violence and Children (Greenwood
Press Westport 2003); S.L Smith and E. Donnerstein 'The problem of exposure: voilence, sex, drugs,
and alcohol' 65-95 in D. Ravitch en J.P. Viteritti (eds.) Kid Stuff, marketing, sex and violence to
America's children (The John Hopkins University Press Baltimore/London 2003).
170 J. Meyrowitz 'Media and behaviour-a missing link' in D. McQuail (ed.) McQuail's Reader in
Communication theory (SAGE Publications London 2002) 99.
171 H. A. Innis The Bios of Communication (University of Toronto Press Toronto 1951).
172 M. McLuhan Understanding Media (Routledge London 1964).
173 Hot media are mediathat extend onesingle sense in 'high definition', meaningthatthere is very
little left for the recipient to fill in. Examples he names are radio, movie and photograph.
174 Cold media on the other hand offer less information, requiring more participation of the
recipient, such as telephone and cartoon, but also television.
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be able to seriously distress a society. Understandably, the work of these
scholars is of little assistance in delivering evidence on the assumed special
impact of broadcasting. Nevertheless, the work of scholars such as Innis
and McLuhan did inspire a new generation of communication researchers
to start taking the medium into account in their research.

A few research projects can be mentioned here in which content and
medium are separated, with the purpose of examining the effects of media
on individuals. The research of Dimitri Christakis et al. is one of the few
studies that have tried to assign effects to television as a medium per se. 175

In this study, researchers have tried to prove that exposure of children at
the early age of 1 to 3 years to television negatively affects their attention
spans once they have reached the age of 7. This research diverges from
earlier research on this topic, since the content the children were watching
was entirely left out of the analysis. The outcome of the study indicated
that early television exposure can indeed be associated with attention
problems at the age of 7. However, soon after the publication of the results,
critics disputed the methodology of the research.176

Comparative research in the area of education - the influence of media

on learning - has dealt with the question whether or not a medium can
influence the learning process. Clark for example has claimed in multiple
articles that media deliver no learning benefits, meaning that the use of a
certain medium when educating children is not increasing the effectiveness
of the education.177 Clark alleges that it is not the media but the methods
or content that influences learning, however, this research is also contested
by competing scholars that claim that certain learning benefits are indeed
caused by media or media attributes.178

Another line of research of possible interest here is research in which
children's recollection of news, presented through different media, is
compared. In this research, the recollection of news presented in text and

175 D. A. Christakis, F. J. Zimmerman, D. L DiGiuseppeand C. A. McCarthy'Early Television Exposure
and Subsequent Attentional Problems in Children' (2004) 113 Pediatrics 708.
176 R. L. Bertholf and S. Goodison 'Television viewing and attention deficits in children' (2005) 114
Pediatrics 511.
177 R E Clark 'Reconsidering research on learning from media' (1983) 53 Review of Educational
Research 445; R. E. Clark, 'Media will never influence learning' (1994) 42 ETR&D 21.
178 Mediaattributes are specificca pacitiesor characteristics of acertain medium, such as the ability
to zoom into detail.
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audiovisual form is analysed. The rationale for the research is the common
presumption among communication researchers that television is not an
effective information medium; the development that an increasing number
of people rely on audiovisual sources for their news was thus seen as a
negative development. Print, on the other hand, was considered to be a
much more effective medium, because it gives the reader the opportunity to
re-read, thereby giving the reader a better opportunity to exercise control
over the processing of the information. Initial research in the area showed
that children had a better recollection of audiovisual news, whereas adults
had a better recollection of text news.179 This research inspired subsequent
research in order to find explanations for this difference.180 Two possible

explanations were suggested and examined: the reading proficiency
explanation and the semantic overlap explanation. The reading proficiency

explanation' is based on the idea that children's reading skills are less well-
developed than adults, and therefore they cannot fully benefit from the re-
reading opportunities that print offers. This would explain why adults seem
to recall print news better, whereas children's recollection of television
news is better. The semantic overlap explanation is based on the idea that Part l: The Principle of

the semantic overlap between visual and verbal content enhances the Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

effectiveness of the conveyance of information. Since the semantic overlap of EC Network Regulation

in children's news is greater than in adults' televisions news,181 this could
also explain the difference in recollection for print and television between
adults and children. The outcome of research by Walma van der Molen and
Klijn was that the common assumption that television is a less effective

179 See among others: M. L DeFIeur, L. Davenport, M. Cronin and M. DeFIeur 'Audience recall
of news stories presented by newspaper, computer, television, and radio' (1992) 69 Journalism

Quarterly 1010, L. B. Facorro and M. L. DeFIeur 'A cross-cultural experiment on how well audiences
remember news stories from newspaper, computer, television, and radio' (1993) 70 Journalism
Quarterly 585, A. Furnham and B. Gunter 'Effects of time of day and medium of prsentation on
immediate recall of violent and non-violent news' (1987) 1 Applied Cognitive Psychology 255.
180 J. H. Walma van der Molen and T. H. Van der Voort 'Children's Recall of Telvision and Print
News: A Media Comparison Study' (1997) 89 Journal of Educational Psychology 82; J. H. Walma
van der Molen and T. H. Van der Voort 'Children's and Adults' recall of Television and Print News
in Children's and Adult News Formats' (2002) 27 Communications Research 132; J. H. Walma van
der Molen and M. E. Klijn 'Recall of Television Versus Print News: Retesting the Semantic Overlap
Hypothesis' (2004) 48 Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media 89
181 In general, children's news shows more pictures and is less verbal orientated than adults news,
in order to make the material more comprehensible for the children.
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medium to convey information can be challenged by evidence delivered
in line with the semantic overlap explanation. The better recollection by
children of television relative to print was explained in their research by
the greater semantic overlap in children's news. In children's news, it is
common that a story is accompanied by relevant pictures. The better recall
by adults of print over television was explained by the existing lack of
semantic overlap in adult news.182

Millwood Hargrave and Livingstone have extensively reviewed media
effects research.183 In their work, they point out several difficulties with
researching media effects and the research result in general, ranging from
methodological to ethical problems. They indicatethat various media-effects
studies make use of experimental methods, which are often contested for
delivering artificial results.184 Also, many research projects, survey research
in particular, are designed to prove correlational rather then causal links
between the use of media and the effects.185 Additionally, there are rightly
ethical constraints that researchers have to respect.186 For example, children
cannot be exposed to explicit violent content, to evaluate whether it will
harm them in the long run. Also, it is theoretically recognised that multiple
factors - education, upbringing, social background, etc. - influence the
outcome of media exposure, and it is methodologically extremely difficult
to separate these factors in such a way that the results can be awarded solely
to the medium. Lastly, much of the existing evidence is US-based, which
brings up the question how results from a country with different regulation
and a different culture can be transferred to the European context.

So far, there is relatively little research that has exclusively studied the
effects on behaviour of identical content across different media, a finding
that is confirmed by Millwood Hargrave and Livingstone.187 Moreover, they
indicate that the findings of the limited research that has been done tends

182 J. H. Walma van der Molen and M. E. Klijn 'Recall of Television Versus Print News: Retesting the
Semantic Overlap Hypothesis' (2004) 48 Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media 89.
183 A. Millwood Hargrave and S. Livingstone Harm and offence in Media Content. A Review of the
Evidence (Intellect books Bristol 2006).
184 Ibid., 41.
185 Ibid., 33
186 Ibid., 44
187 Ibid., 16.
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to be inconsistent; sometimes the effects of television are larger than those
of videogames, sometimes the otherway around.188The research difficulties
set out above raise the question whether comparative media research
will ever be able to allocate a special impact to a medium or technology.
Surprisingly, Millwood Hargrave and Livingstone question technology-
neutral regulation, because of the lack of comparative media research,189
but they leave aside the question how the current strong regulation of
television - compared to other media - can be justified on the basis of the
existing media effects evidence. To strengthen their position, they argue
that the response of people to media content is strongly shaped by the
characteristics of media, such as access conditions and public expectations.
It can, however, just as easily be argued that, because of convergence, these
characteristics are no longer inherent to specific media or technologies, and
only temporarily tenable at most. Furthermore, when a regulator remains
concerned aboutthe effects of aspecificmedium, itcanalwaysusethetrigger
of impact for its regulation, instead of basing its regulation on a technology.
Thus, when a certain degree of impact can be proven for a specific medium,
regulation will be imposed. This would, for example, mean that as soon Part I: The Principle of

as Internet can be shown to have the same impact as television, similar Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

content regulation can be imposed. How impact will be defined - reach, of EC Network Regulation

modality, capability of control - and what the degree will be that triggers
regulation, will have to be decided and properly explained by the regulator.
With this, the regulator will not only avoid a conflict with the principle of
technological neutrality. but also provide a flexible instrument to deal with
future technologies. Since the outcome of the various media effects studies
to date do not yield unequivocal evidence that certain media have a different
impact than others, it is difficult to justify technology-specific regulation.
Yet, communication science does show that the State can use impact as a
trigger for regulation. As with the market-failure reasoning, a consequence

may be that only one specific medium or technology is regulated. This will
not be in conflict with technological neutrality, since regulation will not be
based on a medium or technology, but on impact. This would prevent basing
regulation on technology when the research is inconclusive at most.

188 Ibid., 203.
189 Ibid., 20 and 204.
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C. Conclusion

The aim of the foregoing analysis has been to determine whether the norm
represented in the principle of technological neutrality can be supported by
disciplines other than law. A perusal of economicliteratureandtheoryseems
to endorse the principle. Both static and dynamic efficiency can at times
benefit from technology-neutral regulation, meaning that both competition
and innovation will be strengthened by its application. This does not mean
that it will never be justified to regulate one specific technology. When this
technology is more prone to market failures than others, in other words.
when objective differences can be proven to exist, it can be justified and
understandable to regulate this specific technology. Yet, regulators should

190base their regulation on the market failure, rather than on the technology.
In this way, they will prevent not only inefficient dynamic outcomes, but
also that regulation cannot be applied when similar cases of market failure
arise for other technologies.

Communication science delivers less straightforward evidence for
the hypothesis that the regulator should try to remain neutral towards
technology in regulation. Despite multiple years of research, no strong
theory has arisen that proves a causal relationship between technology
and the impact of content. Methodological problems mainly underlie this
insecurity; it seems an impossible task to separate all the different factors
that together in fluence the impact of a certain medium. This outcome can be
considered surprising in the light of the difference in the current degree of
regulation applied to the media. Thus, technology-specific regulation cannot
be justified on the basis of research results in the field of communication
science. Whereas this does not conclusively prove that technology-neutral
regulation can be justified, it does make it the preferred solution.

190 Note that the traditional. narrow concept of market failure is not the only justification for
regulatory intervention in EC law, however, this conclusion only summarizes the results of the
economic analysis of technological neutrality and hence reflects the dominant economic approach.
This issue will come back in Part 111.
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Chapter 3
The Legal Perspective
on Technological Neutrality

The previous chapter showed how the norm encapsulated by the principle Part I: The Principle of
Technological Neutralityof technological neutrality can be justified from an economic and within the Framework

communication science perspective. The conclusions of chapter 2 are based of EC Network Regulation

on a very rough definition of technological neutrality, namely that the
regulator should try to remain neutral towards technology when regulating.
The current chapter will demonstrate that the complex regulatory principle
of technological neutrality cannot always fully be captured by this rough
definition. The ramification of this is that it remains unclear in which
situations technological neutrality can actually be invoked, and what the
implications of its application will be. The following sections will therefore
analyse the regulatory principle of technological neutrality in more detail.
They will assess whether the regulatory explanation of the principle of
technological neutrality coincides with the - dynamic - efficiency argument
from an economics perspective, or whether there might also be other, more
law-specific explanations. The area of electronic communications will be
used as the primary example, as this is the area in which the principle has

recently attracted most attention and is most often applied.
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A. Clarification of Technological Neutrality
It has been shown earlier that the principle of technological neutrality
is not explicitly defined in a specific provision of the 2002 EC Electronic
Communications Framework, but that the principle is explained in Recital
18 of the Framework Directive:

The requirement for Member States to ensure that national regulatory authorities
take the utmost account of the desirability of making regulation technologically
neutral, that is to say that it neither imposes nor discriminates in favour of the use
of a particular technology, does not preclude the taking of proportionate steps
to promote certain specific services where this is justified, for example digital
television as a means for increasing spectrum efficiency. 191 (emphasis added)

This explanation leaves room for different interpretations, and hence
provides a potential source of misunderstandings. To properly understand
the meaning and impact of the principle of technological neutrality, it is
important to know the rationales behind its introduction. The focus will
therefore be on the motivation of the Commission to introduce the principle,
to further explore what the exact meaning of the principle of technological
neutrality is.

1. Introduction of the rationales behind technological neutrality
Four rationales can be identified for the principle of technological
neutrality, and depending on the rationale chosen, the interpretation and
implications of technological neutrality can differ. 192 These four rationales
are non-discrimination, sustainability, efficiency, and consumer certainty.
The following section will not only explain the origin of each of these four
rationales, but also show how they interlink, and affect, the outcome of the
application of technological neutrality.

191 Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 7 March 2002 on a
common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services (Framework
Directive) [2002] OJ L 108/33.
192 See also the book section of B.J. Koops, 'Should ICT Regulation be Technology-Neutral' in
B. Koops, M. Lips, C. Prins & M. Schellekens Starting Points for ICT Regulation: deconstructing
prevalent policy one-liners (TMC Asser Press The Hague 2006) 77.
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a.Non-discrimination
The primary rationale behind the principle of technological neutrality
in the sector of electronic communications is non-discrimination. When
the Commission introduced the principle in the lead-up to the 2002 EC
Communications Framework, the motivation was that convergence had
changed the communications landscape to such an extent that distinct
regulatory regimes for communications networks were no longer justified.
Different networks can now provide similar services, which means that
these networks have become competitors. The goal of the Regulatory
Framework is to establish a regulatory environment that enables fair
competition between these competing technologies. If regulation now
favoured or discriminated one of these technologies, it would hamper the
creation of a level playing field.

Technological neutrality based on the rationale of non-discrimination
requires that regulation not favour one technology over the other, because
these discriminatory practices would distort competition. As long as
regulation is notdiscriminatingbetweentechnologies, itwillbeincompliance
with technological neutrality. This rationale seems to underlie the definition Part I The Principle of

of electronic communications network found in the Framework Directive, Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

which determines the scope of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications of EC Network Regulation

Framework:

'electronic communications network' means transmission systems and, where

applicable, switching or routing equipment and other resources which permit the
conveyance of signals by wire, radio, by optical means orbyotherelectromagnetic
means, including satellite networks, ftxed (circuit- and packet-switched, including
Internet) and mobile terrestrial networks, electricity cable systems, to the extent
thatthey are used forthe purpose of transmitting signals, networks used for radio
and television broadcasting, and cable television networks, irrespective of the
type of information conveyed.193

This definition demonstrates that, irrespective of the technology, all
networks used to convey signals fall within the application of the Regulatory
Framework. This rationale does not require major efforts from lawmakers

193 Art. 2(a) Framework Directive.
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and regulators in terms of regulatory changes and the application of
regulation. When regulation does not discriminate against or exclude
technologies, technological neutrality within the meaning of this rationale
will be respected.

b. Sustainability
A second rationale behind the introduction of technological neutrality is
sustainability. This rationale is explicitly put forward by the Commission
in the 1999 Communications Review, and is particularly credible in the
sector of electronic communications. In this sector, new technologies are
developed everyday, and are succeeding each other at an extremely rapid
pace. It is virtually impossible forthe legislature or regulator to keep up with
this pace, and adapt both legislation and regulation accordingly. As a result,
regulation based on a specific technology will quickly become outdated.
If the State wants to avoid lawmakers and regulators having to revise the
law and regulation every few years or even months, it will have to make
sure that its laws are not based on technology. This will not only have a
positive effect on the work of lawmakers and regulators, but by extension
also on market parties. The legal certainty provided by the application of
this rationale will ensure a positive investment climate for the industry.
Market parties no longer need to fear that new regulation, introduced for
the purpose of regulating new technology, will radically change their legal
situation. and subsequently undermine their investments.

Technological neutrality based on the rationale of sustainability requires
regulation to be flexible and open to technological change. The implications
of this rationale for technological neutrality therefore differ slightly from
those of non-discrimination; whereas the latter is concerned with the
scope of application of regulation, the former imposes requirements on
the form of regulation. The legal definition of electronic communications
network reflects the rationale of non-discrimination, since it - seemingly
- refers to all technologies. It can be argued that this is not yet entirely
the open and flexible framework that technological neutrality based on the
rationale of sustainability calls for. In order to comply with that rationale,
lawmakers would need to adhere to a more functional definition, meaning a
definition solely relying on functional concepts,194 leaving out all references
to technologies.195 The benefit of technological neutrality based on the
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rationale of sustainability would be that it makes regulation future-proof.
Paradoxically, the application of the rationale could also lead to a decrease
of legal certainty. A functional approach almost automatically ensures
wide definitions, as a result of which the scope of the definition will be
less obvious. Market parties generally tend to be defensive about these
wide definitions, as they will argue that such definitions will quickly lead
to over-regulation. This concern clearly came to the fore in the reactions of
several market parties to the 1999 Communications Review,196 they feared
that technological neutrality would automatically lead to an extension of
legacy regulation to emerging, unregulated markets.

c. Efficiency
A third rationale for technological neutrality flows from the economic
analysis that was presented in chapter 2.197 The economic analysis has
demonstrated that technology-specific regulation can have a negative
effect on efficiency, in particular from a dynamic perspective. In contrast,
technology-neutral regulation will have a positive effect on dynamic

efficiency, and thus on the strongly desired innovation and investment in Part 1 The Principleof
Technological Neutralitythe sector of electronic communications. This explains why efficiency can
within the Framework

be considered a particularly strong rationale for technological neutrality. of EC Network Regulation

The implications of this rationale for any legislative or regulatory
framework are more complex and demanding in relation to the first two
rationales. Technological neutrality based on non-discrimination requires
regulation that does not discriminate between technologies. Technological
neutrality on the basis of sustainability can be accomplished by the use of
functional criteria in regulation. The rationale of non-discrimination can
be fulfilled relatively simply by adapting existing regulation, that is, by
staying at the bottom level of the regulation chain. At this level, regulation

can arguably be labelled as static. The meaning of static regulation should

194 A definition based on functional concepts implies that a definition is drafted in such a way
that it describes the use or function of a technology, rather than referring to the technology itself
This way, a definition can 'incorporate' the development of new technologies that can be used as
substitutes for earlier ones.
195 It can be argued that the reference to some existing technologies in a provision, even if only for
the purpose of illustration, can influence the interpretation given to the scope of the Article.
196 Cf Chapter 2, 41 et seq
197 Cf. Chapter 2,69 et seq.
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not be confused with static efficiency. The term is rather meant to indicate
that the rule and its application are static, because the rule cannot respond
to technological developments, or changed market conditions. Technological
neutrality based on sustainability already pushes the lawmaker to move
regulation one level upwards in this respect. Instead of using static rules
that refer to specific technologies, it requires the creation of dynamic,
functional rules that can evolve with technological developments. However,
the efficiency rationale is even more demanding: regulation must be able to
respond to changing market conditions. As a result, it can be argued that
the rationale of efficiency requires regulation to move up to an even higher
level. On this level, regulation should be applied, maintained, or withdrawn,
depending on the state of the market.

The perfect exampleof regulation that echoes thisrationale fortechnological
neutrality is the SMP procedure of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications
Framework.198 It has been shown in chapter 2 that this procedure heavily
rests on economic criteria taken from competition law analysis. National
regulatory authorities assess a pre-defined set of markets to see if any
undertakings hold SMR which is presumed to be equivalent to the absence
of effective competition. In order to come to this conclusion, the NRA
undertakes a thorough analysis of the economic characteristics of the
market. The market analysis is made with reference to a non-exhaustive
list of economic criteria, amongst others including the overall size of the
firm, the absence of or low countervailing buying power, and the economies
of scale and scope. Having found the presence of an undertaking with SMR
the NRA then proceeds with the imposition of regulatory remedies.199 This
has as a result that regulation can be maintained, imposed, or withdrawn,
depending on the competitive state of the market.

198 See Articles 14-16 of the Framework Directive; Commission Recommendation of 17 December
2007 on relevant product and service markets within the electronic communications sector
susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with Directive 2002/21/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications
networks and services [2007] OJ L 344/65; Commission guidelines on market analysis and the
assessment of significant market power under the Community regulatory framework for electronic
communications networks and services [2002] OJ C 165/6.
199 See Articles 8-13 of the Access Directive and the European Regulators Group 'Revised ERG
Common Position on the approach to appropriate remedies in the ECN's regulatory framework
('Remedies' document)' ERG (06) 33.
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The SMP procedure is thus applicable to all markets falling within the scope

of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework. Due to the nature
of the procedure, it is in principle possible that the outcome of the analysis

is that remedies are only applied to one technology. However, before any

remedies are imposed on market parties, the procedure starts with a market

definition, and proceeds with the identification of a market failure (i.e.,
SMP). The market definition could identify a market encompassing multiple
technologies, but this is not a requirement of technological neutrality. The
market definition is primarily based on a demand and supply substitutability
test, the result of which may be that the relevant market covers only one
technology. When an NRA finds evidence of SMP on a relevant market, it
must impose remedies. However, if a market covers multiple technologies,
these remedies must not necessarily be identical for all technologies. What
matters is that the remedies ensure that effective competition in the market
is restored. The rationale of efficiency requires regulation that intervenes
in case of a market failure, and addresses only that market failure. It thus
avoids considering other aspects that could result in inefficient regulation.

Part I: The Principle of

d. Consumer certainty
Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

All three rationales discussed so far address technological neutrality from of EC Network Regulation

a supply-side perspective: what does technological neutrality entail for
market parties and those who regulate them? This emphasis on the supply-

side perspective might be the result of the fact that the introduction of
technological neutrality was primarily supplier-driven.200 However, this
perspective is insufficiently broad to deliver a full and complete picture
of the regulatory principle. Technological neutrality can and should also
be looked at from a consumer perspective; in fact, if the principle of
technological neutrality has the ambition to rank among other principles of

good regulation, this perspective will only increase its value. This consumer
perspective seems to be considerably underdeveloped in the discussions on

technological neutrality.
Accordingly, the fourth rationale identified is consumer certainty. The

sector of electronic communications again offers a good setting to explain
this rationale. Technological convergence has made it possible to provide

200 Cf Chapter 1,39
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similar services over different networks. In addition, service convergence
is slowly merging the various services that were traditionally supplied
by separate firms offering broadcasting, telecom, and IT services. When
consumers now consider these services as interchangeable, a rationale for
technological neutrality could be that consumers can expect that services
they regard as interchangeable are regulated in a similar manner. The
application of this rationale in regulation would then mean that similar
services are regulated in a similar way.

Onthebasisof this rationale, itcouldbearguedthatabenefit forconsumers
such as universal service should be granted irrespective of technology. 201
The aim of universal service is the provision of a defined minimum set of
services, available to all, at an affordable price. However, within the 2002 EC
Electronic Communications Framework, thisbenefit is currently restricted to
a connection to the public telephone network at a fixed location, and access
to publicly available telephone services where the connection enables voice
and data communication services - at narrowband speed - with functional
access to the Internet.202 As a result of this definition, the concept of
universal service heavily rests on fixed networks, and universal service is
thus tied to specific technologies. The scope of the current universal service
can be explained by its origin in a time where fixed and mobile telephony
were not yet regarded as substitutes, and access to a fixed telephony line
was seen as sufficient to fulfil the objective of universal service. Over the
last decades, the mobile communications market has rapidly grown and is
merging with the fixed telephony market. Accordingly, it might no longer be
justified to restrict the concept of universal service to fixed telephony. An
implication of technological neutrality on the basis of consumer certainty
could therefore be that access to mobile communications should be included
in the scope of universal service.203

201 See Directive 2002/22/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on
universal service and users' rights relating to electronic communications networks and associated
services ('Universal Service Directive') [2002] OJ L108/51.
202 Art 4 Universal Service Directive,
203 Note that this position conflicts with the current position of the Commission on this matter.
See the Report written by the Commission regarding the outcome of the Review of the Scope of
Universal Service, COM(2006)163 final. Also, the current definition of universal service in the
Universal Service Directive does allow the universal service provider to provide the "connection to
the public telephone network at a fixed location" by means of a mobile telephony subscription.
204 These issues will be explored further in Part 111.
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The implications of the consumer rationale for content regulation might
be even more profound. Consumers that are used to a certain type and
standard of regulation when watching television, might expect the same

sort and degree of regulation when they are confronted with a service that
in their eyes is similar to the service of broadcasting. This especially holds

true for the - positive - regulation that is aimed at protecting consumers

and minors. Many parents trust that their children will be protected by the
State when they are confronted with audiovisual content, irrespective of
the technology used. To be in line with the consumer certainty rationale, it
can be argued that provisions aimed at protecting minors from audiovisual

content that might impair their physical, mental or moral development,
should not rely on the technology that gives access to the content.204 For

the reasons stated above, one can argue that the rationale of consumer
certainty is the first rationale that gives a positive impulse to technological
neutrality, meaning that the State should take direct action in order to
comply with the principle. Regulatory benefits for consumers, such as
universal service and protection measures with regard to content, must be
available to consumers, irrespective of the technology used. Part I The Principle of

Technological Neutrality
within the Framework
of EC Network Regulation

B. Misunderstandings about Technological Neutrality

The previous section has shown how multiple rationales underlie
technological neutrality. The explanation of the principle in Recital 18 of
the Framework Directive does not give much guidance on the substance

of the principle. In addition, the Commission seems not to have explicitly
chosen one specific rationale in its implementation of technological
neutrality within the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework.

However, the core substantive element of this Regulatory Framework,
the SMP procedure, reflects the rationale of dynamic efficiency. Also. the
positive dynamic effects generated by the application of this rationale fit
well into the general competition policy of the European Commission.205

205 See for example its 'Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal mergers under the Council

Regulation onthecontrol of concentrations between undertakings', adopted on 28 November 2007,

available at http://ec.europa.eu/comm/competition/mergers/legislation/draft_nonhorizontal_
mergers.pdf.
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Assuming that this is the most important of the four rationales, how to
explain misunderstandings that market parties seem to have about the
principle's implications?

1. The first misunderstanding:
Technological neutrality calls for extension of regulation.

A common misunderstanding is that technological neutrality justifies
extension of regulation to unregulated markets, purely on the basis that
these coalescent markets supply alternatives for the services delivered on
the regulated market.206 This misunderstanding is intertwined with the
discussion on the regulation of emerging markets.

The issue of emerging markets has attracted considerable attention in the
wider policy debate.207 This debate notably concerns the tension between
investment in next-generation infrastructure and the application of
regulation to achieve competition in the electronic communications market.
The debate was triggered by the discussion on the regulation of VDSL, a
new infrastructure technology, in Germany.208 The German regulator, the
Bundesnetzagentur (BNetzA), proposed a draft measure concerning the
wholesale market for broadband access to the Commission on 11 October
2005, on the basis of the Article 7 procedure of the Framework Directive.209

206 Cf. Chapter 1, 41. Also see U. Kamecke and T. Korber 'Technological Neutrality in the EC
Regulatory Framework for Electronic Communications A good principle widely misunderstood.'
(2008) 29 European Competition Law Review 330.
207 E. Liikanen 'Creating a predictable legal environment for competitive and electronic
communications services in the European Union' Speech/04/38,26 January 2004; D. Vrijmoet
and J. Rosenstok 'How to regulate new markets? Innovation and competition in the EU electronic
communications framework' [2005] Oxera Agenda Advancing economics in business; V. Reding 'The
Review 2006 of EU Telecom rules: Strengthening Competition and Completing the Internal Market'
Speech/06/422,27 June 2006; V. Reding 'Ferien van der Ordnungspolitik? Warum Europa offene
Telekommunikationsmarkte und unabhangige Schiedsrichterbraucht.' Speech/06/669,8 November
2006, A de Streel 'The Scope of Economic Sector Regulation in Electronic Communications' [2006]
Communications & Strategies 147; P. Baake, U Kamecke and C. Wey 'A Regulatory Framework
for New and Emerging Markets' [2005] Communications & Strategies 123; R.A Cawley The NewEU Approach to Sector Regulation in the Network Infrastructure Industries (PhD thesis Delft
University 2007); Also consider the special issue No. 69 [2008] on next-generation networks of the
Communications & Strategies.
208 VDSL stands for Very High Speed Digital Subscriber Line.
209 Draft measure of the Bundesnetzagentur on market for wholesale broadband access, case
DE/2005/0262,11 October 2005.
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Initially, the BNetzA proposed to exclude VDSL from this market.21° The
Commission subsequently informed the BNetzA of its serious doubts as to
the compatibility of this measure with EC law.211 The Commission explained
its doubts as follows:

Whereas it isentirely legitimate to encourage efftcientinvestment in infrastructure
and promote innovation, care also needs to be taken to ensure that there is no
distortion or restriction of competition in the electronic communications sector

212and that users derive maximum benefit in terms of choice, price and quality.

This excerpt perfectly reflects the essence of the matter. The Commission
then continues and indicates that in its opinion, the market definition is not
in accordance with the principles of competition law:

BNetzA arguesthat retail broadband products which are dependent on wholesale

VDSLinput are not available yet and that VDSL infrastructure does not yet exist in
Germany. However, according to press releases of DT, a substantial roll-outof ftbre
optic infrastructure (hybrid lines), in order to provide retail broadband products Part I: The Principle of

whicharedependenton wholesale VDSLinput, is planned bythe incumbentinthe Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

near future so that these products will become available in Germany during the of EC Network Regulation

period of the forward looking assessment. Deutsche Telekom is already running
pilot projects. As regards the retail products that will be offered over VDSL, the
Commission does not have any indication at this stage that within the timeframe
of the forward looking assessment, such products would differ substantially from
what is delivered over ADSL(2+) technology. In particular, it is not known to the
Commission which retail products would require a bandwidth that would not be
available via ADSL(2+). As demand for wholesale access therefore would seem to
remain focussed in the first place on bandwidth supported by both technologies,
VDSL- and ADSL-based wholesale access would appear to offer the same

210 The Bundesnetzagentur believed that the wholesale prices for pure fibre lines would be

substantially higher than for any other wholesale broadband offer, as a result of which it excluded
access via such lines from the wholesale broadband access market for other technologies.
211 Opening of Phase 11 investigation pursuant to Article 7(4) of Directive 2002/21/EC ('serious
doubts letter') Case DE/2005/0262, 'Wholesale Broadband Access' SG-Greffe (2005) D/206128,
11 November 2005.
212 Ibid.,4.
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functionality. Also, there are at this stage no indications of barriers for wholesale
customers to switch from ADSL-based bitstream to VDSL-based bitstream. As
long as supply of a sufficiently large bandwidth is ensured enabling wholesale
customers to serve the retail broadband access market(s) by interconnecting to
DT'snetwork at ATM and/orIP level,the wholesale customershould be indifferent
whether such product is provided over ADSL or VDSL technology.213

Accordingly, the Commission concluded that there was not enough evidence
to justify the exclusion of VDSL from the relevant market. The BNetzA
subsequently amended the notified draft measure so as to include VDSL,
after which the Commission withdrew its 'serious doubts'.214 However, the
debate did not end there. The German legislature has introduced a change
to its Telecom Act, with the purpose of providing a possibility to exempt
emerging markets from regulation.215 The Commission has now taken
Germany to Court over this, what has become known as the 'regulatory
holiday law'.216

Some market parties, incumbents in particular, seem convinced that the
2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework provides an exemption of
the application of regulation for certain, emerging markets. Where does this
idea come from? The Commission's initial approach to emerging markets
was set out in Recital 27 of the Framework Directive, which reads:

[N]ewly merging markets, where de facto the market leader is likely to have
a substantial market share [but] should not be subjected to inappropriate
regulation.

213 In accordance with Art. 15(3) of the Framework Directive, NRAs must define relevant markets
taking the utmost account of the Recommendation on Relevant Markets and the Commission
Guidelineson market analysisandthe assessment of significant market powerunderthe Community
regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services. See (n 198).
214 Withdrawal of serious doubts, Case DE/2005/0262 Wholesale Broadband Access in Germany,
23 December 2005.
215 See J, Temple Lang 'The Proposed Amendmentof the German Telecommunications Act: Section
9A- "New Markets"'(2006) 6 Competition and Regulation in Network Industries 417.
216 Action brought on 13 September 2007 - Commission of the European Communities v. Federal
Republic of Germany, Case-424/07. See Press Release 'Telecoms: Commission to take Germany to
Court over its 'regulatory holiday law' IP/07/889,27 June 2007.
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This Recital was further explained in the Commission Guidelines on market
analysis and the assessment of significant market power: 217

This is because premature imposition of ex-ante regulation may unduly influence
the competitive conditions taking shape within a new and emerging market. At
the same time, foreclosure of such emerging markets by the leading undertaking
should be prevented. Without prejudice to the appropriateness of intervention
by the competition authorities in individual cases, NRAs should ensure that they
can fully justify any form of early, ex-ante intervention in an emerging market, in
particular since they retain ability to Intervene at a later stage, in the context of
the periodic re-assessment of the relevant markets.

Market parties, incumbents in particular, have subsequently complained
about the lack of a clear definition of an emerging market, arguing that
the incentives to invest in new infrastructure would be too low if there
were a chance that this new infrastructure would be imposed with access

regulation, considering the high and risky investments necessary for the
roll-out of the next-generation networks.218 Market parties feared that Part I The Principle of

the application of technological neutrality would result in overregulation, Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

because it would require identical regulation of similar services over new of EC Network Regulation

and old infrastructure.219
In response, therehavebeen multipleattempts to makeamodel, classi fying

which services or markets should benefit from an exemption of regulation
on the basis of an emerging market status.22° This has lead to complicated

217 Commission Guidelineson marketanalysisandtheassessmentof significant market power(n 198),
para. 32.
218 Morespeci fically, thisconcernsthe replacement by fibre of the 'last-mile', thetraditionalcopper
wire that connects to the households.
219 D. Vrijmoet and J. Rosenstok, 'How to regulate new markets? Innovation and competition in
the EU electronic communications framework' Oxera Agenda Advancing economics in business,
November 2005
220 See in particular: A. de Streel 'The Scope of Economic Sector Regulation in Electronic
Communications' [2006] Communications & Strategies 147; R.A. Cawley The New EU Approach to
Sector Regulation in the Network Infrastructure Industries (PhD thesis Delft University 2007); D.
Lewin and B. Williamson 'Regulating Emerging Markets?' [2005] OPTA Economic Policy Note No. 5;
P Baake, U. Kamecke and C. Wey 'A Regulatory Framework for New and Emerging Markets' [2005]
Communications & Strategies 123.
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schemes, in which regulation of new services over old infrastructures, new
services over new infrastructures, old services over old infrastructures,
and old services over'new' infrastructures, are separated for the purpose of
application of the SMP regime.221 Others have suggested to replace the market
based-approach of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework by
and asset-based approach. Under this approach, regulators are to identify
non-replicable assets and focus ex-ante regulation on competition issues
arising from such non-replicability.222

Despiteallefforts, the current2002 ECElectronic CommunicationsFramework
does not require an NRA to assess whether or not a market is emerging.223

NRAs are obliged to identify and analyse markets in accordance with the
Recommendation on Relevant Markets and the Commission Guidelines on
market analysis.224 Due to the characteristics of the sector, it is vital that
this is done with a forward-looking approach. When a new technology or
infrastructure emerges on the market, it is the task of the NRA to assess

whether this significantly affects the competitive constraints and thus the
established market definition in the sector, along with the designation of
SMR According to the Commission, a mere upgrade of a service - through
the upgrade of its underlying infrastructure - is not likely to change an
established market definition.225 Technological neutrality will not cause an
extension of legacy regulation, since regulation is imposed, maintained, or
withdrawn on the basis of a market analysis. Technological neutrality does
not serve as the trigger for regulation: market failure does. Thus, when the
introduction of a new infrastructure widens a market to such an extent

221 A. de Streel 'A New Regulatory Paradigm for European Electronic Communications: On the
Fallacyof the 'Less Regulation' Rhetoric' available at: http://www.tilburguniversity.nl/tilec/events/
seminars/streel.pdf.
222 D. Lewin and B. Williamson 'Regulating Emerging Markets?'(n 220). Under this approach,
optic fibre would be likely not to fall within the scope of ex-ante regulation, since there would be
alternatives available for the 'asset' (e.g., VDSL and Ethernet to the Home), which would imply the
infrastructure is a replicable asset, and should hence not be regulated ex-ante.
223 'Remedies' document (n 199), 19.
224 Cf. Chapter 1,60 et seq.
225 See Withdrawal of serious doubts, Case DE/2005/0262 Wholesale Broadband Access in

Germany, 23 December 2005,5. 'Remedies' document (n 199), 20.
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that there are no longer any firms with SMP present, regulation should
be withdrawn. However, when the market remains the same on the basis
of the market definition, and there are no other factors influencing the
competitive constraints on the market, regulation will remain.226 When,
on the basis of its market definition, the NRA comes to the conclusion that
an entirely new market has developed, it is likely that it will not have the
necessary information to properly perform the three-criteria test.227 ln that
case, the NRA will refrain from regulating the emerging market until the
required information is available.228

It would seem that firms suggesting that emerging markets should not
be regulated are more concerned with rhetoric than proper reasoning.
They have placed the emphasis in the debate on how to define an emerging
market, instead of focusing on the identification of market failures. The
efficiency rationale behind technological neutrality requires policy
makers and regulators to focus on problems - market failures - instead of
technologies. Accordingly, it should be appreciated as a valuable tool to
make proper regulatory assessments, especially in innovative industries.

Part I· The Principle of

2. The second misunderstanding: Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

Technological neutrality prohibits all forms of State support of EC Network Regulation

for technology
A second misunderstanding about the principle of technological neutrality
is that it rules out any form of State intervention in favour of the promotion
of a specific technology. The relevant Recital explaining technological
neutrality in the Framework Directive states that

[t]he requirement for Member States to ensurethat national regulatory authorities
take the utmost account of the desirability of making regulation technologically

226 Note that the Regulatory Framework does provide for flexibility when imposing remedies, see
Art. 12(2) Access Directive. Also see 'Remedies' document (n 199), 116-118.
227 Cf. Chapter l, 62.
228 See Commission Staff Working Document 'Communication fromthe Commission tothe Council,
the European Parliament, The Economicand Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on
the Review of the EU Regulatory Framework for electronic communications networks and services:
Proposed Changes' SEC(2006)816, 28 June 2006,10-11.
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neutral , that is to say that it neither imposes nor discriminates in the favour
of a particular technology, does not preclude the taking of proportionate steps
to promote certain specific services where this is justified, for example digital
television as a means for increasing spectrum efficiency. 229

This Recital indicates that in specific circumstances, support for a specific
technology can be justified; the introduction of digital television in the
EU Member States should not be hampered by a misinterpretation of
technological neutrality. But what are the criteria under which these
measures are allowed, and how do they relate to the rationales behind
technological neutrality?

Whenever a Member State financially supports certain firms or activities,
EC State aid rules in principle apply.23o Thus, when a municipality wants to
fund the deployment of broadband infrastructure, it will have to consult EC
State aid rules to see whether it has to notify its measure to the Commission.
In the Appingedam case, the municipality of Appingedam wanted to
publicly support the roll-out of a glass fibre access network (Fibre to the
Home, FTTH).231 Two other firms, Essent and KPN, were already offering
broadband access to end-users in the area. However, the municipality
claimed that these existing broadband providers did not provide 'advanced
broadbandservices', andhad shown no interest inparticipatingin theproject
on market terms. After a complaint of Essent, the Commission informed the
Netherlands that it would open a formal investigation procedure on the
basis of Art. 88(2) EC.232

229 Recital 18 Framework Directive.
230 A. Biondi, P. Eekhout, J. Flynn The Low of State Aid of the European Union (Oxford University
Press Oxford 2004); L. Hancher, T, Ottervangerand P J. Slot EC State Aids (3rd ed. Sweet & Maxwell
London 2006).
231 Commission Decision of 19 July 2005 on the measure No C35/2005 (ex N 59/2005) which
the Netherlands are planning to implement concerning broadband infrastructure in Appingedam,
C(2006) 3226 final.
232 Letter of 20 October 2005 [2005] OJ C 321/7.
233 The investment in the passive layer wasestimated at Euro 4.9 million. The construction would be
subject to a public procurement procedure. The costs of the active layer were estimated in between
Euro 1-1.3 Million, with an estimated lifecycle of 5-8 years. The operator of the active layer would
only offer wholesale services to service providers, i.e. not deliver services to end-users itself.
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The fibre network funded by the measure would be split in a passive and an
active layer.233 The passive layer would be owned by a public foundation,
and the concession for the operation of the active layer would be tendered
out. According to the Dutch authorities, no aid was involved in the measure,
due to a 'partial market failure': the market was not delivering services (i.e.,
advanced broadband services) deemed essential (by the authorities) for the
population. Furthermore, they argued that none of the criteria necessary
for the finding of State aid in the sense of Art. 87(1) EC were met.234

In its initial assessment, the Commission emphasised that the intervention
by the municipality altered the existing market conditions in Appingedam:

In making their decisions regarding infrastructure investment and maintenance,
the existing operators Essent and KPN have based their calculations on the
assumption that other operators would have had to bear the costs of a new
infrastructure or pay a market price for access to wholesale services, which
appears to be no longer the case after State intervention. The fact that a new
infrastructure becomes available prima facie at conditions below market prices,
has the effect of distorting competition also in the downstream markets of retail Part I: The Principle of

Technological Neutralitybroadband and other retail electronic communications.235 within the Framework
of EC Network Regulation

After having established that the measure constituted aid, the Commission
assessed the compatibility of the measure with the common market
under Art. 87(3) EC. Here, the Commission has doubts regarding the
proportionality of the measure. It acknowledges that the technical
characteristics of fibre access networks are different from the existing cable
and telecommunications networks available in Appingedam. It considers
that next-generation networks such as fibre can be deemed non-comparable
to existing networks, because they enable different and much more
advanced services than existing networks.236 However, it then argues that
it is difficult to envisage applications or services that cannot be deployed by
using broadband services delivered over the existing networks. This results

234 The four elements of State Aid in Art. 87(1) EC: i) intervention by the State or through State
resources; ii) which confers and advantage on the recipient; iii) which distorts orthreatens to distort
competition and; iv) is liable to affect trade between Member States.
235 Letter of 20 October 2005 (n 232), para. 22.
236 Letter of 20 October 2005 (n 232), para. 35.
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in a high degree of substitutability between the services delivered over
the different networks, and hence a potential distortion of competition.
Accordingly, it questions the proportionality of the measure, which risks
crowding out existing and future investments by market players.237 In its
final decision on the measure, the Commission does not divert significantly
from the course set out in its initial letter to the Dutch authorities. It
concludes that market forces deliver appropriate coverage and a desirable
amount of services in the broadband market in the Netherlands.238 In that
light, it concludes that the measure proposed is not proportionate.239

The decision of the Commission echoes the efficiency rationale behind
technologicalneutrality. If theCommissionhadallowedtheintervention, this
would have led to distortion of competition in the market, with potentially
negative dynamic effects for future investments. In contrast, a technology-
neutral approach leaves choices open for both providers and consumers.
Does this example now mean that State support for a specific infrastructure
will never be allowed, and thus that public initiatives to accelerate the pace
of innovation and economic development in the electronic communications
sector can never be justified? The decision practice of the Commission shows
that this is not the case.24° When public authorities intervene on the market
ontheexactsametermsasprivateinvestors, therewillbenograntingof State
aid.241 This case will, however, be very rare.242 In addition, the Commission
makes a distinction in its decisions between cases that concern white, grey

237 Letter of 20 October 2005 (n 232), para. 36.
238 The Commission's judgement is based on information delivered by the OECD and the CPB
(Centraal Plan Bureau, Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis).
239 See Appingedom tn 231).
240 For an overview of the Commission Decisions on public funding of broadband (2003-2008)
consult:http://ec.europa.eu/comm/competition/sectors/telecommunications/broadband_
decisions.pdf. For an analysis of some of these cases see: M. Styliadou 'Public Funding and
Broadband: Distortion of Competition or Recognition of Policy Failure' (2005) 6 Journal of Network
Industries 187.
241 See Commission Decision of 11 December 2007 on State aid case No. C 53/2006 (ex N 262/05)
Investment by the City of Amsterdam in a fibre-to-the-home (FttH) network, C (2007) 6072 final.
242 Afterall, Authoritiesnormallyintervene becausetheythinkthere isa market failure. In addition,
if a case concerns Services of General Economic Interest, itispossiblethatthe Altmarkcriteriaapply,
in which case a measure would also would also not be considered aid. These criteria are: (i) the
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and black areas.243 In black areas such as Appingedam, where high demand
is met by competitive supply, it is highly unlikely that State intervention
will be allowed, for the reasons set out above. However, in 'white' areas, the
situation will be different. These areas concern rural and scarcely populated
areas, where no broadband services or only highly expensive leased lines or
satellite services can be offered. In these areas, state support for broadband
is generally allowed. on the condition that proportionality conditions are
respected. The choice for fibre in these instances is likely to remain within
the boundaries of the proportionality test, since these networks currently
are the most advanced. It would not make sense to impose an obligation
on state authorities to ensure that older technologies can also be used to
fulfil these contracts, in particular because the intervention will not distort
competition: white areas are white because there is no competition. 'Grey'
areas will require the most detailed assessment of the Commission. In these

cases, basic broadband services are provided, but by a single operator who
refuses access to its infrastructure. In these cases, the Commission will have
to make a extensive analysis to see whether intervention indeed distorts
competition and innovation in the market, and is thus in conflict with the Part I: The Principle of

efficiency rationale behind technological neutrality. Technological Neutrality
within the Framework

A similar approach of the Commission can be observed in the State of EC Network Regulation

aid cases concerning digital switchover.244 The Commission's support for

presence of clearly defined and imposed public service obligation on the undertaking concerned;
(ii) the parameters on which the compensation is calculated must be established beforehand and
be objective and transparent; (iii) the compensation cannot exceed the net costs of the imposed

obligation and (iv) compensation must be set either by means of a public procurement procedure
or on the basis of analysis of the costs of a hypothetical, well-run operator. See Case C-280/00
Regierungsprosidum Mogdeburg v. Nahverkehrsgesellschoft Altmark GmbH t20031 01 C 226/1.

243 A second distinctionthat ismade bythe Commission in its broadband decisions isthedistinction
between 'end-to-end cases' and 'open infrastructure cases'. End-to-end cases concern cases
involving theend-to-end funding of a service provision, i.e. the obligation to offer retail-broadband
services to end-consumers. These cases normally do not conflict with technological neutrality,
because these projects normally do not specify which type of infrastructure is required to fulfil
the contract. Open infrastructure cases, such as the Appingedam case, concern the deployment
of infrastructure, and thus almost always include the choice for a specific technology, i.e. fibre. L.

Papadias, A. Riedl, J.G. Westerhof 'Public funding for broadband networks - recent developments'
[2006] Competition Policy Newsletter No.3,13.
244 For an overview of these cases see: http://ec.europa.eu/comm/competition/sectors/
telecommunications/digital_tv_decisions.pdf.
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the digital switchover process is generally accepted.245 However, public
initiatives to accelerate the switchover process are only justified when the
benefits outweigh the potential negative effects. This test is performed on
the basis of an economic analysis, and consists of three steps: i) is there
a general interest at stake?; ii) are market failures preventing the proper
functioning of the market?; and iii) is the measure proposed the appropriate
instrument to address the market failure, in other words is the measure
necessary and proportionate,246 The Berlin Brandenburg case will now
shortly be discussed to illustrate this test.

In the Berlin Brandenburg decision, the German Media Authority wanted
to compensate commercial broadcasters for the costs of switchover to a
digital network.247 Accordingly, it suggested providing financial assistance
to commercial broadcasters that would switch to the digital terrestrial
network.248 The Commission concluded that none of the market failures
identified could justify the German Authorities' choice for a technology-
specific instrument. The State support was only provided for broadcasters
switching to the terrestrial digital network, and not granted to broadcasters
using other transmission platforms. As a result, the suggested financial
assistance was regarded to distort competition between transmission

245 See Communication from the Commission totheCouncil, the European Parliament, the Economic
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 'eEurope 2005: An information society for
all. An Action Plan to be presented in the view of the Sevilla European Council' COM (2002) 263
final, 28 May 2002; Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament,
the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 'on the transition from
analogue to digital broadcasting (from digital 'switchover' to analogue 'switch-off')' COM (2003)
541 final, 17 September 2003; Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European
Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 'on accelerating
the transition from analogue to digital broadcasting' COM (2005) 204 final, 24 May 2005.
246 Communication onthetransition fromanaloguetodigital broadcasting (from digital 'switchover'
to analogue 'switch-off') (n 245).
247 Commission Decision of 9 November 2005 on the State aid which the Federal Republic of
Germany has implemented for the introduction of digital terrestrial television (DVB-T) in Berlin-
Brondenburg, ((2005)3903 final. Also see C. Schoser and S. Santamato 'The Commission's State aid
policy on the digital switchover' [2006] Competition Policy Newsletter No.1, 23.
248 See Berlin-Brandenburg (n 247), para. 21.
249 Ibid , paras. 76-78,
250 This remark is in line with the economic analysis presented in Chapter 2, 79 et seq.
251 Ibid., para. 86.
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platforms, such as cable and satellite.249 After having established that
the measure constitutes aid on the basis of Art. 87(1) EC, the Commission
assesses whether the measure can be exempted under Art. 87(3) EC.
In its assessment, the Commission explicitly mentions the principle of
technological neutrality:

Regulation should not neither impose nor discriminate in favour of the use of
a particular digital platform such as cable, satellite, terrestrial or DSL TV thus
adhering to the principle of 'technological neutrality'. As stated in the Framework

Directive, this does not preclude a Member State from taking proportionate steps

to promote certain specific services when this is justified, for example digital
television as a means for increasing spectrum efflciency. This means that each

platform should in principle compete on its own strengths, but that intervention
targeting in correcting market failures that are specific to one platform can be
envisaged.250 In the end, the platforms should prevail which offer the greatest
beneht to consumers.251

The Commission concludes that none of the market failures identified in Part I: The Principle of

the case - a coordination problem, positive externalities. market power, Technological Neutrality
withinthe Framework

information asymmetry252 _ justify the use of technology-specific aid. of EC Network Regulation

Moreover, it concludes that

[i]n [such] circumstances, in which the market appears capable of supporting
various platforms, use of State aid to steer the market in a certain direction is not
needed and might discourage the development of alternatives such as DSL. As
noted inthe Commission's Switchover Communication, "in principle, each network
should compete on its own strengths."253 This is to ensure that selective aid does
not jeopardise past and future investments in other networks.254

Again, the efficiency rationale surfaces in the explanation of the
Commission. The risk that the measure would distort competition and
would jeopardise investments by market parties explains the application of

252 For an explanation of these market failures, see Chapter 2, 71 et seq.
253 Communication onthetransition fromanaloguetodigital broadcasting (from digital 'switchover'
to analogue 'switch-off') (n 245).
254 See Ber/in-Brondenburg (n 247), para. 110.
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the principle of technological neutrality. The German authorities' attempt
to justify its measure by claiming that the terrestrial digital platform had
specific advantages over other platforms also failed.2SS According to the
Commission, "DVB-T does not represent a clear superior technological
solution with respect to other platforms".256 Even though the Commission
does not explicitly say so, this does seem to give room for the argument that
if a superior technological solution is available, this can justify a departure
of the principle of technological neutrality.

The Berlin Brandenburg case thus shows that public support for digital
switchover is allowed, but only under specific conditions, in order to
prevent distortion of competition and innovation.257 In two subsequent
cases concerning the subsidisation of digital decoders, this approach
was confirmed.258 Subsidies for decoders which are independent of the
digital technological platform - terrestrial, cable, satellite - of the end-
user, are allowed for the purpose of accelerating the transition to digital
broadcasting.259 Subsidies for decoders that are only able to receive signals
transmitted using digital terrestrial technology cannot be accepted.260

255 Ibid., paras. 115-119.
256 Ibid., para. 119.
257 Attheend of itsdecision, The Commission gives indications"to both publicandeconomic actors
on the practical application of its policy with respect to public support for the digital switchover,
See Ibid., paras. 129-134.
258 Commission Decision of 24 January 2007 on the State aid implemented by the Italian Republic
for the subsidised purchase of digital decoders, C(2006)6634; Commission Decision of 24 January
2007 on State aid case N 270/2006 on subsidies to digital decoders with open API, C(2006)6630
final.
259 Commission Decision of 24 January 2007 on State aid case N 270/2006 on subsidies to digital
decoders with open API (n 258), paras. 75-92.
260Twoother, interesting pointsarising from the Commission decisions: First, a subsidy fordecoders
with open API is argued to discriminate against proprietary technologies. However, the Commission
concludesthatthis 'discrimination' isinherent intheobjective of common interest of favouring open
standards, as a result of which it cannot be considered as an undue distortion, Second, it is argued
that any subsidy will alter the normal allocation of resources in the market, for the subsidy will
stimulate the demand for decoders. However, this is - rightfully - regarded by the Commission as an
inherent and inevitable effect of any public policy measure in favour of digitisation, even the most
technologically neutral. See Commission Decision of 24 January 2007 on the State aid implemented
by the Italian Republic for the subsidised purchase of digital decoders (n 258), paras. 166-168 and
Commission Decision of 24 January 2007 on State aid case N 270/2006 on subsidies to digital
decoders with open API (n 258), paras. 86-89.
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C. Conclusion

A legal analysis of the principle of technological neutrality has identified
four rationales behind the introduction of the principle. Non-discrimination,
sustainability, efficiency, and consumer certainty are all valid rationales
for the application of the principle. There is no fixed hierarchy between
the various rationales and the Commission does not seem to have made a
choice for one, specific rationale in the 2002 EC Electronic Communications
Framework. However, since the substantive core of this Regulatory
Framework - the SMP regime - strongly reflects the efficiency rationale, the
conclusion seems justified that efficiency is the dominant rationale behind
technological neutrality within its application in EC network regulation.

Despite general support, misunderstandings about its exact substance and
impact have led to persistent misunderstandings regarding the principle,
as voiced by market parties in particular. Applying the efficiency rationale
can help interpret and solve these misunderstandings. The most common
misunderstanding is that technological neutrality requires the extension of
ex-ante regulation to markets currently not regulated, when these services Part I: The Principle of

provide alternatives to the regulated service. In this chapter it has been within the Framework
Technological Neutrality

shown that the efficiency rationale requires regulation to target a market of EC Network Regulation

failure, instead of a technology. This will avoid negative dynamic effects,
such as distortion of competition in the long-run and weak incentives to
innovate. The trigger for the SMP regime is the presence of market failure;
regulation thus cannot be extended by the application of technological
neutrality. Accordingly, technological neutrality does not have the power to
serve as a trigger forextension or justification of regulation. Rather, it should
be seen as a tool that can prevent inefficient outcomes of regulation.

The decision practice of the Commission regarding the public support for

funding of broadband infrastructure and digital switchover also echoes the
efficiency rationale. This can be considered confirmation of the important
position of the efficiency rationale behind technological neutrality. Public

funding to support these common interests - the deployment of broadband
infrastructure and digital switchover - is allowed, if this support neither
distorts competition nor jeopardises investments by market parties. This
clears up a second misunderstanding, namely that technological neutrality
precludes any State support in favour of a specific technology.
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Incumbentsmaynotbesatisfiedthatthe 2002 EC Electronic Communications
Framework does not automatically exempt emerging markets from ex-ante
regulation. However, the scope of this research does not aim to solve the
problem of future investments in infrastructure. What it does show is
that technological neutrality neither creates nor aggravates this problem.
Technological neutrality does not serve as a trigger for regulation. If what
some consider to be emerging markets are regulated under the Regulatory
Framework, this is not because of the application of technological neutrality.
These markets will be regulated because a problem is identified in a market
that falls within the scope and objectives of the framework. Hence, it is
the market failure that triggers regulation and causes new markets (and
perhaps technologies) to be regulated. lf anywhere, the problem lies in the
market-based approach of the Regulatory Framework, which is not under
discussion here. The Regulatory Framework is market-based and demands
that before regulation is applied, markets are identified and analysed. This
analysis of markets is what determines which technologies are in the end
regulated, not the principle of technological neutrality.
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Partl: The Principle of
Technological Neutraiity
within the Framework
of EC Network Regulation





Introduction
In Part I, it was observed that the principle of technological neutrality was Part 11

an important result of the review of EU telecom regulation. Inextricably EC Network
and Content Regulation

linked to this principle is the separation of content and network regulation. Connected

The public consultation rounds that preceded the 2002 EC Electronic
Communications Framework showed that it was no longer justifiable to
proceed with a regime under which competing networks would be regulated
differently. At the same time, however, it was decided that a horizontal
approach to content regulation would be premature. This consequently
led to a separation between content and network regulation in the sector
of electronic communications. The 2002 EC Electronic Communications
Framework is applicable to the network level of regulation only, whereas

separate EU instruments continued to exist atthecontentlevel. Nevertheless,
the Commission explicitlyrecognisedthe existing links between content and
network regulation in its Framework Directive, by stating that"the separation
between the regulation of transmission and the regulation of content does
not prejudice the existing links between them, in particular in order to
guarantee media pluralism, cultural diversity and consumer protection."1

1 Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on a
common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services (Framework
Directive) [2002] OJ L 108/33, Recital 5.
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Part II aims to reveal that a strict separation between content and network
regulation in the sector of electronic communications is unfeasible and
undesirable for several reasons. As a result, earlier experiences of policy-
makers at the network level of regulation are likely to be of assistance when
they are struggling with the future layout of content regulation.

Section A will start with an analysis of the development of the content-
network distinction in EC policy. In order to understand how economic and
technological developments have driven this development, the regulatory
landscape before the emergence of convergence will be explained. The
emphasis in this section will be on the distinctions between broadcasting
and telecommunications, the two media that until the emergence of the
Internet formed the core of attention of communications policy. It will be
shown to what degree and extent these two media could be separated, and
how these differences can explain the different policyobjectives pursued for
both categories, leading to corresponding regulatory models. Consequently,
the impact of economic and technological developments on these models
- eventually leading to the emergence of the content-network distinction in
EC policy - will be illustrated.

Section B will focus on layered models in regulation, given the fact that
the content-network distinction can arguably be considered to be a two-
layer model of regulation, in which transmission and content are regulated
independently. At the basis of these layered models in regulation lies the OSI
model, a technical representation of the Internet developed by engineers.
After a short description of this model, an analysis will be made of how
this technical model has been transferred into regulatory models, and the
resulting insights for electronic communications policy will be explained.
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The last section, section C, will deal with the tenability of the content-
network divide in EU regulation. Both substantive and institutional
arguments will be used to argue that a strict separation between the two
levels in regulation does not take into account the strong connections that
exist between the activities that are placed within the different levels
of regulation. The case of the TWF Directive - until recently the main
instrument of EC content regulation - is singled out as a key example of
how content and transmission are intertwined when it comes to issues of

broadcasting regulation.

Part 11
EC Network
and Content Regulation
Connected
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Chapter 4
Connecting Content and Network Regulation

The aim of this Chapter is to show how the content-network distinction Part 11

emerged in EU policy, and why its is difficult to uphold this distinction in EC Network
and Content Regulation

legislation. Connected

A. The Emergence of the Content-Network Divide
in EU Policy

1. Regulatory legacy
The sectors of broadcasting and telecommunications have a long history of
being regulated separately.2 The justification for this regulatory separation
was defendable: the two activities could long be separated, on more than
one level. These different activities in turn led to different policy objectives,
which in their turn induced different, vertically separated, regulatory
regimes. The emergence of the Internet - combined with the development
of convergence - required policymakers to fundamentally change their
vertical approach to regulation, eventually leading to the content-network

2 M. Michalis'European Broadcasting and Telecoms' (1999) 14 European Journal of Communication 147
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divide in EC policy. This evolution will be illustrated below, by analysing
the regulatory legacy of broadcasting and telecommunications and the
impact of technological and economic developments thereon.

a.The traditional distinctions between broadcasting
and telecommunications

Telecommunications and broadcasting could traditionally be distinguished
on various levels, as a result of which a vertical separation in policy
was indeed justifiable. The five elements that will be illustrated here to
demonstrate the distinctions between broadcasting and telecommunications
are: i) the network used for communication; ii) the type of activity; iii) the
sort and type of content communicated,3 iv) the physical device needed; and
v) the business model used.4

First of all, the two activities could be separated on the basis of the
network used for the dissemination of content. Telecommunications firms
traditionally used telecommunications networks for their services (i.e.,
copper lines), whereas broadcasting firms used broadcasting networks (i.e.,
terrestrial, satellite and cable networks). These networks were not chosen

3 The concept of 'content' will from hereon be used to refer to any type of message (in the broad
sense of the word) that is being communicated, regardless its distribution means. Content can thus
refer to a movie, a phone conversation, an article, a television programme, an mp3-file, etc.
4 A similar attempt to define the boundaries between broadcasting and telecoms is made in a
landmark study on 'Adapting the EU Telecommunications Regulatory Framework to the developing
Multimedia Environment', delivered in 1998 by Squire, Sanders & Dempsey L.L.R and Analysys,
available at: http://ec.europa.eu/archives/ISPO/infosoc/telecompolicy/en/ssdmain.doc. Annex 1,
section 2 of this study unravels the boundaries between telecoms and broadcasting under EC law.
See Squire, Sanders & Dempsey L.L.P. and Analysys 'Comparative Overview of Current Regulatory
Environment in Telecommunications and Broadcasting Sectors' (Annex 1) available at http://
ec.europa.eu/archives/ISPO/infosoc/telecompolicy/en/ssdal.doc#_Toc411778124, 128-141. This
approach has been fully integrated in a document prepared forthe OECD in 1999 bythe Committee
on Competition Law and Policy, that aimed to put in perspective various regulatory and competition
issues in broadcasting in the light of convergence: OECD Directorate for Financial, Fiscal and
Enterprise Affairs, Committee on Competition Law and Policy 'Regulation and Competition Issues
in Broadcasting in the light of Convergence' OECD report [1999] DAFFE/CLP(99)1. For other
and similar divisions to separate broadcasting from telecommunications see: R Valcke Digitale
Diversiteit (Larcier Gent 2004); C. Uyttendaele Openbore Informatie. Het Juridisch Stotuut in een
Convergerende Mediaomgeving (Maklu Antwerpen 2002); D. Geradin and D. Luff (eds.) The WTO
and Global Convergence in Telecommunications and Audio-Visual Services (Cambridge University
Press Cambridge 2004).
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for their specific characteristics. but these characteristics did influence the
development of the corresponding services. The technical characteristics of
terrestrial broadcasting networks did not provide for two-way - or point-
to-point - traffic, and were therefore unfit for telecom activity. In contrast,
the initial limited bandwidth of telecom networks made those networks
unsuitable for broadcasting. However, these characteristics did not play a
role when these networks were put in the ground. For a long time. telecom
and broadcasting were in every aspect regarded as two separate activities,
both commercially and technologically, each relying on separate networks.
The copper wires used for telecommunications services were put in the
ground fortelecom activities, whereas thebroadcasting networks were rolled
out in order to facilitate broadcasting activities. It can therefore be argued
that a telecom network was regarded as nothing more than a telephone line,
inextricably linked and indispensable to the activity of making a telephone
call, rather than as a network with the capability of conveying signals.
The same reasoning applies to the traditional broadcasting networks of
cable, terrestrial and satellite: these technologies were not immediately
seen as networks, but rather as different technologies that could be used Part 11

by broadcasting companies to broadcast television programmes. It was not EC Network
and Content Regulation

until the emergence of convergence and the subsequent attention for the Connected

layered structure of the Internet that people changed their perspective on
these systems, and began to see them independently from the services they
were historically linked to, as 'objective' networks that could transport
content.

A second, common distinction used to separate broadcasting from
telecommunications was the type of activity. Broadcasting was considered
a point-to-multipoint activity, whereby a message was transmitted
simultaneously from one sender to multiple receivers, without these
receivers being able to interact with the sender. Telecommunications, on the
other hand, was a point-to-point-activity: a message left the sender, to be
received by a single user only. In this relation, the receiver can interact with
the supplier of the message. It is immediately noticeable how this element
connects to the use of a specific network: copper lines have always had this
technical capability for two-way traffic, whereas the terrestrial network
could not provide this same function. This important difference in function
between the two activities - the former exchanging messages on a one-to-
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one basis, the latter sending out content from one-to-many - contributed to
strong assumptions regarding the two media: broadcasting was considered
a very pervasive medium with a low level of control for the user/viewer,
due to the manner in which the content was spread, in combination with
the limited amount of choice in channels and programmes as the result
of scarcity.5 Telecommunications in contrast was regarded as a highly
interactive medium, with corresponding high levels of control for the user.

A third element to separate the two activities was the sort and type
of content that was being transmitted. The sort of content conveyed by
broadcasting networks was considered to be public content, due to its
flow from one-to-many. The notion of public content referred to the fact
that as soon as the content (e.g., a television programme) was aired, it was
out in the public domain and accessible by and to anyone with access to a
connected television set. Up until the development of conditional access
technologies that enabled broadcasters to scramble their signals, it was
impossible to exclude non-payers from watching television programmes.6
Telecommunications on the other hand concerned the provision of private
content, such as a telephone conversation. This content was not destined
for and thus not accessible to and by the public - it could only be received
by a single person. The type of content was also different for both activities.
Typical broadcasting content consistedof a movie oratelevision programme,
whereas the content conveyed by telecom networks did not go beyond a
conversation between two individuals.

A fourth traditional difference between telecommunications and broad-
casting is the device or terminal equipment that is being used on order to
receive or make use of the respective services. For telecommunications,
this device is a telephone, for broadcasting, a television set. As obvious as
this distinction may sound, it was and still is the main point of reference for
most consumers. The distinction can be illustrated by the way people refer

5 The importance of the argument of scarcity has been reduced significantly in the mean time,
due to the increase in new transmission methods and more efficient use of networks as a result of
digitisation and convergence.
6 Conditional access technologies do provide broadcasters with the ability to exclude non-payers.
The signal can bescrambled orcoded, which can subsequently be undone bythe insertion of acode
or key purchased by the viewer. For a good description of available conditional access technologies
see N.He\berger Controlling Access to Content. Regulating Conditional Access in Digital Broadcasting
(Kluwer Law International Den Haag 2005) 4-5.
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to broadcasting and telecommunications in their day-to-day live. Many
people use the phrase 'watching television' when referring to the activity
of broadcasting, whereas 'making a telephone call' is the most commonly
used expression to refer to the activity of telecommunications.

The last traditional distinction between broadcasting and telecom listed
here is the difference in business model. Initially, both industries had their
own specific business model, based on the technological characteristics
and opportunities offered by the medium. The traditional telecom business
model does not differ all that much from a typical business model, in the
sense that a direct economic relationship can be established between
the consumer and the provider of the telecom service. Consumer can be
billed directly for making use of the services offered to them, since the
telecom provider can trace the user of the services offered.7 The traditional
business model of broadcasting used to be more complex. As a result of
the technical limitations of the earlier broadcasting networks, a direct
economic relationship between the broadcaster and the viewer could not
be established; it was impossible to control who had watched a specific
television programme or movie aired by a broadcaster. Accordingly, the Part 11

lack of a return path forced broadcasters to generate revenues from other EC Network
and Content Regulation

sources. Public broadcasters generally rely on a system of licence fees Connected

for this, whereas commercial broadcasters generate funding by means of
advertising.8 Both approaches only allow a limited impact of the preferences

of consumers on the programming of the broadcasters.9

7 Even though it is uncommon in business models that the consumer pays per minute instead of
paying fora fixed amount of thegood. With the emergence of VoIR we indeed seethatthebusiness
model is changing and that providers offer telecom services for a fixed price.

8 For a description of the system of the licence fee for the public broadcaster of the UK, the BBC,
see http://www.bbc.co.uk/info/licencefee/.
9 OECD Working Party on Telecommunications and Information Services Policies 'The Implications
of Convergence for Regulation of Electronic Communications' (A. Stretton and D. Ypsilanti) OECD
report [2003] DSTI/ICCP/TISP(2003)5/FIINAL. Public broadcastersgenerally work with a Governing
Board that 'determines' the programming that needs to be offered Commercial broadcasters will
normally programme so as to optimise advertising revenues. However, systems of audience shares

ratings - such as those performed by Nielsen Media Research - whereby a selected group of viewers
are systematicallytracked in their viewing behaviour, does provide some counterweight. For a more
comprehensive analysis of the economics of broadcasting and the theory on two-sided markets
see R Seabright and J. von Hagen The Economic Regulation of Broadcasting Markets: Evolving

Technology and Challenges for Pohcy (Cambridge University Press New York 2007).
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b. Traditional regulatory models for broadcasting and telecom
The previous section has shown the various elements that account for a
distinction between the activities of broadcasting and telecommunications.
These differences have subsequently led to a different approach in policy
for the two respective services.

Telecommunications policy
Traditionally, regulation of telecommunications was national in scope and
was notably concerned with the provision of, and access to, the network. 10
Originally, the main regulatory concerns arose from the perceived natural
monopoly status of the sector, in combination with network effects.11 The
standard assumption of the telecommunications industry was that the
existence of multiple telecom firms would be more costly to society - less
efficient - than having one incumbent provide the services. Duplication
of the network was considered unprofitable due to the existence of large

12fixed - and predominantly sunk - costs in various parts of the network.
Telecommunication services were therefore provided by one, government-
owned monopolist in every Member State,13 and Member States were
accordingly in charge of their respective telecom sector.14 Since national
incumbents had full control over access to 'their' networks, regulation
largely emphasised interconnection, common carriage, and some sort of

10 N. Garnham 'EC Convergence Task Force Report. Telecommunications and Audiovisual
Convergence; Regulatory Issues' (1996) 12 The Computer Law and Security Report 284.
11 This often took the shape of economies of scope and scale. Economies of scope means that a
bundle of outputs (for example telecom services and broadcasting services) can be produced at
a lower total cost than if the outputs are divided between more producers. Economies of scale
are especially enjoyed by firms with high fixed costs and low marginal costs, since this means that
expansion of production of an existing firm will be less costly than the establishment of a new firm.
For further explanation of the concepts of natural monopoly, economies of scope and economies
of scale see R. Baldwin and M. Cave Understanding Regulation (Oxford University Press New York
1999) 204-209, A.1. Ogus Regulation. Legal Form and Economic Theory (Oxford University Press
New York 1996) 30-33; C. Shapiro and H.R. Varian Information Rules. A Strategic Guide to the
Network Economy (Harvard Business School Press Boston 1999) 20-23.
12 J-J Laffont and J. Tirole Competition in Telecommunicati'ons (3rd ed. MIT Press Cambridge
2002) 3. The concept of sunk costs is meant to reflect those costs that have been incurred and
cannot be retrieved, for example the cost of network deployment. High sunk costs are regarded as
a considerable barrier to entry.
13 Except forthe UK.
14 p. Larouche Competition Law and Regulation in European Telecommunications (Hart Publishing
Oxford 2000) 1-3.
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price and/or profit control.15 Interconnection requirements were in place

to ensure that different national public telecommunications operators
would link their networks. Since each Member State only had one telecoms

network, the incumbent had the responsibility to ensure universal access

rights and provide non-discriminatory access to its clients. Price and/or
profit controls were further meant to ensure that the incumbents would not
abuse their status of monopolist in their pricing strategies.16 The message

content of telecommunications was considered to be a private matter and
was left unregulated.17

The European situation described above changed after the publication of
a Green Paper by the European Commission in 1987.18 In this landmark
Green Paper, the Commission outlined the necessary measures to be taken
in order to support the development of the sector of telecommunications. It
concluded that technological developments (convergence in particular) were
undermining the traditional regulatory approach to telecommunications,
and that regulatory changes were needed in order to improve the sector's
environment.19 Among other issues, the Commission proposed to introduce Partll

competition in telecommunication markets.20 This suggestion was not and Content Regulation
EC Network

immediately welcomed by the Member States,21 but the Commission went Connected

15 N. Garnham 'EC Convergence Task Force Report. Telecommunications and Audiovisual

Convergence; Regulatory Issues' (n 10), C.R. Blackman 'Convergence between Telecommunications
and Other Media. How Should Regulation Adapt?'(1998) 22 Telecommunications Policy 163, 165.
16 On price control in general see A.I. Ogus Regulation. Legal Form and Economic Theory (Oxford
University Press New York 1996) 295-317. Forthe implications for pricing of a natural monopolysee
R. Baldwin and M. Cave Understanding Regulation (n 11) 206-209.
17 Except for the application of general national and European rules on protection of privacy. C.R.
Blackman 'Convergence between Telecommunications and Other Media. How Should Regulation
Adapt?' (n 15), 165.
18 European Commission, Towards a dynamic European Economy - Green Paperon the development
of the common market for telecommunications services and equipment (1987 Green Paper),

COM(87)290 final, 30 June 1987. For a comprehensive analysis of the European liberalization

process of thetelecom sector and the corresponding regulatory modelssee P. Larouche Competition
Law and Regulation in European Telecommunications (n 74).
191987 Green Paper (n 18), Presentation at 1-3.
201987 Green Paper (n 18), Figure 3 of the Summary Report 16-17.
21 See cases C-202/88 France v. Commission [1991] ECR I-1223 and C-271/90 Spain v. Commission
[1992] ECR 1-5833. The ECJ authorized the Commission to take action in the field of telecoms on
the basis of Art  86(3) EC (formerly Art. 90(3) EC).
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ahead regardless and adopted a string of liberalisation Directives. Pursuant
to those Directives, Member States were compelled to abolish all special
or exclusive rights granted to their public telecommunications operators,
in order to liberalise the markets for terminal equipment, services, and
infrastructure.22 Subsequently, the Member States realised that the
liberalisation process was not to be stopped and agreed to use harmonisation
to further support and organise the process.23

The liberalisation of the European telecommunications market shifted
the objective of regulation to a focus on the transition from monopoly to
competition. Accordingly, the emphasis in regulation shifted to the control
of anti-competitive behaviour. This meant a strong focus on enabling
entry to the market, in combination with the more social component of
universal service obligations. Since the incumbent - either directly or
indirectly - owned the telecom network, there was a danger that it would
use its resultant market power to hinder access of new competitors to
the market. The aim of post-liberalisation regulation therefore was to
promote and sustain competition in the sector, for example by imposing
access obligations on the incumbent. With competing providers, this

22 Commission Directive 88/301/EEC of 16 May 1998 on competition in the markets in
telecommunications terminal equipment [1998] OJ L 131/73; Commission Directive 90/388/EEC
on competition in the market for telecommunication services OJ L 192/10; Commission Directive
96/19/EC of 13 March 1996 amending Directive 90/388/EEC with regard to the implementation of
full competition in the telecommunications markets [1996] OJ L 74/13.
23 For the market of terminal equipment, the following Directive wasadopted: Directive 1999/5/EC
of the European Council on radio equipment and telecommunications terminal equipment and the
mutual recognition of their conformity [1999] OJ L 091/10. Regarding services· Directive 97/13/
EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 10 April 1997 on a common framework for
general authorisations and individual licences in the field of telecommunications services [1997]
01 L 117/15. The Open Network Provision (ONP) framework was established with the adoption of
Council Directive 90/387/EC on the establishment of the internal market for telecommunications
services through the implementation of open network provision [1990] OJ L 192/1, The Directive
was amended in 1997 by Directive 97/51/EC of teh European Parliament and of the Council of 6
October 1997 amending Directives 90/387/EC and 92/44/EC for the purpose of adaptation to a
competitive environment in telecommunications [1997] OJ L 295/23. Other Directives adopted
in the context of ONP were Council Directive 92/44/EC on the application of the open network
provision to leased lines [1992] OJ L 165/27; Directive 97/33/EC of the European Parliament and
of the council of 30 June 1997 on interconnection in telecommunications with regard to ensuring
universal accessand interoperabilitythroughapplication of the principlesof Open network Provision
(ONP) [1997] OJ L 199/32; Directive 98/10/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 26 February 1998 on the application of ONP to voice telephony and on universal service in a
competitive environment [1998] OJ L 101/24.
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automatically fostered the need for an advanced interconnection regime,

which would ensure that customers of new entrants could communicate
with customers of the incumbent operator. A separate but interrelated issue

was the need for interoperability of both networks and terminal equipment,
since these were no longer provided by a single operator. In addition, it was
realised that competition alone would not be sufficient to achieve social

policy objectives. and universal service obligations were imposed on the
incumbents to guarantee a minimum level of service to all citizens. This
meant the incumbent had to ensure national coverage in combination with
affordability, so that all citizens could enjoy the services regardless of their
income.

Broadcasting policy
The broadcasting sector has also been heavily regulated from its very
beginning. The scope of regulation was again national, and mostly based

on political and cultural considerations. Since broadcasting was assumed

to play a large role in the functioning of a democratic society,24 and access

to spectrum was scarce, measures were taken to ensure that the scarce Part 11

resources were used in the most efficient way. For most Member States,  CdNCe Wttt Regulation

this initially meant that entry to the broadcasting market was controlled Connected

by granting a licence to a Public Service Broadcaster (PSB). Governments
decided on the number of licences on the basis of the available spectrum and
social and cultural considerations. This licence served both as a basis for a
guarantee of the provision of an impartial, balanced range of programmes,

as well as to ensure national coverage. In addition, measures were included
to protect vulnerable groups in society, such as minors, and cultural
diversity was promoted, for example, by fostering national production and
ensuring access to major events.25 For broadcasting, content and networks
were both regulated. Scarcity in combination with the assumed impact of
broadcasting served as the traditional rationales for the justification of both

24 T. Gibbons Regulating the Media Und ed. Sweet and Maxwell London 1998) 1-4.
25 Some countries had a wider range of content obligations such as restrictions on the amount of

advertising and standard on common decency. OECD report 'The Implications of Convergence for
Regulation of Electronic Communications' (n 9), 10; M. Feintuck Media Regulation, Public Interest
and the Low (Edingburgh University Press Edingburgh 1999) Chapter 2.
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types of regulation.26 Technical limitations of the networks could create a
barrier to entry, since there was only enough room for a limited number
of channels. This in turn - at least partly - justified content obligations
to be imposed on the licensed broadcasters, since these broadcasters were
accordingly in control of the programming of content through a medium
which was perceived to be very pervasive. The rationales of scarcity and
impact could thus said to be intertwined.27 Despite the fact that both
content and networks were being regulated, the emphasis in broadcasting
regulation was apparently put on content.28 The regulation of networks
should rather be considered a necessary vehicle for the achievement of
content objectives. The activity of broadcasting consisted, as it still does, of
the transmission of content to the public, not of content development alone.
Accordingly, the concern was with the content that was being broadcast.
Broadcasting networks were therefore regulated primarily for general
interest - or content - related purposes, in contrast to the more economic
rationale behind the regulation of telecom networks. This reflects how in
broadcasting, regulation of content and transmission is inseparable.

The development of cable and satellite networks caused a shift in the
structure of the broadcasting industry, but this change was not immediately
picked up by regulation. Whereas the general expectation was a decrease
in regulation due to greater availability of transmission networks, Member
States held on to their regulatory structure instead. In general, Member
States were not very forthcoming in allowing retransmission of foreign cable
operators on their territory. As a result of this behaviour of the Member

26 Until the emergence of convergence, there was no necessity to isolate the two further and to
connect them to either network or content regulation, even though 'scarcity' provides a better
fit with network regulation and 'impact' with content regulation. R Larouche 'Communications
Convergence and Public Service Broadcasting' Tilec Discussion Paper, 21 June 2001 available at:
http://www.tilburguniversity.nl/tilec/publications/discussionpapers/larouche2.pdf, 3-4.
27 From an economic perspective, these rationales can be connected to the need for economic and
social regulation. In the context of media, economic regulation pertains In particular to concerns
about concentration of ownership and barriers to entry to the broadcasting market. In addition, the
broadcasting sector is also characterized by strong economies of scale. Social regulation in relation
to media serves to protect consumers, for example by imposing advertising standards. T. Gibbons,
Regulating the Media (n 24) 5-9.
28 Cf. this Chapter, 190 OECD Information Computer Communications Policy 'Telecommunications
and Broadcasting. Convergence or Collusion?' (T. Kelly) OECD report [1992] nr. 29, 84.
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States, the Commission was 'forced' to use the free movement provisions
of the EC Treaty to open up the European broadcasting market.29 However,
in 1980 the ECJ judged in the two subsequent cases of Codite! v. Cinevog
and Procureur du Roi v. Debauve that restrictive rules on copyright and
advertising were allowable since the rules were not discriminatory and fell
within the exception of Art. 49 EC.30 The Commission then realised that
if it wanted to 'liberalise' the broadcasting market, it would have to do so
through positive harmonisation.31 The final result of that effort, the TWF
Directive that was adopted in 1989, can be seen as a compromise between
the Member States and the Commission.32 Member States committed to
lifting their national restrictions, in return for a European-wide minimum
level of content regulation. Unlike telecoms, the objectives of broadcasting

regulation did not fundamentally change after the European market

was broken open. The emphasis remained on the public interest related

objectives sought after by content regulation, which - at the European level
too - meant regulation of content in combination with transmission.

As forthe IT sector, regulationin the Member States, i f any, didnot go beyond Part 11

the level of self-regulation. This can be explained by the fact that IT and EC Network
and Content Regulation

computing were largely considered private activities that did not develop in Connected

a monopoly setting. Consequently, the general consensus was that there was
no direct need for intervention, neither for social nor economic purposes.
A similar approach was accordingly adopted at the European level; the IT
sector first remained outside the scope of EC regulation.33 The European

regulatory structure sketched out above can be visualised as follows:

29 See P Larouche'Ataleof twoliberalization processes', to be published; A.J. Harcourt'Institution-
driven Competition: The Regulation of Cross-border Broadcasting in the EU' (2007) 27 Journal of
Public Policy 293.
30 Cases C-62/79 Coditel v. Cinevog [1980] ECR 881 and C-52/79 Procureur du Roi v. Debauve
[1980] ECR 883
31 Thisincontrasttotheuseof the free movementprovisions of the EC Treaty, whichisgenerallyseen
as a method of negative harmonization, based in particular on the principle of mutual recognition.
C. Barnard The Substantive Law of the EU (Oxford University Press Oxford 2004) Chapter 18.
32 The Television Without Frontiers Directive will be dealt with extensively in Part 111.
33 The first European - soft-law - measure to cover the Internet was adopted in 1998, which was
a Recommendation that was (partly) aimed at protecting minors in the on-line environment. See
Council Recommendation of 24 September 1998 on the development of the competitiveness of the
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Figure 4. The EC regulatory scheme before convergence.

Figure 4 shows how telecommunications and broadcasting were separated by
strong vertical boundaries. Both sectors were regulated, but independently
from each other. With broadcasting, the regulatory rationale was perceived
to emanate from content, whereas with telecom, this rationale originated
from network matters. Broadcasting and telecommunications were regarded
as two conceptually different services, using different networks.34 The IT
sector was not regulated to any similar extent.

European audiovisual and information services industry by promoting national frameworks aimed
at achieving a comparable and effective level of protection of minors and human dignity [1998] OJ
L 270/48 Closely linked to the 1998 Recommendation is the Action Plan on promoting Safer Use
of the Internet. This Decision was adopted in 1999, and aimed to promote safer use of the Internet
by combating illegal and harmful content on global networks. Both measures have in the mean time
been adapted. The 1998 Recommendation has been revised, and a new Recommendation has been
adopted on 20 December 2006 Recommendation of the European parliament and of the Council
of 20 December 2006 on the protection of minors and human dignity and on the right of reply
in relation to the competitiveness of the European audiovisual and on-line information services
industry [2006] OJ L 387/72. The Safer Internet Action plan ran from 1999-2004. Its successor, the
Safer Internet Plus Programme, ran from 2005-2008, after which it was renewed in 2008 and will
now run until 2013. See http //ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/sip/index_en.htm.
34 Nevertheless, additional clauses were deemed necessary to clearly separate the legal definitions
of 'telecommunications services' and 'broadcasting services'. The definition of 'telecommunication
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2. Blurring boundaries
The previous section has shown how, originally, the telecoms and
broadcasting industries were vertically separated, and how this
structure was consequently translated into policy. It will now be shown
what developments have affected this traditional structure, and how
these have blurred the demarcation lines - on which policy has rested -
between the two activities. The two key developments to consider when
discussing the changing industry structure are those of digitisation and
convergence.35 Both developments, which are closely interlinked, have
had an enormous impact on the traditional boundaries between the two
activities of telecommunications and broadcasting. In addition, they have
driven the emergence of the Internet, which can in fact be regarded as
the representation of convergence on a small scale.36 The technological
developments raised the issue whether it was still justifiable to regulate the
sectors of telecoms and broadcasting separately.37 The emergence of a new
communications industry in addition to those of broadcasting and telecoms
- the Internet - accordingly raised a further concern; would this industry
best be fitted within one of the existing regulatory structures, or would it Part 11

require the set-up of a new regulatory model? EC Network
and Content Regulation
Connected

a. An industry changing
The previous section on regulatory legacy has indicated that traditionally,
at least five elements could be used to distinguish between the activities
of telecoms and broadcasting, which could therefore justify a vertical
separation in policy for the two sectors. However, the combination of
digitisation and the development of convergence seriously challenged the
boundaries that were set between the two sectors.

services'of Directive 90/387/EC in Art 2(3) is "with the exception of broadcasting". The definition
of 'television broadcasting' of Directive 89/552/EC emphasises that "[i]t does not include
communication services providing items of information or other messages on individual demand
such as telecopying, electronic databanks and other similar services.
35 For a detailed description of both developments, see Chapter 1,26 et seq.
36 K. Werbach 'Digital Tornado: the Internet and telecommunications Policy' [1997] FCC OOP
Working Paper Series 29, 5-6. R Larouche 'EC Competition law and the Convergence of the
Telecommunications and Broadcasting Sectors'(1998) 22 Telecommunications Policy 219,219.
37 KPMG 'Public Policy Issues Arising from Telecommunications and Audiovisual Convergence'
Report for the European Commission, 1 September 1996.
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The type of network, the first element commonly used to separate telecoms
from broadcasting, can no longer be used in a post-convergence situation
where different networks can transmit similar services. Digitisation of
networks and content has not only provided a more efficient usage of
existing bandwidth, but also enabled two-way traffic where previously
only one-way traffic was possible. Telecom network providers however
still had to upgrade their networks to supply the necessary bandwidth for
audiovisual content, a process which has prompted the replacement of the
traditional copper wires with fibre, at least in the backbone. In the meantime,
cable operators have also begun to see fibre as the preferred technology,38
which yet again confirms that the type of network is no longer a proper
distinguishing factor between telecoms and broadcasting.

Naturally, the changes concerning the network also had their impact on
the second distinguishing element, the type of activity. The portrayal of
telecoms as a point-to-point activity is no longer self-evident, nor is the
definition of broadcasting as a point-to-multipoint activity. The direction
of traffic is no longer connected to a specific type of network, and hence to
one of the two activities. Digitisation has been a driver of the development
of conditional access technologies that have enabled the exclusion of non-
payers in the context of broadcasting. This development added the element
of interactivity to the concept of broadcasting. The development of such
services as Video-On-Demand and Near-Video-On-Demand accordingly
instigated a fierce debate on whether audiovisual services on individual
demand were to be considered point-to-point activities, and hence
regulated as any other telecommunication service, or point-to-multipoint
services which would accordingly fall within the telecoms model. It was
clear that the point-to-point/point-to-multipoint element was losing its
relevance, through the blurring of its boundaries caused by digitisation and
convergence.

Equally, the type and sort of content are no longer constrained to one of
the two activities. The substitutability of the networks render the notions
of public and private content useless for the purpose of delineating the
sectors of telecoms and broadcasting. Content transmitted trough a telecoms
network can currently be intended for a general public, for example in the
38 Traditional cable networks also needed to upgrade their networks in order to provide for two-
way traffic.
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setting of Video-On-Demand. The content itself can be considered public,
on the basis of the fact that it is intended to be received or watched by a
general audience. However, the content is transmitted on a one-person-
a-time basis only, which can also give it a private connotation. The line
between the notions of private and public content thus becomes a very thin
one; it depends on the perspective taken. Consequently, the sort of content
is also no longer constrained to a specific activity. The activity of telecoms
is no longer merely associated with voice conversations; in the meantime,
watching television programmes and surfing the Internet also fall within the
Scope of options offered by the medium. Broadcasting content is similarly
linked to the entire spectrum of communication services: the content can
concern a traditional television programme, as well as websites or streaming
of live events.

This brings us to the element of the device that is required to experience
the service. Digitisation and convergence have also had an impact on the
devices required to experience the service, which have been developed
further by other technological developments. The effects of convergence on
transmission networks resulted not only in a separation of the information Part 11

type from the networks that transmitted it, but also in convergence of EC Network
and Content Regulation

the functionality of the devices at the ends of the transmission networks. Connected

Though slowly, the different devices such as televisions, phones and
computers are gradually converging to the extent that they can be used for
all communication purposes. Mobile phones especially have evolved into
full-function devices, which has generated the term 'smartphone' to reflect
the advanced capabilities of these devices.

As can be expected, digitisation and convergence have also changed
the behaviour of firms active in the sectors of broadcasting and telecoms.
Conditional access technologies enabled broadcasters to change their
business model to enable subscription-based services, which led to a system
now widely knownas Pay-TV. Subscription-funded channels cannow largely
be compared to the business models used by telecom operators, which rely
on an individual relationship between the user and the supplier.39 This
meant that the demarcation line between the traditional sectors of telecom
and broadcasting started to fade. Of course, telecoms and broadcasting still
39 Nevertheless, free-to-air broadcasters continue to rely on a system of advertising and licence
fees to attract their revenues.
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continue to exist in their traditional forms. However, the problem lies in all
the new services that have developed that do not neatly fit into one of these
two categories.

These technological developments thus caused significant changes in the
behaviour of market players. Firms started to look across the borders of their
traditional domains, to optimally exploit the opportunities offered by the
new developments. Convergence offered traditional firms the opportunity to
combine the different functionalities of their core services; this new range of
communication services created a whole new potential source of revenues for
these firms. In order to effectively participate in, and benefit from, these new
markets, players were forced to either gain new skills, or merge with players
already present in the part of the value chain they wanted to expand to.40 In
other words, market players basically had two possibilities to enter the new
markets: either through investments or through mergers.41

The practice of forming vertical alliances and mergers seemed to be the
most common strategy for securing entry in the emerging markets.42 In this
way, risks caused by uncertainty in demand for the new services could be
spread, without necessarily having to team up with a direct competitor. The
trend towards vertical mergers can further be explained by the search for
- an expansion of - economies of scope and scale, and a motivation to put up
barriers to entry for new players in the market.43 Horizontal alliances and
mergers were also driven by convergence, for the purpose of consolidation.
These mergers were predominantly motivated by the need to cut costs,
and to further strengthen market power in the value chain.44 Evidently,
this behaviour of market players gave rise to new regulatory concerns. An
important concern was whether the behaviour of merging firms would lead

40 Generally those parts of the value chain with higher profit margins. Cf the emerging value chain
as presented in Part I.
41 Cf. P Buigues and V. Rabassa 'The European Union' in P. Seabright and J. von Hagen (eds.)
The Economic Regulation of Broadcasting Markets. Evolving Technology and Challenges for Policy
(Cambridge University Press Cambridge 2007) 280.
42KPMG'Public Policy Issues Arising from Telecommunicationsand Audiovisual Convergence' (n 37),
19.

43 The practice of exclusive agreements between vertical partners - i.e., content providers and
network operators - especially put up significant barriers to enter the new markets.
44 Here as well, motivation can also be explained by the wish to maximise economies of scope and
scale.
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to an unacceptable level of control over bottleneck facilities.45 This practice,
and the subsequent regulatory response, will be analysed in the following
section.

b. The regulatory response
The previous section has shown how the vertical boundaries between

telecoms and broadcasting started to fadeundertheinfluence of digitalisation
and convergence, a process that was accelerated by the reactions of market
players. The swift emergence of the Internet. symbol of convergence,
further speeded up the need for a regulatory answer to convergence from
the European Institutions. An early European regulatory view on the
Internet was communicated by way of a Commission Communication on
Illegal and Harmful Content on the Internet.46 This Communication, which
was primarily meant to address how to combat the negative aspects of
the Internet, gave evidence of a rather singular perspective on what was
then regarded as a new medium. Despite recognising the overlapping
functionalities between the Internet, broadcasting and telecoms, the
Communication positions the Internet as a unique new medium, as can be Part 11:

derived from the following excerpt: EC Network
and Content Regulation
Connected

A unique characteristic of the Internet is that it functions simultaneously as a
medium for publishing and for communication. Unlike in the case of traditional
media, the Internetsupports a variety of communication modes: one-to-one, one-

to-many, many-to-many. An Internet user may "speak" or"listen" interchangeably.
At any given time, a receiver can and does become a content provider, of his own

accord, or through "reposting" of content by a third party. The Internet therefore

is radically different from traditional broadcasting. it also differs radically from
o traditional telecommunications service. This constant shift from "publishing
mode" to "private communication mode"- two modes governed traditionally by
very different legal regimes - constitutes one of the main challenges of Internet
Regulation.47

45 p. Larouche Competition Law and Regulation in European Telecommunications in -14).
46 Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the Economic and
Social Committee, and the Committee of the Regions on illegal and harmful content on the Internet,
COM (96)487 final, 16 October 1996
47'bid., 8.
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Even though this statement is made in the context of combating illegal
and harmful content on the Internet, the Commission seems determined to
emphasise that the Internet cannot be compared to any existing medium.
Consequently, it seems unlikely that the Commission at the time saw the
Internet fitting into within one of the two existing regulatory regimes for
telecoms and broadcasting. However, only a year later, the Commission
issued its famous 1997 Green Paper on Convergence.

48 The Green Paper
was intended to initiate a large-scale debate on the impact of convergence
on the existing regulatory framework for the communications sectors
telecom, media, and IT. A strong concern underlying the initiative was that
the development of new communications services would be hindered by
a range of barriers. The Green Paper therefore analysed the convergence
phenomenon, identified the actual and potential barriers, and proposed
several options for future regulatory models. Despite the fact that three
sectors are included in the survey of the Commission, it is clear that the
emphasis in the Paper is on the impact of convergence on the recently
liberalised telecommunications sector. The process started with the Green
Paper had to ensure that during the review of the 1998 telecommunications
regulatory package, full account could be taken of convergence.

In its outlook on convergence, the Commission presents what can be
considered a different, further developed perspective on the Internet. The
Internet is positioned as both the symbol and driver of convergence. Instead
of trying to distinguish the Internet from broadcasting and telecoms,
the Commission is explaining how the Internet is an alternative for both
telecoms and broadcasting activity. Interestingly, the Green Paper further
contains a part that is overtly based on the text of the above-mentioned
1996 Communication, albeit without the strong language that the Internet
is "radically different" from traditional broadcasting and telecoms:

A characteristic of the Internet which is indicative of convergence is that it
functions simultaneously as a medium for publishing as a medium for publishing
andcommunication. Unliketraditional media,thelnternetsimultaneouslysupports

48 European Commission, Green Paper on the Convergence of the Telecommunications, Media and
the Information Technology Sectors, and the Implications for Regulation (1997 Green Paper on
Convergence) COM(97)623,3 December 1997
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a variety of communication modes, both transactional and broadcast in nature:

one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many. An Internet user may "speak" or "listen"

interchangeably, interweaving public communication (the content of which is -
at least in the case of broadcast content - traditionally regulated) with private

communication (traditionally unregulated). This constant shift from publishing to

private communication modes, each regulated through very different principles,
constitutes one of the main challenges of Internet regulation.49

The excerpt is interesting for various reasons. In hindsight, it can be
concluded that the authors did not yet foresee in what ways the Internet
would play a role in society. It seems as if they expected the Internet to
become the 'killer medium'. and to a certain extent it has. However, we now
know that the Internet has not replaced the other two media, but has rather

emerged in various forms and functions in all existing media, thereby
merging their assumed distinct characteristics. Television is becoming

interactive, telecoms is no longer private, newspapers are no longer confined
to paper; the Internet is slowly converging functions and characteristics, to
the extent that it becomes difficult to say where one stops and the other Part 11:

begins.
EC Network
and Content Regulation

Secondly, the excerpt touches upon an issue that is not explicitly referred Connected

to in the Green Paper. It underlines the fact that the traditional media have

been regulated on the basis of different principles, pursuing different

objectives. The earlier identified difference in objectives for broadcasting
and telecoms regulation are directly affected by convergence, bringing
up the question if certain objectives perhaps outweigh others, and if not,
how these different objectives can be reconciled. However, due to the
emphasis on the telecoms sector - or the network side of regulation - in the
Green Paper, the barriers identified by the Commission rather stem from

economically inspired objectives such as market entry and licensing, rather
than content-related objectives. This might explain why this issue was not
explicitly taken up in the Green Paper.50

49'bid., 6.
50 The issue did receive attention afterthe first public consultation round on the 1997 Green Paper

on Convergence. In a Working Document summarizing the results of the first public consultation

round, the Commission identifies three further areas for reflection, among which "Ensuring a
balanced approach to regulation". Underthis header, the Commission announcesthatthe comments
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All in all, the outlook in the Green Paper does sketch a more realistic picture
of the Internet, and assigns proper value to it in the convergence debate.
The technological and economic developments correctly describe the most
profound changes in the communications landscape, and the Commission
carefully sets out where existing regulatory structures are - potentially
- impeding the full potential of convergence. At the end of its Green Paper,
the Commission therefore suggests three regulatory models for the future:
i) to build on current structures; ii) to develop a separate regulatory model
for new activities to co-exist with telecoms and broadcasting regulation;
and iii) to progressively introduce a new regulatory model to cover the
whole range of new and existing services.

The first option entailed keeping the existing vertical regulatory
structures in place. Different rules would continue to apply to telecom and
broadcasters, and the IT sector would remain largely outside the scope of
regulation. It could be argued that the first option could never have been
a serious option, since this would have made the Green Paper a redundant
exercise. In addition, all the technological and economic developments
described in the Green Paper could not but lead to the conclusion that

something had to change. The second suggestion entailed the addition of
a new set of rules for newly emerging services to the existing regulatory
structures. The principal difficulty with this model, immediately recognised
by the Commission itself, was that it would still require setting boundaries

received emphasised the importance of finding the right balance between achieving legitimate
public interest objectives and not hampering the creation and development of new services and
markets, i.e. between public interest objectives and the more economic objective of competition.
See European Commission 'Summary of the Results of the Public Consultation on the Green Paper
on the Convergence of the Telecommunications, Media and Information Technology sectors; Areas
for Further Reflection, SEC(98)1284, 29 July 1998, part B. The general response to the question
posed by the Commission in this area was that there was no necessary contradiction between the
development and achievement of open competitive markets and the securing of public interest
objectives, which is correct. However, no further attention is given to the question what to do when
a conflict does rise, and no proper identification is made of the general interest objectives at stake.
One can perhaps conclude that the issue was underestimated at the time. See Communication from
the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the Economic and Social Committee and
the Committee of Regions, 'The Convergence of the Telecommunications, Media and Information
Technology sectors, and the Implications for Regulation. Results of the Public Consultation on the
Green Paper, COM(1999)108 final, 10 March 1999. Note that the issue has resurfaced in the course
of the revision of the Television Without Frontiers Directive, and will accordingly be dealt with in
Chapter 6,
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between the different types of services, potentially leading to the same
types of problems the Commission was already facing. The third and last
option wasthe most far-reaching. Itsuggested fundamentally reassessingthe
existing regulatory approaches, and subsequently creating a comprehensive
framework applicable to all sectors. Realising that this option could perhaps

meet with resistance due to its ambition, the Commission pointed out that
it could be taken up gradually, first focusing on the area that required
priority: network and access issues. The consultation process following the
Green Paper on Convergence was an extensive process, which consisted of
two separate consultation rounds. The consultation process was formally
closed with a Commission Communication in March 1999.51

European Commission Decisions
Since market players did not wait the Community Institutions to figure out
the appropriate regulatory framework after convergence, the Commission

was compelled to decideon some convergence transactionsunderthe Merger
Control Regulation (MCR) at a relatively early stage of the convergence
debate.52 This gave the Commission - or at least the Directorate-General Partll

for Competition - the opportunity to establish its stance on convergence EC Network
and Content Regulation

mergers.53 In addition, it gives evidence of what can be considered a first Connected

hint of horizontal policy.

The first set of mergers - although not yet totally eligible for the title of
convergence mergers - the Commission decided on in this context were
treated cautiously, resulting in prohibition decisions for these mergers
under the MCR. The major broadcasting mergers of MSG Media Service,

51 Communication'TheConvergenceof theTelecommunications, Mediaand Information Technology

sectors, and the Implications for Regulation. Results of the Public Consultation on the Green Paper'
In 50)
52 Council Regulation (EEC) No 4046/89 on the control of concentrations on undertakings [1989]
OJ L 395/1, as amended by Regulation (EC) 1310/97 [1997] OJ L 180/1. In the meantime, a new
Regulation has been adopted for the purpose of merger control: Council Regulation (EC) 139/2004
on the control of concentrations between undertakings [2004] OJ L 24/1.
53 The term 'convergence merger' refers here to a merger undertaken by market parties across

the content-network divide, with a view to benefit from new opportunities resulting from

convergence.
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Nordic Satellite Distribution, and RTL/Veronica/Endemol were all prohibited
because of a concern that the transactions would lead to market foreclosure,
that is to say deter entry in the markets concerned.54 In all three cases, the
parties to the merger were dominant players in various segments of the
broadcasting value chain, such as content production, conditional access
technology, and infrastructure provision. The Commission feared that
through vertical integration, the parties would be able to leverage their
existing dominant positions from one market to another, thereby sealing
off markets from possible new competitors.55

One monopoly profit theory
The leverage argument so frequently used in the Commission Decisions on
mergers cannot rely on strong support by economic theory. The traditional
Chicago school argument against the leveraging theory is that by vertical
integration, the manufacturer of an upstream firm (i.e., the content produceO
would not be able make more profit than it would by making use of a downstream
firm (the content distributor). This theory is better known as the one monopoly
profit theory. The reasoning behind this theory goes as follows:

Consider a demand curve fora certain product. One can subsequently calculate
the optimal (profitable) price for a certain product. This optimal price reflects
the preferable output given a certain marginal cost. When the upstream firm
asks this price, it will be assured of the monopoly profit. Assume that when the
marginal cost for a given product for firm A is m=1, the optimal price will be p
= 6, which will lead to an output of q = 4. The profit will be (p - m) · q; thus (6
-1)·4=20.

54 Commission Decision 94/922 of 9 November 1994, Case IV/M.469, MSG Media Service [1994] OJ
L 364/1, Commission Decision 96/177 of 19 July 1995, Case IV/M.490, Nordic Satellite Distribution
[1994] OJ L 53/20; Commission Decision 96/346 of 20 September 1995, Case IV/M.553, RTL/
Veronica/Endemol [199610J L 124/32.
55 For a more elaborate analysis of these cases see P. Larouche 'EC Competition Law and the
Convergence of the Telecommunications and Broadcasting Sectors' (1998) 22 Telecommunications
Policy 219.
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Next assume that firm A decides to sell its product to a downstream firm for
its marginal costs, 1; the demand curve will not change. In order to continue to

receive the monopoly profit, A will charge the downstream firm a franchise fee,
f = 20. The downstream firm will not be willing to pay more than 20, since this

would mean it is more profitable not to sell the product at all.

Now assume that there are two competing downstream firms. Again, the
demand curve does not change, and therefore, the optimal price on the market

is still p = 6, which leads to an output of q = 4. The upstream firm will therefore
charge both downstream firms a franchise fee of f =10, and distribute to both
downstream firms two units of its product, so that the optimal price and thus

monopoly profit will be reached. It can now be observed that, on the basis of

this theory, it does not matter whether the firms vertically integrate or not.
Since the demand curve stays the same, the upstream firm is only able to
retrieve a monopoly profit once (hence the name). Therefore, the reasoning of

the Chicago school continues, the only reason for vertical integration could be

to obtain efficiency or coordination gains.
Part 11

However, Post-Chicago scholars have criticised this idea. According to them, and Content Regulation
EC Network

the upstream firm has an incentive to cheat, when both downstream firms Connected

cannot know what contract the competing firm has with the upstream firm.
This is called 'the commitment problem'. In that case, the upstream firm can say
to downstream firm X that it will sell 2 units, for the marginal costs 1, plus the

franchise fee of 10. The downstream firm will thus expect to be able to sell at
the optimal price. However, assume that the upstream firm will make a contract
with downstream firm Y that promises to sell 4 units, for marginal cost 1, and

consequently charge him a franchise fee of 20. This will lead to an oversupply
of products on the market, and thus to lower price for the downstream firms.

However, the upstream firm will receive more than the monopoly profit. The

competing downstream firms would of course not accept this practice, and
therefore this cannot be an equilibrium. Accordingly, the monopolist is unable

to achieve the monopoly profit in this market, and it would therefore have an

to vertically integrate, in order to be able to earn the monopoly profit in the
second market as well. Note that vertical integration in this case leads to higher

prices and is therefore welfare reducing (this in contradiction to the Chicago

argument that vertical mergers cannot be bad for welfare.)
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Also, more recent game theory models have shown that in more cases,
vertical mergers may create foreclosure, and thus lead to anti-competitive
behaviour.56

The Commission's initial negative attitude towards vertical integration
slowly evolved in its subsequent competition decisions towards a more
lenient approach. The interlinking mergers of Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere
and DT/Betaresearch were, however, still prohibited on similar grounds
as the earlier mentioned cases in the broadcasting sector.57 This is hardly
surprising whenit isconsidered thatthepartiesconcerned (i.e., Bertelsmann,
Kirch and Deutsche Telekom) were the same parties that were involved
in the MSG transaction, trying to establish a quite similar operation as
attempted under MSG.58 However, the subsequent decision of BIB/Open
signalled a departure from the Commission's initial strong suspicion of
transactions that would create - or further strengthen the position of -
vertically integrated firms.59

BIB/Open can be considered the first real convergence transaction.
involving both traditional telecom (British Telecom) and broadcasting
(BskyB) operators.60 The idea was to set-up a joint-venture, BIB, that would

56 See M. Motta Competition Policy. Theory and Practice (Cambridge University Press Cambridge
2004) 372-377, Also consider the Commission Guidelines on the assessment of non-horizontal
mergers under the Council regulation on the control of concentrations between undertakings,
adopted on 28 November 2007, available at http //ec.europa.eu/comm/competition/mergers/
legislation/nonhorizontalguidelines.pdf.
57 Commission Decision 1999/153 of 27 May 1998, Case IV/M.993, Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere
[1999] OJ L 53/ 1; Commission Decision 1999/ 154 of 27 May 1998, Case IV/M .1027, DT Betaresearch
[1999] OJ L 53/31.
58 Bertelsmann and Kirch (owners of exclusive programme rights) would become the owner of
'Premiere', which would be the only German Pay-TV channel after the transaction. Together with
DT (owner of cable Infrastructure), the firms would control 'BetaResearch', that would hold the
exclusive licence for the conditional access technology used in the set-top box of Kirch, which
would be used by 'Premiere'. For extensive analysis of both cases see P Larouche (n 55), 10-11; N.
Helberger Controlling Access To Content  Regulating Conditional Access in Digitol Broadcasting (n 6)
135-138.

59 Commission Decision 99/781 of 15 September 1999, Case IV/36.539, British Interactive

Broadcasting (BIB)/Open [1999] OJ L 312/1.
60 The joint-venture was assessed by the Commission under Art. 81 EC, since it did not fall within
the scope of the Merger Control Regulation.
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deliver interactive digital television service, so that companies such as

banks, supermarkets, and travel agents could interact directly with their
consumers. The required infrastructure for these services would also be
used by broadcasting companies, for the purpose of interactive television
services. In addition, BIB would offer services directly to the consumer,
such as 'walled garden' Internet access and email. The central element of
the transaction was the set-top box, whose retail price would be subsidised

by BIB. The set-top box would only support one, proprietary Electronic
Programme Guide (EPG), and embed the proprietary conditional access

technology of BskyB.
The Commission determined that the joint-venture caused a restriction

of competition in the relevant market for digital interactive television

services,61 especially since prior to the creation of BIB, BT and BskyB had

been potential competitors. In order to fall within the exemption of Art.

81(3) EC, the parties agreed to a wide range of commitments, all aimed

at keeping the relevant markets open.62 For that purpose, the parties first
agreed to a legal separation of the activities concerning the subsidisation
of the set-top boxes and the recovery thereof, and the interactive services Partll

offered by BIB.63 In this way, BIB would not be able to discriminate third
aEncdNJ,';1,Nce. t-, Regulation

parties downstream, and the subsidy would not create a barrier to entry.64 Connected

In addition, the set-top boxes of BIB were 'opened up', by demanding

interoperability with services of competing content providers and opening
up the EPG.65 Furthermore, the consumers could not be forced to purchase

a BskyB Pay-TV subscription in order to benefit from the subsidy on the

61 The Commission in the case defined, among some others, the relevant market for digital

interactive television services as a separate market. The Commission came to this conclusion on the

basis of a somewhat vague demand substitutability test. See BIB/Open, paras. 11-23.
62 The exact conditions (ten in total) are set out in Article 2 of the Decision.
63 B/B/Open (n 59), para. 126.
64 This argument rests on the assumption that consumers will not easily purchase multiple set-top

boxes, asa resultof whicha subsidy fora set-top box can createa barriertoentry for other firmsthat
sell these products. This assumption is questioned by Helberger, whoargues that consumersare also

willing to buy a computer in addition to a television set. This comparison seems a bit too optimistic,

since these devices were at the time, at least by the common public, still used for distinct (but
indeed sometimes complementary) purposes, whereas the set-top boxes of competing providers

would normally provide identical service. N, Helberger Controlling Access To Content. Regutoting
Conditional Access in Digital Broadcasting (n 61 140.
65 BIB/Open (n 59), Article 2, Condition no. 6.
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set-top box of BIB.66 Evidently, the Commission did everything in its power
to keep the market for interactive digital television services open, by not
allowing the established joint-venture to foreclose the market through its
control over the technical platform.67

Upon closer analysis of the BIB/Open case, the Commission separated
content issues and network issues by demanding a legal separation of the
network and content activities of BIB. The Commission further emphasised
that access to the technical in frastructure (network) of BskyB should remain
open to competitors, and that the Pay-TV channels of BskyB (content)
should also be accessible to competing network providers.68 This strategy
of keeping content and network markets open to competitors in order to
counter the potential negative effects of vertical integration, became even
more visible with the prominent convergence mergers of AOL/Time Warner
and Vivendi/Canal/Seagram.

In AOL/Time Warner, the Commission had to decide whether the merger of
a self-described world leader in Internet access and services delivered over
the Internet (AOL), and a leading media and entertainment company (Time
Warner) would create serious competitive concerns.69 The objective of the
merger was to create a full-function merger, as a result of which a vertically
integrated Internet firm would be established. This entity would have
control over multiple distribution channels (cable networks and Internet

66 B/B/Open (n 59), Article 2, Condition no. 2.
67 In the case of BskyB/Kirch, that was decided upon by the Commission a year after BIB/Open,
a similar strategy was followed. Again, the Commission was suspicious of the combination of the
proprietary conditional access technology in the set-top box, with the offering of interactive
television services and digital broadcasting services. However, the Commission held that entry in
a new market (market for interactive television services) of a dominant firm (Kirch and BskyB) in a
closely related market (pay-tv) would not necessarily lead to the creation of a dominant position.
What it did find problematic was the control over the conditional access technology combined with
exclusive programme rights. Accordingly, the parties had to make far reaching commitments to
ensure that the set-top box technology of the merged entity would be accessible to third-parties
that wanted to enter the market. Commission Decision of 21 March 2000, BskyB/KirchPayTV, Case
JV.37 [2000]OJ C 110/45.
68p. Larouchehas earlierpointed outtheseissues asthree 'underlyingassumptions' inthedecisions
oftheCommission. R Larouche'CommunicationsConvergenceand Public Servicebroadcasting' (n 26)
12-13.

69 Commission Decision of 11 October 2000, Case COMP/M.1845, AOL/Time Warner [2000] OJ
L 268/28.
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broadband access), and, regarding content, have preferential access to the
largest music library in the world.m The existing music catalogue of Time
Warner was enlarged by the link between AOL and Bertelsmann, owner of
another music major, BMG.71

The Commission was concerned that an entity controlling such a sizable
music catalogue would be able to foreclose the emerging market for on-line
music by refusing to licence these music rights. Competing record companies
(i.e., content providers) would feel compelled to secure distribution through
AOL, in order to achieve maximum distribution of their content. In addition,
the Commission found that the merged entity would be in a position to
dictate the technical standard for on-line music delivery. Due to the size and
popularity of the catalogue of AOL/Time Warner, competing technologies
would have no chance. Again, the classical leverage argument can be
noticed when the Commission found that the merged entity would also be
able to leverage its power in the market for Internet distribution in order
to impose its proprietary technology.72 The counterargument of the parties
involved that there were enough competitors in the market to resist such
a proprietary standard was dismissed by the Commission because none of Part 11

73 EC Networkthose competitors, with the exception of one, was vertically integrated. and Content Regulation
Closely linked to the concerns identified on the market for online-music Connected

was the concern on the market for music players. Similarly, the Commission
feared that the control over the music catalogue would be used in order
to make Winamp, the music player of Time Warner, the only player in the
world to 'play virtually all the music available on the Internet'.74

Even though the Commission did not identify competitive concerns on
the relevant market for Internet dial-up access, it is interesting to note

70 For the comparison of the music publishing rights of the merged entity (between 30-40 %)
compared to other players in the market, see AOL/Time Warner, Ibid., para. 46.
71 AOL and Bertelsmann have been partners since the emergence of the commercial Internet. In
2000, they entered into a joint promotion, distribution and sales agreement. According to the
Commission, the structural and contractual links between the two firms would give Bertelsmann
a strong incentive to appoint AOL its preferred content carrier. See AOL/Time Warner In 69) para.
44.
72 AOL/Time Warner could mandate that products of competing labels would only be distributed
on the condition of them using their proprietary technology.
73 This exception being Sony, but they only had a small music library (between 1-10%) compared
to the merged entity.
74 AOL/Time Warner (n 69) para  62
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how the Commission uses the concept of network effects in relation to the
AOL website. The Commission is of the opinion that the 'walled garden'

concept of AOL further enhances competing content providers to distribute
through AOL. The higher the number of services offered through AOL,
the less incentives consumers have to switch to competing providers, the
more competing providers will be dependent on the willingness of AOL
to distribute their content.75 Since a critical mass of content is required to
attract consumers, AOL can count on competing content providers flocking
to their outlet.76

Once again, it can be seen how the competitive concerns of the
Commission arose from the fact that AOL/Time Warner has a dominant
position in music (i.e., content), which can be leveraged to the distribution
mechanisms that are under its control, thereby strengthening its position
on those network markets. In order to obtain approval for the merger from
the Commission, the parties therefore had to commit to undertakings which
would reduce this risk. The parties committed to progressively cut their
links with Bertelsmann, and ensured that the music of Bertelsmann was
not exclusively made available on-line on AOL's outlet, or in the proprietary
technology of AOL only.77 As a result, the relevant markets would remain
open for competitors.

Only two days later, the Commission had to decide on a second large
convergence merger. The parties involved were Vivendi, active in
telecommunications and Internet services, Canal+, a large Pay-TV player,
and Seagram, active in a broad range of entertainment activities through
its acquisition of Universal and Polygram.78 Here as well, the Commission's
concerns were fed by the vertical effects of the merger. The parties involved

75 AOL/Time Warner (n 69) para. 70. Note that this Decision was taken before the emergence of
search-engines like Google and Yahoo.
76 AOL/Time Warner (n 69) paras. 81-85. The parties argued that it would not be in their interest
to adhere to an exclusive distribution model, since a broad promotion and distribution model would
always be more profitable. The Commission was not convinced by this reasoning, saying that it
reflects a too static view on the market, and not properly taking into account network effects.
77 In addition, Time Warnerhad in thecourse of proceedingsalreadyagreed to acquire EMI, another
music major,
78 Commission Decision of 13 October 2000, Case COMP/M.2050, Vivendi/Canal+/Seagrom
[2000] 01 C 311/3.
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would control the world's second largest film library, the second largest
library of TV programming in the European Economic Area (EEA), and a
substantial part of theme channels production in France, Germany, Italy.
and Spain. In addition, the merged entity would be the first acquirer of

output deals signed with the major US studios. With regard to music content,
the firm would be the number one in recorded music.79 On the network side,
the parties involved have a strong position on the Pay-TV market, plus a
perspective an a prosperous position on the Internet distribution market
through the establishment of the Vizzavi portal.80

In its analysis, the Commission found that the closer link between Canal+
and Universal (which had already established a number of contractuallinks)
would give the merged entity the possibility to deprive competing Pay-
TV operators of access to their premium movie rights. 81 The Commission
then considered network effects and first-mover advantages, which were
relevant factors for the impact of the transaction on both Internet portals
as well as online music distribution. Since Vizzavi would already have a
large customer base (through its links with Vodafone and Vivendi), it would
be able to launch the first mobile on-line music service. When competing Part 11

content providers would also be attracted by such a portal, the merged
EC Network

and Content Regulation
entity would be in a position to restrict access to the portal, or charge Connected

excessive prices. Setting up a competitive portal would also be unlikely,
since the entity could restrict access to its sizeable music catalogue.82

79 This in combination with a non negligible position in publishing rights in the EEA.
80 This portal was the result of an earlier allowed joint-venture between Vodafone, Vivendi and
Canal+. Commission Decision of 20 July 2000, Case COMP/JV.48, Vodofone/Vivendi/Canal+ [20031
OJ C 118.
81 In practice, it would mean that the merged entity would hold the premium film rights, on an
exclusive basis, of the majority of US studios. Not only would the merger give Canal+ a preferable
position in the renewal of its contracts with Universal, it would also be in a better position to
enter into deals with other major US studios due to the (production)links these studios have with
Universal. See Vivendi/Canal+Beogram tn 78) paras. 39-50.

82 Again, the parties claimed it would not be in their commercial interest to restrict the distribution
of Universal's music to Vizzavi only, nor to restrict access to the portal. However, the Commission
found that due to the vertical integration of Vizzavi with Universal, portal competitors are likely to
loose access to Universal's music catalogue, with a further risk that the other four major labels on
the music market (Sony, Time Warner, EMI and Bertelsmann) would be connected on an exclusive
basis to the merged entity This could accordingly lead to a lock-in of consumers, due to the lack of
competition. The Commission did not further respondtotheargumentof the partiesthatthis would
not be in their own interest
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In order to have the merger cleared, the parties therefore agreed to
significant undertakings. Concerning the Pay-TV market, Vivendi
committed to divest its interest in BskyB, and not to grant Canal+ more
than 50% of Universal's output deals concerning premium movie rights.
1n terms of music, Universal's music catalogue would be open, on a non-
discriminatory basis, to competing distribution channels for five years.
Accordingly, the Commission managed to keep the market for on-line portals
open to competitors, thus explicitly recognising the importance of content
rights for the establishment of new distribution mechanisms and platform
services.83 The identified approach of the Commission in these decisions
- to separate content from network issues in order to keep markets open on
both sides of the electronic communications industry - has continuously
been applied to subsequent mergers in the area.84 It can be argued that this
should therefore be regarded as a consistent line of competition policy in
the media sector.85

Market definitions
It is interesting to observe how the Commission has defined the relevant
product markets over the course of these mergers. The relevant markets
defined in the telecom cases have over the last two decades been broadened
as a result of convergence. In the 1991 Guidelines of the Commission on
the application of EEC Competition Rules in the telecommunications
sector, definitions were still largely based on technology.86 Even though
the Commission indicated that precise definitions could only be made
within the framework of individual cases, it also mentioned that "distinct

83 N. Helberger Controlling Access To Content. Regulating Conditional Access in Digital Broadcasting
(n 6)  145.
84 Among others, Commission Decision of 14 August 2002, Case COMP/M.2845, Sogecable/
Conalsotelite Digital/Via Digital, Commission Decision of 2 April 2003, Case COMP/M.2876,
Newscorp/Teleptu [2004] 01 L 110/73; Commission Decision of 19 July 2004, Case COMP/M.3333,
Sony/BMG, Commission Decision of 30 March 2005, Case COMP/M.3595, Sony/MGM, Commission
Decision of 18 July 2007, Case COMP/M.4504, SFR/Tele 2 France [2007] OJ L 316/57. For a
complete overview of the merger cases in these areas see: http://ec.europa.eu/comm/competition/
mergers/cases/index/by_nace_o_.html#0_92.
85 M. Mendes Pereira 'Recent consolidation in the European pay-TV sector' [2003] Competition
Policy Newsletter No 2,29,37.
86 Commission Guidelines of 6 September 1991 on the application of EEC competition rules in the
telecommunication sector [1991] OJ C 233/2.
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service markets could exist at least for terrestrial network provision, voice
communication, datacommunicationandsatellites". Mobilecommunications
was also mentioned as a separate market. This gives evidence of network
markets (terrestrial, satellite, mobile) being defined on the basis of the
underlying technology of the market, and service market' (voice and data
communication) on the basis of their purpose (residential or business) and
the way the service is transported (i.e., switching or real-time, which can
also be considered as a technical criterion).87 However, at the end of the
nineties it became clear that these distinct markets were difficult to hold on
to, and that relevant markets should be defined on the basis of a consumer
perspective (i.e., use the criterion of demand sustainability), rather than
from a technical point of view.88 This eventually led the Commission to
replace its initial, technically inspired approach to telecom markets by
more consumer-orientated markets, leading for example to definitions such
as the market for "customized packages of corporate telecommunication
services.89

Nevertheless, it remained difficult for the Commission to reconcile its
newer, consumer-orientated approach towards market definition, with the Part 11

established regulatory categories in telecommunications at the national EC Network

and Content Regulation

level.9o When the Commission had to decide on transactions concerning Connected

traditionally, heavily regulated areas of telecommunications such as retail
voice telephony, it was faced with this legacy of regulatory thinking. The
national regulatory categories were also based on technology, and often
already in place before the liberalisation of the sector, hence intended

87 R Larouche Competition Law and Regulation in European Telecommunications (n 141 10-13,143-

144. P. Valcke Digitale Diversiteit. Convergentie van Media, Telecommunicatie- en Mededingingsrecht
(Larcier Gent 2004) 543.
88 p. Larouche 'Relevant Market Definition in Network Industries: Air Transport and Telecom-
munications' (2000)1 Journal of Network Industries 407. Thisapproach was indeed reflected in the
Commission Notice of 9 December 1997 on the definition of the relevant market forthe purposes of

Community competition law [1997] OJ C 372/5, where the definition of 'relevant product market'
reads "A relevant product market comprises all those products and/or services, which are regarded
as interchangeable or substitutable by the consumer, by reason of the products' characteristics,
their prices and their intended use
89 Commission Decision of 17 July 1996, Case IV/35.337, Atlas [1996] OJ L 239/23
90 See in particular, Commission Decision of 13 0ctober 1999, Case IV/M 1439, Telio/Telenor [2001]
OJ L 40/1. In this decision, which has been confirmed on several occasions, the markets for mobile
and fixed networks were separated on the basis of their underlying technology, see paras 101-104.
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to achieve a different objective. These categories were therefore not
easily replaced due to their strong embedding in national, sector-specific
regulation.91

The relevant market definitions for the broadcasting sector seem to
be endless, so the focus will here be placed on a few that help to make
the point that technical considerations have played a significant role in
defining the relevant content and network markets.92 At the same time, it
will be examined to what extent convergence has had an impact on these
definitions.

Regarding networks, the Commission in the MSG case concluded that cable-
TV networks constituted a separate market from satellite and terrestrial. 93
This difference was explained on the basis of the "considerable differences
between the three means of transmission, as far as the technical conditions
and financing are concerned".94 However, the Commission in later decisions
concluded that no distinctions could be made between the various
transmission modes (digital terrestrial, satellite and cable) for retail Pay-TV
services.95 The Commission came to this conclusion on the basis that the
composition and price for the different distribution modes were broadly
similar, the extra installation and administrative costs for satellite did
not properly justify a distinction between cable and satellite,96 and the
purchase of satellite equipment by consumers did not create a significant

91 Likewise, the Commission was 'stuck' with established market definitions of the ONP framework
when it dra fted its Recommendation on relevant markets forthe purpose of the 2002 EC Electronic
Communications Regulatory Framework. See A. de Streel 'The Integration of Competition Law
Principles in the New European Regulatory Framework for Electronic Communications (2003) 26
World Competition 489
92 For an overview of these markets (in Dutch) see P Valcke Digitole Diversiteit. Convergentie von
Media-, Telecommunicatte- en Mededingingsrecht (Larcier Gent 2004) 554-564
93 See MSG Media Service (n 54).
94 MSG Media Service (n 54) para. 41. This was confirmed in Nordic Satellite Distribution (n 54)

para. 62.
95 See BIB/Open (n 59).
96 Most cases concern the question whether (digital) satellite and cable should be considered
substitutes. A consumer needs to purchase satellite equipment in order to receive satellite
transmission. Thispurchasehas beenargued tocreatea lock-in, i.e. a disincentive toswitch to cable.
The fact that satellite TV is generally subject to administrative rules governing apartment buildings
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lock-in effect. Consequently, the different transmission modes were in
these specific cases considered substitutes from a consumer perspective. 97

Later cases - that will be discussed in more detail in section C of this part
- have confirmed that under the influence of growing convergence and

digitalisation, the Commission tends to define broad' markets for retail Pay-
TV services.98

On the wholesale market for Pay-TV services,99 the Commission has been
more reluctant to include all categories of infrastructure available within
the same market. There the Commission argues that from the perspective of
content providers, the different transmission modes should rather be seen
as complementary instead of substitutes, since content providers have an
interest in distributing their content using as many transmission methods
as possible. Accordingly, the different infrastructures were regarded as
separate markets. Especially in countries where penetration of cable is high
- such as the Netherlands - the wholesale market for Pay-TV services via
cable is therefore considered to be a distinct product market from other
transmission mechanisms.100

Part 11
EC Network
and Content Regulation
Connected

is also used to justify the separation of satellite and cable pay-TV markets, However, as indicated in
the main text, these arguments have not always convinced the Commission.
97 Note that the Commission came to this conclusion in the context of a specific case, i.e. a case
in the UK and a case in France. This does not rule out the possibility of the Commission reaching
a different conclusion in a case where the conditions are different. The Nordic region for example

provides a complicated case, since cable pay-TV services are not available in large, remote and
sparsely populated areas, which could be an indication for a more narrow market for pay-TV in
the Nordic region. However, on overage more than half of the households in the Nordic region are
actuallyconnected to cable, which givesthem a choice between cableand satellite. See Commission
Decision of 29 December 2003, Case COMP/C.2-38.287, Telenor/Canal+/Canal Digital.For a more

recent case covering this region see Commission Decision of 2 June 2006, Case COMP/M.4217,
Providence/Carlyle/UPC Sweden. Another interesting case in this respect provides Commission
Decision of 6 September 2006, Case COMP/M.4338, Cinven/Warburg Pincus/Casema/Multikabel.
Even though the Commission leaves the final market delineation open in this Dutch case, it contains
the argument from respondents that only few subscribers have chosen a different distribution
platform over cable, and argue that switching costs might be the reason forthat.
98 Notably Commission Decision of 4 March 2005, Case COMP/M.3609, Cinven/France Telecom
Cable-NC Numericable and SFR/Tele 2 France (n 84).
99 In contrast tothe retail market for Pay-TV services in which Pay-TV operators and end-consumers
interact, this market reflects the relationship between content providers/channel packagers and
Pay-TV operators or other network operators that offer Pay-TV service.
100 See Cinven/Warburg Pincus/Casema/Multikabel in 97).
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The relevant market for Pay-TV has consistently been separated from the
market of free TV in the Commission's decision practice.101 The explanation
can largely be found in the difference in financing, but is also partly based
on the required hardware, the set-top box.102 Nevertheless, the Commission
here too has proven not to be completely agnostic towards the impact of
convergence and digitisation on this distinction, as can be gathered from
the Newscorp/Telepiu case. There, the Commission does seem to recognise
the interaction between free-TV and pay-TV, and finds that

the general convergence trend between different audiovisual media on the one
hand and convergence between media and telecommunications on the other is
likely to bring about an increasing proximity between the various ways in which
entertainment and information are brought to consumers, and the ways in which
consumers enjoy them.103

It is rather difficult to categorise certain markets as pure 'content markets',
since the relevant content services also include a transmission element.
This problem is inherent to broadcasting, where content and transmission
are inseparably linked.104 For example, broadcasting rights are normally
acquired to subsequently transmit the content through networks, so as to
reach the end-consumer. Possession of the content alone has no value, when
these rights do not also include the right to transmit them to the viewer.
Since traditional broadcasters own their own networks, the definition of
the market for the acquisition or licensing (used interchangeably by the
Commission) of broadcasting rights includes the right to transmit those
services. However, parallel to the emergence of Pay-TV services, the
Commission has in its decision practice identified a separate market for the

101 See among others, cases BskyB/Kirch Poy TV tn 671; BIB/Open (n 59); Vivendi/Canal+/Seagram
(n 78); Newscorp/Telepiu (n 84).
102 Newscorp/Telepiu (n 84) para. 35
103 Newscorp/Telepiu (n 84) para. 39
104 Cf. Chapter 4,179 et seq.
105 This market has also been termed the wholesale market for TV channels. See Commission
Decision of 3 March 1999, Case No IV/36.237, TPS [1999] OJ L 90/6.
106 BIB/Open (n 59) para. 23.
107 Commission Decision of 23 July 2003, Case COMP/C.2-37.398, UEFA Champions League.
108 UEFA Champions League (n 107) para. 83.
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wholesale marketing of broadcasting rights.105 This market is sometimes
referred to as an intermediate market, due to its position in the value chain
between the upstream market of production and acquisition of content and
the retail distribution to the end-consumer. The suppliers on this market
are Pay-TV operators as well as independent producers that assemble
attractive packages of content, thereby predominantly targeting the Pay-
TV market. Consumers on this market are generally Pay-TV operators, but
cable operators also buy these 'bouquets' to offer to their subscribers. It can
therefore be argued that both the upstream and intermediate market could
constitute a content market.

It is interesting for the point to be made here to note the Commission's

approach separating the market for broadcasting or content rights on the
basis of the delivery method. In the cases BIB/Open and BskyB/Kirch Pay-
T'K the Commission separated the retail markets for Pay-TV services from
the market of digital interactive television services, based on "the former
being largely entertainment services, the latter being largely transactional
and informational services".106 In other words it could be said that the type
of content of the two services differed, as a result of which they fell within Partll

distinct markets. In its UEFA Champions League decision, the Commission EC Network
and Content Regulation

has indicated that as a result of new delivery methods - such as ADSL and Connected

mobile - forTV content, it is likely that relatively narrow content markets will
develop at the upstream level.107 Thus, instead of coming to the conclusion
that due to the digitisation of content and convergence of networks, one,
broad market for broadcasting rights will develop, the Commission sees
potential for several, narrow markets instead. The reason the Commission
gives is the following:108

As these new services allow increasingly narrowly targeted forms of content
delivery, it will be possibleto identifyand supply narrowercustomerdemandsthan
is the case with current media delivery systems. As such, it is likely that relatively
narrow upstream content markets will emerge, given the ability to supply narrow
downstream markets. It is therefore likely that football content rights, in relation
to TV broadcasting, will also constitute a separate relevant product market in
relation to new media and that football content will have a similar function.
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However, another justification for this interpretation of the market by the
Commission seems to lie, yet again, in its consistent aim to keep markets
open. UEFA initially proposed to sell two main live rights packages for free
TV or Pay-TV, including the 'New Media' rights.109 By forcing UEFA to sell
their rights in separate packages, including a separate package for New
Media rights, the Commission wants to ensure that new emerging platforms,
such as the Internet and UMTS, will have a fair chance in competing with
more traditional platforms; access to premium content will be a prerequisite
to enter the market. However, the fact that in some instances one player
bought up all the packages for the separate markets, seems to indicate that
a broad market for the acquisition of content rights actually exists.11° When
one player buys up all the rights for the different platforms, not because
it wants to cover all these markets but rather because it wants to prevent
that the other platforms eat away the profits of its core platform, then the
identification of a broad content market is defensible. In a later case that
will be discussed in section C of this chapter, it will be shown that the
Commission is nevertheless continuing this narrow perspective on content
markets.

It remains difficult to determine on the basis of its decisions how the
Commission has arrived at its precise market definitions. In most cases, the
Commission does not extensively explain on the basis of what factors it
reaches its conclusion. Nevertheless, what can be noticed is a shift away
from the initial technical perspective on market definitions towards a more
consumer-oriented approach. Thisis not tosaythattheCommission nolonger
defines markets that cover only one or a few technologies or distribution
methods. However, technology no longer functions as the starting point for
these definitions. Instead, the Commission comes to this conclusion -whose
correctness can still be questioned - on the basis of a demand substitutability
test. This is in conformity with the efficiency rationale behind technological
neutrality as explained in Part I.111 Defining a technology-neutral market,

109 Case UEFA Champions League (n 107) para. 19.
110 BskyB managed to obtain all rights packages in the UK.
111 Cf. Chapter 3,97-99
112 Note that many of the early convergence mergers such as AOL/Time Worner have in the mean
time ceased to exist.
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meaning a market that encompasses multiple infrastructures, should not
be regarded as an aim or accomplishment of the Commission. Regulation
should be applied in a technology-neutral fashion, but this does not mean
that a market definition (based on a substitutability test) can not lead to
a market that covers only one technology. The Commission can therefore
not be praised for defining technology-neutral markets, nor should it be.
The aim should not be to define technology-neutral markets, but to use
technology-neutral methods when defining markets.

3. The introduction of the content-network model
It is clear that the Commission was struggling with the proper regulatory
response to technological and economic developments, most notably
convergence. The merger practice of the Commission shows how it applied
what can be seen as a content-network distinction in its decisions. By
consistently separating content from network issues, it tried to ensure that
both sides of the emerging, converged electronic communications industry
would remain open to competitors. Access to content and access to networks
were correctly seen as key elements to achieve this objective, though the Part 11

Commission may at times have been a bit overcautious in its efforts to EC Network
and Content Regulation

counter the potential negative effects of leveraging. 112 Connected

A similar content-network model emerged from the consultation process
following the 1997 Green Paper on Convergence. After the first consultation
round, many commentators actually expressed a preference for option 1
suggested in the Green Paper, with the Commission continuing to build

on existing structures. At the same time however, there was substantial
support for a 'more horizontal approach to regulation', at least regarding
network and access issues. For content issues, the general response was that
service convergence was not taking place to the same extent as network
convergence, and that content regulation should therefore continue to
reflect the specific nature of the service concerned. The support for a
horizontal separation between content and transport regulation, while
holding on to vertical structures on the content side, was confirmed with
the second consultation round on the 1997 Convergence Green Paper. This

solution can be seen as a mix of option I and option III (fundamental review
to lead to a comprehensive regulatory framework) of the Green Paper.

J
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Note that in the Green Paper, the demarcation line between content and
network was not explicitly suggested. Whereas the Commission in option
III did suggest that regulatory priority could be given to areas that were in
need of a consistent approach (i.e., network and access issues), it did not
propose to separate content from network regulation at this early stage.
What it did propose was a comprehensive framework covering all three
sectors: media, telecoms, and IT. However, the response in favour of a
content-network separation was so strongthat, together with the principle of
technological neutrality, this became the starting point for the Commission
in its regulatory reform. Consequently, the results for the network side of
regulation were incorporated in the review of the 1998 Telecommunications
package. This review, which started in 1999, was finalised with the adoption
of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework, the comprehensive
regulatory framework covering all electronic communications networks and
services of the prior three sectors. As for content regulation, no immediate
action was taken, meaning that existing legislation remained in place. The
1997 Convergence Green Paper, in combination with the review of the

19998 Telecommunications Package, thus led to the introduction of a new
regulatory structure for electronic communications at the European level,
which can be termed the content-network model.
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Figure 5. The EC content-network model
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In this model, the bottom layer represents what is now re ferred to as network
regulation. lt indicates that there are no more regulatory demarcation lines
between the various networks available for the transport of content. It also
implies that regardless of the technology of the network, the applicable

regulation is the same. Traditional telecom regulation is fully replaced by this
layer of regulation, but it also applies to traditional broadcasting networks
(i.e., terrestrial, cable and satellite) and to more innovative networks such as
fibre and UMTS. This means that one comprehensive and consistent regime
applies to all electronic communication networks that can be used for the
purpose of transmission. The regulatory structure is set up in such a way
that future networks, represented in the scheme by the question marks,
also fall within the scope of the all-encompassing network layer.

Withregard tocontent, the situation is different. Here, a verticalseparation
remains.113 Instead of one regulatory regime that applies, across the board,
to all content that is transmitted through the electronic communications
networks captured by the network layer, there are separate regimes
depending on'the nature of the service'. This last phrase is meant to indicate
a difference in regime for content that is transmitted in a linear way (i.e- Part 11

EC Networktraditional broadcasting content) without any influence for the viewer, and and Content Regulation
content that is transmitted on-demand, with interactive capabilities. Connected

A profound change compared to the old regulatory models is the
abandonment of the link between the service (i.e., broadcasting service

114and telecoms service) and infrastructure (the underlying networks).
Historically, as represented in the old regulatory model, the network and
the service were inseparable. However, due to convergence, services that
were previously uniquely associated with a specific infrastructure can now
be delivered over multiple networks. In the vertical silo model, regulation of
the service and the underlying infrastructure were aligned. In other words,

113 At the time the content-model was introduced (1998), the vertical separation at the content
level roughly existed of a distinction between (on-demand) information society services covered by
the E-Commerce Directive, and (linear) broadcasting services covered by the TWF Directive, In the
mean time, as will be discussed in further detail in part Ill, the regulatory situation at the content
level has undergonesome profound changes asa resultof therevision of the TWF Directivethat led
to theadoption of the Audiovisual Media Services Directive. Nevertheless, a difference between the

regulation of linear and on-demand services continues to exist.
114 Cf. earlier figure 4. of Chapter 4,134.
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the regulatory model of broadcasting covered both the service and the
infrastructure. In order to prevent the same service from being regulated
differently depending on the infrastructure used (with possible negative
effects for competition and innovation), it was thus necessary to separate
the service from the transmission element in regulation. However, it will be
shown later that this solution is more complicated to enforce than initially
imagined.

B. Layered Models in Regulation

Technological and economic developments have thus urged the Commission
to look for a new regulatory model; dividing the communications industry
along the traditional vertical regimes was no longer in line with reality. A
horizontal regime with a separation between content and networks would
mesh better with the emerging electronic communications industry, in
which multiple networks are able to transport similar types of content.
Traditional, formal concepts such as television and telecoms are slowly being
replaced by functions. The content-network model as incorporated by the
Commission in its regulation is explicitly expressed by the Commission in
Recital 5 of the Framework Directive that is part of the 2002 EC Electronic
Communications Framework:

The convergence of the telecommunications, media and information technology
sectors means all transmission networks and services should be regulated by
a single regulatory framework. (...) It is necessary to separate the regulation of
transmission from the regulation of content. This framework does not therefore
cover the content of services delivered over electronic communications networks
using electronic communications services, such as broadcasting content, financial
services and certain information society services, and is therefore without
prejudice to measures taken at Community level or national level in respect of
such services, in compliance with Community law, in orderto promote cultural and
linguistic diversity and to ensure the defence of media pluralism. The content of
television programmes is covered by Council Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 October
1989 on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation
or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television
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broadcasting activities. The separation between the regulation of transmission

and the regulation of content does not prejudice the taking into account of the
links existing between them, in particular in order to guarantee media pluralism,
cultural diversity and consumer protection.115

The type of regulatory model that follows from this line of thinking - a
horizontal, layered model - was not as innovative as might be expected.
Engineers have long used layered models in order to explain and analyse
the complex. layered structure of the Internet. These layered models have
consequently been transferred by scholars and policymakers to the broader
area of (electronic) communications. The following sections will show that
layered models were originally developed for purposes foreign to law or
regulation, and perhaps too hastily taken over by scholars and lawmakers.

1. Origin of the layered model
The origin of layered regulatory models lies in the Open Systems

Interconnection Reference model (from here on OSI model) and the TCP/IP
protocol suite (TCP/ICP suite from here on). Both models can be described Part 11

as network design models, developed by engineers, that consist of several and Content Regulation
EC Network

layers of protocols. Layering a network in protocols is a technique to Connected

simplify network designs, by defining functional layers to which protocols
are subsequently assigned.116 Each layer performs a specific function, a
function that is required to deliver the functions higher up in the stack;
higher layers thus rely on interaction with lower layers. Protocols then
function as rules or means of communication, so that the different layers

can interact. An important benefit of this layering approach is that it allows
developers and providers to separate levels of functionality that can be
optimised independently.117

115 Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on a
common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services ('Framework
Directive') [2002] OJ L108/33.
116 For a practical introduction to protocol layering see S.Keshav, An Engineering Approach to

Computer Networking (Addison Wesley-Professional, Boston 1997). The relevant chapterisavailable
online at: http://www.cs.cornell.edu/skeshav/book/slides/protocol_layering/protocol_layering.
pdf.

117 K. Werbach 'Breaking the Ice: Rethinking Telecommunications Law for the Digital Age' (2005)
4 Journal on Telecommunications and High Technology Law 59.
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OSI model
The OSI model, developedbyengineersin 1978, describesthe communication
between two end users in a computer network. The model consists of
seven layers, and each layer represents an element of the total process
of the communicating process between two computers.118 Its main aim
was to ensure interoperability between the different layers of different
manufacturers.
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Figure 6. The OSI model

1185.H. Rowe, Telecommunication for Managers (Prentice Hall, New Jersey 1995), 77. The following
text that explains the OSI model is largely based on the corresponding pages in this book.
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The seventh layer represents the end-user or application programme, the
first layer represents the cables and other hardware facilities. Even though
the layers are represented in the model as vertical layers, it helps to visualise
the layers as the layers of an onion. In order to convey a message from
one end-user to another, the message will have to go from layer 7 to 1 on
the sender's side. and then go back up from layer 1 to 7 on the receiver's
side. The process is actually very similar and therefore often compared to
sending a letter by mail. Just as a letter has to be created, checked, sorted,
packaged and distributed, so does a set of data follow a certain number of
steps in order to be transported. Since all layers have to be gone through
twice, alllayers can be said to have two functions; one on the sender's and
one on the receiver's end.

The application layer determines the data that is to be sent on the network,
and processes the received data. The presentation layer handles the required
changes of data between the application programme and the network;
examples include encryption and decryption of data. This layer 'translates'
the application data into network data. The session control layer establishes Part 11

the communication mechanisms between applications and machines. The EC Network
and Content Regulation

transport control layer segments the data for transport, making sure it is Connected

error-free and sent in the right sequence. The network control layer ensures
the exact routing of the data. The data link layer's function is to establish
a link between two points on a network, and to make sure that the data
is transmitted error-free between these two points. Finally, the physical

layer conveys the actual stream of data to the corresponding network. Each
layer in the model exports functionality to the layer above, and derives

functionality from the layer beneath it. Thus, the data link layer makes sure
that the data it receives from the physical layer are transferred error-free to
the network level. The lowest four layers are commonly referred to as the
transport layers, the upper three are referred to as the application layers.

TCP/IP Suite
The TCP/IP protocol suite functions as a common and open network
communications protocol for many communications services, most notably
the Internet. TCP/IP has become the standard protocol for the Internet. by
tying together distinct networks into the functional 'network of networks'
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that forms today's Internet. Regardless of the type or brand of computer or
network hardware, the protocol ensures that various computer networks
can interact. The exact set-up of layers of the TCP/IP suite is disputed,119
but is generally represented as the following stack of four layers:
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Figure 7. The TCP/IP Suite

Since the TCP/IP suite only covers software, the physical layer - although
present in the figure - is not part of the model. The functions of the other
four layers can largely be compared to the functions defined in the OSI
model. Nevertheless, the TCP/IP model should not merely be regarded
as simplified version of the OSI model; the protocol suite was actually
developed before the OSI model.12° However, a large degree of overlap can

119 See R.S. Whitt, 'A Horizontal Leap Forward: Formulating a New Communications Public Policy
Framework Based on the Network Layers Model'(2004) 56 Federal Communications Journal 587,
606; L. Lessig Code and other Laws of Cyberspace (Basic Books New York 2000).
120 The TCP/IP suite was introduced in 1974 in a seminal paper by Cerf and Kahn, see V.G. Cerf
and R.E. Kahn, 'A Protocol for Packet Network Intercommunication' (1974) 22 IEEE Transactions of
Communications Technology.
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be identified, the main difference being that the top three layers of the
OSI model are all incorporated in the application layer of the TCP/IP suite.
Whereas the Internet's TCP/IP suite has become the standard protocol
model for the Internet, the OSI model is still widely used as a conceptual
model by engineers.121

2. Regulatory layered models
The above-mentioned protocol models were never designed for the specific

purpose of solving policy or regulatory issues; engineers developed the
protocol models to represent the different functions within computer
networking systems, in order to make them interoperable. Even though, or
perhaps because, the protocol models are so very technical, the models have
served as an inspiration for regulatory layered models that were developed
over time. The plausible rationale was that horizontal, layered models would
provide a better framework for resolving policy issues after convergence.
The following section will analyse the take-up of regulatory layered models
in law and legal - predominantly US - literature.122 It will also show that the
extension of the use of the models beyond the initial purpose of regulatory Part I I

analysis does not provide a perfect regulatory solution to convergence. EC Network
and Content Regulation
Connected

a.The initial mover: the United States' FCC
Some early traces of a regulatory layered model, although not necessarily

intended as such, can be found in the communications policy of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) of the US.123 Three Computer Inquiries
(CIs) were performed by the FCC from 1966 to 1985 that have laid the

121 K. Werbach, 'A Layered Model for Internet Policy' (2002) 1 Journal of Telecommunications and

High Technology Law 57,59.
122 The section dealing with the uptake of regulatory layered models will focus on US literature,
due to the fact that most articles on the topic have been written by US scholars, or from an US
perspective. However, the genereal insights that are delivered by these articles are equally valid
for the EU. One early publication from 'European' origin on the matter nevertheless needs to be
mentioned here, since it might have been the first publication that suggested a layered approach

to communications policy. See J. C. Ambak, J. Van Cuilenburg and E. Dommering, Verbinding en
Oritvlechting in de Communicatie (Cramwinckel Amsterdam 1990).
123 For an extensive overview and analysis of the Cls see R. Cannon 'The Legacy of the Federal
Communications Commission's Computer Inquiries' (2003) 55 Federal Communications Law Journal
167-206.
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groundwork for the FCC's policy towards the Internet. Only the first two
Cls are of relevance from the perspective of regulatory layered models.
When the FCC started its famous Cls in 1966, its main aim was to deal
with the upcoming convergence of telecommunications and computing.
Until then, the Communications Act of 1934 roughly distinguished wireline
telecommunication services (Title II), television and radio communications
and wireless communications (Title III), and cable television (Title VI), all
subject to varying degrees of regulation by the FCC.124 The classification
was in many ways based on the underlying technology (wireline, wireless,
cable) on which the service providers used to deliver their services. In time,
the FCC was however confronted with new computer services (i.e., data
processing services) that were riding on top of the traditional wireline
networks. Since traditional telecommunications services were heavily
regulated under Title II due to lack of competition, the main question
was how these new computer services, which depended on traditional
telecommunication networks, had to be regulated.

In Computer /, the FCC decided to try split the telecommunication services
into 'pure communications services', and 'pure data processing services'.
Pure communications meant that content would be transmitted over a
network transparently, without any change in the form or content of the
message.125 Pure data processing was

the use of a computer for the processing of information as distinguished from
circuit or message-switching. Processing involves the use of a computer for
operations which include, inter alia, the functions of storing, retrieving, sorting
merging and calculating data, according to the programmed instructions.126

124 Title 11 imposes the strongest regulation.
125 R. Cannon'The Legacyof the Federal CommunicationsCommission'sComputer Inquiries' (n 123),
174.

126 Both these definitions can be found in the Computer I tentative decision, 28 FCC.2d 291 (1970)
para. 15.
127 Computer I tentative decision, 28 FCC.2d 291 (1970) paras. 34-38.
128 In re Amendment Of Section 64.702 Of The Commission's Rules And Regulations, Docket No.
20828, Notice Of Inquiry And Proposed Rulemaking, 61 FCC.2d 103 (August 9,1976).
129 R. Cannon 'The Legacyof the Federal CommunicationsCommission'sComputerlnquiries' (n 123),
183.

130 Computer 11 Final Decision, 77 FCC.2d 384.
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The FCC created a third category, the so-called hybrids, for those services
that would fall in the grey area between the two types of services. These
would be decided upon on a case-by-case basis, and would consequently be
assigned to one of the two categories. The rationale behind the distinction
was that the market circumstances for both categories were different. The
market for pure communications was a monopoly, whereas the market
for data processing was viewed as an innovative and competitive market.
The FCC therefore wanted to refrain from regulating this emerging
market. However, the FCC was also concerned that the incumbent
telecommunications operators would leverage their market power in the
pure communications market to the market for data processing services.
The FCC therefore introduced 'Maximum Separation' safeguards, meaning
that regulated incumbents, the so-called 'common carriers' regulated under
Title II of the Communications Act, could only enter the new market of
data processing services if they offered these services through a completely
separate subsidiary.127

Only a few years after Computer I, it became clear that the category of Part 11

hybrid services was becoming the rule rather than the exception, leading EC Network
and Content Regulation

to serious classification problems for the FCC. This prompted the FCC to Connected

perform Computer H (1976),128 in which it came up with the famous 'basic
services' versus 'enhanced services' dichotomy. This distinction established
a true transformation in the framework, replacing categories based on
technologies with categories based on the nature of a service.129

Basic services were defined as "pure transmission capability over a
communications path that is virtually transparent in terms of its interaction
with customer supplied information."13° The purpose of the service would
not go beyond the mere transportation of content over a physical network.
In other words, the service would not change the content, it would just
transport it. Enhanced services were defined as:
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[slervices, carried over common carrier transmission facilities used in interstate
communications, which employ computer processing applications that act on the
format, content, code, protocol or similar aspects of the subscriber's transmitted
information; provide the subscriber additional, different or restructured
information: or involve subscriber interaction with stored information.131

Thus, enhanced services would change the content that was being
transmitted. By making this distinction, the FCC tried to draw a clear line
between traditional common carrier activities, regulated under Title II,
from enhanced services that ride on top of (or alter) the basic service. The
enhanced services would remain unregulated due to the competitiveness of
the market.132 The resulting framework can be presented as follows:

FCC
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Figure 8. The basic/enhanced dichotomy

131 Computer 11 Final Decision, In re Amendment of Section 64.702 of the Commission's Rules and
Regulations (Second Computer Inquiry), 77 FCC.2d 384 (1980).
132 In 1996, the CongressadoptedtheTelecommunicationsAct whichamendedthe Communications
Act of 1934. The Act did not take up the basic vs, enhanced dichotomy as introduced by the FCC.
Instead, it uses the terms 'telecommunications', 'telecommunications service' and 'information
service'. The FCC however concluded that the definition of 'telecommunications' should be
interpreted as to correspond to 'basic service', and the definition of 'information service' should
be interpreted as to correspond to 'enhanced service'. See Federal State Joint Board on Universal
Service, CC docket 96-45, Report to Congress, FCC 98-67, 13 FCC Rcd 11501 (April 10, 1998), paras.
33-48
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The FCC separated the physical layer - the basic service - from every other
service riding on top of that - the enhanced service. By doing that, it made
a functional distinction between services that only provide transport and
services that depend on those services. It can therefore be argued that this
practice of the FCC is the first example of a regulatory, layered approach to
communications, ahead of the development of the OSI model.133 However,
even if the FCC had wanted to, it would not have been able to carry this
horizontal model through the entire sector of communications, because

of legislative legacy; US communications law and regulation still centres
around regulatory titles which are at least partly based on technologies.
The FCC therefore continues to struggle in applying legislative definitions
for telecommunications134 telecommunications services,135 cable services136
and information services,137 resulting in regulatory asymmetry and
inconsistency.138

133 R.S. Whitt 'A Horizontal Leap Forward: Formulating a New Communications Public Policy
Framework Based on the Network Layers Model' (n 119).

Part 11
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134 The term -telecommunications' means "the transmission, between or among points specified
a nd Content Regulation

by the user, of information of the user's choosing, without change in the form or content Connected

of the information as sent and received". See Communications Act of 1934 as amended by the
Telecommunications Act of 1996,47 U.S.C para. 153(43).
135 The term 'telecommunications service' means "the offering of telecommunications for a fee
directly to the public, or to such classes of users as to be effectively available directly to the public,
regardless of the facilities used". Ibid., para. 153(46).
136 The term 'cable service' means "(A) the one-way transmission to subscribers of (i) video
programming, or (ii) other programming service, and (B) subscriber interaction, if any, which is
required for the selection or use of such video programming or other programming service". Ibid.,
para. 522(6).

137 The term 'information service' means "the offering of a capability for generating, acquiring,
storing, transforming, processing, retrieving, utilizing, or making available information via
telecommunications, and includes electronic publishing, but does not include any use of any
such capability for the management, control, or operation of a telecommunications system or the
management of a telecommunications service". Ibid., para. 153(20),
138 See P. Larouche 'Contrasting legal solutions and the comparability of EU and US experiences'
TILEC Discussion Paper No. 2006-28, available at: http://papers.ssm.com/5013/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=943615 ; R. Cannon 'The Legacy of the Federal Communications Commission's

Computer Inquiries' (n 123) 167-206; R. Frieden 'The FCC's Name Game: How Shifting Regulatory
Classifications Affect Competitiont (2004) 19 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 1276-1314; R.
Frieden 'Adjusting the Horizontal and Vertical in Telecommunications Regulation: A Comparison
of the Traditional and New Layered Approach' (2003) 55 Federal Communications Law Journal
207-250.
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b. Regulatory layered models compared
Over the last decade, several US legal experts have suggested transforming
US communications law and regulation on the basis of a horizontal,
layered model of regulation.139 The popularity of layered models cannot
be disconnected from the US regulatory legacy, which has been briefly
sketched out above. The technology-based regulatory categories embedded
in the Communications and Telecommunications Act, also known as the
vertical silos model, were creating more and more problems for regulators.140
The emergence of the Internet in particular brought to the surface how
regulators were captured in a system where they were forced to apply
outmoded categories to novel services, thereby potentially disrupting new
and competitive markets. Since it was the Internet that challenged the
traditional business and regulatory communications models, more and more
legal scholars became convinced that the layered structure of the Internet
should be used as a new starting point for electronic communications law
and regulation.

At the start of the 2lst century, legal scholars from various backgrounds
started to set up these type of layered models. Since the Internet played such
a key role in the disruption of the traditional telecommunications landscape
- heavily regulated under US common carrier regulation - many of the
articles were written from a telecoms perspective. With the proliferation
of delivery options, functionally competitive services fell under different
typesof regulatory oversight. In manyof these articles, aregulatory solution
was therefore sought to keep the innovative part of the Internet regulation-
free, while at the same time keeping the same level of regulation for the

139 D.C. Sicker and J.L. Mindel, 'Refinements of a Layered Model for Telecommunications Policy
(2002) 1 Journal for Telecommunications and High Technology Law 69; R Frieden, Adjusting the
Horizontal and Vertical in Telecommunications Regulation: A Comparison of the Traditional and a
New Layered Approach' (2003) 55 Federal Communications Law Journal 207; L.B. Solum and M,
Chung, 'The Layers Principle Internet Architecture and the Law' [2003] Research Paper University
of San Diego School of Law, Public Law and Legal Theory 55; R.S. Whitt 'A Horizontal Leap Forward:
Formulating a New Communications Public Policy Framework Based on the Network Layers Model'
(n 119); K. Werbach 'A Layered Model for Internet Policy'(n 121).
140 R. Frieden, 'The FCC's Name Game: How Shifting Regulatory Classifications Affect Competition'
(n 138)
141 This because market power continued to be a problem at this level of the model.
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physical telecoms infrastructure.141 One way to do this was to replace the
old vertical silos of regulation with a layered model, whose different layers
would resemble the different functions of the Internet. That way, services
could be separated from the technology they rode on, and regulation could
be applied only on these layers that required intervention for competition
purposes. For example, by separating the application 'voice' from the used
means of distribution, regulators would be able to have a less arbitrary
model for the regulation of traditional telecommunications and VoIP. A
layered model enables the identification of policy issues on the separate
layers, without confusing the network with the applications and services
that run over it.

The papers generally agree that a layered model would provide a better
alternative for the identification of policy concerns in the broad area of
electronic communications. Indeed, the models provide a useful means
to unravel the regulatory environment, and enable a more consistent
approach towards competing services present at the various layers. Also,
the model helps to identify the relevant market players in the sector, and
their relationship towards the layers. Many scholars in their models choose Part 11

to start from four layers, which are based on, but do not necessarily directly EC Network
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relate to, the technical protocol models. The layers that are then chosen Connected

are a physical, logical, applications and content layer. 142 In their papers,
the scholars extensively describe what they consider to fall within and
outside the separate layers.143 Werbach, an author of well-read papers
on the matter, explains it as follows. The lowest layer, the physical layer,
comprises the underlying networks: wireline, cable, fibre, etc. This layer
includes switching as well as transportation. The second - logical - layer

142 However, other influential US scholars have argued in favour of a three-layered structure.
See Y. Benkler, 'From Customers to Users: Shifting the Deeper Structures of Regulation Towards
Sustainable Commons and User Access'(2000) 52 Federal Communications Journal 561, 562; L.
Lessig The Future of Ideas (Vintage books New York 2002). The authors both define three layers:
physical, logical/code, and content. Both scholars share and addressa mutual concern in their work,
how to maintain the Internet as accessible as possible for citizens.
143 See for example K. Werbach, 'A Layered Model for Internet Policy' (n 121), 60-64; C. McTaggart,
A Layered Approach To Internet Legal Analysis (2003) 48 McGill Law Journal 571, 583-588; J.L.
Mindel and D.C. Sicker, 'Leveraging the EU regulatory framework to improve a layered policy model
for US telecommunications markets' (2006) 30 Telecommunications Policy 136, 138-144.
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represents the management and routing functions that keep information
running smoothly over the networks (i.e., the IP layer). The third layer,
the application or service layer, covers the applications that end-users are
familiar with, such as voice, Internet access, IP telephony, email, etc. The
upper layer, content, concerns the information delivered to the end-user
as part of the applications running over the network, such as video and
musjc.144

A popular assumption is that regulation of the lowerlayers is more justified
than regulation of the upper layers, since intervention at the lower level will
automatically lead to innovation and competition at the higher level.145 It is
unlikely that market power at the infrastructure level will resolve itself, so
regulation will continue to be necessary to ensure that players at this level
interconnect with and provide access to third parties. As a result of the
emphasis in the relevant literature on market power problems, the lower
layers in general receive more attention than the higher levels.

Despite the obvious analytical benefits that layered models bring to
policymakers, they also bring along certain risks and drawbacks.146 The
scholarly discussion on the right amount of layers of the model shows that
there is not one, perfect model that can simply replace the vertical silo
model. Just as with the vertical model, it remains highly complicated where
to draw the demarcation lines between the different layers. This is an
automatic, unavoidable side effect of the desire to draw lines in a dynamic
sector where technological and economic developments change the state of
the art on a day-to-day basis.

144 K. Werbach, A Layered Model for Internet Policy' (n 121), 60-64.
145 L. Mindel and D.C. Sicker, 'Leveraging the EU regulatory framework to improve a layered policy
model for US telecommunications markets' (n 143), 143; K. Werbach, A Layered Model for Internet
Policy' (n 121), 60.
146 M. Fransman has performed a meta-analysis of layered models, with the aim of identifying both
benefits and drawbacks. The results are not immediately clear forthe pointto be made heredue the
abstract way in which theyare reported, but especiallythe drawbacks identified come back in more
detail work of other scholars. M. Fransman, 'Mapping the evolving telecoms industry: the uses and
shortcomings of the layer model' (2002) 26 Telecommunications Policy 473.
147 R. Frieden, 'The FCC's Name Game: How Shifting Regulatory Classifications Affect Competition'
(2004) 19 Berkley Technology Law Journal 1275,1293.
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In addition, Frieden has criticised the differentiation between layers for

being artificial, since users care about the entire package and service
providers also perform at severallayers of the model.147 Otherscholars, such
as Marcus and Sicker, have argued that the popular four-layer structure,
such as used by Werbach and Whitt,148 is at odds with the principle of
technological neutrality.149 They argue that the separation of what they
label as the transmission layer into a separate physical and logical layer
implies a difference in regulation for logical and physical transmission,
potentially leading to a difference in regulation for similar services riding
on top of these layers.150

The criticism of Scott Marcus and Sicker - valid or not - also indicates
another risk of the layered models, which is that the models are directly
used to demarcate the scope of future regulation in the sector. When the
models are only used to identify policy issues, they can hardly do any harm.

However, when the layers become the new, horizontal silos for regulation,
they can. Building regulation directly upon the layered structure of the
Internet creates all sorts of potential complications. First of all, there is
the risk that the focus is wrongfully put in regulation. Instead of focusing Part 11

on problems, there is a chance that a regulatory layered model will steer EC Network

and Content Regulation
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148 See the work of Werbach and Whitt (n 139).
149 J.S. Marcus and D.C. Sicker, 'Layers Revisited', presented at the TPRC in 2005, available at

http://web.si.umich.edu/tprc/papers/2005/492/Layers%20Revisited%20vO.4.pdf, 8.
150 Note that this argument depends on the way the layered model is implemented in regulation.
For this argument to be valid, Marcus and Sicker seem to assume that when the layered model
would be translated to regulation, services will be regulated depending on the layer on which they
ride. This is in a way in conformity with the way that current US law functions, whereby services
are regulated on the basis of the technology they ride on. In their translation, this could lead to
a difference in regulation for VoIR riding on the logical layer, and PSTN, riding on the physical
layer. They see this as a violation of technological neutrality. However, the layered model can also
be explained and translated in a different way. The original idea behind the layered regulatory
models isto separatethe service (or content) from the transmission means. Then, voice becomes an
application, separate from the physical or logical transmission means. If the transmission networks
are consequently regulated on the basis of a market-based system such as the SMP-regime under
the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework, VoIP will only be regulated differently from
PSTN when different market conditions apply. If it turns out that market power is an issue for
PSTN but not for VoIP, it follows that they will be regulated differently. However, this will not be a
violation of the principle of technological neutrality.
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towards endless discussions of what should fit into which layer. The fact
that the scholars working on the topic all go to great lengths to explain
what they consider to fall within the layers defined, can be considered a
confirmation of this point. In addition, there is the risk that once these
regulatory regimes are set, market players will play around these boundaries
in order to fall within the most favourable regime. 151 This is exactly what
was meant to be prevented by letting go of the vertical silo model.

Another identified weakness of the layered models is that they do not
give any guidance to the regulator as to how a certain layer needs to be
regulated. They deliver no insights as to what the objectives of regulation
should be, or whether economic or social rationales for regulation should
prevail. The layered model can thus erroneously create the impression of
being the panacea for the convergence problem. By extension, an additional
risk of the regulatory layered models is that the layers are mistakenly
equated to markets. Markets should be defined on the basis of demand
substitutability, not on the basis of a layer within a model. This practice can
lead to regulators being captured within a legal system that requires the
assessment of the competitive situation in a layer, instead of a market.152
This risk is further intensified by the strong assumption that lower layers
warrant regulation, whereas in principle higher layers do not. If this
assumption finds resonance in regulation, it is again possible that potential
regulatory problems may be overlooked due to their place in the layered
model. Marcus and Sicker have correctly argued that market power should
neither be assumed to exist, nor assumed not to exist, at any level of the
layered model.153

151 J. S. Marcus and D.C. Sicker, 'Layers Revisited', (n 149), 9.
152 Cf. J. S. Marcus who identifies a filing with the FCC that sought to establish as a regulatory
principle to "assess market power separately for each layer". See J. Scott Marcus, 'Beyond Layers'
(2006) available at SRRN at: http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=901477.
153 J. S. Marcus and D.C. Sicker, 'Layers Revisited', (n 149), 15.
154 K. Werbach, A Layered Model for Internet Policy' (n 121), 58; R.S. Whitt 'A Horizontal Leap
Forward: Formulating a New Communications Public Policy Framework Based on the Network
Layers Model'(n 119), 591
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A further important drawback is that the layered models are built on the
assumption that the Internet will continue to be the leading model in the
electronic communications landscape in the long-term. Some scholars go so

far in this respect that they call for a re-arrangement of regulation around
the architectural model of the Internet.154 Again, this runs the risk of taking
astep backwards ratherthan forward. Theold regulatory models of telecoms
and broadcasting were also built upon technologies on the assumption that
the underlying technologies were separable and required distinct regulatory

approaches. Opting for a single model which is based on specific medium
must not only brings back memories of mistakes made in the past, but also
increases the likelihood of a potential conflict with the dominant rationale
underlying technological neutrality: efficiency. Assuming that the Internet
remains the leading model, and structuring regulation around it can lead
to a situation where technological developments are driven by regulation,
with all the inefficiencies that come with that.

The telecoms background of many of the legal scholars writing on layered
models and the resulting focus on regulatory problems caused by market Part It

EC Networkpower has resulted in an emphasis on the lower layers of the regulatory and Content Regulation
model in literature. As a result, scholars have repeatedly addressed the issue Connected

of the demarcation difficulties that come with making a distinction between
the physical and logical layers. For example, this distinction between the
physical and logical layer has been characterised by Marcus and Sicker as
a natural extension of US law, with the purpose of enabling regulation of
traditional physical networks, while leaving the IP layer (i.e., transmission
over the Internet) unregulated. In their opinion, this distinction is artificial,
and the two layers should rather be merged into one transmission layer.

However, the issue of separating the lower - transmission - layers and

higher - content - layers has not received comparable attention in legal
literature. This lack of attention can to a certain extent be explained by
the assumption that regulation of lower layers will generate innovation at
the higher layers, which consequently need far less regulatory attention.
A second explanation lies in the scientific background of the authors. For
telecom lawyers the upper layers are of less relevance, since they have
historically not been a focus of regulatory attention. The content aspect of a
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telecoms service (i.e., voice) was not regulated beyond the extent of privacy
issue-related matters. For regulatory purposes, the transmission element of
a telecom service was key.

However, this is different with respect to broadcasting. With broadcasting,
both content and transmission have a history of heavy regulatory
intervention, and the two elements are inseparably linked in the service
of broadcasting. It should therefore come as no surprise that the layered
regulatory models set up by more broadcasting-orientated lawyers, put
more emphasis on the content-network distinction in their models. For
example, both Uyttendaele and Helberger in their layered models explicitly
underline the distinction between the content and transmission layers
by graphic means, such as a bolt, black dividing line or a difference in
colour for the content and transmission layers.155 It can be argued that the
emphasis on this demarcation line is merely a reflection of the content-
network distinction that is made in EC law, in the 2002 EC Electronic
Communications Framework. However, the explanation by the authors of
these layered models show that this is not the entire truth. Uyttendaele,
for example, touches upon some drawbacks of the sharp distinction in
electronic communications regulation between content and network. She
addresses the inherent link between transmission and content, by pointing
out both the tendency towards vertical integration of market parties,
and the undeniable assertion that content services fully depend on the
transmission through electronic communications networks. By using the
example of must-carry requirements, she shows how the objective of access
to content is accomplished by imposing obligations on network operators.
In order to make sure that consumers will receive a pluralistic offer when
it comes to broadcasting content, network operators are obliged to transmit
certain channels. This shows how regulation of content and transmission
interacts, and hence how difficult it is to hermetically separate one from
the other, especially in the case of broadcasting. The following section will
further explore the tenability of a distinction in regulation between content
and network.
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C. Tenability of the Content-Network Divide

The previous sections have shown that layered models are generally
accepted as a helpful tool for policy analysis. At the same time however,
they also bring along potential risks and drawbacks when they are directly
cast into regulation. When the Commission adopted the 2002 EC Electronic
Communications Framework - thereby implementing a regulatory model
that distinguishes content from network regulation - it realised that some
clarificationsas to how the Regulatory Framework would affect broadcasting
were needed.156 For that purpose, the must-carry provision incorporated
in Article 31 the Universal Service Directive was explained in a Working
Document of the Commission.157 Must-carry rules seek to ensure that certain
radio and television broadcast channels and services are made universally
available to users, so as to ascertain a minimum, pluralistic offer. In order to
achieve this objective, network operators in most Member States have long
beenobliged to carry specific channels overtheir networks. Must-carry rules

were traditionally applicable to cable networks.158 In these Member States,

must-carry rules generally fell within the realm of broadcasting regulation, Part 11

covering both content and transmission. However, due to the separation at and Content Regulation
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the European level of regulation of content and infrastructure, the must- Connected

carry provision in the Universal Service Directive had to be drafted in such
a way that it would only concern the transmission element of must-carry.

155 C. Uyttendaele Openbore Informatie. Het Juridisch Statuut in een Convergerende Mediaomgeving
(Maklu Antwerpen 2002) 57 and 319-320; N. Helberger Controlling Access to Content. Regulating
Conditional Access in Broadcasting (n 6) 12.
156Working DocumentoftheCommission (ONPCommittee)(Subject:'The2003 regulatory framework
for electronic communications - Implications for broadcasting'), 14 June 2002, available at: http://
ec.europa.eu/information_society/topics/telecoms/regulatory/digital_broadcasting/documents
/onpcom02_14revl_14062002pdf.
157Working Documentof the Commission (ONPCommittee), 'Must-carryobligationsunderthe2003

regulatory framework forelectroniccommunicationsandservices', 22 July 2002, available at: http://
ec.europa.eu/information_society/topics/telecoms/regulatory/digital_broadcasting/documents
/onp_dbeg_doc_re_must_carry.pdf.
158 Ibid., 2. The presence on terrestrial transmission was normally ensured through a frequency
licensing system for broadcasters, and satellite transmission was unregulated for this purpose. For

the US perspective and history of must-carry rules consider R. Frieden 'Analog and Digital Must-
Carry Obligations of Cable and Satellite Television Operators in the United States'(2006) 15 Media

Law and Policy 230.
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Accordingly, the Article only covers the possibility for Member States to
impose or maintain must-carry obligations on network providers, provided
these are proportionate, transparent, kept limited to what is necessary to
meet clearly defined general interest objectives, and are reviewed on a
regular basis.159 The Article does not address which broadcasters should be
eligible for must-carry status, since this would imply having to deal with
the content that is delivered by these broadcasters, which falls outside the
scope of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Regulatory Framework.160
The corollary of must-carry rules, must-offer obligations, also fall outside
the scope of the Framework.161

Despite the fact that it can be argued that through this approach, the
Commission has succeeded in keeping content and network regulation
separated, the artificiality of the measure stands out. The rationale
behind must-carry rules stems from the idea that certain content should
be generally available to users. If anything, must-carry regulation should
therefore be labelled as content regulation.162 But, since the objective can
best be achieved by regulating network operators, must-carry - at least at
the European level - now falls within the realm of network regulation. The
example of must-carry rules therefore provides the first evidence of the
artificiality of a strict separation between content and network regulation.
The following section will identify further practical problems arising from
the content-network separation in European electronic communications
regulation.

159 See Article 31 Universal Service Directive; Directive 2002/22/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on universal service and users' rights relating to electronic
communications networks and services (Universal Service Directive) [2002] OJ L 108/51.
160 In addition, a case can be made that the issue was too sensitive politically, since the content
aspect was included in the original proposal for the Universal Service Directive. See Proposal for
a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on universal service and user's rights
relating to electronic communications networks and services, COM(2000)392,12 July 2000. Cf T.
Roukens 'What are We Carrying Across the EU These Days?'(2006) 15 Media Law and Policy 201,
203-204
161 Must-offer obligations are obligations imposed on content providers, ensuring that they offer
their content to all platform operators. In some Member States, such a obligation rests upon Public
Service Broadcasters. Cf. P. Valcke 'The Future of Must-Carry: From Must-Carry to a Concept of
Universal Service in the Info-Communications Sector'(2006) 15 Media Law and Policy 247.
1625. Gorini and N. van Eijk 'Workshop on Must-Carry Obligations Summaryofthe Discussion'(2006)
15 Media Law and Policy 192,195.
163 Recital 5, Framework Directive (n 1).
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1. Practical problems arising from the content-network divide

The substantive case
In principle, it can be argued that it is feasible to make a distinction in
regulation between content and network. The must-carry case set out
above has shown how the Commission accomplished to keep content issues
outside the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Regulatory Framework,
even in a case where content and networks interlink. Since content and
networks constitute different matters - content being the information
or entertainment element that is transmitted, networks the necessary
physical means to transport the content - a large part of regulation is
indeed separable. However, the reliance of content services on the means of
transmission indicates that there is an important link between the two. The
Commission does not deny this link, as can be derived from the relevant
Recital in the Framework Directive:

The separation between the regulation of transmission and the regulation of
content does not prejudice the taking into account of the links existing between Pa rt  11

EC Network
them, in particular in order to guarantee media pluralism, cultural diversity and

and Content Regulation
consumer protection.163 Connected

However, this Recital gives little guidance for regulators on how to
respond in cases where this link indeed occurs, as will be shown later on.
From a consumer's perspective - especially in the case of broadcasting -
the separation between content and network can be considered largely
artificial. Since the transmission of content relies on the use of electronic
communications networks, the two services are almost always offered in
combination by one service provider. Especially in geographical areas where
users cannot choose from different transmission providers, it is difficult to
argue that consumers regard content services and transmission services as
two separate products. From a supplier's perspective, a similar argument
can be made. Many broadcasters are engaged in the provision of services
that can be associated with both content and network. The origination and
development of content can perhaps be classified as a pure content service.
However, packaging of content - arguably the true act of broadcasting -
consists of assembling various programmes and channels geared towards
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a certain delivery method.164 Broadcasting can therefore be classified as a
service that lies at the interface of content and network. Many broadcasters
participate in both the development of content and its transmission to the
consumer. It thus remains highly complicated to functionally separate the
transmission element from the content element in broadcasting. However,
this is exactly what the Dutch regulator OPTA has done in an attempt to
regulate the tariffs for end-users on the Dutch cable market, as will now be
explored.

The Directives of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework are
accompanied by a Commission Recommendation on Relevant Product and
Service Markets (Recommendation on Relevant Markets).165 The objective
of this Recommendation is to identify product and service markets within
the sector of electronic communications whose characteristics may warrant
ex-ante regulation - as set out in the specific Directives. Pursuant to Article
15(3) of the Framework Directive, National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs)
must define national relevant markets, taking the utmost account of this
Recommendation. Member States can in principle deviate from the markets
defined by the Commission in the Recommendation, when this is justified
by national circumstances, by following the Article 7 Procedure.166 NRAs
are then obliged to notify a draft measure to the Commission, in which
they propose to define markets that differ from those identified in the
Recommendation on Relevant Markets. These markets should then satisfy
the following three cumulative criteria (now commonly known as the three-

164 See P. Larouche, 'Communications Convergence and Public Service Broadcasting' (n 26).
165 Commission Recommendation of 11 February 2003 on relevant product and service markets
within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with
Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory
framework for electronic communication networks and services (Recommendation on Relevant
Markets) [2003] OJ L 114/45,
166 The Art. 7 Procedure refers to the procedure NRAs have to follow, on the basis of Art. 7
of the Framework Directive, when they intend to take a measure that falls within the scope of
Articles 15 and 16 of the Framework Directive, Art. 5 or 8 of the Access Directive, or Art. 16 of the
Universal Service Directive, and would affect trade between Member States. This procedure gives
the Commission the power to oversee the national regulatory measures of NRAs when they define
and analyse national markets, and suggest regulatory remedies. The Commission can comment on
the draft measures, and in the most extreme case, exercise their veto-power leading to withdrawal
of the draft measure.
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criteria test): i) the market is characterised by high and non-transitory
entry barriers, whether of structural, legal or regulatory nature; ii) the
market does not tend towards effective competition within the relevant
time horizon; and iii) the application of competition law alone does not
adequately address the market failures.167 The Commission subsequently
assesses whether it approves of the measure, or - in the most extreme case
- issues a veto decision.168

In the first Recommendation on Relevant Markets, the Commission
defined 18 markets susceptible to ex-ante regulation. For broadcasting,
the Commission defined a wholesale market for broadcasting transmission
services.169 However, it did not identify a retail market for broadcasting
services. The brief justification given for this decision was the following:

Electronic communication services include transmission services in networks
used for broadcasting but exclude services providing or exercising control over
content transmitted using electronic communications networks and services.
The provision of broadcasting services therefore lies outside of the scope of this
regulatory framework, but the networks and associated facilities used for the Part 11

delivery of broadcast services are within its scope. Consequently, no retail market EC Network
and Content Regulation

is identified for the purpose of the Recommendation.170 Connected

While this decision is arguably meant to respect the content-network
distinction in regulation, the motivation left something to be desired. On
29 September 2005, the Dutch regulatory authority OPTA notified three
draft measures to the Commission.171 These draft measures fell within

167 This three-criteria test can be found in Recital 9 of the Recommendation on Relevant Markets
(n 165), and isexplained more elaborately in the Expanatory Memorandum on the Recommendation
on Relevant Markets, 8-12. This test is explained in Part 1, Chapter l, 62.
168 The Commission can issue a veto-decision on the basis of Art7(4) FD. Also see the Commission
guidelines on market analysis and the assessment of significant market power underthe Community

regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services [2002] OJ C 165/6,
paras.150-152
169 This market is also known as 'market 18', and officially reads "Broadcasting transmission services,
to deliver broadcast content to end users". See Recommendation on Relevant Markets (n 165).
170 Seethe Explanatory Memorandum that accompaniesthe Recommendation on Relevant Markets
(n 165), para. 4.4,36.
171 Draft measure of OPTA on retail markets fo the supply of free-to-air radio- and television
packages via cable transmission in the Netherlands, Case NL/2005/0247,29 September 2005.
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Article 7(4)(a) of the Framework Directive, since they aimed at defining a
relevant market that is not defined in the Commission Recommendation:
the retail market for the supply of free-to-air radio and television packages
via cable transmission in the Netherlands.172 The Dutch notifications should
be considered in the light of strong political pressure on OPTA to intervene
in the end-user tariffs on the cable market. The strong market position of
cable companies in the retail market for broadcasting services and - alleged
- consistent increase in prices after their privatisation created strong
concerns about the behaviour of cable providers.173 Since the Commission
had indicated that it did not define a retail market for broadcasting services
because this fell outside the scope of the Regulatory Framework, OPTA
was forced to take a creative approach, which it did. In their notifications,
OPTA separated the transmission component from the content component
of broadcasting. It argued that the activities of a platform operator (i.e.,
cable provider) consist on the one hand of the transmission of signals from
the platform to the end-user, and on the other hand of the provision of
broadcasting content. It accordingly concluded that a distinction can
be made between a retail market for transmission services and a retail
market for content services. Since the notifications would only cover the
transmission part of retail market, the measures would fall within the scope
of the Regulatory Framework.

The reasoning of OPTA, despite being creative, is dubious. It is therefore
disappointing to notice that the Commission does not take up the issue in
the 'serious doubts' letter it subsequently sent to OPTA.174 Instead of taking
up the issue of the artificiality of the retail market defined by OPTA, it
chose to take the route of asserting that the market did not meet the three-

172 For the precise definition of the retail market, see section 6 of the three draft measures, ibid.
173 See answers to parliamentary questions Depla and Van Dam on the price increase of cable
operators, reference No. TP/OT 4063338. However, the NMa (Dutch Competition Authority)
concluded on 27 September 2005, after an investigation into two of the three cable operators
concerned in the Notification, that the retail tariffs by the cable operators were not excessive in
the sense of Dutch antitrust rules. See NMa Cases 3528 and 3588, Decision on abuse of dominant
position of UPC and Casema (in Dutch), 27 September 2005.
174 Opening of Phase 11 investigation pursuant to Article 7(4) of Directive 2002/21/EC, ('seriuos
doubts letter') Case NL/2005/0247, 'Retail markets forthesupplyof free-to-airradio-and television
packages via cable transmission in the Netherlands.', SG-Greffe (2005) D/205996,3 November
2005.
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criteria test, and hence was not susceptible to ex-ante regulation.175 1 n the
foregoing section, the point was made hat from a consumer perspective, the
separation between transmission and content with broadcasting is largely
artificial. Surprisingly, this point is explicitly recognised by OPTA in its
notifications. OPTA indicates that in the Netherlands, the broadcasting
content and the transmission service are inseparable for most of the end-
users: only to a very limited extent van they choose a transmission service
and then put together a package of content. Households normally purchase
a cable connection in combination with a package of radio and TV channels,
and pay a single bill for these services.176 From an economic point of view,
it can hardly be claimed that two separate services can be identified within
the act of broadcasting.

From an EC law perspective, this claim is equally questionable. The
definition of broadcasting service applicable at the time was found in Article
1(a) of the TWF Directive:

[Tlhe initial transmission by wire or over the air, including that by satellite, in
unencoded or encoded form, of television programmes intended for reception by Part 11

the public.177 EC Network
and Content Regulation
Connected

Thisdefinitioncoversboththetransmissionandcontentpartofbroadcasting,
and these services, as well as the Directive whose scope is restricted to these
services, are generally assumed to be at the content level of the regulatory
model, and hence outside of the scope of the Regulatory Framework. The
definition does not give any indication that the transmission component
of broadcasting lies outside the scope of the Directive. However, it should
not be forgotten that this definition was drafted before the adoption of the
2002 EC Electronic Communications Regulatory Framework.178 The more
recent definition of electronic communications service in the Framework

175 Ibid., 7.
176 See Notifications of OPTA (n 171), para. 124.
177 Council Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 on the coordination of certain provisions
laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of
television broadcasting activities (Television Without Frontiers Directive) [1989] OJ L 289/23.
178 And hence, that the definition still reflects the at the time probable assumption that with
broadcasting, content and transmission are inseparably linked.
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Directive leaves more room for ambiguity in this respect. Article 2(c) of the
Framework Directive defines it as:

a service normally provided for remuneration which consists wholly or mainly
in the conveyance of signals on electronic communications networks, including
telecommunications services and transmission services in networks used for
broadcasting, but excludes services providing, or exercising editorial control over,
content transmitted using electronic communication networks and services.179

Even though the definition explicitly includes the transmission services in
networks used for broadcasting, it excludes other services «providing, or
exercising editorial control over, content transmitted" using these networks.
This raises the question what exactly should be understood by this second
type of service; is this indeed the content component of broadcasting the
OPTA is referring to? What would constitute a service providing content
without transmission means? And how does the definition of this service
then relate to the earlier mentioned definition of broadcasting service?
These questions show how the content-network distinction implemented in
the Regulatory Framework is creating serious problems for the Commission
with regard to the scope of 'older' Directives such as the TWF Directive.
The fact that the Commission left the issue entirely out of the discussion in
dealing with the notifications of OPTA can be seen as an indication that the
Commission became entangled in its own content-network model.

The solution of OPTA to regulate the retail market for broadcasting
also casts doubts on the effectiveness of the remedies. In its notifications,
OPTA indicates that it only wants to regulate the price of the transmission
component of the service that cable operators offer; this would indeed be in
conformity with the competence given to them by European law. However,
OPTA has itself indicated in the notifications that generally, a single bill is
paid by the end-user for a package of content and transmission. Regulating
the price of the transmission part of this package would still allow for the
cable operators to increase the price of the content component; this would
make the measure ineffective. 180

179 Framework Directive (n 1).
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Following the 'serious doubts' letter, the Commission and OPTA came to
the agreement that for a period of one year, OPTA would not intervene in
the relevant retail tariffs of the cable operators concerned, on the condition
that their price increases would not exceed the increase of the Consumer
Price Index.181 At the same time, the cable operators concerned volunteered
to freeze their retail tariffs. OPTA would monitor the market closely, and if
deemed necessary, issue new decisions relating to the retail market for the
year 2007 and beyond.

In the meantime, the Commission has reviewed its Recommendation
on Relevant Markets.182 In this new Recommendation, apart from not
defining a retail broadcasting market, the Commission no longer indentifies
a wholesale broadcasting market. Some have taken this as an indication
that the future chances of success of OPTA in defining and regulating a
retail broadcasting market are likely to be very small.183 Apart from this
observation, it is interesting to see that in the explanatory memorandum to
the new Recommendation on Relevant Markets, the Commission has made
some minor textual amendments relating to the markets for broadcasting

Part ll:
EC Network180 But, after the Commission refused to let the Dutch NRA regulate the retail tariffs of the and Content Regulation

transmission component of the broadcasting service, the Dutch have changed their national laws Connected
As of 1 February 2007, the NRA can on the basis of Art. 6a.21 of the Dutch Telecom Act (Tw),
regulate the content - component of the retail tariffs of cable operators with SMR Providers of
programme services' ('programmadiensten') can be imposed with remedies regarding price when

they have SMP. The change in law is obviously inspired by what the Dutch regard as a lacuna
within the law to regulate end-user cable tariffs. For a (Dutch) article on Art. 62.21 Tw see· P.
Glazener, 'Regulering van programmadiensten' [2007] Mediaforum 106. The new Article is also
discussed in a TNO report: S. de Munck, N. van Eijk, L. Kool, M. Poel and P. Rutten, 'Verkenning van
omroepmarkten in Nederland. Marktontwikelingen en beleidsinstrumenten, TNO-report 34276,8
February 2007,25-27.
181 In that case Art. 7(6) FD would apply, which gives a NRA the possibility to act and adopt
measures, in exceptional circumstances, in order to safeguard competition and protect the interests
of users, without having to (in this case - again - ) follow the procedures as set out in Art. 7(3) and
(4) FD
182 Commission Recommendation of 17 December 2007 on relevant product and service markets
within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with

Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory
framework for electronic communications networks and services [2007] OJ L 344/65.
183 M van de Hel, 'Regulering van de kabel' [2007] Mediaforum 352. The final decisions with
regard to the retail market for broadcasting transmission were valid until 17 March 2007. OPTA
announced in a letter dated 14 February 2007 [reference OPTA/BO/2007/200269] that it would
not immediately submit new draft measures to the Commission, until it would have more clarity on
the state of the market. In a letter of 24 March 2008 [reference: OPTA/BO/200644], OPTA has
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transmission. Where it first stated that "the provision of broadcasting
services therefore lies outside of the scope of the this regulatory framework

(emphasis added), it now states that "the provision of broadcasting content

therefore lies outside of the scope of this regulatory framework" (emphasis

added). Here the impact of the OPTA notifications is visible, which has
forced the Commission to be more precise in its explanation of the exact
scope of the Regulatory Framework. The Commission seems to endorse
OPTA's approach in separating a transmission and a content component
in broadcasting. However, this does not remedy the earlier identified
uncertainties and conflicts caused by this approach.

The institutional case
A strict content-network distinction in regulation can also cause problems
of a more institutional nature. This drawback can arise when separate
regulatory authorities, which pursue different objectives, have overlapping
competences. When pursuing these distinct objectives leads to different
decisions in a single case, the question rises whose judgment should be
followed. Due to the inherent links between content and networks, a
decision in one legal area can have direct implications for the objectives
reached in the other area. Since regulation of networks is primarily drafted
with an economic objective in mind, whereas content regulation is drafted
on the basis of more social or cultural objectives, this situation is again
likely to cause problems when dealing with broadcasting.

It has been pointed out that national must-carry rules aim at achieving
content-related objectives of pluralism and cultural diversity, and that this
aim is often achieved by imposing obligations on cable operators, and thus
by resorting to network regulation. Must-carry rules generally lead to the
compilation of a 'basic bundle'. a set of channels that every cable operator is
obliged to transmit to all of its consumers. Typically, the must-carry rules are
found in the national Media - or Broadcasting Act, for whose enforcement

announced that it is planning to issue new draft measures for the broadcasting transmission market
on 1 July 2008the latest, forthe period 2009-2012. In its letter of 14 February 2007, OPTA did not
excludethat it would againtryto regulatetheretail broadcasting transmission market. Nevertheless,
seen the history of the earlier notifications concerning this specific market, and the fact that the
new Recommendation on Relevant Markets no longer identifies even a wholesale broadcasting
transmission market, the chances of OPTA in succeeding in this respect can be considered small.
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the national media authorities of the Member States normally are ultimately
responsible.184 The decision which channels should fall within the basic
bundle is first and foremost made on the basis of considerations concerning
pluralism. However, the NRAs can also influence the content packages
that are transmitted by cable operators on the basis of the Regulatory
Framework. Cable operators with SMP for example can be obliged to give
non-discriminatory access to content providers on the basis of Article
12 of the Access Directive.185 When asked to rule upon the request of a
content provider for access to the network of the cable operator, a national
media authority and an NRA do not necessarily have to reach the same
conclusion, due to the difference in objective. The national media authority
will perhaps decide that the content provider is not entitled to access, since
its services do not fall within the basic bundle established on the basis of
the must-carry requirements that it is meant to enforce. However, an NRA
might reach the opposite conclusion, if the scope and the way in which
the basic bundle came about is disputed, especially when this means that
competing content providers are treated on a discriminatory basis, by a

Part 11
EC Network
and Content Regulation
Connected

184 See Cullen International 'Studyonthe regulation of broadcasting issues underthe new regulatory
framework', 22 December 2006, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/
ecomm/doc/library/ext_studies/reg_bc_issues_under_nrf/broadcasting_study_report.pdf; See
in particular Table 14-17 of the Annexes: http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/ecomm/
doc/library/ext_studies/reg_bc_issues_under_nrf/broadcasting_tables_topics_2007.pdf and

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/ecomm/doc/library/ext_studies/reg_bc_issues_
under_nrf/broadcasting_by_country.pdf. For a recent report (in Dutch) that briefly explains some
of the current 'must-carry' systems in Member States and the US see: N. van Eijk, 'De samenstelling
van het kabel-aanbod Kabel en Consument' [2007] available at: http://www.ivir.nl/publicaties/
vaneijk/kabelraden.pdf.
185 Directive 2002/19/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on
access to, and interconnection of, electronic communications networks and associated facilities
[2002] OJ L 108/7. Note that the use of remedies for content providers under the SMP regime is
controversial, cf. for example G. Gauthey, 'Next Generation access networks and net-neutrality,
presentation at the IDATE Translantic Telecom Forum, 14 November 2007, available at· www.arcep
fr/fileadmin/reprise/communiques/discours/g-gauthey-idate-1107.pdf, slide 13. However,  this
depends on the interpretation of Article 12(a) of the Access Directive which reads "operators may
be required inter alia a) to give third parties access to specified network elements and/or facilities,
including unbundled access to the local loop". "Third parties" can also be interpreted as to include
content providers. See F. Chirico, I.M. van der Haar, and P. Larouche, Pierre 'Network Neutrality in
the EU' (September 2007). TILEC Discussion Paper No. 2007-030 available at SSRN: http //ssrn.
com/abstract=1018326, 39
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network operator with SMP.186 Again, this demonstrates the difficulties in
maintaining a strict content-network distinction in regulation.

2. The current 'missing layer' in European
electronic communications policy

The practical problems identified resulting from a strict content-network
distinction can be discussed at a meta-level, by critically analysing their
exact location in the content-network model. It has been shown that the
demarcation line in regulation between content and network is causing
the problems. This raises the following question: where exactly is this
line drawn? The European content-network model as incorporated in
the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework can be considered a
very simplified version of the more elaborate regulatory layered models
- based on the technical protocol models - that were discussed earlier.187
These models generally consisted of three or four layers, and hence were
more 'refined' than the content-network model. As a result demarcation
lines in these models still have to be dealt with, but these are of a more
precise nature.188 In these models, for example, a separation is presented
between the content and application layer, and between the physical and
logical layer. The content-network model only has one demarcation line:
that between content and network. This raises the pivotal question: where
does the scope of EC content regulation stop. and the scope of EC network
regulation begin?

To answer this question is rather difficult. The previous section pointed out
that the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework seems to indicate
that the line in European communications regulation is drawn between what
can be classified as 'content pure' - films, programmes, ringtones, etc. - and
the combination of networks and services that are needed to distribute this
content. EPGs, conditional access systems, transmission services, and physical

186 Such a situation occurred in the Netherlands in the OPTA case MCM/Castel, Decision OPTA/
IBT/2000/203072,17 November 2000. The Dutch Media Authority, het Commissariaat voor de
Media decided onthe matteron 25 July 2000. Fora Dutch articleonthistopic see: E.F. van Hasselt,
'Enige opmerkingen naar i van het besluit van OPTA in dezaak MCM/Castel' (2001)13 Mediaforum
78.

187 See Chapter 4,164 et seq
188 Which is not meant to say that these cannot also lead to problems.
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networks therefore all fall within the realm of network regulation on the basis
of this division. This would mean that content regulation would only deal
with the very narrow field of what content can be supplied. Only the content

per se would then be the object of regulation. However, this perspective does
not completely match the scope of content regulation as established before
the adoption of the Regulatory Framework, so before 2002.

This difference in perspective can be clarified by looking at regulatory
legacy. The traditional regulatory models of the communications sector -
both at the European and national level - were strongly dependent on the
medium. Regulation of content was therefore never entirely separated from
the underlying medium. The following section will show how the traditional
importance of the medium for content regulation is not fully acknowledged
in the current content-network model. This can explain the difference in
perspective on the - accurate - scope of content and network regulation.

Convergence is slowly but steadily diminishing the relevance of the
medium as a decisive concept for regulation. Whereas established media
such as television, written press and even the Internet used to be separable Part 11

concepts from the perspective of the user, the convergence of services, EC Network
and Content Regulation

and the ability to transmit similar services through different networks. Connected

is reaching a point where the medium (notably television, telephony, or
the Internet) can no longer be decisive for the appropriate level or type
of regulation. Rather, the service offered is more suitable to determine
which type of regulation should apply, independently of the medium.
Nevertheless, current regulation of the communications sector cannot be
said to have reached that state yet. Whereas European network regulation
now is horizontal in nature, content regulation is set up differently.

A first, important observation is that what on the European level
is so commonly referred to as content regulation, actually was - and to
a certain extent still is - broadcasting content regulation. The Television
Without Frontiers Directive was the primary instrument for this purpose
at the European level since 1989.189 When a close look is taken at the TWF

189 Television Without Frontiers Directive (n 177),
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Directive, and other regulation generally considered to be falling under the
term content regulation for that matten it can be observed that this actually
is regulation of content geared towards a certain delivery mode (i.e., the
medium). Whereas it would perhaps be stretching it to argue that the TWF
Directive therefore also comprises network regulation, one can say that the
TWF Directive regulates content that is transmitted to users in a specific way,
namely by way of the distribution method of broadcasting. Accordingly, it
cannot be maintained that the scope of current content regulation stops at
'content-pure'. Rather, it includes something that is considered to fall under
the scope of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework, namely
the distribution method (i.e., the medium). The medium can therefore be
considered to be the missing or neglected layer in the content-network
model of the EC.19° Whereas the content-network model as implemented
in the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework places the medium
below the dividing line and hence within the scope of network regulation,
the TWF Directive seems to place the medium above the dividing line, and
thus within the scope of content regulation.191

This is a crucial observation, as it illuminates that how content is
transmitted is an important reason why content is regulated. The justification
for many of the rules that fall within the realm of content regulation is
dependent on the transmission method, rather than the content per se. Due
to the large reach of the medium, the limited influence of users on what
they are confronted with, and - at least when these rules were introduced
- the scarcity of technical transmission means, it was deemed justifiable
to regulate broadcasting content. Had this content not been broadcast,
the situation would have been different. In that case, most of the current
content regulation provisions would no longer have been justified, or made
sense.

190 Cf P Valcke, D. Stevens, E. Lievens and E. Werkers 'European approaches to future content
regulation: Thenew European DirectiveforAudiovisuaIMediaServices: a"NextGeneration Framework"
or "old wine in new barrels"7' [2008] Communications & Strategies 1; Cf. regarding the regulation
of search engines and where they fit in regulation: N. van Eijk 'Search Engines, the new bottleneck
for content access' paper for the 19th ITS European Regional Conference, available at: http://
www.ivir.nl/publications/vaneijk/Paper_SearchEngines_ITS_2007.pdf; N. van Eijk 'Zoekmachines
verloren in het recht?' [2008] Computerrecht 10.
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For example, a common type of provision that can be found within existing
legal instruments for the purpose of content regulation is a rule that limits
the amount of advertising that can be shown on an hourly or daily basis.

If these advertisements were not delivered to the user by the distribution
method of television broadcasting, such a rule would automatically become
redundant. Firstly, why would a regulator want to intervene in a situation
where viewers can actively decide how much advertising they would like
to watch? Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, how would such a rule
be enforced in a non-broadcasting environment? It illustrates how the use
of a specific distribution method justifies this type of provisions, not the
content per se.

Another example that illustrates how the delivery method influences why
content is regulated, is provided by the example of European content rules.
European content rules are provisions that aim to promote the development
and distribution of content of European origin for the purpose of cultural
diversity. Again, these rules do not make much sense if the delivery method

of broadcasting were removed. The reasoning behind imposing obligations
on broadcasters to devote a specific percentage of their airtime to European Partll

productions makes less sense in an environment where users have full and Content Regulation
EC Network

control over what content they watch, at a time they prefer. Accordingly, Connected

this type of rule is also inspired by the delivery method, rather than the
content per se.

This intermediate layer of the distribution method or medium does seem
to be explicitly recognised by the Commission in its more recent merger
practice. In the case of SFR/Tele 2 France, the Commission explicitly defines
intermediate markets for the distribution of channels".192 These markets

191 Cf. the study performed by Cullen (n 184), that argues that the Regulatory Framework should
make a better distinction between distribution and transmission issues. The point emphasised

in the study by Cullen - that distribution issues remain largely in a regulatory grey zone - has a
different objective than the argument made here. Cullen stresses the importance of not having
overlap between the two regimes, and that is should be avoided that firms are being regulated by
two different regulators. Here, the point of the missing layer is made to explain that currently the
distribution method is such an important element of content regulation, that a strict line between
the two regimes is unfeasible and unwanted.
192 See SFR/Tele 2 (n 84)
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are described as the market where TV channel producers and distributors
of TV-services to consumers meet. In this intermediate market, attractive
packages are assembled (premium, sports, film, news, etc.) that are
subsequently offered on a downstream market to consumers. This market
therefore falls between the upstream market for the acquisition of content
rights and the downstream market for retail distribution of TV services,
indicating that it indeed recognises the existence of a market between
the two levels of content and network. Furthermore, within the upstream
market of the acquisition of content rights, the Commission refers to a
possible distinction between the various rights on the basis of the delivery
method. Here, the Commission points out that it is

possible to distinguish between rights relating to conventional ("linear") TV and
those relating to "non-linear" TV services, in particular Video On Demand ("VoD")
and Pay Per View ("PPV"). Non-linerservices differsignihcantly from conventional
TV channels in terms of demand, the applicable legislation and prices.193

Although listing applicable legislation as a distinguishing element between
linear and non-linear services can be criticised for being circular, the
Commission does identify a need for a difference in regulatory treatment
of content regarding linear and non-linear services. This again emphasises
that content regulation until now has always depended crucially on how
content was delivered, in addition to the content itself.

Can the above now only lead to the conclusion that the content-network
model as introduced by the European Commission with the 2002 EC
Electronic Communications Framework is not viable, since it neglects the
importance of the distribution method for existing content regulation? Not
necessarily. However, astrict content-network separation inregulationwould
require a fundamental overhaul of content regulation. The public policy-
objectives that currently underlie content regulation were established at a
time when content and medium were considered to be inseparably linked.
Policy-objectives such as the protection of minors and consumers, and
the promotion of cultural diversity, were formulated in a communications

193 Ibid., para. 27
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landscape where the different media were seen a closed systems, and
broadcasting content was thus considered a specific type of content. This
justified regulating broadcasting content in a specific way, and explains why
content regulation was aimed at 'content-plus'. rather than 'content-pure'.
However, since the transmission element of 'content-plus' is considered to
fall within the scope of the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework,
two mutually exclusive fields of regulation can only be established if the
medium is no longer included in the scope of EC content regulation, and
content regulation becomes 'content-pure'. Would this be a desirable solution
from a regulatory perspective? Firstly, adapting law and regulation so as to
fully respect the content-network model does not change the fact that for
both consumers and suppliers, content and network are difficult to separate.
For that reason setting up regulation that does exactly that does not seem

easily defensible nor workable. Secondly, scaling back content regulation to
only deal with content per se can have the side-effect that certain types of
content regulation, such as quantitative rules on advertising and European
content rules, can no longer be justified and should therefore in principle
be abandoned. Such an overhaul of content regulation is not necessarily a Part 11

bad thing; it forces Member States and the European Commission to rethink and Content Regulation
EC Network

why they regulated in the first place, and clearly motivate what is the policy Connected

objective they seek to achieve, and whether the once chosen method to
achieve that objective is still the most appropriate one. However, it could
in some instances mean that entirely new approaches for achieving policy

objectives have to be drawn up. If European content rules can no longer
be used for the purpose of cultural diversity, then Europe and its Member
States will have to think of a different system to achieve that goal. Also,
content regulation in the 'content-pure' version does not give regulators the
opportunity to distinguish between linear and non-linear services in their
content regulation, since this distinction still includes the delivery method
for the purpose of content regulation. Part III of this book will show that
Europe is not ready for such a drastic change, at least not yet.

Another option to address the issue of the missing layer in regulation
would be to develop a third layer in European communications regulation,
which would result in an intermediate regulatory layer placed between
content and networks. The preceding analysis, however, has shown that

despite the benefit of layered models for analytical purposes, adding layers
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in regulation will only add to the current confusion. Adding more regulatory
layers means adding more legal definitions, which will only increase the
chance of overlap in regulatory regimes. It is already complicated to divide
the activity of broadcasting along the lines of content and networks, so
singling out a distribution element for regulatory purposes will create even
larger legal uncertainties. Again, the point is advocated here that layered
models can be helpful for analytical purposes, but should not be considered
the panacea for regulatory purposes, as the example of broadcasting
evidences. What is important for now is that the distribution element is
explicitly recognised and taken into account when the existing regulatory
regimes for content and networks are applied.

D. Conclusion

It can now be concluded that the communications landscape has changed
drastically as a consequence of technological and economic developments.
Consequently, it is no longer possible to maintain vertically divided
regulatory regimes for telecom, broadcasting, and the Internet. An
important question, however, is whether it is wise to replace one set of fixed
definitions (i.e., the vertical regimes) with a new set of mutually exclusive
definitions based on a horizontal approach to regulation. The layered model
provides an excellent tool for analysis. The added value of the content-
network distinction as used by the Commission in its competition decisions
on media mergers has been proven, precisely because the model gives the
Commission the opportunity to assess the effects of dominance in one
layer for the other. At the same time, it has been made clear that careful
consideration is required before importing such a model into regulation as
a definitional tool to enable different forms of regulation to be applied to
different actors (as defined by the layer to which they belong). Such a model
may encourage risk of opportunistic behaviour in market parties by playing
around the definitions, so as to fit in the preferred regulatory realm, and
this in turn may cause an industry to be driven by regulation, with the risk
of inefficiencies that come with that.

One important consequence of not being able to draw a clearer line in
legislation between content and network is that there is no legitimate
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reason to exclude the regulatory principles that underpin the 2002 EC
Communications Framework from the realm of content regulation. And
indeed, the principle of technological neutrality was often used in the
discussions on the revision of the principal European legal instrument for
content regulation: the TWF Directive. What will be the effect of the -
proper - application of the principle of technological neutrality to this area?
This will be discussed in Part 111.

Part 11
EC Network
and Content Regulation
Connected
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Introduction
The last part of this book will build on the previous two parts, and show how Part 111

the application of the efficiency rationale behind technological neutrality Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

can influence the regulation of audiovisual content. EC Content Regulation

It will start by describing and analysing the current state of EC content
regulation in Chapter 5. In section A, the emphasis will be on the scope

of the various existing legal instruments at EC level. A distinction has
developed within audiovisual regulation between 'broadcasting services'
and 'information society services'. This distinction will be explained in this
part, and its origin described. The problems that have been caused by this
somewhat artificiallegal distinction will subsequently be described. The final
topic of this section is how the European Court of Justice (ECJ) interpreted
this distinction in its Mediakabel judgment, and how this interpretation
partly affected the revision of the Television Without Frontiers Directive
(TWF) Directive.

Section B will focus on the revision of the TWF Directive. When the time
was deemed ripe to take a horizontal approach towards network regulation
as a result of convergence, the general opinion was that vertical regimes

reflecting different content services was still justified at the content level.
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However, the increasing difficulties with regard to the tenability of the
content services dichotomy have led to a demand for revision of the TWF
Directive. This section will describe the revision procedure followed and
describe the most fundamental changes caused by the transition from the
to the Audiovisual Media Services (AVMS) Directive.

Chapter 6 will explore the future of EC content regulation. The initial
criticism of market parties about the new AVMS Directive will be analysed
and discussed in section A, demonstrating how the variousrationales behind
technological neutrality and the concerns regarding the Commission's
proposal for the AMVS Directive interconnect. This section will further
show how concerns that emerged during the revision of EC network
regulation are largely similar to the concerns that were subsequently voiced
in the context of the revision of the TWF Directive.

A major concern was that with the transition to the AVMS Directive, the
provisions of the TWF Directive - traditionally applicable to linear services
only - would be extended on a one-to-one basis to the realm of non-linear
services. In particular, it was feared that this would hamper investments
in and thus economic development of new European content markets.
Even though the criticism did lead to the withdrawal of some parts of the
proposal. the scope of the AVMS Directive is still considered extensive.

In order to see whether the Commission could have arrived at a different
end-result with its revision exercise, section B will first analyse the public
interest objectives underlying the TWF Directive and how these objectives
were translated into provisions. Then, it will be shown how the Commission
has - without going back to the fundamental question whether regulation
is still needed to achieve these public interest objectives - implemented
the protection of these objectives into provisions of the AVMS Directive.
Finally, the rationales behind technological neutrality that seem to underlie
the extension of the traditional provisions will be identified. and the
question whether the choice for a different rationale - that of efficiency
- could have lead to a more favourable solution will be addressed.
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Chapter 5
The Current State of EC Content Regulation

This chapter aims to give an overview of the current state of EC content Part 111

regulation and explain its development over recent years. In particular, it Tet ent'°ng;11' utrality

will focus on the different legal definitions for content services, and how EC Content Regulation

these definitions have been challenged by convergence.

A. The 'Broadcasting Services' and
'Information Society Services' dichotomy explained

1. Origin and rationale of the dichotomy

a.Lead-up to the TWF Directive
The origin of the legal definitions of'broadcasting services' and 'in formation
society services' lies in the development of audiovisual policy at EC level.

Chapter 4 showed how the services of broadcasting, telecommunications,
and IT originally evolved and developed separately, and how the different
policy areas led to different legal regimes, each with its own legal
definitions.
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EC media policy did not take off until the early 19805, when the European
Parliament initiated discussions on the need for the protection of media
pluralism and the setting up of a European television channel, so as to
contribute to the accountability of European institutions.1 For several
reasons, these fairly idealistic initiatives did not gain sufficient support
to be realised. Nevertheless, several legal decisions of the ECJ established
that EC law did apply to and could have an impact upon certain aspects
of the audiovisual market. The landmark Sacchi case defined broadcasting
as a service falling under Article 49 EC, consequently establishing the
competence of the EC in the area.2 In the two companion cases of Debauve
and Coditel, the Court found that indistinctively applicable restrictions in
the form of national rules prohibiting television advertising and protecting
copyright respectively do not infringe Art. 49 EC.3 The Court in Debauve
accordingly stressed that

in the absence of any harmonization of the relevant national laws, a prohibition
of this type falls within the residual power of each Member State to regulate,
restrict or even totally prohibit television advertising in its territory on grounds of

general interest, even if that prohibition extends to such advertising originating
in another Member State.

The position of the Court in these three cases proved to be the driver for
two developments in EC media policy. First of all, it changed the common
perception that television is a cultural matter and should therefore fall
outside the scope of EC law. Even after the Sacchi judgement, strong
reservations were being expressed against the application of EC law to
what some believed to be a purely cultural activity. However, affirming its
Sacchi ruling in subsequent cases, the Court removed all remaining doubts.
Secondly, the position of the Court showed that merely applying the EC
Treaty would not establish a common broadcasting market. This prompted

1 See D. Ward The European Union Democratic Deficit and the Public Sphere. An Evaluation of EU
Media Policy (IOS Press Amsterdam 2002). C.A. Jones 'Television Without Frontiers' in P. Eeckhout
and T. Tridimas (eds.) 19 Yearbook of European Law (Oxford University Press Oxford 2000) 299.
2 Case 155/73 Italy v Sacchi [1974] ECR 409.
3 Case 52/79 Procureur du Roi v Debauve [1980] ECR 833, Case 62/79 Coditel v Cine Vog [1980]

ECR 881.
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Commission officials to issue the Green Paper Television Without Frontiers

by mid-1984, a paper that finally led to the adoption of the first TWF
Directive in 1989.4 The aim of the Green Paper was to create a common

broadcasting market by adopting Community rules in four different areas:

advertising, copyright, protection of minors, and the right of reply.

The approach of the Commission was to emphasise the economic significance
and potential of broadcasting, rather than to focus on its cultural and social
aspects. The Commission did not completely neglect cultural considerations,
but unmistakably took the economic angle in its Green Paper when
explaining the need for EC interference in the area.5

Action on broadcasting is needed for two reasons. One is the Community's brief
to create a common market for this important branch of the economy. The other
is the desire to facilitate cross-frontier broadcasting in the Community and to
exploit its integrating effect.

In this way, the Commission tried to keep controversy under control and Part 111

to prevent being accused of overstepping the boundaries of its competence Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

attributed by the EC Treaty. Despite some severe criticism from Germany EC Content Regulation

and the UK, the Commission managed to gain enough political support to
submit a viable proposal for a Directive in 1986.6

Initially, the proposal contained provisions on copyright, but these were
deleted during the Council negotiations and hence were not included in the
Directive. Conversely, the proposal introduced a highly controversial issue:
the European content rules. Under these rules, broadcasters were to reserve
a majority proportion of their transmission time for European works. These

4 Council Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 on the coordination of certain provisions

laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of
television broadcasting activities ('Television Without Frontiers Directive') [1989] OJ L 289/23.
5 European Commission, Green Paperonthe Establishmentof the Common Market for Broadcasting,
especially by Satellite and Cable COM (84)300 final, 14 June 1984, 37.
6 The German resistance did not came from the German government, but was rather fuelled by
the German Lander that have exclusive competence over broadcasting. The UK opposition was not

convinced bythe EC'scompetence in the matterand feared it would be worse off after harmonization.
See: E. Machet A decade of EU broadcasting regulation (The European Institute for the Media
Dosseldorf 1999) 9. See E.M. Barendt Broadcasting Law (Clarendon Press Oxford 1994) 232.
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rules were officially aimed at promoting the exchange of Community works
between the Member States and at encouraging employment, but were also
meant to serve as a counterbalance to the feared American dominance of
the audiovisual market. Immediately, the idea met with strong resistance
from the UK. The British qualified the proposal as protectionist, but at the
same time the French were pushing the European content rules through
and threatened to withhold their vote, without which the Directive would
not carry.7 Ultimately, the provision on quota was relaxed by including
the phrase "where practicable and by appropriate means" Even though
it can be argued this compromise seriously undermined the effectiveness
of the European content rules, it proved a necessary condition for the
materialisation of the Directive.

b. Definition of broadcasting services
The TWF Directive was adopted on 3 October 1989.8 Its scope is restricted to
television, although the initial proposal for the Directive also covered radio.
The Directive features the first definition of 'television broadcasting' under
EC law, but in practice this term is generally referred to as 'broadcasting
services'. Article 1(a) of the TWF Directive reads:

'television broadcasting' means the initial transmission by wire or over the
air, including that by satellite, in unencoded or encoded form, of television
programmes intended for reception by the public. It includes the communication
of programmes between undertakings with a view to their being relayed to the
public. It does not include communication services providing items of information
or other messages on individual demand such as telecopying, electronic data
banks and other similar services.

7 On quota see V. Salvatore 'Quotas on TV Programmes and EEC Law' (1992) 29 Common Market
Law Review 967; 1 Katsirea 'Whythe European Broadcasting Quota Should Be Abolished' (2003) 28
E.L.Rev.190; K McDonald 'How Would You Like Your Television: Withor without Bordersand withor
without Culture - A New Approach to Media Regulation in the European Union' (1991) 22 Fordham
International Law Journal 1991; J. Middleton 'The Effectiveness of Audiovisual Regulation inside
the European Union The Television Without Frontiers Directive and Cultural Protectionism' (2003)
31 Denver Journal of International law and Policy 607.
8 Television Without Frontiers Directive (n 4).
9 Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain
legal aspects of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal
Market [2000] OJ L 178/1.
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According to this definition, television broadcasting:

1) includes transmission via terrestrial, cable and satellite;
2) applies to both Pay-TV and Free-To-Air broadcasting;
3) is aimed at a general public;
4) is not on individual demand.

The ambiguity of the third and fourth elements especially has led to
frequent debates on the exact scope of the definition and hence of the TWF
Directive. A case in point is the discussion of the classification of Near-
Video-On-Demand (NVOD) and Video-On-Demand (VOD) services, which
will be discussed extensively at a later stage.

c. Origin of information society services
It may well be thought that the origin of the European definition of
'information society services' lies in the E-Commerce Directive.9 In actual
fact however, it stems from Directive 98/48/EC:°which amended Directive
98/34/EC laying down a procedure for the provision of information in Part 111

the field of technical standards and regulation (from here on Directive Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

98/34/EC as amended by Directive 98/48/EC will be referred to as the EC Content Regulation

Notification Directive).11 The original aim of Directive 98/34/EC was to
prevent the creation of new technical barriers to trade and to promote
the smooth functioning of the internal market. It therefore laid down a
notification procedure for Member States that would allow the Commission

10 Directive 98/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 July 1998 amending
Directive 98/34/EC laying down a procedure forthe provision of information in the field of technical
standardsand regulation [1998] OJ L 217/18.
11 Directive 98/34/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 June 1998 laying down
a procedure for the provision of information in the field of technical standards and regulations
[1998] OJ L 204/37, as amended by Directive 98/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 20 July 1998 (OJ 1998 L 217/18 ('Directive 98/34/EC'). Directive 98/34/EC in turn had
replaced Council Directive 83/189/EEC laying down a procedure for the provision of information
in the field of technical standards and regulations [1983] OJ L 109/8, which had previously been
amended by Council Directive 88/182/EEC of 22 March 1988 [1988] OJ L 81/75 and Council
Directive 94/10/EEC of 23 March 1994 [1994] OJ L 100/30. Directive 98/34/EC was most recently
amended by Council Directive 2006/96/EC of 20 November 2006 [2006] OJ L 363/81 by reason
of the accession of Bulgaria and Romania. A consolidated version (only for information purposes) of
Directive 98/34/EC can be found at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/consleg/1998/
L/01998L0034-20070101-en.pdf
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to check ex-ante whether or not a draft technical regulation creates
barriers to trade.12 In addition, an underlying rationale of the Directive
was that it could potentially avoid litigation.13 Initially, the scope of the
Directive was restricted to products, which are currently defined as 'any
industrially manufactured product and any agricultural product, including
fish products'.14 However, in 1996 the Commission issued a Communication
containing a proposal to extend the scope of the Directive to information
society services.15

The Communication was a follow-up to the action plan that defined
the Commission's policy on the Information Society.16 The scope of the
Communication was broad in the sense that it discussed on a general level
the potential impact of information society services, albeit from an internal

12 Art. 1(11) of Directive 98/34/EC defines technical regulations as "technical specifications
and other requirements or rules on services, including the relevant administrative provisions, the
observance of which is compulsory, de jure or de facto, in the case of marketing, provision of a
service, establishment of a service operator or use in a Member State or a major part thereof, as
well as laws, regulations or administrative provisions of Member States, except those provided for
in Art. 10, prohibiting the manufacture, importation, marketing or use of a product prohibiting the
provision or use of a service, or establishment as a service provider". A technical specification is
defined in Art. 1(3) as 'a specification contained in a document which lays down the characteristics
required of a product such as levels of quality, performance, safety or dimensions, including the
requirements applicable to the product as regards the name under which the product is sold,
terminology, symbols, testing and test methods, packaging, marking or labelling and conformity
assessment procedures'. The notification procedure can be found in Arts. 8 and 9 of the Directive.
Art. 8 requires Members States to inform the Commission of any draft technical regulation which
is due to be adopted, together with a reasoned Statement. The Commission Will then forward the
notification and any additional documents to the Member States, and the Member State cannot
adopt the regulation for three months (standstill period, Art. 9(1)). If the Commission or another
Member State then delivers a detailed opinion (Art. 9(2)), this period is extended with another
three months (or four months if it concerns a voluntary agreement). If the Commission notifies the
Member State within the standstill period that it will adopt harmonisation legislation, the Member
State will have to postpone the adoption with an additional nine months (Art. 9(3)). When there is
no reaction within the standstill period, the Member State can proceed and adopt the measure.
13 C. Barnard The Substantive Low of the EU. The Four Freedoms (Oxford University Press Oxford
2004) 119-127
14 The scope of Directive 83/189/EEC had been amended twice by extending the definition of
product, see (n 11).
15 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council and the Economic
and Social Committee concerningthe RegulatoryTransparencyinthelnternal Market forlnformation
Society Services and Proposal for a European Parliament and Council Directive amending for the
third time Directive 83/189/EEC laying down a Procedure for the Provision of Information in the
Field of Technical Standards and Regulations COM (96)392 final, 30 August 1996.
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market perspective. The Communication recognised the opportunities
that would be created by the development of the Information Society and
the new services it would bring, but also saw the need for a proper legal
framework that would assure the creation of a true internal market for
these new information society services.

Information society services were regarded as a new type of service,
one that could give rise to new policy issues when compared to traditional
services such as broadcasting and telecommunications. The main distinctive
element mentioned in this regard was the interactive characteristic of the
information society service, enabling consumers to choose, control, and
manipulate content as desired.17 The Commission therefore foresaw that
Member States would develop regulation, targeting these new services
in particular. The Commission then expressed concerns that if no action
were to taken at Community level, these new rules would diverge from
Member State to Member State "each of them being motivated by concerns
of their own stemming from a different perception of the general interest
objectives to be pursued".18 Since this behaviour could potentially lead
to refragmentation of the internal market, the Commission decided to Part 111

intervene. Technological Neutrality
inlheContextof
EC Content Regulation

Even though the Commission was convinced of the need for a clear

regulatory framework for information society services, at the time it felt that
extensive, specific Community rules on the new services were premature.
This approach was predominantly inspired by reasons of uncertainty; it
was not yet known how the industry would evolve and hence what kind of
problems and needs it would bring.19 In addition, EC law and the internal
market rules in particular already provided a general legal framework for
the Commission to work with. Consequently, the Commission opted for
coordination rather than harmonisation of the area. Since Directive 98/34/
EC already provided for a co-ordination procedure, it was proposed that

16 Europe's Way to the Information Society: An Action Plan, COM (94)347 final, 19 July 1994.
17 Communication concerning regulatory transparency in the internal market for information

services (n 15), 18-19.
18 Communication concerning regulatory transparency In the internal market for information
services (n 15), lb.
19 See Recital 11 of Directive 98/48/EC (n 10)
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the scope of this Directive be extended to information society services.
Directive 98/34/EC had proved to be a useful and effective instrument of
internal market policy, and the choice of extending it thus seemed a sensible
one. In hindsight however, it can now be said that this policy choice has had
serious implications and started the confusion surrounding the definition of
information society services.

d. Definition of information society services
In the Communication concerning regulatory transparency in the internal
market for information services, information society services were for the
first time defined as "provided at a distance, by electronic means, and [...]
intended to satisfy one or more specific requests by an individual service
receiver".20 The current version of Article 1(2) of the Notification Directive
reads:21

'service', any Information Society Service, that is to say, any service normally
provided for remuneration, atadistance, byelectronicmeansand atthe individual
request of a recipient of services.

This definition is further explained in the same provision, by defining
all the terms that could possibly be misinterpreted. 'At a distance' is
defined as meaning that 'the service is provided without the parties being
simultaneously present'; 'by electronic means' as 'the service is sent
initially and received at its destination by means of electronic equipment
for the processing (including digital compression) and storage of data, and
entirely transmitted, conveyed and received by wire, by radio, by optical
means or by other electromagnetic means'; and 'at the individual request
of a recipient of services' as 'provided through the transmission of data on
individual request'

20 Communication concerning regulatory transparency in the internal market for information
services (n 15), lg.
21 See Art 1(2) Directive 98/34/EC (n 11)
22 See Recital 11 of Directive 98/48/EC (n 10).
23 Ibid. For further reference, see the Communication concerning regulatory transparency in the
internal market for information services (n 15).
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The broad definition of information society services reflects both the aim

and timingof the Directive. Above, it wasestablishedthat themain rationale
of the Notification Directive is to prevent obstacles to the internal market.
When the decision was taken to extend the scope of Directive 98/34/EC
to information society services, there was still a great deal of uncertainty
as to the future development of these services.22 Although the Community
was convinced of the need to become active in this field, the limited specific

regulatory activity at Member State level gave the Commission little to work
with.23 The broadened scope of Directive 98/34/EC would allow Member
States to gradually develop their own policies and rules with regard to these

services, and it would give the Commission time to gain knowledge and
experience in the regulatory field. In the meantime, the Commission could

prevent refragmentation of the internal market by scrutinising the national
legislative proposals. In consequence, the Commission had no incentive to
draft a narrow definition. Member States would be obliged to notify a broad

array of draft proposals, which in turn would naturally reduce the chances

of a trade barrier. The definition of information society services was thus
not drafted for the purpose it was later to be commonly used for: to cover Part 111:

audiovisual services, provided over the Internet, which fall outside the in the Context of
Technological Neutrality

scope of the definition of broadcasting services. It rather meant to provide EC Content Regulation

a generic term that was to comprise all new services that would develop in

the Information Society.

At around the same time, the extension of the scope of the TWF Directive
also featured prominently in the European policy debate. The key issue

was whether interactive services such as VOD should be included within
the scope of the TWF Directive. It was argued that competition between
content providers would be distorted if regulation were to vary according

to the mode of transmission, and that divergent rules on the national level
could lead to fragmentation of the market.24 Despite lengthy discussions,
the amendment by Directive 97/36/EC did not change the scope of the TWF

24 See B.J. Drijber 'The Revised Television Without Frontiers Directive: Is It Fit for the Next
Century?' (1999) 36 Common Market Law Review 87,88-89. It is interesting to note that exactly

the same arguments have resurfaced with regard to the second revision of the TWF Directive that

officially started in 2003
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Directive.25 Nevertheless, thedebatedidseemtoleavetraceselsewhere. Until
the publication of Directive 98/48/EC, the Commission had not explicitly
indicated that NVOD services should be regarded as falling within the scope
of broadcasting services. Neitherthe definition of broadcasting services, nor
any other passage of the TWF Directive refers to NVOD. However, Annex
V to Directive 98/48/EC contains an indicative list of services that are not
covered by the scope of the Notification Directive.26 Apparently, the broad
definition of information society services given in Art. 1 of the Notification
Directive created enough confusion for this list to be deemed necessary.
The Annex appears to contain a more detailed, negative specification of the
elements that together build the notion of information society services, as
well as some examples. In other words, it gives a description and examples
of services not provided at a distance, services not provided by electronic
means and services not supplied at the individual request of a recipient
of services. With the first two notions, this specification merely seems
to amount to a rephrasing of words. For example, services not provided
at a distance are further explicated as 'services provided in the physical
presence of the provider and the recipient, even if they involve the use of
electronic devices'. However, the specification of the third element goes
beyond a mere rephrasing of words; services not supplied at the individual
request of a recipient of services are described as

'[s]ervices provided by transmitting data without individual demand for
simultaneous reception by an unlimited number of individual receivers (point to
multipoint transmission)'.

The technical additions of 'simultaneous reception' and 'point to multipoint
transmission' cannot but have had a specific purpose, namely that of
conferring the message that NVOD services should be regarded as not
falling within the scope of the Notification Directive; it should, in other
words, not be considered an information society service. Although NVOD
has an interactive element - it is on demand, i.e. the viewer has to make

25 Directive 97/36/ EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 June 1997 amending
Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation
oradministrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting services
[1997] OJ L 202/60
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an active choice to be able to watch it - it is received simultaneously by an
unlimited number of receivers and can therefore not considered to be an
information society service. This observation is confirmed by the fact that
one of the examples of services not supplied at the individual request of a
recipient of services given in Annex V is 'television broadcasting services

(including near-video on-demand services), covered by point (a) of Article
1 of Directive 89/552/EEC'

With this Annex, the Commission seems to have tried to clarify an issue
that can only have arisen in the discussions about the TWF Directive. While
the definition of 'broadcasting services' in Article 1 of the TWF Directive
requires that the television programmes should be 'intended for the public',
it explicitly excludes services 'on individual demand'. This creates confusion
as to where NVOD fits in - a service which is provided on individual request
by the recipient, whose programme schedule is determined by the content
provider and transmitted simultaneously to all viewers. The Annex to
the Notification Directive seems to communicate that according to the
Commission, the emphasis in the definition of broadcasting services should Partlll

lie on the pre-determined programme schedule and the unlimited number of Technological Neutrality
in the Contexl of

receivers (and not so much on the services not being provided on individual EC Content Regulation

demand).27 This interesting insight will come to bear on the discussion in
section 3 of the ECJ's judgment in the Mediakabel case.28

2. Changing notions behind the definitions

a.The further development of information society services
The significance of the concept of information society services further
increased with the Commission initiative to draft a Directive on electronic
commerce (from here on, E-Commerce Directive).29 Only a few years after
the Commission had observed that it was too early for harmonisation as

26 Annex V, Directive 98/48/EC (n 10).
27 Alternatively, it may be indicative of a very specific, narrow interpretation by the Commission of
what should be regarded as falling under the concept of individual demand.
28 Case C-89/04 Mediakabel BV v Commissonaat voor de Media [2005] OJ C 182/16
29 Communication from the Commission tothe Council, the European Parliament, the Economicand
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a regulatory response to the development of the Information Society,
opinions had apparently changed. Whereas co-ordination of national laws
had first been seen as the appropriate reaction to the relevant economic
and technological developments, the market for electronic commerce was
now believed to require a different approach. The unexpected growth of
the Internet led to a rapid expansion (or at least the anticipation of such an
expansion) of electronic commerce, creating all sorts of new opportunities
and services.3° The international characteristic of electronic commerce
aroused concerns that without a proper European regulatory framework for
e-commerce, Europe would lag behind in the race for this emerging global
market.31 The future regulatory framework had two main aims: building
trust and confidence (between consumers and suppliers) and ensuring full
access to the Single Market.

The Commission chose to restrict the scope of the E-Commerce Directive
to information society services, instead of formulating a new definition for
e-commerce services designed specifically for the purpose of the Directive.
It probably did this under the assumption that a new definition would lead
to confusion through inevitable overlap between the various definitions.
However, from the beginning, the Commission could be seen to be struggling
with the definition (i.e., what should be included and what should not). In
its first proposal for a Directive, it used the definition of information society
services as provided by Directive 98/48/EC,32 but left out the additions that

Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions - A European Initiative In Electronic Commerce,
COM (97)157,18 April 1997.
30 The Communication (n 29) divided electronic commerce intotwo main typesof activities: indirect
electronic commerce - the electronic ordering of tangible goods, which still must be physically
delivered using traditional channels such as postal services or commercial couriers - and direct
electronic commerce - the on-line ordering, payment and delivery of intangible goods and services
such as computer software, entertainment content, or information services on a global scale. Ibid.,
3.

31 The substantial lead of the US in the market for electronic commerce was an important driver
behind the Commission's initiative. Ibid., 5.
32 Proposal for a European Parliament and Council Directive on certain legal aspects of electronic
commerce in the internal market, COM (98)0586 final [1999] OJ C 30/4
33 See EP Report on the proposal fo a European Parliament and Council Directives on certain
legal aspects of electronic commerce in the internal market (COM(98)0586 - C4-0020/99 -
98/0325(COD)) (rapporteur C. M. Oddy), 23 April 1999, A4-0248/99 final, 36.
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television and radio broadcasting are excluded from the definition.33 In Recital
3 of the proposal, it further described information society services as:

a wide range of economic activities which can, in particular, consist of selling
goods online; whereas they are not solely restricted to services giving rise to
online contracting but also, in so far as they represent an economic activity,
extend to services which are not remunerated by those who receive them, such
as those offering online information; whereas Information Society services also
include online activities via telephony and telefax [...1

The Commission clearly tried to interpret the concept of information society
services in such as to fit the intended narrower scope of the E-Commerce
Directive. By giving the example of selling goods online, it narrows down
the scope of the very broad term information society services - referring to
all services that emerge in the Information Society - to those economic, on-
line activities whose main characteristic is the sale of goods or services.

In August 1999, the Commission submitted its amended proposal for the E- Part 111

Commerce Directive.34 What stands out are the extensive changes made to Technological Neutrality
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the Recitals that concern the definition and characterisation of information EC Content Regulation

society services. After remarks made by the European Parliament, the
Commission decided to use the definition of information society services
of Directive 98/48/EC by referring directly to that definition in Article 2
of the amended proposal. Multiple Recitals were added and amended so
as not to leave any room for misunderstandings; the existing definition
of information society services of Directive 98/48/EC also determined
the scope of the E-Commerce Directive. Recital 3 further emphasised that
television and radio broadcasting services should not be considered to fall
within the definition of information society services:

because they are not provided at individual request; whereas by contrast services
which are transmitted point to point, such as video on demand or the sending of
commercial communications by e-mail are Information Society services.

34 Amended proposal for a European Parliament and Council Directive on certain legal aspects of
electronic commerce in the Internal Market COM (1999) 427 final, 17 August 1999.
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No further changes were made during the remainder of the legislative
process regarding the scope of the Directive. The E-Commerce Directive
was formally adopted on 8 June 2000.35

The E-Commerce Directive confirmed the point-to-point/point-to-
multipoint distinction the Commission had used to exclude certain services
from Directive 98/48/EC. This eventually led to a commonly accepted
presumption that broadcasting services could be separated from information
society services by applying this distinction: a service transmitted point-
to-multipoint would fall within the definition of broadcasting services of
the TWF Directive, whereas a service transmitted point-to-point would
constitute an information society service and would thus be covered by the
Notification and the E-Commerce Directives.

The point-to-point/point-to-multipoint distinction reflects the technical
transmission element of a service and hence the supplier's perspective.
Under this approach, NVOD would indeed fall within the definition of
broadcasting services, since the service is transmitted from one-to-many,
albeit at short-time intervals, which allows the viewer to choose a specific
timeslot. Nevertheless, the broadcaster remains in control of the selection
and timing of programmes to be transmitted. From the viewer's perspective
however, a request for a programme could be argued to qualify as on-
demand and hence automatically fall outside the definition of broadcasting
services. The resulting categories are presented in the figure to the right:

35 Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain
legal aspects of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal
market ('Directive on electronic commerce') [2000] OJ L 178/1.
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Information Society Service
Directive 98/34/EC
as amended by

Television Broadcasting Service Directive 98/48/EC and
Directive 89/552/EC Directive 2000/31/EC

Definition "Theinitial transmission by wireorover "Any service normally provided
the air, including that by satellite, in for remuneration, at a distance,
unencoded or encoded form, of television by electronic means and at the
programmes intended for reception by the individual request of a
public. It includes the communication of recipient of services.

programmes between undertakings with a
view to their being relayed to the public. It
does not include communication services
providing items of information or other Specifically excluded from
messages on individual demand such as definition: radio and television
telecopying, electronic data banks and broadcasting services.
other similarservices.

Consumer Service not-on-demand Service on-demand

perspective (NVOD?)
Part 111

Technological Neutrality
Supplier Point-to-multipoint service Point-to-point sevice in the Context of

perspective (NVOD?) EC Content Regulation

Figure 9. Comparison of legal definitions in content regulation

The figure shows the definitions of broadcasting services and information
society services. Depending on the perspective taken, the classification of
NVOD may differ. From the consumer perspective NVOD would be likely to
fall within the definition and thus regulatory realm of information society
services. If a consumer has to make an individual request to receive content,
an action a viewer indeed needs to perform with NVOD, the service would
qualify as on-demand and thus as an information society service. However,
from the supplier perspective, which takes into account to the intention
of the transmitter, NVOD could fall within the definition of broadcasting
services, since it is intended to be received by multiple receivers. This shows
how the two definitions overlap, pointing out the general weakness of the
conceptual architecture of EC content regulation.
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b. The effect of convergence on the notion of broadcasting
The previous section has shown how the legal definitions of broadcasting
services and information society services originated and developed over
time. It has also been shown that the original purpose of the definition of
information society services was to cover all new services that would arise
as a result of the In formation Society, so as to prevent refragmentation of the
internal market by means of Directive 98/34/EC as amended by Directive
98/48/EC. However, convergence did occur, and this gave a fresh impetus
to the use and meaning of the concept of information society services.

With the Information Society, an array of new servicesdeveloped. Of special
concern to policymakers, at both the national and the European level, were
those services that clearly resembled existing broadcasting services. Both
the rise of the Internet and the transition to digital broadcasting gave a
boost to the emergence of such new, broadcasting-like services as VOD,
streaming and IPTV. In addition, technological convergence enabled the
transmission of traditional broadcast content through other networks than
the traditional broadcasting networks mentioned in the definition of the
TWF Directive.36

Even though the TWF Directive was set up as an Internal Market Directive
and is consequently mainly economic in nature, it also takes due account
of several fundamental general interest objectives, such as the protection
of minors and consumers.37 Consumer organisations and Member States
in particular argued that the new information society services deserved a
similar degree of protection with regard to these public interest objectives.
However, the limited scope of the TWF Directive prevented the protection
of these public interests for broadcasting-like services such as VOD. In the

36 Therewith creating the notions of IPTV and Mobile TV.
37 The general interest objectives covered by the TWF Directive are the promotion of cultural and
linguistic diversity, protection of minors and protection of consumers. They are reflected in the five
'coordinated fields' of the TWF Directive following the 1997 revision D promotion of distribution
and production of television programmes (Chapter Ill); ii) television advertising, sponsorship and
teleshopping (Chapter IV); iii) protection of minors and public order (Chapter V); iv) right of reply
(Chapter VI); and v) access to events of major importance to society (Article 38).
38 Again, it can be observed how the concept of information society services evolved further over time.
39 The TWF Directive protects consumers and, more specifically, minors among other things from
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absence of a specific regulatory framework and thus following the existing
legal definitions, the new broadcasting-like services fell into the category
of information society services, and were hence covered merely by the
Notification and E-Commerce Directives.38 As a result, broadcasting-like
services are not subjected to the strict rules protecting consumers and
minors that follow from the TWF Directive. The E-Commerce Directive
does provide a certain degree of protection to customers of information
society services, but this protection is of a different nature than that of the
TWF Directive.39

Recommendation on the protection of minors and human dignity
Yet, the broadcasting-like services did not entirely fall into an EU legal
vacuum when it came to the protection of minors. In 1996, the Commission
issued a Green paper on the protection of minors and human dignity in

audiovisual and information services.40 The aim of this Green Paper was
to identify and examine the challenges posed by the emergence of new
services (with regard to the protection of minors and human dignity).
Despite the broad scope of the initiative, it was notably concerned with Part Ill

developments on the Internet. The Commission was under pressure to Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

formulate its Internet policy after growing concerns about illegal content EC Content Regulation

that was being distributed through the Internet.41 Similarly to the TWF
Directive, the initiative was framed within an internal market reasoning,
but with a strong public interest accent. It finally led to the adoption of
the Recommendation on the protection of minors and human dignity in
1998.42 The Recommendation encourages Member States to develop self-

misleading advertising and offensive content. The consumer protection rules in E-Commerce
Directive have a different angle; they protect consumers when buying products on-line. Both
Directives contain provisions on advertising, but with different aims; the TWF Directive aims to
protect consumers/minors from certain advertising that is deemed harmful to society (paternalistic
motive), the E-Commerce Directive aims to boost the confidence of consumers buying online by

securing advertising transparency.
40 European Commission, Green Paper on the Protection of Minors and Human Dignity and
Audiovisual Services, COM (96) 483 final, 16 October 1996. The Commission published an
accompanying Communication on illegal and harmful content on the Internet, COM (96) 487, 16
October 1996.

41 J. Mitchell 'New Audiovisual and Information Services and the Protection of Children: The
European Dimension' (1998) 21 Journal of Consumer Policy 3,
42 Council Recommendation of 24 September 1998 on the development of the competitiveness
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regulatory mechanisms for the protection of minors and human dignity, and
to cooperate mutually and internationally. The instrument itself does not
impose negative obligations upon service providers, comparable to those in
the TWF and E-Commerce Directives. It rather tries to facilitate a safe and
competitive environment, through positive measures such as education,
codes of conduct and awareness campaigns, for audiovisual services in
general. The scope of the Recommendation can be found in Recital 5

audiovisual and information services made available to the public, whatever
the means of conveyance (such as broadcasting, proprietary on-line services or
services on the Internet).

The Recommendation was thus the first legal EC instrument to address
both television and the Internet. It is interesting to note that - probably
because the Green Paper on the protection of minors and human dignity
was published before negotiations for the E-Commerce Directive had even
started - the Recommendation refers to 'new audiovisual and information
services', and does not use the terms broadcasting services and information
society services. The Commission most likely did not intend to introduce
two additional definitions in the area, and it therefore seems probable that
the Commission was struggling with the regulatory scope and definitions.
Indeed, at around the time the Green Paper on the protection of minors and
human dignity was published, negotiations about extending the scope of
the TWF Directive were also being held.43 In a Green Paper that preceded
the 1997 revision of the TWF Directive, the Commission already addressed
the issue of whether or not new types of audiovisual services should be
included in the Directive. The Commission more specifically raised the
concern of different treatment of "much the same type of services although
using different transmission techniques", thus directly referring to the

of the European audiovisual and information services by promoting national frameworks aimed
at achieving a comparable and effective level of protection of minors and human dignity, [1998]
OJ L 270/48. In the mean time, the Recommendation has been revised: Recommendation of the
European Parliamentand Council on theprotection of minors and human dignityand ontheright of
replyin relationtothecompetitiveness of the Europeanaudiovisualandon-lineinformation services
industry [2006] OJ L 378/72.
43 Revision of the TWF Directive, that resulted in Directive 97/36/EC (n 25).
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difference in legal treatment of VOD and NVOD.44 However, the European
Parliament failed topersuade the Councilof Ministers in particularto extend
the scope of the TWF Directive so as to include these new audiovisual
services. The Council of Ministers preferred a separate legal framework for
these services, but did not express which services would be covered by this
framework.45 Seemingly as a compromise, a few Recitals were included in
Directive 97/36/EC stipulating that

any legislative framework concerning new audiovisual services must becompatible
with the primary objective of this directive which is to create the legal framework
for the free movement of services[,]

and further that

it is essential that the Member States should take action with regard to services
comparable to television broadcasting in order to prevent any breach of the
fundamental principles which must govern information and the emergence of
wide disparities as regards free movement and competition[.146 Part 111

Technological Neutrality
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Both Recitals reflect the concern identified earlier that broadcasting-like EC Content Regulation

services would escape public interest regulation and that the absence of EU
regulation would lead to refragmentation of the Internal Market. However,
the reluctance to extend the scope of the TWF Directive was confirmed yet
again, be it implicitly, by the 1997 Green Paper on Convergence and the
consultation rounds that followed it.47 The line of argumentation was that
there was not enough evidence of convergence of services on the content
level, and that broadcasting services had a stronger impact than other
services, which justified the stricter regulation of broadcasting services.

44 European Commission, Strategy options to strengthen the European programme industry in the
context of the audiovisual policy of the European Union - Green Paper, COM (94) 96,6 April 1994,
40-41.

45 Common position No 49/96, Statement of the Council's reasons, 2.3 'European Parliament
amendments not accepted by the Council' [1996] OJ C 264/63.
46 Directive 97/36/EC (n 25) , Recitals 6-8.
47 European Commission, Green Paper on the convergence of the telecommunications, media and
information technology sectors, and the implications for regulation, Towards an Information Society

Approach, ('1997 Green Paper on Convergence') COM(97)623,3 December 1997.
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Until the second review of the TWF Directive, the discussions on the
scope of the TWF Directive did not lead to a change in the EU regulatory
framework for content and thus did not affect the legal definitions of
broadcasting services and information society services.48 What they did
achieve was change the common perceptions of what was deemed to
fall within the notions of broadcasting services and information society
services. Broadcasting services no longer just comprised the conventional,
analogue, free-to-air television services, but were expanded with the
introduction of digital television and newer services such as Pay-Per-
View and NVOD. By terming these specific services 'new broadcasting
services' in the Green Paper on the protection of minors, the Commission
confirmed that it considers these services to fall within the scope and legal
definition of broadcasting services and thus within the scope of the TWF
Directive.49 What is far less clear, however, is the classification of the new
audiovisual services that do not fall within the newly established category
of broadcasting services, especially those that are so similar to broadcasting
services. Because of the lack of a better definition, all the on-line audiovisual
content services automatically fall within the definition of, and hence the
regulatory framework for, information society services. However, services
such as VOD and streaming differ significantly from more typical E-
Commerce services such as financial services offered through the Internet.
The differences between these services give rise to different public interest
concerns, and hence would, for that reason, usually require dissimilar
regulatory approaches. The current broad definition of information society
services therefore seems to be used for too many different purposes, which
may easily lead to regulatory confusion and litigation. The classification of
VOD and NVOD services in particular, has instigated legal disputes, which
eventually led to the ECJ judgment on Mediakabel.

48This reviewwas officiallylaunched with the publication of the Fourth Report fromthe Commission
to the Council, European Parliament, the European Economic and Social Committee of the Regions
on the application of Directive 89/552/EEC "Television Without Frontiers", COM (2002) 778 final,
6 January 2002.
49 European Commission, Green Paper on the Protection of Minors and Human Dignity and
Audiovisual Services, COM (96) 483 final, 16 October 1996, 21.
50 Case C-89/04 Mediakabel BV v Commissariaat voor de Media [200510J C 182/16
51 Afdeling Bestuursrechtspraak van de Raad van State, Case no. 200205951/1, 18 February 2004,
NJB 2004-691
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3. The Mediakabel judgment
The first case in which the ECJ had the opportunity to give its opinion on
the distinction between the legal definitions of broadcasting services and
information society services is the 2005 Mediakabel judgment.50

a. Facts of the case
By order of 18 February 2004 and pursuant to Art. 234 EC, the Road van
State (Council of State) of the Netherlands referred three questions to the

ECJ for a preliminary ruling.51 The questions concerned a dispute that had
arisen between the Commissariaat voor de Media (Dutch Media Authority)
and a company called Mediakabel. Since 1999, Mediakabel has offered its
subscribers aservice called Filmtime, which enables them to order films from
the Filmtime catalogue by remote control or by telephone. This catalogue is

compiled by Mediakabel. After placing an order, subscribers pay by means
of automatic debit and subsequently receive an individual key that decodes
the signal sent by Mediakabel, after which they can view the movie(s) of
their choice. The movies are transmitted simultaneously and can therefore
only be watched at the times determined by Mediakabel.52 Part 111

The Dutch Media Authority classified Filmtime as a'television programme Technological Neutrality
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for which appropriate authorisation had to be obtained in accordance with EC Content Regulation

Art. 7la(1) of the Dutch Media Act.53 Even though Mediakabel requested

and gained this authorisation, it did appeal against the decision that Filmtime
constituted a television programme.54 According to Mediakabel, it should

52 The movies are simultaneously sent (encoded) through the networks of Mediakabel, several
timesan hour.
53 Dutch Media Act of 21 April 1987 (houdende regels betreffende de verzorging van radio- en
televisieprogramma's, de omroepbijdrage en de steunverlening aan persorganen) Bulletin of Acts
and Decrees (Stb.) 2007, 31. According to the Council of State, which bases its opinion on the
Explanatory Memorandum of the Media Act, the definition of 'programma' (programme) of Art 1,
[heading and infra f] of the Media Act corresponds to the definition of 'television broadcasting' in
Art. 1(a) of the TWF Directive, an therefore needs to be interpreted accordingly. See (n 51), para.
232.
54 Mediakabel first brought an action against the decision that Filmtime was a programme within
the meaning of Article 1 of the Media Act, which wasdismissed bythe Dutch Media Authorityon 20
November 2001. Consequently, Mediakabel brought an action before the Rechtbank te Rotterdam
(Rotterdam District Court), which was dismissed as well on 27 September 2002. Finally, Mediakabel
appealed against this decision before the Raad van State (Council of State). The Raad van State

subsequently stayed proceedings and referred its questions to the ECJ for a preliminary ruling. See
Case C-89/04 Mediakabel BV v Commissariaot voor de Media, (n 50), paras. 11-16.
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be classified as an information society service, and as such not be subject
to the requirement of programming quotas for European works.55 With its
questions to the ECJ, the Council of State essentially sought to ascertain
whether the service provided by Mediakabel constituted a broadcasting
service or an information society service, and how these type of services
can be distinguished.

b. Analysis of the case
In its assessment, the Court firmly rules that the concept of television
broadcasting is defined independently by Art. 1(a) of the TWF Directive,56
thereby rejecting Advocate-General Tizzano's use of Annex V to Directive
98/34 to interpret the scope of Art. 1(a) of the TWF Directive.57 In paragraph
21 of its judgment the Court holds that the Annex

servesonlyasaguidelineand is intended onlyto define by exclusion theconceptof
'information society service'. It is not intended, nor does it, specify the boundaries
of the concept of 'television broadcasting service'[.]

In addition, it states that the scope of television broadcasting cannot be
inferred by exclusion from that of the concept of in formation society service
(i.e., a broadcasting service is everything which is not an information
society service). The Court substantiates its opinion by explainingthat when

55 It is interesting to note that Mediakabel itself argues before the national courts that its service
should be classified as an information society service of the NVOD variety.This was a risky strategy,
due to the fact that NVOD services were so commonly accepted as falling within the scope of
broadcasting services. And indeed, during the hearing before the ECJ, Mediakabel recanted this
statement by arguing that the Filmtime service cannot in fact be defined as an NVOD service. See
Opinion of Advocate General Tizzano, Case C-89/04,10 March 2005, para. 29.
56 Case C-89/04 Mediakabel BV v Commissariaot voor de Media In 501, para. 25.
57 See Opinion of Advocate-General Tizzano, (n 55), para. 22-26. We have seen earlier that the
Annex V includes, in point 3, television broadcasting services among the services 'provided by
transmitting data without an individual demand for simultaneous reception by an unlimited number
of individual receivers (point-to-multipoint transmission). The same point also states that television
broadcasting services include 'near-video-on-demand'. On the basis of that, Tizzano concludes that
near-video-on-demand services are covered by the term 'television broadcasting'. However, since
neither Directive 89/552/EC nor Directive 98/34/EC containsthedefinition of NVOD, Tizzanothen
continues with identifying the criterion for distinguishing broadcasting services from information
society services, and subsequently to determine in what category 'Filmtime' falls as a service.
58 See Case C-89/04 Mediakobel BV v Commissariaat voor de Media (n 50), para. 29.
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Directive 98/48/EC was adopted, the TWF Directive had been amended less
than a year before by Directive 97/36/EC. Therefore, the Court reasons, it
could have never been the intention to amend or re-interpret the scope of
television broadcasting with Directive 98/48/EC. Consequently, the Court
proceeds to establish the criteria that determine the scope of television
broadcasting.

From the outset. the Court resolutely excludes 'the manner in which the
images are transmitted' as determining factor, without, however, referring
to the principle of technological neutrality.58 If ever there had been an
opportunity for the ECJ to speak its mind on the principle this would have
been it, but the Court lets the opportunity pass by quietly.

According to the Court, the first criterion of relevance is that the service
must consist of the transmission of television programmes 'intended for
reception by the public'. which is for the first time officially interpreted as
'an indeterminate number of potential television viewers, to whom the same
images are transmitted simultaneously'.59 The resemblance between this
particular phraseand that of point 3 of Annex V tothe Noti fication Directive Part Ill

Technological Neutralityis striking.60 So, even though the Court refuses to let the Notification in the Context of
Directive affect the scope of the definition of television broadcasting, it EC Content Regulation

does appear to be inspired by content of that Directive while determining
its criteria.

The second criterion it stipulates is that the service should 'not be on
individual demand'. The Court explains that when a service compromises
only programmes selected by the broadcaster and is broadcast at times set
by the broadcaster, its classification cannot be affected by the fact that the
service requires a personal code that activates the programme, "because the
subscribing public all receive the broadcast at the same time".61 The Court
therefore rejects Mediakabel's argument that Filmtime is on 'individual
demand', and should therefore be classified as an information society
service.

59 Ibid., para. 30
60 'Services provided by transmitting data without individual demand for simultaneous reception
by an unlimited number of individual receivers (point to multipoint transmission)'. See Annex V to
Directive 98/48/EC (n 10).
61 Case C-89/04 Mediokabel BV v Commissaricat voor de Media in 50), para. 32.
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The Court then identifies three criteria for the definition of information
society services: i) it is provided at a distance; ii) transmitted in part by
electronic equipment and iii) at the individual request of the recipient of
services. The Court observes that the content and the programme schedule
of the Filmtime catalogue are determined by Mediakabel, and offered to all
subscribers on the same terms. Accordingly, the Filmtime service does not
fulfil the third criterion in the opinion of the Court. Crucial weight is given
to the fact that Mediakabel is in control:62

The individual key allowing access to the film is only a means of unencoding
images the signals of which are sent simultaneously to all subscribers.

The determining criterion for television broadcasting for the Court is that
the television programmes are 'intended for the public'. In passing, the
Court adds that to this effect, priority should be given to the perspective of
the service provider in the assessment. This is a fundamental point where
the opinions of the Court and Advocate-General diverge; Tizzano concluded
that neither the standpoint of the service provider nor that of the consumers
should take priority in the assessment regarding the classification of a
service.

What is needed is an objective examination based on an essentially technical
criterion which has to do with the way in which the televised material is
transmitted.63

With this, Tizzano directly refers to the point-to-point/point-to-multipoint
distinction, that is also included in the Notification Directive and commonly
used in academic literature. It would mean that when content is sent to
an individual viewer on request, hence point-to-point, it would constitute
an information society service. Conversely, when the content is intended
for simultaneous reception by an unlimited number of individual receivers,
hence point-to-multipoint, it constitutes a broadcasting service. Why
did the Court on this point deviate from the Conclusion of Tizzano? The

62 Ibid., para. 38.
63 Opinion of Advocate-General Tizzano, (n 55), para. 51.
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objectivity of Tizanno's examination might be appealing, but is described
- by Tizzano himself - as a technical criterion. Possibly, it was this
classification that dissuaded the Court, since it expected reactions that a
technical criterion would not be future-proof, and even in conflict with
technological neutrality.64 But is it truly a technical criterion? The point-

to-point/point-to-multipoint distinction qualifies as a functional criterion
rather than a technical criterion. It does not establish which technologies
fall within one (point-to-point) or the other (point-to-multipoint). Instead, it
uses the way in which the information flows to determine what constitutes
a broadcasting service or an information society service. One can argue that

point-to-point/point-to-multipoint distinction was invented with specific
technologies in mind, but that does not alter the fact that the criterion itself
is open to new technologies. Thus, the criterion in itself is not necessarily
technical.

Nevertheless, another reason exists why this distinction will not be very
durable: it will be increasingly difficult to draw the line between services
that flow from one point to another point, and services that flow from one to
many points. For example, the transmission of content via IPTV is formally P a r t  1 1 1

sent from point-to-point: the data stream is not sent until the consumer Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

calls for it. This is due to the fact that the current networks do not provide EC Content Regulation

enough bandwidth to send the signal to all consumers at once.65 However,
it is self evident that once the viewer has 'tuned in', all viewers will watch
the same content, at the same time (except for a minimal time lag); does this
then 'make' the service a point-to-multipoint service? And if it is still is a
point-to-point service, will an expansion of bandwidth that does enable the

service provider to send all the content simultaneously turn this exact same
service in a point-to-multipoint service, with regulatory consequences this

entails?

The decision of the Court to take the supplier's perspective when classifying
a broadcasting service is based on the 'intended for the public' element of

64 See P Valcke Television broadcasting or information society service; con the EC.1 learn something

from o small but complex country as Belgium? OfcomWatch 3 April 2005, http://www.ofcomwatch.
co.uk/2005/04/television-broadcasting-or-information.
65 See R. Chavannes 'Mediakabel v Comissariaat voor de Media' (case note) [2005] Mediaforum,
273-275.
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the television broadcasting definition of the TWF Directive. The intention
of the supplier is thus given priority, which the Court seems to infer
entirely from the term 'intended'.66 The Court fails to further explain why
the standpoint of the consumer is not relevant in the classification of a
service. Mediakabel argued that from the consumer perspective, video-
on-demand services and Filmtime have similar characteristics because
both services allow the consumer to select the programme, and that both
services should be placed in the same regulatory category accordingly. The
Advocate-General rejected the position of Mediakabel on the basis that this
perspective could lead to the undesirable situation that the classification
of a service could vary depending on the perspective taken.67 Apparently,
the Court was not convinced by this reasoning and had no objection
against choosing the supplier's perspective. Furthermore, the Court found
it unnecessary to take into account the services which compete with the
service in question, "since each of those services is governed by a specific
regulatory framework and no principle requires that the same legal regime
be set for services which have different characteristics" 68

Both the preference for the supplier's perspective and the refusal to consider
the position of competitive services evidence a traditional approach by
the Court, which is surely disappointing. Over the past, the emphasis
in broadcasting regulation has rested on the supplier's perspective, for
understandable reasons: in the absence of possibilities for interaction and
exclusion (i.e. the point-to-multipoint model), combined with a limited
number of broadcasters due to scarcity, broadcasters had a large influence on,
and were accordingly imposed with, a strong responsibility for the content
they were spreading. However, the current communications landscape
differs drastically from that traditional situation. The control viewers can
exercise over content provided to them has increased significantly, both
by the introduction of technological solutions,69 and the massive increase
in broadcasters and broadcasting channels available. On the basis of
these developments, a shift to the consumer perspective is defensible. It

66 Ibid, 274
67 See opinion of Advocate General Tizzano, (n 55), para. 52.
68 Case C-89/04 Mediakabel BV v Commissariaat voor de Media (n 50), para. 44
69 Such as VCR, the Personal Video Recorder, and conditional access technologies.
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can be argued that the consumer perspective implies that the position of
competitive services should be taken into account; competition between
two services on a market is proof of the fact that consumers regard the
services as being substitutable.70 However, the Court chose to ignore these
considerations. Stronger still, the Court avoided the main question before it
through circular reasoning: the question is not whether different regulatory
frameworks can apply to services with different legal characteristics, but
rather whether the services subject to these different regulatory regimes

are (or have become) similar, so similar that a difference in legal treatment
would be intolerable.

In conclusion, the Court in Mediakabel determined that broadcasting
services can be distinguished from information society services by focusing
on the intention of the supplier. When the television programmes are
intended for reception by the public, meaning an indeterminate number
of potential television viewers to whom the same images are transmitted
simultaneously, the regulatory regime for broadcasting services will apply.
The regulatory regime for information society services applies when the Partlll

provider does not have no ultimate control over what specific content is Technological Neutrality
inthe Contextof

transmitted at which time to the viewer. Thus, despite the fact that the EC Content Regulation

intention of a VOD provider might be to reach as many viewers as possible,
this does not affect its on-demand character, since the images are not
transmitted simultaneously. On the basis of this outcome, NVOD falls
within the scope of the TWF Directive, whereas VOD falls within the scope
of the E-Commerce Directive.71

70 For an explanation of the concepts of demand - and supply-side substitutability see Commission

guidelines on market analysis and the assessment of signi ficant market power underthe Community
regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services [2002] OJ C 165/6,
para 49-54
71 An interesting discussion arose in the Netherlands as to whether or not IPTV would fall within
the scope of broadcasting regulation after the Mediakabel judgement. R. Chavannes and j. van

den Beukel both asserted that IPTV would fall outside the scope of the definition of broadcasting,
Since the technology of IPTV is such that content is only transmitted to those who have made
specific request (by tuning in), and is hence not transmitted simultaneously. See (all in Dutch) R.
Chavannes 'Mediakabel v Commissariaat voor de Media' (case note) [2005] Mediaforum 273,275;
J. van den Beukel 'ADSL is geen omroep' [2005] Mediaforum 251; J. van den Beukel 'Naschrift'
[2005] Mediaforum 331. However, K. Schillemans and P. Kreijger have contested this assumption
and argue that the Court was very clearthe transmission technique is irrelevant to the classification
of the service. In their opinion, what matters is the control the broadcaster has over the time and
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4. Interim solutions to the definition problem
The previous sections showed that over time, technological developments
were challenging the distinction between broadcasting services and
information society services. An increasing amount of new services
seemed to fall somewhere in between the two definitions. At the beginning
of 2000, calls were made for a new European definition of broadcasting
services, but at the same time there was a broad consensus that it would
be best to postpone the revision of the TWF Directive for a few years.72
This would allow for an extensive deliberation on an appropriate regulatory
proposal, in light of the prevailing uncertainty about the exact impact of
technological developments. As a result, various Member States devised
their own solutions in the meantime. Belgium in particular was forced to
take a pro-active approach, as a result of its federalist nature. The rigid legal
system of Germany, the result of a separation of competences imbedded in
the German Constitution, led to a very complex system of legal definitions.

a. Belgium
In Belgium, the Flemish-, French- and German-speaking Gemeenschappen
(Communities) have competence over 'radio-omroep en televisie' (broad-
casting), whereas the Federal State has jurisdiction over 'telecommunicatie'
(telecommunications).73 The technological developments that blurred the

content that is offered to the consumer, on the basis of which IPTV would fall within broadcasting
regulation. See K. Schillemans 'ADSL weI degelijk omroep?' [2005] Mediaforum 330; P. Kreijger
'Het ontwerp voor een nieuwe Richtlijn audiovisuele mediadiensten' [2006] Mediaforum 122, 123.
It serves to know that J. den Beukel is regulatory officer at KPN, the Dutch incumbent that has an
interest in keeping IPTV outside of the scope of broadcasting regulation. R. Chavannes is a lawyer
working for a law firm that has represented/represents KPN.
72 Initially, the Commission suggested three options as a basis for a proposal i) an immediate,
radical amendment of the Directive; ii) a technical fine-tuning of the Directive; iii) set out a work
programmetoprepareaproposal ata later date. See Speechof V. Reding 'European Voice Conference
on "Television Without Frontiers"' Speech/02/120, 21 March 2002. The third option received most
support, which was confirmed by the 2427th Council Meeting of 23 May 2002 (Culture/Audiovisual
Affairs), 8846/1/02 REV 1, 12: "The Commission indicated that, in the course of the assessment of
the Directive, most of the interested parties which it had consulted had said that, of the possible
options, they would prefer to establish a work programme with a view to amending the Directive at
a laterstage
73 Artikel 127(1) en 130 G.W. en artikel 4,6' Bijzondere Wet op de Hervorming van Instellingen
(B.W.H.I.).For an overview of the development of the division of competences between the Federal
Government andthe Communities in Belgiumsee C. Uyttendaele Openbare informatie. Het juridisch
statuut in een convergerende medioomgeving (Maklu Antwerpen 2002) 53-61
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distinctions between these traditional communications services caused
several legal disputes. It accordingly increased the need for a very clear
demarcation of the existing legal definitions of telecommunications and
broadcasting, plus an answer to the question who (Communities or Federal

State) would have competence over the 'nieuwe diensten' (new services)
that seemed to fall somewhere in between the two definitions.74

Not being defined anywhere in Belgian law, the concept of broadcasting
became a source of legal disputes before the Belgian Arbitragehof
(Constitutional Court), where Gemeenschappen and the Federal Government
were disputing their respective competences over 'new services'.

In a decision of the Court of 2000, it used three criteria to determine
whether a service would classify as broadcasting: i) the service had to
involve the transmission of radio- or broadcasting programmes; ii) the
programme had to be intended for reception by the public, in general or a
part thereof, even if on individual request and iii) the service offered by a
broadcaster needs to fit within the activity of broadcasting.75 The second
criterion was further restricted by the comment that a point-to-point Part 111

service would not qualify as broadcasting. The addition to the criterion was Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

rightfully criticised by both Uyttendaele and Valcke, since it is difficult to EC Content Regulation

imagine when a service on individual request would not be a point-to-point
service.76

74 In legislation that was prepared by the Flemish and French Communities to cover these
"nieuwe diensten" (new services), the Communities used the terminology -televislediensten"
(televisionservices) and "andere diensten" (other services) respectively. See P. Valcke and C.
Uyttendaele 'De kwalificatie van interactieve informatiediensten als omroep; loopt het Belgische
Arbitragehof voor op Europa?' (case note) [2003] Mediaforum 112
75 Arbitragehof nr. 109/2000, 31 oktober 2000, [B.5.41. For further literature on the issue of

competence between Federal State and Communities see : C Uyttendaele, 'Telecommunicatie,
omroep en nieuwe media in het federale Belgie: wie is bevoegd?' [1996] Mediarecht,
Telecommunicatie en Telematica 77; J. Velaers, 'De bevoegdheidsverdeling inzake radio en televisie
(artikel 4,6' B.W.H.I.) in het medialandschap van de 21ste eeuw' [2000] Auteurs en Media 228. J.
Baert 'Deel 5: Media' in G. van Haegendoren and B. Seutin (eds.) De bevoegdheidsverdeling in het
federale Belgie (Die Keure Brugge 2000)
76 See C. Uyttendae\e 'Openbare informotie. Het juridisch statuut in een convergerende
mediaomgeving' (n 73), 71; R Valcke and C. Uyttendaele, 'De kwalificatie van interactieve
informatiediensten als omroep; loopt het Belgische Arbitragehof voor op Europa?' (case note)
[2003] 3 Mediaforum 114; C. Uyttendaele, J. van Nieuwenhove and P Valcke 'De aanzet van het
Arbitragehof tot een klaardere definitie van de omroep' [2001] Auteurs en Media 130.
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The Court adjusted its interpretation in 2002,77 when it explicitly stated
that due to technological developments, point-to-point transmission
techniques can also be used to transmit traditional services (such as radio
and broadcasting), and therefore programmes spread via those transmission
techniques do not necessarily fall outside the competence of the Communities,
which have jurisdiction over broadcasting. Accordingly, the Court stated
that the transmission technique could not be used as the determining
criterion for the division of competences. Instead, the Court emphasised
a) the intention of the sender and b) the degree of confidentiality of the
content. It defined broadcasting as - from the perspective of the supplier
-intended for a general public or part of it, without a confidential character,
even if offered on individual demand and irrespective of the distribution
techniques used.78 On the basis of this interpretation, VOD does fall within
the scope of broadcasting, since it leaves out the significant element of
'simultaneous reception', which is required for the European definition of
broadcasting service, at least according the ECj in Mediakabel.79

With its non-technical interpretation, the Belgian Constitutional Court
potentially solved the long-debated issue of NVOD and VOD services
being regulated differently, despite their similarity from the consumer
perspective. However, the interpretation is also open to criticism. The
intention criterion, albeit an oft-used element in definitions of broadcasting,
may also be abused and cause legal disputes, since intention is necessarily
subjective. For that reason, the criterion is generally used in combination
with other criteria. In addition, the criterion dates from a time when
exclusion from broadcasting was perceived to be impossible. 'The public'
therefore comprised literally everyone; it was impossible to target and
thereby create a smaller subgroup within this all-encompassing audience.
Moreover, the number of content suppliers has increased dramatically
through new technologies enabling user-generated content.80 With that, the
historical imbalance between recipients and suppliers of content is slowly

77 Arbitragehof nr. 156/2002,6 November 2002. For an elaborate case note (in Dutch) on the case
see R Valcke and C. Uyttendaele 'De kwalificatie van interactieve informatiediensten als omroep;

loopt het Belgische Arbitragehof voor op Europa?' (n 74)
78 Arbitragehof nr. 156/2002,6 November 2002, [B.4.4.]
79 Case C-89/04 Mediakobel BV v Commissorioat voor de Media tn 501.
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being redressed. This development could arguably justify an alleviation of
the emphasis on the supplier's perspective when regulating content, and
hence a less prominent place for the intention criterion. Finally, the criterion
would imply that the actual number of viewers reached and thus the effect
of content is irrelevant. This is at odds with the ever-popular belief that the
greater impact of broadcasting justifies its stricter regulation. Even though
this argument admittedly has lost its value over time, its popularity should
not be underestimated and should take it into account when suggesting the
'Belgian approach' at the European level.81

b. Germany
In Germany, the situation is even more complex when it comes to the
delineation of the legal definitions of communications services. As in Belgium,
the German Lander (States) have competence over broadcasting regulation,

whereas the Bund (Federal State) has jurisdiction over the regulation of
telecommunications.82 Rundfunk (broadcasting services) falls within the scope
of the Rundfunkstaatsvertrag (Interstate Treaty on Broadcasting), a treaty
that has harmonised the broadcasting regulation of the different states. Part 111:83

Technological Neutrality
in the Context of
EC Content Regulation

80 See(in German) V. Kitz'Dasneue Rechtderelektronischen Medienin Deutschland-sein Charme,
seine Fallstricke' (2007) 5 Zeitschrift fOr Urheber- und Medienrecht 368, 371.
81  It is interesting to note that the division of competences between Federal State and Communities
continued to create problems, in particular in the context of the implementation of the 2002 EC
Electronic Communications Framework. See in particular Arbitragehof nr. 163/2006, 8 november
2006. For literature on this issue see: D. Stevens, C. Uyttendaele and R Valcke 'De implementatie
van de communicatierichtlijnen in Belgie: kwintet of kakofonie' [2003] Computerrecht 44; D.
Stevens and R Valcke 'Verplichte samenwerking in de elektronische communicatiesector: wat
baten kaars en bril' (casenote) [2007] Tijdschrift voor Belgisch Handelsrecht 227; D. Stevens 'De
bevoegdheidsverdeling in de elektronische communicatie: van uit de hand gelopen schietincident
tot nucleaire ramp?' (casenote) [2005] Auteurs en Media 159; D. Stevens, P. Valcke, E. Lievens, R.
Queck 'De nieuwe Wet van 13 juni 2005 betreffende de elektronische communicatie: laattijdige
leerling in overambitieuze Europese klas' [2006] Auteurs en Media 161.
82 For an introduction in the German legal broadcasting system see M. Libertus, 'Essential Aspects
Concerning the Regulation of the German Broadcasting System. Historical, Constitutional and Legal
Outlines' (2004) Institut fur Rundfunk8konomie an der Universittit zu Koln Working Paper No.
193,available at: < http://www.rundfunk-institut.uni-koeln.de/institut/pdfs/19304.pdf >
83 Staatsvertrag fur Rundfunk und Telemedien (Rundfunkstaatsvertrag - RStV) vom 31 August 1991
zOIetzt geandert durch Artikel 1 des Neunten Staatsvertrages zur Anderung rundfunkrechtlicher
Staatsvertrage (Neunter Rundfunkanderungsstaatsvertrag) vom 31 Juli bis 10 Oktober 2006 (GBI.
BW 2007 S. 111).
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Telekommunikationsdienste (telecommunications services) are governed by
the Telekommunkationsgezetz (Telecommunications Act).84

In contrast to what happened at the European level, Germany introduced
a separate pair of definitions in its legislation to cover the new on-line
services that emerged with the Information Society. Both the Federal State
and the Communities claimed responsibility for the establishment of a legal
framework for the Internet. In this discussion, the Federal State argued that
the Internet services primarily consist of commerce and telecommunications,
and accordingly fall within its competence over telecommunications
services. Conversely, the Communities maintained that the essential
element of Internet services for regulation is their broadcasting feature,
over which the Communities have jurisdiction.85 The Federal State and the
Communities failed to solve the competence issue, after which two separate
legal instruments were introduced, each based on a different definition. It
is interesting to note that Germany took this action as early as 1997, before
the publication of the E-Commerce Directive, and may thus be considered a
pioneer in the field of communications law.

The Federal State adopted the Teledienstgesetz (Teleservices Act), the
Communities the Mediendienstestaatsvertrag (Media services Treaty).86
Both instruments were set to govern on-line services, but their respective
scopes were determined by the definitions of Teledienste (teleservices) and
Mediendienste (media services). The line between the two definitions was
subtle: teleservices were separated from media services by a pair of concepts:
'intended for personal use' and 'directed at the public'.87 Teleservices were
services used for personal communication, such as data banking, on-line
shopping and on-line weather services. Media services referred to on-line
services that were aimed at providing information to a general public,
for instance teleshopping and text-services such as videotext.88 The

84 Telekommunikationsgesetz vom 22. Juni 2004 (BGBI. 1 S. 1190) zuletzt geandert durch Artikel 3
des Gesetzes vom 18. Februar 2007 (BGBI. 1 S. 106).
85 See T. Hoeren, 'Das Telemediengesetz' (2007) 60 Neue Juristische Wochenschrift 801.
86 Gesetz Ober die Nutzung von Teledienste (Teledienstgesetz - TDG), Vom 22. Juli 1997 (BGBI.
1 S. 1870) (no longer in force),· Staatsvertrag uber Mediendienste (Mediendienstestaatsvertrag -
MDStV), vom 20. Januar bis 7. Februar 1997 (no longer in force).
87 See Contact Committee 22nd meeting, 'Regulation of television and information society services
inthe different Member States of the European Union', 6 April 2005, available at: http //ec.europa.
eu/avpolicy/docs/reg/tvwf/contact_comm/regul_tv_inf_society.pdf, 18.
88 Ibid., 17-19. NB, these examples are taken directly from the German legislative texts. The
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Director's Conference of the State Media Authorities (DLM) considered
the demarcation line between teleservices and media services to be less
opaque than the line between broadcasting services and media services, as
can be derived from its four structural papers that focused entirely on the
distinction between broadcasting services and media services.89 Since the
definition of broadcasting services in the Interstate Treaty on Broadcasting
contains, similar to media services, the element of being 'directed at the
public'. it raised questions as to how the two services could be separated.
According to the DLM, this separation revolves around the concept of
meinungsbildungsre/evanz (relevance to opinion formation).

In Germany, the justification for broadcasting regulation has always
relied heavily on the rationale that broadcasting is highly relevant to the
formation of opinions, or meinungsbildungsrelevanz.9° Inseparably linked
to this concept of meinungsbildungsre/evanz is the element of darbietung
(presentation), the crucial element in the definition of broadcasting services.
According to the DLM, the presentation element of broadcasting reflects
the level of relevance of the distributed content to the formation of opinion. Part 111

Technological NeutralityIn other words, when content is offered electronically by a darbietung, then in the Context of
it can be assumed to be intended to influence the formation of opinion. In EC Content Regulation

principle, every sort of content can be relevant to the formation of opinion.
However, the German legislator has indicatedthat, depending on the service,
different levels of meinungsbildungsrelevanz can be distinguished.91 This is

example of on-line shopping for teleservice is worded in § 2 of the Teleservices Act as -Angebote
von Waren und Dienstleistungen in elektronisch abrufbaren Datenbanken mit interaktivem Zugriff
und unmittelbarer Bestellmaglichkeit". The example of tele-shopping for media services comes from
§ 2 of the Media services Treaty and reads: "Verteildienste in Form von direkten Angeboten an
die Offentlichkeit fOr den Absatz von Waren oder Erbringung von Dienstleistungen, einschlieBlich
unbeweglicher Sachen, Rechte und Verpflichtungen, gegen Entgelt (Teleshopping)".
89 The Direktorenkonferenz der Landesmedianastalten (DLM) adopted its first structural paper on
the distinction between 'Rundfunk' and 'Mediendienste' on 16 December 1997, its second paper on
7 December 1998, its third structural paper on 6 November 2003, and its fourth paper (which is a
revision of the third) on 27 June 2007, The last two papers can be found at the website of the DLM
at http://www.aim.de/fileadmin/Download/Positionen/3.Strukturpapier_english.pdf and http://
www.aim.de/fileadmin/forschungsprojekte/GSPWM/Beschluss__IP-TV,pdf.
90 According to the Bundesverfassungsgerecht (Federal Constitutional Court), broadcasting is
especially relevant to the formation of opinion due to its spread effect, its suggestive power and its
topicality (BVerfGE 90,60,87).
91 Seesection 2, para.2 of theMediaservices Treatyandthecorresponding BegrOndung(motivation),
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what the distinction between broadcasting services and media services was
accordingly based on: even though media services are also directed at the
public, they have a lower level of meinungsbildungsre/evanz. Media services
rather constitute angebote (offers) than darbietungen (presentations).92

Accordingly, media services were faced with a lower level of regulation
than broadcasting services.

In a reasoning similar to that of the Belgian Constitutional Court, the DLM
argues in its Third Structural Paper that the technical means of distribution
cannot alone determine the classification of broadcasting.93 Yet, the
reasoning of the DLM deviates slightly from that of the Belgian Court.
According to the DLM, the determining factor for the classification of a
service as broadcasting is the relevance of its content to the formation of
opinion. It is the effect on the receiver that counts; a service is 'more typical
of broadcasting': i) the higher the impact intensity of the broadcast content;
ii) the stronger the editorial programming; iii) the more realistic the content
presentation; iv) the broader the coverage and the greater its ability to be
received simultaneously and actually be used; v) the less determinative
user's interactivity of reception (user passiveness and the uncomplicated
use of the receiving device).94

Thus, in itsargumentation fornot letting the distribution means determine
the classification, the DLM again, in line with its earlier reasoning, relies
on the concept of meinungsbildungsrelevanz. This reasoning is strongly
inspired by the consumer perspective and hence the effect of the content.
This can be explained as follows: the consumer perspective is inherent to
the concept of meinungsbildungsrelevanz, because the latter notion focuses
on the effect of content on the viewer. The emphasis lies on the degree
to which the content influences the formation of opinion on its receiver.

available at: http://www.artike15.de/gesetze/mstv-bg.html. See also the Third structural paper on
the distinction between broadcasting and media services (n 89), 5.
92 Third structural paper on the distinction between broadcasting and media services (n 89), 5.
93 Ibid., 6-8.
94 Ibid., 9-10.
95 Telemediengesetz (TMG) vom 26. Februar 2007 (BGBI. IS. 179).
96 In addition, the 'Telemediengesetz' has also replaced the 'Teledienstedatenschutzgesetz'
(Teleservices Data Protection Act).
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Thus, the concept of meinungsbildungsrelevanz is inseparably linked to the
consumer perspective.

This German reasoning is in contrast to the Belgian approach, which relies
on the intention criterion thereby taking the supplier perspective. Also, it
conflicts with the approach of the ECJ in Mediakabel, where the supplier
perspective is also given priority in the classification of services. The
Belgian Constitutional Court did not link the element of the distribution
method to the intention criterion. Whereas the German approach still allows
for some influence of the distribution method in classifying a service, the
Belgian approach leads to an exclusion of these techniques in answering
the classification question, and treats the two notions (distribution and
intention) as entirely separate.

In the meantime, the German legislator has changed its media laws, thereby
altering the legal definitions. In 2007, the new Telemediengesetz (Telemedia
Act) entered into force, the scope of which is determined by the concept
of Telemediendienste (telemedia services).95 This Act has replaced the Partlll

Teleservices Act and the Media services Treaty.96 The origin of the concept Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

of telemedia services stems from German youth protection law. In 2002, as EC Content Regulation

a response to technological convergence, a new regulatory framework to
protect minors was set out to cover broadcasting services, teleservices and
media services.97 For the purpose of the Jugendmedienschutzstaatsvertrag
(Interstate Treaty on the Protection of Minors),98 the concepts of
teleservices and media services were merged into a single, collective term of
Telemediendienste (telemedia services), so as to make the Interstate Treaty
on the Protection of Minors apply to both type of services (in addition
to broadcasting). At the end of 2004, the Federal State and Communities
agreed to also pursue this concept outside the area of youth protection
law.99 This finally resulted in the Telemedia Act of 2007, as a result of which

97 See Begrundung (motivation) zum Neunten Staatsvertrag zur Anderung rundfunkrechtlicher
Staatsvertrage, availableat: http://www.Ifk.de/gesetzeundrichtlinien/rundfunkstaatsvertrag/down
load/RStV9-Begruendung.pdf, 15.
98 Staatsvertrag uber den Schutz der Menschenwurde und den Jugenschutz in Rundfunk und
Telemedien (Jugendmedienschutz-Staatsvertrag - JMStV) vom 10 bis 27 September 2002.
99 See (n 97)
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the official distinction between teleservices and media services has been
discarded. Also, the Act has had its impact on the division of competences
between the Federal State and Communities. Until the first of March 2007,
four legal regimes could be identified, as identified in the figure below:

Competence Communities Communities Federal State Federal State

Legislation Interstate Treaty Media services Teleservices Tele-

on Broadcasting Treaty Act communications

Act

Definition Broadcasting Media Teleservices Tele-

services services communications

I services

Meinungs-
bildungs- ++                            +                             +/-                             -
relevanz

Figure 10. German legal system before 2007

100 Ibid
101 Neunter Staatsvertrag zur Anderung rundfunkrechtlicher Staatsvertrage, abgedrOckt in Dr.
14/558 des Landtags von Baden-Wurttemberg.
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After the enactment of the Telemedia Act, the number of regimes has been
reduced to three:

Competence Communities Federal State/ Federal State
Communities

Legislation Interstate Treaty Telemedia Tele-

on Broadcasting Act communications

Act

Definition Broadcasting Telemedia Tele-

services services communications

services

Part 111:

Meinungs- Technological Neutrality

bildungs- ++              ?                -
in the Context of
EC Content Regulation

relevanz

Figure 11. German legal system after 2007

At first sight, it may seem that the Federal State has won the debate over
the competence issue, since the telemedia services are regulated by an Act,
instead of a State Treaty. However, the situation is more complex than that.
Thelegislatorhas chosen to separate the wirtschaftsbezogenen Anforderungen
(economically related obligations) from the inhaltsbezogenen Anforderungen
(content-related obligations) with regard to telemedia services.100 The

economically related obligations for telemedia services, such as the liability
provisions, are uniformly regulated by the Telemedia Act. In addition, the
content-related obligations for telemedia services have, through a revision,
been included in the Interstate Treaty on Broadcasting.101 This basically
means that the Federal State and Communities still have shared competence
over on-line services, albeit in a different form.
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The telemedia services are defined by way of exclusion; the Telemedia Act
is applicable to all electronic information and communication services,
insofar as they are not telecommunications services, telecommunication
supported services, or broadcasting services.102 Even though the concept
of telemedia services has officially replaced the notions of teleservices
and media services, vestiges can be found in the current legal framework
of the latter two notions. Article 50 of the current Interstate Treaty on
Broadcasting reads that

The States decide on the allocation and use of the transmission capacities which
serve in the dissemination of broadcasting and comparable telemedia (telemedia
aimed at the general public) in accordance with this Interstate Treaty and the
respective State law.103

The Begrundung (in which the Communities set out their motivation for
a legislative proposal) of the Neunter Rundfunktinderungsstaatsvertrag
(Ninth Treaty that has amended the Interstate Treaty on Broadcasting)
explains that these 'telemedia aimed at the general public' encompass those
services that were formerly known as media services, covered by the Media
services Treaty.104 Another potential cause for confusion is Article 20(2) of
the Interstate Treaty on Broadcasting, which introduces the notion of an
'electronic information and communications service that is to be categorised
as broadcasting'(emphasis added), for the purpose of the broadcasting
licensing system of the Communities.105 Does this perhaps imply that the
former media services also require such a broadcasting licence? On top of
that, there also is the category of'Telemedia with journalistically-editorially

102 The overarching term for all these services is Elektronischen Informations- und Kommuni-
kationsdienste (Electronic information and communication services), see BegrOndung (motivation)
zum Neunten Staatsvertrag zur Anderung rundfunkrechtlicher Staatsvertrdg (n 97), 8.
103 The reference to this specific provision and further references in this section to provisions of
Interstate Treaty on Broadcasting are based on an English translation available on the website of
DLM at http://www.aim.de/fileadmin/Englisch/9_RAEStV_Englisch.pdf.
104 Begrundung (motivation) zum Neunten Staatsvertrag zur Anderung rundfunkrechtlicher
Staatsvertr3g, (n 97) 13.
105 See English translation of the Rundfunkstaatsvertrag (n 103).
106 See Art. 54(2) RStV. See (in German) V. Kitz, 'Das neue Recht der elektronischen Medien in
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designed offerings', which must 'conform to recognised journalistic
privileges', but are not defined further for the purpose of the law. 106

The new German legal system might thus seem an improvement at first sight,

butacloserlook revealsanew web of confusing definitionsand classifications.
The motivation of the Neunter Rundfunkandersungstaatsvertrag stipulates
that with the Telemedia Act and the revision of the Interstate Treaty on
Broadcasting, the complicated dividing line between teleservices and media

services ceased to exist. However, the deletion of this border is only likely
to shift the regulatory attention to at least two others regulatory borders:
between broadcasting services and telemedia services on the one hand, and
telemedia services and telecommunications services on the other. Ironically,
it seems that the German legislator has, after first having been a pioneer in

the regulatory field of on-line services, through its latest revisions created

a legal framework which closely resembles the EC content regulation.
The concept of telemedia services can be regarded as the counterpart of
information society services, and the difficulties in separating broadcasting
services from information society services have already been shown in the Part 111

previous sections. It is therefore not surprising that the responses to the in the Context of
Technological Neutrality

revision have not been very positive. 107 EC Content Regulation

The German experience furtherdemonstrates that one of the options initially
suggested by the Commission for the revision of the TWF Directive, creating
a separate legal framework for on-demand audiovisual services, does not
provide a constructive solution to the problems created by technological
convergence. It will merely lead to an intensification of the definition game
that both policymakers and market parties are already forced to play. 108

Deutschland - sein Charme, seine Fallstricke' (2007) 5 Zeitschrift fur Urheber- und Medienrecht

368,370.

107 T. Hoeren, 'Dat Telemediengesetz' (2007) 60 Neue Juristische Wochenschrift 801, 806.
108 Cf, T. Gibbons 'Jurisdiction over Television Broadcasters. Criteria for Defining "Broadcaster
and "Content Service Provider"'in The Future of the 'Television Without Frontiers' Directive EMR
Schriftenreihe No 29 (Nomos Verlag Baden-Baden 2005),
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B. The Revision of the TWF Directive

Section A showed how the definitions of broadcasting services and
information society services have come about and developed over time. It
revealed that technological and market developments have been challenging
the existing legal definitions. Evidently, the European institutions could
not ignore these developments. Every two years, the Commission is obliged
- on the basis of Article 26 of the TWF Directive - to submit a report on the
application of the TWF Directive and, if necessary, make proposals to adapt
the Directive, in particular in the light of technological developments.109 At
the beginning of 2003, the Commission published its fourth report on the
application of the TWF Directive over the period 2001-2002.110 Attached to
the report is a Work Programme for the Review of the Television Without
Frontiers Directive, which officially opened the debate on the future of
the TWF Directive. The publication of this Work Programme marked the
beginning of the revision of the TWF Directive.

1. Run-up to the proposal for revision of the TWF Directive

a. Phase 1 of the public consultation round
The Work Programme for the review of the TWF Directive laid down the
issues for discussion and set the timetable for future actions. The Work
Programme further issued some general considerations on the scope
of the Directive, and the type of regulatory measures that would best
serve the purpose of protecting the general interest objectives pursued
by media policy.111 The Commission immediately took a strong stance
on the continuity of the distinction between broadcasting services and
information society services. It stated that it had no intention of challenging

109 Council Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 on the coordination of certain provisions laid
down bylaw, regulation oradministrativeaction in Member Statesconcerningthepursuitof television
broadcasting activities ('TWF Directive') [1989] OJ L 289/23. See Art. 26 TWF Directive.
110 Fourth Report from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the European
Economic and Social Committee an the Committee of the regions on the application of Directive
89/552/EEC "Television without Frontiers" COM(2002) 778 final, 6 January 2003.
111 Ibid., 30.
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this existing distinction in EC law.112 The Commission did not explain its
statement at the time, but it seemed to want to convey the message that

there was still enough ground to justify separate regulatory regimes. The

public consultation round proceeded with six discussion papers being issued
by the Commission, each dealing with one of the six themes listed in the
Work Programme:

1)  Access to events of major importance to society;

2)  Promotion of cultural diversity and the competitiveness of the
European programming industry;

3)  Protection of general interests in television advertising, sponsorship,

teleshopping and self-promotion;

4)  Protection of minors and public order - right to reply;
5) Application (related aspects);
6) Short extracts of events and other elements

not covered by the Directive.113

These discussion papers formed the basis for a debate on the review in two Part 111

separate hearings mid-2003, and in addition enabled interested parties to in the Context of
Technological Neutrality

submit written comments to the Commission. In the meantime, a report EC Content Regulation

of the European Parliament brought the debate on the scope of the TWF
Directive to the next level. Member of European Parliament Roy Perry
drafted a report114 (later adopted as a resolution) which explicitly addressed

the issue.115 The Parliament argued that a thorough revision of the TWF
Directive was necessary to take account of all the changes in the audiovisual
market, and suggested the introduction of a"Content Framework Package" 116

It argued that "the definition of audiovisual content must be expanded to
take account of media convergence".117 The Package was to consolidate the

112 Ibid., 31,
113 These issues papers can be found at: http.//ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/reg/history/consult/consul
tation_2003/index_en.htm#discussion.
114 European Parliament Report on Tlevision Without Frontiers (rapporteur: R. Perry), 25 June

2003, AS-0251/2003 final.
115 European Parliament Resolution on Tlevision Without Frontiers, 4 September 2003, AS-

0251/2003 [2004] OJ C 76 E/453.
116 Ibid., para. 10.
117 Ibid., para. 10.
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TWF Directive, the E-Commerce Directive, and the Directive concerning
copyright related to satellite broadcasting and cable retransmission, thereby
creating a single regulatory regime for the audiovisual sector. It was further
proposed that services covered by the Content Framework Package would be
subject to graduated levels of regulation, with each level being appropriate
to the particular medium involved. As will be seen later, this 'graduated
approach to regulation' was welcomed enthusiastically.

The six discussion papers that were prepared by the Commission for the
purpose of the public hearings did not include a separate paper on the issue
of scope. This is remarkable, but it avoided the immediate monopolisation
of the discussion, diverting attention from other subjects the Commission
would like to receive comments on. Also, the relatively slow take-up of
broadband services and uncertainty regarding their demand can perhaps
have inspired the Commission to postpone the issue of the extension of the
scope of the Directive. Nevertheless, the absence of a separate discussion
paper did prevent commentators from voicing their opinions on the matter.
The written contributions were divided on the topic: some commentators
favoured a more horizontal approach to regulation of audiovisual content,
others considered such an extension to be premature. More generally,
comments indicated that convergence should lead to deregulation, rather
than an increase of regulation.118

The first consultation round convinced the Commission that a thorough
revision of the TWF Directive was indeed necessary, and it presented
its vision in its Communication 'The Future of European Regulatory
Audiovisual Policy', which also officially summarised the reactions to the
six discussion papers of the public consultation round of 2003.119

The choice for a thorough revision, instead of a mere adaptation of
the Directive, generated a period of investigation and reflection. During
this time period the Commission was to prepare itself by examining the

118 Thecontributionstothe first consultation round can be found at: http://ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/
reg/history/consult/consultation_2003/contributions/index_en.htm.
119 Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the European
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 'The Future of European
Regulatory Audiovisual policy' COM (2003) 784 final, 15 December 2003.
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120sector in a comprehensive way, with the help of special Focus Groups.

Yet, the Commission also determined that for certain aspects of the
TWF Directive, more immediate action was needed. In particular, the
Commission was asked by commentators in the first consultation round to
clarify the existing provisions concerning advertising.121 New advertising
techniques, including split-screen and interactive advertising, challenged

key principles underlying the Directive, such as the separation of editorial
content and advertising, and the hourly and daily limits on the amount of
advertising.122 The Commission therefore announced that it would issue an
interpretative Communication on these issues in the first quarter of 2004.123

This interpretative Communication aimed to increase legal certainty for
market parties, and was based on the in dubio pro libertate principle.124
The openness of some advertising provisions and the absence of case law
justified this approach.

Interpretative Communication
The issues of split-screen and interactive advertising both feature
prominently in the interpretative Communication of the Commission.125 Partlll:

With regard to the issue of split-screen advertising, the Commission Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

confirms that the separation between editorial content and advertising, as EC Content Regulation

enshrined in Art. 10(l) TWE is indeed and will continue to be an important
principle underlying the Directive. However, the Commission also holds
that compliance with the principle does not necessarily require a temporal

120 Four focus groups were established, which met between October 2004 and May 2005.
121 See contributions to the first consultation round (n 118).
122 The separation of editorial content and advertising is an important principle that underlies the
TWF Directive and entails that the consumer should be aware when he/she is watching editorial
content or advertising.
123 Communication 'The Future of European Regulatory Audiovisual policy' (n 119) 24.
124 Commission Interpretative Communication on certain Aspects of the Provisions on Televised
Advertising in the 'Television without Frontiers' Directive [2004] OJ C 102/2, para. 6.
125 Other important issues the Commission clarifies are the allowable hourly and daily amount of
advertising [section 2.1], the form and presentation of television advertising and teleshopping
[section 2.2], the insertion of advertising and teleshopping [section 2.3] and the interpretation of
'surreptitious advertising' [section 2.5]. Section 3 of the Commission Interpretative Communication
focus entirely on the legal position of 'new advertising techniques', under which split-screen - and
interactive advertising both fall. See Commission Interpretative Communication (n 124).
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separation; a spatial separation by optical and/or acoustical means may also
comply with the rule, if it produces the desired result of preventing the
viewer from confusing advertising and editorial content.126 On the issue
of interactive advertising, the Commission first notes that "as a service
supplied on individual demand, interactive advertising is an 'information
society service' and thus outside of the scope of the Directive".127

The interpretative Communication was drafted a year before the ECJ
Mediakabel judgment, and it is difficult to assess whether the Commission's
appraisal is fully in line with the judgment of the ECJ. The facts of the case
in Mediakabel, and consequently the Court's reasoning, concern television
programmes. The Court's motivation not to classify the NVOD service
offered by Mediakabel as an information society service hinges on the fact
that the supplier both assembles the content and determines the programme
schedule (i.e., the content is transmitted simultaneously). A blinking
banner that appears in a television programme is sent simultaneously to all
viewers, and could therefore qualify as a broadcasting service in conformity
with Mediakabel. Howeven after clicking on the banner, the viewer enters
a personalised environment; does this change the broadcasting service
into an information society service? The Commission also struggled with
this question, as evidenced by its own reasoning in the interpretative
Communication. The Commission came up with the following solution:

[A]s long as the viewer has not voluntarily chosen to enter the interactive
environment, the context is one of linear broadcast of television programmes,
governed by the TWF Directive.128

With that, the Commission isindirectly classifyingthebanner, an interactive
advertising service, as a broadcasting service. This becomes even more
apparent when the Commission subsequently states that

when entering a commercial interactive environment from a linear programme,
viewers are entitled to expect a level of consumer protection similar to that which
they enjoy under the provisions of the Television Without Frontiers Directive .129
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This statement can also be seen as an early indication of the Commission's
standpoint on the protection of public interest objectives for services
that compete with - or from the consumer's perspective are similar to -
broadcasting services. It thus seems to reveal a preference for an extension
of existing broadcasting regulation to these new services.

Focus groups
After the publication of the Interpretative Communication, the Commission
continued the review with the help of three Focus Groups in 2004. The
Focus Groups consisted of both industry experts and members of academia,
and each dealt with one of three designated subjects: i) the regulation of
audiovisual content; ii) the level of detail in the regulation of advertising;
and iii) the right to information and the right to short reports. A working
paper was issued on each of the topics in the fall of 2004, which were
subsequently discussed in meetings in Brussels in October and November
2004. An additional Expert Group on cultural diversity was assembled in
the course of 2005, and met in May 2005.

Part 111
Technological Neutrality
in the Context of
EC Content Regulation

126 Commission Interpretative Communication (n 124) paras. 45-47.
127 Commission Interpretative Communication (n 124) para. 58,
128 Commission Interpretative Communication (n 124) para. 58. Compare this to the British
concept of 'television licensable content service' (TLCS), that is defined in Section 232-233 of the
Communications Act 2003. A TLCS is defined as any service which is provided (whether in analogue
or digital form) as a service to be made available "for reception by members of the public" by being
broadcast from a satellite, or distributed by an electronic communications network, and consisting
of "television programmes and/or electronic programme guides, or both". The service which is
covered by the licence does not only comprise what the Act defines as the 'main service' (which can
either consist of television programmes or electronic programme guides, or both) but also 'relevant
ancillary services'. As a consequence of this system, a link to an internet site from a TLCS would fall
within the regulatory regime for TLCS (and fall within the licence). However, the website at the end
of the link would fall outside of the regulatory regime (and would not fall within the licence of the
'main service'), since it does not classify as a 'relevant ancillary service'. See the contribution of the
UK to the Commission Consultation on the TWF Directive of 2003 (n 118), paras. 39-45.
129 Commission Interpretative Communication (n 124), para. 59.
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The discussion paper on the regulation of audiovisual content laid the
groundwork for the discussion on the future scope of the TWF Directive.
1n the paper, the Commission explained and justified the difference
between the separate existing regimes for television broadcasting services
and information society services. The stricter approach with regard to
broadcasting services was justified by "their 'pervasiveness' and the
'particular immediacy in the provision of audiovisual content'".130 However,
theCommissionadmittedthatanumberof new services, which alsodelivered
content in what is known as a push mode, shared these characteristics. In
addition, some services were identified that might not be received by a large
number of customers, but did have 'significant influence on society'. These
services accordingly ended up in what was labelled a grey zone, for which
the appropriate level of regulation remained unclear.

The Commission then put forward two options to define the future
regulatory framework for these services: a criteria approach and a listing
approach. The criteria approach involved establishing general and abstract
criteria that would define the scope of regulation. The listing approach
entailed the setting up of a list that would specifically name those services
that would fall within and outside regulation. The Commission recognised
that both approaches had their flaws; finding the perfect criteria would be
difficult, and listing specific services could be at odds with the principle of
technological neutrality. A combination of the two approaches was therefore
considered as a third option: defining criteria and giving illustrative
examples of services. 131

130Commission Working Paper forFocusgroupl 'Regulationof audiovisualcontent' [2004] available
at http://ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/docs/reg/modernisation/focus_groups/fgl_wp_en.pdf.
131 Working Paper for Focusgroup 1 'Regulation of audiovisual content' (n 130), para. 1.3. Examples
of criteria given by the Commission were: i) type of transmission (one to one as opposed to one to
many); ii) the number of users; iii) the type of content provided especially with regard to editorial
content and its importance for the formation of public opinion (i.e. "Meinungsbudungsrelevanz");
iv) the degree of choice the user has; v) the amount of control he can exercise over the programme
(linear programming) as well as vi) technical means by which the relevant programme is provided
("point to multipoint" as opposed to "point to point-).
132 Working Paper for Focus group 1 'Regulation of audiovisual content' (n 130), para. 1.4.
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The Commission further raised the concept of graduated regulation in
its discussion paper. The public consultation round had shown support
for "essential minimum standards with which any form of delivery of
audiovisual content should comply", but also recognised that certain
provisions were only justified in a pure and traditional broadcasting
environment.132 Consequently, a graduated approach to content regulation
was suggested, with different levels of regulation for different types of
services. Ironically, a system of graduated regulation requires criteria to
distinguish the different levels of regulation, criteria the Commission itself
acknowledged are very difficult to define. To this end, the Commission for
the first time explicitly proposed the introduction of a criteria approach
based on a regulatory division between linear and non-linear services,
albeit without explaining the exact interpretation of these terms. As a
second option, it proposed the use of the criterion of the number of users,
so as to limit the amount of obligations imposed on service providers.133
The tentative phrasing used by the Commission nevertheless gives the
impression that the Commission at this stage of the review was still very
much in search of the right path to follow, and open to other options for its P a r t  1 1 1

future audiovisual policy. Technological Neutrality
in the Context of
EC Content Regulation

Parallel to the review of the TWF Directive, the Commission was also
engaged in its overarching strategy for an EU Information Society. In June
2005, it issued the Communication "i2010 - A European Information Society
for growth and employment".134 i2010 intends to foster growth and jobs in
the information society and media industries, and was the first initiative
that was adopted under the renewed Lisbon strategy. 135 The Communication

133 Working Paper for Focus group 1 'Regulation of audiovisual content' (n 130), para. 1.4.
134 Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, The European
Economicand Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 'i2010 - A European Information
Society for growth and employment' COM (2005)229 final, 1 June 2005.
135 The Lisbon Agenda (also known as the Lisbon Strategy) was set out at the Lisbon Summit in
2000, in order to make the EU "the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-driven economy in
the world, capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social
cohesion." See Presidency Conclusions, Lisbon European Council, 23 and 23 March 2000, available
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emphasised that its i2010 strategy would "build towards an integrated
approach to information society and audiovisual media policies in the EU" 136
The aim of i2010 was thus linked to the modernisation of the TWF Directive.
That being said, important differences underlie the Commission's initiatives.
Whereas the i2010 objective is focused on encouraging investment and
growth through the creation of a level-playing field and providing legal
certainty within the sector, the focus of attention for the modernisation of
the TWF Directive was placed on extending the protection of certain public
interest objectives. As will be seen later these corresponding aims continue
to play a role - and are a perceived cause of tension - throughout the entire
modernisation process of the TWF Directive.

b. Phase two of the public consultation round
In the summer of 2005, the Commission again issued a series of issues papers
for the purpose of the TWF review, which marked the second consultation
round on the revision of the TWF Directive.137 The papers summarised
the input regarding the TWF review thus far, and formed the basis of
discussion for a major audiovisual conference, that was held in Liverpool
in September 2005.138 In addition, all parties interested could submit their
written comments to the Commission with regard to these issues papers.
One paper dealt exclusively with the issue of scope, and over a hundred
submissions were received on the matter.139

at: http://consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/pressData/en/ec/00100-rl.enO.htm. The
Lisbon Agenda was supposed to mark a turning point for Europe's economy, but halfway through
the implementation period, result were considered to be moderate; the economic reform sought
after had not been achieved. The Agenda was relaunched with the Summit of March 2005, and now
focuses more on growth and jobs in the EU See Communication to the Spring European Council
'Working together for Growth and Jobs. A New Start forthe Lisbon Strategy' COM (2005)24 final, 2
February 2005; Presidency Conclusions, Brussels European Council, 22 and 23 March 2005, available
at: http://www.consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/pressData/en/ec/84335.pdf.
136 Communication 'i2010 - A European Information Society forgrowth andemployment' (n 134) 3.
137 The six issues papers deal with· i) Rules applicable to audiovisual content services; ii) Rights
to information and short extracts; iii) Cultural diversity and the promotion of European and
independent audiovisual production; iv) Commercial communications; v) Protection of minors and
human dignity, right of reply; and vi) Media pluralism respectively. They can be found at: http://
ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/reg/history/consult/consultation_2005/index_en.htm.
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In this issues paper, the Commission for the first time officially presented
its interpretation of the notions of linear services and non-linear services.
Non-linear services would entail on-demand services whose users are able
to choose the content they wish at any time (e.g., VOD and web-based
services), regardless of the delivery platform. The Commission failed to
add how this service definition relates to the legal definition of information
society services. The notion of linear services would only cover services
that are scheduled under the responsibility of an editor and offer no control
with regard to timing of the transmission to the viewer.14° This notion is
clearly based on the traditional notion of broadcasting, but slightly deviates
from the interpretation of broadcasting services as given by the ECJ in
Mediakabe/, due to the additional criterion of editorial responsibility.141 The

proposed umbrella notion of audiovisual content services evidently is much
broader, and is suggested to include: "services as defined by the Treaty,
for the delivery of moving pictures with or without sound, to the general
public, by electronic networks".142

Inthissecondphaseof the public consultation round, roughly three positions Part 111

take shape on the issue of scope: i) commentators in favour of an extension Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

of the TWF Directive, on the basis of a two-tiered system (as suggested EC Content Regulation

by the Commission); ii) those against an extension of the TWF Directive
and any additional regulation of non-linear services; and iii) those against
an extension and, in addition, in favour of examining whether traditional
broadcasting services can be deregulated. 143

138 The speeches of the Conference and the final reports of the Working groups (that correspond
to the issues papers) can be found at http //ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/reg/history/consult/liverpool_
2005/index_en.htm.
139 Commission Issues Paper for the Liverpool Audiovisual Conference. Rules applicable to
Audiovisual Content Services, July 2005, The written observations can be found at: http://
ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/docs/reg/modernisation/issue_papers/ispa_scope_en.pdf.
140 Commission Issues Paper (n 139), 2.
141 Case C-89/04 Mediokobel BV v Commissoriaot voor de Media [2005] ECR 1-4891.
142 Commission Issues Paper (n 139), 2.
143 For the comments on the relevant issues paper see: http://ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/docs/reg/

modernisation/issue_papers/ispa_scope_en.pdf.
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The submissions in favour of an extension of the Directive - mostly coming
from Member States, public broadcasters and consumers organisations -
generally follow the route taken by the Commission in its issues paper. This
involves a basic tier of rules, covering public interest objectives such as
protection of minors and human dignity, applying to all audiovisual content
services, and a second tier of regulation imposed on linear audiovisual
services, "subject to rules derived from those in the TWF Directive, but
lighter and modernized" 144 The proponents of an extension justify their
position by arguing that the public interest objectives underlying the TWF
Directive are also relevant in the on-demand world. The fact that the lines
between traditional broadcasting services and on-demand services are
increasingly blurring, strengthens the argument. By extension, a regulatory
level-playing field is promoted, since a difference in regulation could lead to
competitive disadvantages for traditional broadcasters.

The two-tiered approach is supported by all those in favour of extension.
However, the explanation of the support for the two-tiered system at times
seems to be at odds with the justification for the need fora horizontal regime
for content regulation. On the one hand, it is argued that technological
and economic developments challenge the original distinction between
broadcasting services and on-demand services, whereas on the other hand
the position is taken that linear and non-linear services are different and
therefore require a different degree of regulation. The distinction between
linear and non-linear services in the comments made is mostly based on a
difference in impact. This impact reasoning (or Meinungsbildungsrelevanz
for the Germans) has long been used to defend the stronger regulation
of broadcasting in comparison to the regulation of information society
services.145 This difference in impact argued in the submissions is generally
based on two elements: consumer choice and control. New, on-demand
services are deemed to offer an array of content to the viewers, from
which they can choose freely. This is in contrast to the old situation for
broadcasting, where scarcity created a situation of difficult market entry
and a corresponding limited number of broadcasters and TV channels. This
increase in choice, it is argued, justifies a lower degree of regulation.

144 Commission Issues Paper (n 139), 2.
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In addition, the new services are considered to give consumers a significant
increase in control over the content they consume. First, consumers have
to make a conscious decision to access the content of their choice. at
the time they choose. Second, interactive elements of the new services,
mostly facilitated by a return-path that was non-existent with traditional
broadcasting, will further increase the amount of control consumers have
over content. This high degree of choice and control are considered to lower
the impact of these non-linear services on society, and consequently reduce
the need for strict regulation. In addition, consumers are believed to have
very different regulatory expectations with regard to content that is being
brought to them in a push-mode than with regard to content they 'pull'
themselves, due to the difference in regulatory history.146

The commentators who are against an extension of the TWF Directive
- mainly telecom operators and internet service providers - seized upon
the i2010 strategic framework of the Commission to defend their position.
Several submissions argue that the objectives underlying i2010 are at odds
with the extension of the TWF Directive, since additional regulation will be Part 111

Technological Neutralitylikely to have a negative effect on investment in and growth of the sector.147 in the Context of
It is feared that excessive regulation will especially have a negative impact EC Content Regulation

on emerging markets, and might even lead to the relocation of companies
outside the EU to avoid this regulation. The current regulatory framework
for non-linear services - the E-Commerce Directive - in combination with EU
induced self-regulation is therefore found preferable to an extension of the
TWF Directive. Other commentators are afraid that the extension wiltlead
to a duplication of regulation already in place, leading to legal uncertainty
for the market parties. The dynamic characteristic of self-regulation are
deemed to provide a more appropriate response to the uncertainty that
surrounds the take-up of new audiovisual services; i f and when the adoption

145 For an example, see the Commission Communication 'The Future of European Regulatory
Audiovisual Policy' (n 119), 14.
146 See for example the written submission of the BBC to the public consultation round of 2005
(n 139) para. 6.
147 See for examplethe written submissionstothe publicconsultation round of 2005 (n 139)of DT,
BT and France Telecom.
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and with it the impact of these services does indeed take off, self-regulatory
mechanisms will be able to provide an adequate answer. More generally, it is
argued that the provisions of the TWF Directive were drafted at a time that
no longer bears any resemblance to the current communications landscape.
All these arguments can essentially be summarised as follows: additional
regulation for non-linear services is 'too much, too early'.

Another line of argumentation used against the extension of the TWF
Directive is that the additional regulation for non-linear services will
encounter strong enforcement problems, bringing high regulatory costs to
the sector. With the inclusion of non-linear services, the number of service
providers to be monitored will not only skyrocket, but these providers will
also be more difficult to trace. Regulation of traditional broadcasters did
not face similar enforcement problems, due to the licensing system they are
subject to.

A third group of commentators - for the larger part commercial broadcasters
- are not only against an extension of the TWF Directive. they also
think the Commission should seriously consider deregulating traditional
broadcasters. This is a plausible option that the Commission seems to
have disregarded, despite the fact that it has communicated on several
occasions that the revision of the TWF Directive would also mean a lighter
and more modernised framework for traditional broadcasting services. The
Association of Commercial Television in Europe (ACT) airs its concern that
it seems that the focus of the revision of the TWF Directive seems to have

shifted from the original purpose of the Directive, to facilitate an internal market
in broadcast services through minimum harmonisation, towards a tool which
regulates content per se. Additionally, by incorporating many different sorts of
services into an instrument which will continue to impose excessively detailed
regulation on some services, there are dangers of producing new issues of
competition, and of deftnition.148

With this, the ACT touches a sore point; the TWF Directive is indeed based
on the internal market provisions of 47(2) and 55 EC, for lack of a strong

148 Submission of ACT to the public consultation round of 2005 (n 139).
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European competence in the field of culture.149 The Commission is therefore
required to verify whether harmonisation of national laws in the areas
coordinated in the future AMVS Directive is indeed necessary to facilitate
the Internal Market. Other commentators take up this argumentation by
adducing that the extension of the TWF Directive is inconsistent with the
Commission's Better Regulationpolicy, and does not follow the five principles
of good regulation it has set for itself. The Commission's Better Regulation
policy forms, as does the i2010 Strategy, part of the Lisbon Agenda and
is aimed at improving the quality of EU legislation.150 An important
tool to achieve this objective is the impact assessment, a document that
accompanies legislative proposals and provides an in-depth analysis of the

legislative options available and the likely positive and negative impact the
proposal will have on businesses active in the sector. Several commentators
call for such an impact assessment, since they have doubts as to whether
the new Directive will indeed have a positive effect on the sector. The
five principles of good regulation were listed by the Commission in its
1999 Communications Review.151 Even though the 1999 Communications
Review itself did not address questions concerning audiovisual content, Part 111:

the Commission declared the principles equally valid for the domain of Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

content regulation in its Communication 'Principles and Guidelines for the EC Content Regulation

Community's Audiovisual Policy in the Digital Age'.152

149 D. Ward The European Union Democratic Deficit and the Public Sphere. An Evaluation of EU
Media Policy (105 Press Amsterdam 2002) 55-63; R. Collins Broadcasting and Audio-Visual Policy
in the European Single Market (John Libbey London 1994); J. Harrison and L. Woods European
Broadcasting Law and Policy (Cambridge University Press Cambridge 2007) 88.
150 'Better Regulation' aims to improve the quality of new legislation, as well as make existing
regulation clearer. See Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament 'Better Regulation for Growth and Jobs' COM (2005) 97 final, 16 March 2005.
151 These principles are that i) regulation should be based on clear policy goals; ii) kept to the
minimum necessary to meet those goals; iii) enhance legal certainty in a dynamic market; iv) be
technologically neutral and v) be enforced as closely as possible to the activities being regulated.
See Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the Economic
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 'Towards a new Framework for Electronic
Communications Infrastructure and Associated services - the 1999 Communications Review' COM
(99) 539 final, 10 November 1999.
152 Communication from the Commission tothe Council, the European Parliament, the Economicand
Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 'Principles and Guidelines forthe Community's
Audiovisual Policy in the Digital Age' COM (1999) 657 final, 14 December 1999.
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If the Commission were indeed to follow these five principles, then it
would have to take a completely new starting point for the new Directive:
instead of starting from the existing provisions and see whether these can
be transposed to new, on-line services, it would have to go back to the
essentials of the Directive and take two steps. First, it would have to verify
exactly which policy objectives are still relevant and, importantly, are not
taken care of by the market itself. Secondly, it would then have to see how

these objectives can best be transposed into provisions, so as to adequately
secure these public interest objectives. This is a very important insight,
that will be taken up in Chapter 6. Several submissions suggest that such
an exercise would be likely to lead to an overall decrease of regulation for
the sector, rather than an extension of provisions to non-linear services.
They argue that the revision offers an unique opportunity to scale back
regulation in a sector in which competition is flourishing Moreover, it
would result in a solution that meshes better with the objectives pursued
by the Commission i2010 strategy.

2. The co-decision procedure of the AVMS Directive
On 13 December 2005, the Commission issued its long-awaited proposal for
an amending Directive to the TWF Directive,153 accompanied by an impact
assessment.154 Three key changes of the proposal that will be discussed on
the basis of the co-decision procedure concern: i) the scope of the Directive;
ii) the relaxation of the advertising rules; and iii) the clarification on the
issue of product placement.155

153 Proposal fora Directive of the European Parliament and the Council Amending Council Directive
89/552/EEC onthe coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative
action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities, COM (2005)
646 final, 13 December 2005.
154 Commission Staff Working Document, Annex to the Proposal for a Directive of the European
Parliament and the Council Amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain
provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the
pursuit of television broadcasting activities, Impact Assessment - Draft Audiovisual Media Services
Directive, SEC (2005) 1625/2. A. Scheuer 'Traditional paradigms for new services? The Commission
Proposal for a 'Audioviusal Media Services Directive"[2006] Communications & Strategies 71.
155 Another change was made to the procedure for the protection of circumvention. See Art.
3(2)-(5) of the Directive 2007/65/EC of the European parliament and the European Council of 11
December 2007 amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions
laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of
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The Council tabled a General Approach after some tough discussions on
13 November 2006.156 This was followed by the European Parliament (EP)
first reading on 13 December 2006,157 which led to an amended Commission
Proposal on 29 March 2007.158 A political compromise on the AVMS
Directive was reached on 24 May 2007,159 but the Common Position by the
Council was not adopted until 15 October 2007160 Finally, the procedure
was completed with the acceptance of the Common Position by the EP in
its second reading on 29 November 2007.161 The new AVMS Directive was

consequently published in the Official Journal on 18 December 2007, and
officially entered into force on 19 December 2007.162

television broadcasting activities ('Audiovisual Media Services Directive') [2007] OJ L 332/27. The
renewed procedure for the protection of circumvention of jurisdiction gives more possibilities to
Member States when faced with service providers that target their citizens.
156 Council of the European Union 'General Approach' 2005/0260 (COD), 15 November 2006.
The compromise text was supported by all delegations except Sweden, Ireland, Latvia, Belgium,
Luxemburg and Austria. See press release of the 2762nd Council Meeting Education, Youth and
Culture, Brussels 13-14 November, 14965/06.
157 European Parliament report on the proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and the
Council amending Council Directive 89/552/EECon the coordination of certain provisions laid down

Part 111:

Technological Neutrality
by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television in the Context of
broadcasting activities (rapporteur R. Hieronymi), 22 November 2006, A6-0399/2006 final. EC Content Regulation
158 Amended proposal fora Directive of the European ParliamentandtheCouncil Amending Council
Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or
administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities
('Audiovisual Media Services Directive') COM (2007)170 final, 29 March 2007.
159 Press release 'Commission welcomes political agreement on new Directive for Europe's audio-
visual media' IP/07/706,24 May 2007.
160 Common Position adopted by the Council with a view on 15 October 2007 to the adoption of
the Directive of the European Parliament and the Council amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC
on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in
Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities, 2005/0260 (COD) 15
October 2007.
161 European Parliament legislative resolution of 29 November 2007 on the Council common
position for adopting a Directive of the European Parliament and the Council amending Council
Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or
administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities,
10076/6/2007 -C6-0352/2007 - 2005/0260(COD), A6-0442-2007 final.
162 Directive 2007/65/EC of the European parliament and the European Council of 11 December
2007 amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid down
by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television

broadcasting activities ('Audiovisual Media Services Directive') [2007] OJ L 332/27. For literature
on the AVMS Directive consider R. Craufurd Smith 'Media Convergence and the Regulation of
Audiovisual Content: Is the European Community's Audioviusal Media Services Directive Fit for
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Notwithstanding the agreement on the need for a fundamental change, the
European institutions gave the Commission everything but an easy ride on
its proposal. The next section will evaluate the decision-making process
that led to the adoption of the AVMS Directive.

a. Scope of the AVMS Directive
The by then fully expected major change the proposal brings is the
extension of the Directive to the realm of on-demand services. As a result,
the fundamental 'country of origin' principle, that has underpinned the
TWF Directive from its beginning, becomes equally applicable to non-
linear services.163 Admittedly, providers of information society services
could already benefit from the country of origin principle through the E-
Commerce Directive, but this Directive allows Member States to derogate
from the principle for a range of public policy reasons, such as the protection
of minors and the fight against any incitement to hatred.164

The Commission's main argument for the extension is that the current
Directive would "aggravate increasingly unjustifiable differences in
regulatory treatment between the various forms of distribution of identical
or similar content".165 This unequal treatment of broadcasting services

Purpose?' in C. O'Cinneide and J. Holder (eds.) Current Legal Problems 2007 (Oxford University
Press Oxford 2007) 238; P. Valcke, D. Stevens, E. Lievens and E. Werkers 'European approaches to
future content regulation: The new European Directive for Audiovisual Media Services: A "Next-
Generation framework" or "new wine in old barrels"?' [2008] Communications & Strategies 1;
Special issue of 'Mediaforum' (in Dutch) on the AVMS Directive (2008) 20 Mediaforum 1; Special
issue of Journal of Consumer Policy on the Consumer, the European Union and Media Law, (2008)
31 Journal of Consumer Policy 1.
163 Audiovisual Media Services Directive (n 162), Recital 27. A, Herold 'Country of Origin Principle
in the EU Market for Audiovisual Media Services: Consumer's Friend or Foe?' (2008) 31 Journal of
Consumer Policy 5.
164 Information society services could already benefit from the country-of-origin principle through
the application of the E-Commerce Directive. However, Art. 3(4) of the E-Commerce Directive
providesthe opportunity to derogate from the principle with regard tothe protection of minors and
fight against any incitement of hatred on grounds of race, sex, religion or nationality, and violation
of human dignity concerning individual persons or protection of consumers.
165 See impact assessment of the Commission (n 154) 13; Proposal for a Directive of the Commission
(n 153) Recital 5.
166 Ibid.
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and on-demand services creates a non-level playing field, in that i. has
the potential to distort competition. Due to the lack of harmonisation at
the European level, a further risk would be that for public interest reasons

Member States would develop their own, divergent rules for on-demand

services, creating obstacles to the free movement of audiovisual services
in the EU.166 The Commission proposes a broadly set-up framework, of
which the scope is determined by the umbrella definition of 'audiovisual
media services'. The initial definition of audiovisual media services in the

Commission's proposal is composed of five elements and reads:

A service (i) as defined by Articles 49 and 50 of the Treaty (ii) the principal

purpose of which is the provision of moving images with or without sound, in

order (iii) to inform, entertain or educate, to (iv) the general public by (v) electronic

communication networks withinthemeaningof Article 2 (a) of Directive 2002/21/
EC of the European Parliament and Council. (Roman numerals inserted)

The corresponding Recitals explain that the five elements exclude those
services from the application of the Directive that are non-economic and Part 111

private (e.g.. personal weblogs and emails), where the use of audiovisual in the Context of
Technological Neutrality

content is only incidental to the service (e.g., websites that feature EC Content Regulation

animated elements), and moving images are not part of the service (e.g.,

radio, electronic versions of newspapers and magazines).167 The concept

of audiovisual media service is further subdivided into two categories
in the proposal, which are treated differently under the Directive: linear
audiovisual media services (i.e., television broadcasting) and non-linear
services.168 Linear audiovisual media services are services

"where a media service providerdecides upon the moment in time when a specific

programme is transmitted and establishes the programme schedule".169

167 Proposal for a Directive of the Commission (n 153) Recitals 13-14.
168 From hereon, the term linearservices will be used to referto'television broadcasting' as defined

in Art. 1(e) AVMS Directive. Non-linear services will be used to refer to on-demand audiovisual

media service as defined in Art. 1(g) AVMS Directive.
169 Proposal for a Directive of the Commission (n 153) Article 1.
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Non-linear services (i.e. on-demand services) are defined as

"audiovisual media service[s] where the user decides upon the moment in time
when a specific programme is transmitted on the basis of a choice of content
selected by the media service provider. "170

Sadly, the Commission failed to properly specify how this new category
of non-linear services would relate to the on-demand services that are

171subject to the E-Commerce Directive, the information society services.
The definitions, read in combination with the corresponding recitals and
the impact assessment of the Commission, indicate that the delineation
between linear and non-linear services rests on the degree of control and
choice and - to a lesser extent - the legitimate regulatory expectations of
the consumer.172

All audiovisual media services are imposed with a basic tier of obligations.
This basic tier contains provisions regarding the protection of minors,
prohibition of incitement to hatred, identification of the media service
provider, identification of commercial communication, and some qualitative
provisions regarding commercial communication. The second tier,
applicable to linear services only, does not differ significantly from the
rules previously applicable to broadcasting services, but for the relaxation
of some quantitative advertising rules and new rules on product placement.
The initial proposal of the Commission does not contain a set of provisions
applicable to non-linear services only.

All definitions were amended several times during the decision-making
process. The definition of audiovisual media service in particular required
some serious substantial changes. The final Article 1(a) of the AVMS
Directive now officially reads:

170 Ibid
171 The Commission only acknowledged that it was necessary to ensure that the 'new rules' would
not create any overlap with the E-Commerce Directive, see impact assessment of the Commission
(n 154) 20
172 Specifically, see Recital 28 of the Proposal for a Directive of the Commission (n 153).
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'audiovisual media service' means:

- a service as defined by Articles 49 and 50 of the Treaty which is under the
editorial responsibility of a media services provider and the principal purpose of
which is the provision of programmes in order to inform, entertain or educate,
to the general public by electronic communication networks within the meaning

of Article 2(a) of Directive 2002/21/EC. Such and audiovisual media service

is either a television broadcast as defined in point (e) of this Article or an on-
demand audiovisual media service as dehned in point (g) of this Article,

and/or

- audiovisual commercial communication.

The amendments to the draft Article 1 (a) AVMS Directive were suggested
at an early stage of the co-decision process by the Council in its General
Approach, and were subsequently endorsed by the ER173 The criteria of
editorial responsibility174 and programmes175 were added, in order to
distinguish more clearly between audiovisual services and audiovisual P a r t  1 1 1

Technological Neutralitymedia services.176 In its first reading, the EP furthermore tried to include a In the Context of
more explicit exclusion of the press in Article 1(a) of the AVMS Directive, EC Content Regulation

but the Commission deemed this adjustment redundant.177

173 Council of the European Union 'General Approach' (n 156), 2.
174 See Art. 1(c) AVMS Directive: 'editorial responsibility' means the exercise of effective control
both over the selection of the programmes and over their organisation either in a chronological
schedule, inthecase of television broadcasts, orinacatalogue, inthecaseof on-demandaudiovisual
media services. Editorial responsibility does not necessarily imply any legal liability under national
law for the content of the services provided.
175 See Art. 1(b) AVMS Directive 'programme' means a set of moving images with or without
sound constituting an individual item within a schedule or a catalogue established by a media
service provider and whose form and content is comparable to the form and content of television
broadcasting. Examples of programmes include feature-length films, sports events, situation
comedies, documentaries, children's programmes and original drama.
176 The distinguishing criterion between audiovisual services and audiovisual media services is that
audiovisual services are not intended for or aimed at the general public. Audiovisual media services
are mass media, which are intended for reception by, and which could have a clear impact on, a
significant proportion of the general public. See Recital 16 AVMS Directive (n 162).
177 The Commission argued thatthecriterion of 'principal purpose' alreadyexcludesthe (electronic)
press from the scope of the Directive, as specifically confirmed by Recital 15 of the Proposal for
a Directive (Recital 22 in the final version of the AVMS Directive). See Amended proposal for a
Directive of the Commission (n 158) 9.
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In addition, several modifications were proposed with regard to the relevant
Recitals that coverthe explanation of the scope of the Directive. The Council
insisted that private, user-generated content would clearly fall outside
the scope of the Directive, a point that was supported by the European
Parliament.178 The need for a more clear exclusion of another category of
services, that of games of chance such as gambling services and on-line
games, was also brought to the attention of the Commission by the Council,
European Parliament and the Committee of the Regions. 179 The fnal version
of the AVMS Directive, in Recital 18, explicitly excludes from the scope of
the Directive both games of chance and search engines, for the reason of
not having as their principal purpose the provision of programmes. 180

The definitions of the newly established definitions of linear and non-linear
services also went through some substantial changes during the co-decision
process. The final definitions in Art. 1(e) and (g) of the AVMS Directive now
read:

(e) 'television broadcasting' or 'television broadcast' (i.e. a linear audiovisual
media service) means an audiovisual media service provided by a media service
provider for simultaneous viewing of programmes on the basis of a programme
schedule.

178 General Approach of theCouncil(n 156)2, footnote 3. First Reading European Parliament(n 157)
Amendment 18.
179 See General Approach of the Council (n 156) 2, footnote 4; First Reading European Parliament
(n 157) Amendment 19; Opinion of the Committee of the Regions of 11 October 2006 proposal
for a Directive of the European Parliament and the Council Amending Council Directive 89/552/
EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action
in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities, 2005/0260 (COD),
Recommendation 1. The Committee of Regions stresses that "the gambling industry is unlike any
normal economic activity", -because of the need to ensure public safety and order, prevent crime
and protect consumers".
180 The relevant parts of Recital 18 AVMS Directive read that "That definition should exclude all
services whose principal purpose is not the provision of programmes, i.e. where any audiovisual
content is merely incidental to the purpose and not its principle purpose. (...) For these reasons,
games of chance involving a stake representing a sum of money, including lotteries, betting and
other forms of gambling services, as well as on-line games and search engines, but not broadcasts
devoted to gambling orgames of chance, should also be excluded from the scope of this Directive."
See also Case C-195/06 KommAustria v. ORF [2007] ECR 1-8817.
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(g) 'on-demand audiovisual media service' (i.e. a non-linear audiovisual media

service) means an audiovisual media service provided by a media service provider
for the viewing of programmes at the moment chosen by the user and at his
individual request on the basis of a catalogue of programmes selected by the
media service provider.

Again, these changes had been suggested by the Council in its General
Approach and had been incorporated by the Commission in its second
proposal.181 Despite the numerous changes in wording, the substance of
these definitions remained untouched. The main services currently within
the scope of the AVMS Directive are represented in figure 12:

Audiovisual Media Services Directiv66

In:
'

Out:
.

'1119

· Analogue and Digital              · User -generated -,  '
Television Content

. Live Streaming · Private Websits'I· Part 111

· Webcasting · Games of Change::'' Technological Neutrality
· NVOD · Search Engines   )·

  In the Context of

· VOD · On-line games
EC Content Regulation

·IPTV
· Mobile TV ..

·  Interactive TV                        .   _     .                       ;,  -9 1

Figure 12. The scope of the AVMS Directive'82

A more structural change took place with regard to the two-tier structure
of the AVMS Directive. Whereas the initial proposal of the Commission
consisted of two tiers of provisions - one applicable to all audiovisual media

181 Amended proposal for a Directive of the Commission (n 158). The European Parliament also
proposed some amendments to the definitions along the line of those of the Council, but the
Commission chose to take over the suggestions by the Council. First reading European Parliament

(n 157)Amendments 68-69.
182 Note that this scheme is provided for indicative purposes and contains the main services

concerned; the fact that a service is not listed is not meant to say that it is excluded from the scope
of the AVMS Directive.
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services and one specifically targeting television broadcasting or linear
services - the final AVMS Directive has a special section of provisions
applicable to linear services only. The Council argues that this alteration
"retains the basic philosophy" of the Directive and "greatly improves the
readability and legal clarity of the text" 183 However, these provisions can
also be perceived as creating a third tier of obligations within the structure
of the AVMS Directive.The new section contains two provisions - one on
the protection of minors,84 and one on the promotion of European works185 _
that were initially placed under the general section of provisions applicable
to all audiovisual media services.186

An analysis of the relevant Recitals indicates that a possible explanation
could be that the initial proposal of the Commission did not appropriately
take into account the differences between linear and non-linear services.
For example, Recital 45 of the final AVMS Directive notes that

measures taken to protect the physical, mental or moral development of minors
and human dignity should be carefully balanced with the fundamental right to
freedom of expression as laid down in the Charter on Fundamental Rights of the
European Union.

It is deemed important that "an adequate level of protection" is ensured,
"especially with regard to on-demand audiovisual media services" 187 The
later separation of this provision into two separate Articles - one for linear
services and one for non-linear services - could evidence that the initial
protection required by the Commission was considered too demanding for
non-linear services.188

b. Relaxation of advertising rules
The second important change concerns the relaxation of provisions
regarding advertising. The Commission introduced the new concept of

183 Statement of the Council's reasons, 2005/0260 (COD), 15 October 2007,3.
184 Article 3h AVMS Directive.
185 Article 3i AVMS Directive.
186 See Proposal for a Directive of the Commission (n 153) Article 3d and Article 3f.
187 Audiovisual Media Services Directive (n 162) Recital 45.
188 This specific issue will come back in Chapter 6.
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'audiovisual commercial communication' which is, much like the definition
of audiovisual media service for media services, intended to cover the
whole array of advertising services. The concept is defined in Art. 1(h) of
the AVMS Directive:

'audiovisual commercial communication' means images with or without sound
which are designed to promote, directly or indirectly, the goods, services or image

of a natural orlegal entity pursuing an economicactivity. Such images accompany
orare included in a programme in return for paymentor for similarconsideration
or forself-promotional purposes. Forms of audiovisual commercial communication
include, inter alia, television advertising, sponsorship, teleshopping and product

placement.

The wide definition secures the application of a basic tier of provisions to
all audiovisual commercial communications.189 The proposed relaxation
of advertising rules concerned the subcategory of 'television advertising
services'.19° In its proposal, the Commission abolished the daily limit of
three hours advertising a day for television broadcasting, but held on the Part 111

Technological Neutralityto the twelve-minute advertising limit in any given hour.191 In addition, the in the Context of
Commission deleted the twenty-minute insertion rule of Article 11(4) of the EC Content Regulation

TWF Directive, which obliged broadcasters to allow at least twenty minutes
between advertising breaks. In return, the proposal allowed broadcasters

189 This basic tier is predominantly represented by Article 3(e) of the AVMS Directive, on the basis
of which audiovisual commercial communications shall: (i) be readily recognisable as such; (ii) not
use subliminal techniques;(iii) prejudice respect for human dignity; (iv) include or promote any
discrimination; (v) encourage behaviour prejudicial to health orsafetyand; (vi) encourage behaviour
grossly prejudicial to the protection of the environment. In addition, for cigarettes or tobacco
is forbidden, audiovisual commercial communication for alcohol shall not be aimed at minors,
audiovisual commercial communication for medicinal products or medical treatment on prescription
shall be prohibited, and audiovisual commercial communication shall not cause physical or moral
detriment to minors.
190The finaldefinitionof 'television advertising' can be found in Art. 1(i) AVMS Directive: 'television
advertising' means any form of announcement broadcast whether in return for payment or for
similar consideration or broadcast for self-promotional purposes by a public or private undertaking
or natural person in connection with a trade, business, craft or profession in order to promote the
supply of goods or services, including immovable property, rights and obligations, in return for
payment.'
191 This daily limit was fixed in Article 18 of the TWF Directive. See Proposal for a Directive of the
Commission (n 153) Article 18, 27.
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to choose the most appropriate moment to insert advertising. The EP
strongly resisted against this change, and insisted that advertising should
be inserted "only between programmes".192 It argued that the proposed
relaxation would jeopardise the balance "between the need for programme
funding, ease of viewing, programme quality and respect for works-.193 The
final provision of the AVMS Directive does not explicitly establish what the
EP terms "the fundamental principle of inserting advertising in between
programmes",194 but does oblige Member States to ensure that "where
television advertising or teleshopping is inserted during programmes, [...]
the integrity of the programmes, taking into account natural breaks in and
the duration and the nature of the programme, and the rights of the rights

„ 195holders are not prejudiced.
Regarding the frequency of allowable advertising breaks for films made

for television, cinematographic works, children's programmes, and news
programmes, the Commission initially suggested a minimum time lapse of
thirty-five minutes. Remarkably, this threshold was lowered in conformity
with a change proposed by the Council and endorsed by an amendment of
the ER to a minimum of thirty minutes in the final provision.196 According
to the ER this would better balance the protection of programmes with
improving the returns on audiovisual works. With this, the EP showed some
unanticipated willingness to meet the wishes of commercial broadcasters
for more flexibility.

c. Product placement
Long awaited was the official position of the AVMS Directive on product
placement. Member States differed in opinion as regards the permissibility
of the practice,197 but the additional revenues it could potentially bring to

192 First reading European Parliament (n 157) Amendment 140.
193 Ibid.
194 I bid

195 See Art 11(1) and Rssitals 57 and 58 of the AVMS Directive. Both Recitals, but Recital 58
in particular, reflect the position of the EP that advertising should be inserted in between
programmes.
196 General Approach of the Council (n 156) 26. First reading European Parliament (n 157)
amendment 141,
197 At the time, large Member States such as the UK, France and Germany had legislation in force
that banned product placement. See also Recital 61 of the AVMS Directive.
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the European audiovisual industry were considered substantia1.198 Product
placement is currently defined in Art. 1(m) of the AVMS Directive:

'[Plroduct placement' means any form of audiovisual commercial communication
consisting of the inclusion or reference to a product, a service or a trademark
thereof so that it is featured within a programme, in return for payment or for
similar consideration.

The Commission initially proposed to allow product placement, be it under
the following stringent requirements: (i) the scheduling and the content
may not be influenced in such a way as to affect the responsibility and
editorial independence of the media service provider; (ii) audiovisual
media services containing product placement must not directly encourage
the rental or purchase of goods; (iii) the viewer must be clearly informed
about the existence of product placement.199 However, the EP was heavily
opposed to this proposal. It insisted on a ban on product placement, with
limited exceptions, which should be expressly permitted by Member States,
for cinematographic works, films and series made for television broadcasts, Part 111:

and sports.20° The Commission defended its position by claiming that Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

product placement is a reality in cinematographic works, especially in the EC Content Regulation

US; an outright ban would thus negatively affect the competitiveness of the
European industry.201 The compromise text that was found in Article 3(g)
AVMSD almost entirely met the wishes of the ER but for one, profound
difference: instead of having Member States expressly allow derogations,
the final provision states that the listed derogations "shall be admissible
unless a Member State decides otherwise.«202 Interestingly, despite the fact

198 According to estimations of the Commission, based on data referring to the US market and
statistics from the European Audiovisual Observatory, such resources could amount to 0 500
million. See the impact assessment of the Commission (n 154) 18.
199 Proposal for a Directive of the Commission (n 153) Article 3(h)1 under a,b, and c.
200 In addition, product placement could be allowed by Member States in cases of production of
aid where no payment is made but certain goods or services or merely provided free of charge with
a view to their inclusion in the programme. First reading European Parliament (n 157) Amendments
127-133.
201 See Recital 61 of the AVMS Directive (n 162).
202 Art. 3(g)2 of the AVMS Directive (n 162). No derogations are allowed for children's
programmes.
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that the starting point now is a ban, the overall message in the media is
that the Commission managed to convince the Council and the EP to allow
for product placement.203 This indicates that the scope for derogation is
considered appreciable.

d. European content rules
The obligation for non-linear service providers to promote European works
was another highly controversial issue during the negotiations on the
AVMS Directive. A new provision concerning European works was placed
in the general chapter applicable to all audiovisual media services, which
reads that

Member States shall ensure that media service providers under their jurisdiction
promote, where practicable and by appropriate means, production of and access
to European works within the meaning of Article 6.204

The European content rules for television broadcasting of the TWF
Directive were left untouched, as a result of which the transmission time
quota for linear services continue to be in place.205 The reasoning behind
the introduction of a new, additional provision to promote production of
and access to European works ill the AVMS Directive can be found in the
corresponding Recital: 206

203 See Euractiv 'EU agrees to allow TV product placement' 25 May 2007; Guardian 'EU to allow
product placement on TV' 30 November 2007; Financial Times.Com 'EU eases product placement
rules' 24 May 2007.
204 Proposal for a Directive of the Commission (n 153) Article 3f (1).
205 Art. 4 of the TWF Directive (n 109 ); Art, 4 of the AVMS Directive (n 162).
206 Proposal for a Directive of the Commission (n 153) Recital 35.
207 Proposal for a Directive of the Commission (n 153) Recital 28.
208 General Approach Council (n 156) 19, The European Parliament did not endorse this position
in its first reading, but did propose to insert "and taking due account of the various means of
delivery" after the words "where practicable and by appropriate means", which again seems to
reflect the opinion that the proposal of the Commission did not appropriately take into account the
characteristics of the different categories of services. First reading European Parliament (n 157)
Amendment 108.
209 First reading European Parliament (n 157) Amendment 108.
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Non-linear media services have the potential to partially replace linear services.

Accordingly, they should where practicable promote the production and
distribution of European works and thus actively contribute to the promotion of
cultural diversity.

With this Recital, the Commission is skating on thin ice; it undermines its
own division between linear and non-linear services, which is so essential
to the Directive. On the one hand, it is convinced of the 'difference in
nature' of the two categories of services,207 but at the same time it overtly
acknowledges that non-linear services have the potential to replace linear
services, thus implying competition between the two. The Council in its
General Approach suggested to move the new provision to the separate
chapter which is applicable to non-linear services only.208 The provision had
to be altered slightly to fit this purpose, and the final Article 3(i) of the
AVMS Directive now reads:

Member States shall ensure that on-demand audiovisual media services provided

by media service providers under their jurisdiction promote, where practicable Part 111

and by appropriate means, production of and access to European works. Such in the Context of
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promotion could relate, inter oha, to the financial contribution made by such EC Content Regulation

services to the production and rights acquisition of European works or to the
share and/or prominence of European works in the catalogue of programmes
proposed by the service.

The second part of the provision, which clarifies how this promotion of
European works can take shape, also originated in the Council's General

Approach. The European Parliament further proposed as a possible
option for non-linear services to fulfil their European works obligation
to have "a minimum number of European works proportionate to
economic performance",209 but this Amendment was not taken up by the
Commission.
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C. Conclusion

Convergence might not have materialised to the same extent on the content
level as it did on the network level, but this Chapter showed that it seriously
challenged the legal definitions used in EC content regulation. The legal
definitions of broadcasting services and information society services were
no longer fit for their original purpose, and an increasing amount of services
seemed to fall somewhere in between the two definitions. The classification
problems surrounding NVOD and VOD provide a spectacular example in
this respect. The ECJ was requested in Mediakabel to give an answer on
how the two type of services should be separated, but it was clear that a
fundamental overhaul of the primary instrument of EC content regulation
- the TWF Directive - could no longer be avoided.

The new AVMS Directive is meant to apply to all audioviusal media
services, anumbrella notion meant to ensure that all providers of audiovisual
media services, regardless of their distribution method, comply with a basic
tier of obligations, in order to facilitate an internal market for audiovisual
media services, as well as to ensure a minimum protection of public interest
objectives. A further subdivision is made in the Directive between linear
and non-linear services. Linear services - traditional broadcasting services
- have to comply with an additional tier of obligations, due to the lower
degree of control by users over these services.

Despite the fact that the AVMS Directive has largely solved the problem
of services falling outside the regulatory content regimes as set out by the
EC, its adoption has also sparked a considerable amount of criticism. Some
market parties feel that the scope of content regulation has been extended
by the Commission without a proper need or justification. The next chapter
will consider the reasons underlying this criticism and determine whether
this claim can be justified.
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Chapter 6
The Future of EC Content Regulation

The previous chapter showed how the scope of the principal instrument Part 111

of European content regulation, the TWF Directive, has been extended to Technological Neutrality
In the Context of

non-linear services in the shape of the new AVMS Directive. The principal EC Content Regulation

driver behind the revision has been the materialisation of convergence, as
a result of which the boundaries between different platforms and services
have started to fade. This led to calls for technology-neutral regulation of the
European audiovisual sector, a few years after the principle's incorporation
in the 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework. This chapter will
analyse the criticism of market parties about the initial proposal of the
Commission for an AVMS Directive, and examine how their concerns
interconnect with the earlier identified rationales behind the application of
technological neutrality in EC network regulation. Then. it will be analysed
which public interest objectives were reflected in the TWF Directive, and
how the corresponding provisions have been transposed into the AVMS
Directive. Finally, it will be ascertained whether the Commission could have
reached a different result for EC content regulation if it had applied the
efficiency rationale behind technological neutrality.
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A. Linking the Content and Network Debate

1. The various strands of criticism

Opposition from the UK industry
The first strongmessage of opposition against the draft AVMS Directive came
to the fore in April 2006. A broad industry alliance, fronted by 'Intellect UK'
and the'Broadband Stakeholder Group', voiced its concerns on the extension
of the Directive. The alliance represented a cross-section of large firms and
associations from the UK, such as Cisco, BI T-Mobile, Yahoo, and Channel 4,
but was also backed by the UK regulator for the communications industries
OFCOM. In a paper, the alliance stated its opinions and recommendations
on the draft proposal.210 The overall message communicated was that the
alliance could agree with the underlying principles of the revision, but not
with the proposed approach. The extension of the TWF Directive to all
audiovisual media services was considered the root of the problem. The
alliance feared this would cause a number of unintended consequences,
which would not only undermine the growth and competitiveness of the
European audiovisual sector, but also compromise the achievement of
public policy aims.211

The criticism of the alliance about the draft AVMS Directive was divided
into four separate but interlinking strands: (i) the lack of an economic or
legal rationale to justify an extension of the scope to non-linear services;
(ii) the poor quality of the legal definitions as suggested by the Commission;
(iii) the omission of self-regulation as a regulatory approach; and (vi) the
conflict with the i2010 objectives.

The UK alliance argued it could support neither the extension nor the
graduated approach of the draft Directive, since it was convinced that the
main motives given by the Commission - the creation of a level-playing
field and the establishment of legal certainty - were flawed. It argued that
a competition-related problem, such as the lack of a level playing field
in a given market, should not be tackled with an Internal Market-based

210 (--) 'Audiovisual Media Services Draft Directive. Opinions and Recommendation from
Stakeholders in the UK' available at http://www.audiovisualstakeholders.org/
211 Ibid, 3

212 Ibid., 5
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solution.212 Conveniently, thealliancechoseto ignore the factthatthecurrent
situation was created by the existing Internal Market Directive. In addition,
the alliance adduced that the various self- and co-regulatory mechanisms
in combination with the E-Commerce Directive adequately protected the
public interest objectives with regard to non-linear services, making an
extension of EC-imposed regulation superfluous and disproportionate.

The definitions suggested by the Commission were criticised for being
too broad and ambiguous. According to the alliance, the emergent state
of the market did not support the creation of such a broad category of
audiovisual media services. Uncertainty over the correct interpretation of
the criteria determining the scope of the Directive was feared to lead to
implementation problems, increasing the very legal uncertainty it tried to
resolve. This legal uncertainty would further be enhanced by the linear/
non-linear distinction, which the alliance saw leading to an "unjustified
extension of regulation to a broad swathe of new unrelated services, in an
area where definitions will not hold".213

The omission of the Commission to include self-regulatory mechanisms in
the draft is regarded as a missed opportunity to effectively regulate non- Part Ill
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first of all, the mechanisms are more apt to respond to changing market EC Content Regulation

conditions, thereby delivering a more sustainable solution over State
regulation. Secondly, the mechanisms are reported as better suited to deal
with sensitive issues that call for subsidiarity.

The last strand of criticism is fed by the conviction that the extension
of broadcasting regulation to the emerging market of non-linear services
will lead to a decrease in investment and innovation in Europe. Instead
of offering benefits to the market players by providing legal certainty,
the regulation will raise barriers to entry and further deter players from
entering the market. This will in turn have negative side-effects for the
consumers, who will witness a decrease in choice and quality. In conclusion,
the alliance restricting the scope of the new Directive to a new definition
of linear services only, which should Include services that are identical«

in nature to traditional broadcast services, but delivered over different
platforms" 214

213 Ibid , 6
214 Ibid , 8
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Impact assessment Indepen
The alliance seems to drawn inspiration from the first Impact Assessment
that was performed for OFCOM by Indepen, Ovum, and fathom.215 The
document was published in September 2005, so beforethe actual publication
of the draft proposal of the Commission. In this Impact Assessment, the
consultancy firms aimed to measure the effects of a possible extension of
the Directive to new audiovisual services.216 The report elaborately covers
all the issues highlighted by the alliance, in a more elaborate fashion. The
emphasis of the report lies on the imbalance between the benefits and the
costs of the extension. Several potential benefits are identified, such as the
completion of the Internal Market, the promotion of competition between
audiovisual services, the protection of public interests, and the promotion
of cultural diversity. However, the report argues that these are perceived
rather than real benefits.

The Internal Market benefit is diminished by the fact that the E-Commerce
Directive already provides a legal framework to ensure the free movement of
on-demand audiovisual services. Furthermore, it is emphasised that the non-
linear services are largely either national or global in nature, automatically
reducing the potential benefits of an extension for the Internal Market.217
Furthermore, it is argued that in order to properly assess the level playing
field (or lack thereof) for audiovisual services, the perspective needs to be
broadened beyond the mere scope of the TWF Directive. Non-linear service
providers might incur benefits from exclusion of the TWF Directive, but
these benefits could very well be outweighed by advantages incumbents
have with regard to public funding, or access to programme rights. This
leads the authors to the conclusion that, instead of achieving the intended

215 Indepen, Ovum and fathom, 'Extension of the Television Without Frontiers Directive. An Impact
Assessment' September 2005, available at; http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/tv/twf/twfreport/
twf.pdf.
216 Sinceatthetimeof writingtheconsultantsdid not yet know theprecisenature of theextension,
they have for the purpose of the report assumed that "the revised Directive could cover new areas,
including radio and audiovisual content delivered over the internet and mobile services".Ibid., 3.
Since their definition of 'new audiovisual services' not always coincides with that of non-linear
services (forexample, IPTV falls within theirdefinition of new audiovisual services), theterm is used
in this section according to their definition.
217 Ibid., 60.
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level-playing field, the extension could actually lead to a reinforcement of
the position of incumbents, by making entry for newcomers more costly.218

With regard to the potential benefit for the protection of consumers, the
report states that self-regulation would be the preferred method to achieve
the objective. The extension of the European content rules to promote
cultural diversity are not expected to deliver benefits in the longer term; the
European content rules might preserve jobs in the EU content production in
the short term, but could negatively affect the development of new services,
by reducing their value, in the long term.

In addition, the authors expect the costs of an extension to be high. Both

compliance costs and enforcement costs are considered, but neither are
quantified.219 The costs for service providers of new audiovisual services
to comply with the provisions of the extended Directive are expected
to be high, fuelling the fear that companies will relocate to jurisdictions
with lower levels of regulation. Global operators especially will be able
to circumvent EU legislation this way, with all due consequences for the

development of the European content industry. The enforcement costs for
regulators are expected to rise significantly, mainly due to the explosion of Part 111
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will cause. As a consequence, industry representatives expect a stifling of
innovation and a decrease in investment in new audiovisual services.

Finally, an indirect but potentially significant cost is identified by the
authors: the impact of the extension on broadband roll-out.22° The argument
made is that the legal uncertainty concerning what services are going to be
covered by the Directive, in combination with the increase in costs, will be
likely to reduce investments in compelling audiovisual content, which will
in turn slow down the take-up of broadband by society. By extension, this
lack of consumer demand will create disincentives to invest in broadband
networks. Again, the analysis is not completed by a compelling set of

218 Ibid , 59-62.
219 The authors of the report excuse themselves for this by stating that "quantification of these
costs requires a bottom-up analysis of the numbers of organisations affected and the costs they
might incur, which is beyond the scope of this study". Ibid., 67. However, it will later be seen that the
task of quantification of these costs is generally assumed to be extraordinarily complicated.
220 Ibid , 12 and 73-74.
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calculations, or evidence of how these markets correlate. The only relevant
estimation the report delivers is that one year of delay in broadband
adoption could lead to a loss of the net present value of the EU GDP of
up to 125 billion Euros.221 Nevertheless, the authors feel confident enough
to assert that a fundamental conflict underlies two objectives of the i2010
programme: the extension of the TWF Directive and the maximisation of
broadband roll-out.

RAND Europe report
A second report addressing the potential negative impacts of the proposal of
the Commission was drafted by RAND Europe.222 This report, commissioned
by OFCOM, was issued late August 2006, eight months after the first
proposal of the Commission. The strong criticism coming from the UK, and
Ofcom in particular, can be explained by the fact that they have the most
to lose from the potential negative impact of an extension; Ofcom currently
regulates more than half of the channels in Europe, a total number of 750
channels.223

Nevertheless, it is remarkable that Ofcom chose to award the contract forthis
report to RAND, the same organisation that contributed a large document
to the official Impact Assessment of the Commission on the revision of
the TWF Directive.224 This is even more remarkable when it is realised
that the basic assumption - or actually criticism -underlying the second
report is that the Commission's impact assessment has failed to properly
take into account the indirect impacts of its proposal, as the title itself
indicates. Ofcom felt that the Impact Assessment of the Commission did not

221 This number is based on the results of a UK study, ('The economic Impact of a Competitive
Market for Broadband', CEBR, November 2003) which have been extrapolated to the EU-25.
222 C, Marsden, J. Cave, E. Nason, A. Parkinson, C. Blackman, J. Rutter, 'Assessing Indirect Impacts
of the EC Proposals for Video Regulation', RAND Report, 31 August 2006, available at: http://www.
ofcom.org.uk/research/tv/reports/videoregulation/videoregulation.pdf.
223 See deposition of Mr, Blowers for the House of Lords: European Union Committee, 'Television
Without Frontiers? Report with Evidence' HL (3rd Report of Session 2006-07), 27 Q. 152.
224 E. Horlings, C Marsden, C. van Oranje, M. Botterman, 'Contribution to the Impact Assessment
of the revision of the Television Without Frontiers Directive' RAND Report, 1 November 2005,
available at: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/information_society/evaluation/data/pdf/studies/52004_
01/tvwf_rand.pdf.
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pay enough attention to the potential - indirect - effects of an extension
of the TWF Directive on the investment decisions and location decisions
of firms active in the emerging sectors of the media industry. Three key
sectors in particular were deemed critical for a proper analysis uncovering
the full impact of the Commission's plans: IPTV, mobile multimedia, and
online games. RAND's study examined those three sectors in detail and
consequently came up with some surprising answers.

The executive summary of the RAND report commences with what can
only be considered a disclaimer. The report refers directly to RAND's earlier
work prepared for the Commission, where it allegedly cautioned for a lack
of empirical evidence for impacts on the non-linear sectors by stating that
"in the absence of empirical evidence in order to assess the cost-benefit, we
do not consider that definite answers are possible."225 A similar disclaimer
resurfaces at several places in the report, cautioning for limitations to the
use of quantitative techniques to perform a proper cost-benefit analysis
of the impact of the new AVMS Directive on the audiovisual sector.226
RAND Europe goes as far as to state that "the only certainty in such an
analysis is that the quantitative assessment will be incorrect" 227 Despite Part 111:

these significant, self-confessed limitations, the analysts do not seem to Technological Neutrality
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have qualms about criticising the Commission's proposal. EC Content Regulation

According to RAND, the three chosen media sectors are strategically
significant for the European economy, with expectations of high growth
and an important role in driving new media innovation. Yet, all three sectors
are at a vulnerable stage of development. This means that for a large part
it is still unclear how (i.e., according to which business models) the sectors
will develop. With regard to IPTV 28 and mobile multimedia, RAND sees

225 RAND 'Assessing Indirect Impacts of the EC Proposals for Video Regulation' (n 222), vii.
Interestingly, this statement is not made in such a general way as RAND Europe is picturing it. In
fact, the statement is made only with regard to the market for short extracts of news events.
226 RAND 'Assessing Indirect Impacts of the EC Proposals for Video Regulation' (n 222), xv, xvii,
2,41-42,151.
227 RAND 'Assessing Indirect Impacts of the EC Proposals for Video Regulation' (n 222), vii
(executive summary).
228 For the purpose of the report, IPTV is subdivided in IPTV version 1 and IPTV version 2. IPTV
v. 1 refers to TV over the open internet trough streaming, a business model that has failed due to
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possibilities for a trend away from the current 'walled-garden models'229
to more open-access models in which content owners will distribute their
productsthrough theopen Internet (i.e., without licensing to national orlocal
distributors). Such a shift could potentially reduce the scope of applicable
EU regulation, since it could lead to offshoring to countries with lower
levels of regulation such as the US and Japan.23° RAND however admits
it is very difficult to assess whether an extension of the TWF Directive
- and the ensuing compliance costs -alone can cause such a migration.
This offshoring risk is less substantial in the case of mobile multimedia,
since mobile operators exert a greater degree of control over the content
they distribute.231 Nevertheless, high compliance costs in the EU could
eventually also create incentives for mobile multimedia to relocate their
content-producing activities outside the EU.232 For both sectors, RAND in
any case recommends a clear, light-touch regulatory regime. RAND argues
that the definition proposed by the Commission does not provide enough
certainty as to the scope of regulation, and fails to give a clear commitment
towards the use of light regulatory techniques.233

the high production costs (mainly due to issues with copyright clearance). In contrast, IPTV v. 2 is a
locally distributed version which is typically offered nationally. This 'walled garden' version of IPTV
protects copyright holders from unauthorised P2Pdistribution. Ibid., 57-58. Evidently, only with the
P2P VOD version of IPTV v. 1 can IPTV develop into a open access model, since the use of a local
network is inherent to IPTV v. 2.
229 'Walled garden' refers to a type of IP content service without access to the 'open' Internet. The
principal example (and failure) of a walled garden model was the portal of America Online (AOL),
which provided, in a subscriber-only space, premium content to its users but prevented to access
content from non-affiliated content providers.
230 Note that this argumentation rests on the assumption that the new AVMS Directive actually
regulates content 'pure', i.e. the programme or website. However, the Directive does not increase
the costs for the development of content, but rather for the distribution of content, i.e content
'plus'. Cf. Chapter 4.
231 According to Rand, mobile providers are less vulnerable to the free-riding problem of P2P, since
they exert end-to-end control over their network, RAND 'Assessing Indirect Impacts of the EC
Proposals for Video Regulation' (n 222), 94-98,
232 RAND 'Assessing Indirect Impacts of the EC Proposals for Video Regulation' (n 222), xiii
(executive summary). Remarkably, this caution is not explicitly mentioned in the 'core' of the report,
which in contrast seems to conclude that no significantimpacts are to be expected from heextension
of the Directive to mobile multimedia. On page 96 of the report, one can read that "..the Directive
appears to be unlikelyto be a causal factor that would significantlyaffect investment decisions that
would drive the creation and distribution of mobile media content out of the EU". And, a bit further,
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As for on-line games, the situation is considered to be more critical. The
industry is characterised as needing highly skilled labour and providing
global services. Europe currently has a significant presence in the global
market, but the global labour slipply and the network element of the games
make the industry 'footloose' and especially vulnerable to offshoring
risks.234 Game firms that will want to increase their revenues by product

placement might be better off outside the EU. In addition, RAND argues
that the way games are experienced by consumers differs significantly from
traditional broadcasting services.235 RAND therefore strongly recommends
that on-line games be kept out of the scope of the AVMS Directive. On a
more general level, the report highlights that the impact of an extension
will be especially large on small and medium sized enterprises, that will not
be able to compete with strong competitors as a consequence. Incumbent
linear operators, especially those that are vertically integrated, will be
better able to bear the cost of regulation and can actually view regulation
as a source of protective entry barriers. Potential market entrants will be
forced to either affiliate with incumbents, or opt for migration to non-linear
services (such as VOD) and possibly relocation. Part Ill:

Technological Neutrality
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Report of House of Lords ECContent Regulation

A report of the House of Lords on the TWF Directive confirms the negative
response from the UK on the proposal and Impact Assessment of the
Commission.236 The report is accompanied by a set of transcripts from oral
evidence given to the House of Lords, in which the criticism is further

"Furthermore, the blocking of unacceptable content from outside the EU may well attract a stigma
tothose companiesoperating outside, and especiallyoffshore, such that all such established players
would wish to move inside the EU to avoid the damaging image".
233 RAND 'Assessing Indirect Impacts of the EC Proposals for Video Regulation' (n 222) vii.
234 Note that in the final version of the AVMS Directive, on-line games are explicitly excluded
from the scope of the Directive, see Recital 18 of the AVMS Directive (n 162). On-line games could
in particular have been affected by the requirement to comply with the (advertising) provisions

regarding the protection of minors.
235 RAND 'Assessing Indirect Impacts of the EC Proposals for Video Regulation' by RAND (n 225)
116-118.

236 House of Lords European Union Committee, 'Television Without Frontiers? Report with
Evidence' HL (3rd Report of Session 2006-07), 27.
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enunciated. The main criticism with regard to the impact assessment of
the Commission is the lack of quantitative analysis, which "terrified"
Minister Woodward.237 The primary concern of the Minister regards the
efficiency and efficacy of the proposal. Without having any doubts about
the rightness of the intentions of the Commission, the Minister fears that
the proposal of the Commission will damage the creative industries and as
a consequence will put the European audiovisual sector at a competitive
disadvantage. This opinion is shared by the representative from Ofcom, Mr.
Blowers. In his deposition, he states that "we would define "appropriate"
[regulation] from an Ofcom perspective in a particular way which is an area

that we would regulate effectively".238 The harsh criticism of the lack of
numbers in the Commission's impact assessment seems to bear no relation
to the fact that RAND Europe in its report for Ofcom overtly admits that it
is nearly impossible to perform such a quantitative analysis that produces
hard figures. Despite this concession, the House of Lords comes to the
conclusion that some cost estimates could have been made, and thus that the
Commission should have performed a more rigorous impact assessment.239

The UK perspective on the extension of the TWF Directive seems to be
fed from what can be labelled economic thinking. The justification for
extension of the Directive is sought in terms of efficient regulation. The
high value that is put on the proper performance of the Commission's
Impact Assessments supports this analysis. Only when the regulation of
the new audiovisual services can prove to deliver economic benefits to the
European industry, can extension be justified. This perspective largely
ignores the existence of a second, essential and long-standing logic for
regulating the multimedia: the protection of public interest objectives.
Even though the UK representatives have repeatedly argued that they do
not deny the importance of those objectives, their predominant focus on
the quantitative measuring of economic impacts would indicate otherwise.
The Commission in its deposition for the House of Lords correctly indicates
that whereas quantifying the costs of regulation is still feasible, benefits

237 Ibid., Q. 157. Mr. Shaun Woodward is the former Minster for Creative Industries and Tourism.
238 Ibid., Q. 120
239 Ibid , 27, paras. 177 - 183
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are much harder to quantify, especially when these benefits concern for
instance, the improved protection of minors. A second apt remark from the
Commission representatives is that the starting point for the RAND report
in itself is considered flawed. The question what the cost of regulating
is implies that not regulating is an option, which is incorrect since most
Member States have started regulating the new audiovisual services for the
public interest objectives. Consequently, a proper cost analysis should also
take into account the potential costs of complying with 25 or 27 different
rules, and compare these to the option of harmonisation.240

The different objectives underlying the regulation of communication
services241 give cause for a potential conflict about the appropriate level
content regulation, depending on the objective chosen. The trigger for the
imposition of market regulation in the sector of electronic communications,
the presenceof SMR does not necessarily make sensein the context of public
interest regulation. The question whether or not minors should be protected
when using mobile multimedia services cannot simply be answered by the
argument that this an emerging market, which should therefore fall outside Part 111
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regulation inefficient and hence superfluous, will not always be convincing
from the public interest objective perspective. Consumer organisations are
unlikely to be convinced by the argument that enforcement issues make
regulation too difficult or costly. Indeed, in his deposition for the House of
Lords the Director of the European Consumers' Association forcefully made
this point: "I do not say it is easy but the principle is that we cannot say, Let
us stop regulating now because it has all got too difficult."242 Consequently,
market-based reasoning alone cannot be used to decide on the appropriate
level of public interest regulation. The above already shows that depending
on the perspective chosen - economic or public interest objective - different
outcomes can be reached deciding on the appropriate level of content

regulation.

240 Ibid., Q. 347-348.
241 'Communication services' here refers to all services provided in the communications landscape,

both audiovisual media services and electronic communications services.

242 Ibid , Q. 353.
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2. The rationales for technology-neutral content regulation
In the course of the revision of the TWF Directive, the principle of
technological neutrality was referred to repeatedly in the context of the
extension of the Directive. The principle was declared equally valid in
the domain of audiovisual content regulation by the Commission in its
Communication'Principles and Guidelines for the Community's Audiovisual
Policy in the Digital Age', but did not immediately cause regulatory change
on the content level.243 Instead, it seemed to have been used to confirm the
correctness of the Commission's vertical approach to content regulation as
a result of the interpretation that "identical services should in principle be
regulated in the same way, regardless of their means of transmission".244
According to the Communication, the specific characteristics of the different
content services still justified a difference in regulatory approach.245

Nevertheless, about a year later, Commissioner Reding in a speech before
the British Screen Advisory Council carefully dared to ask whether the
time had come for the regime of freedom to provide television services
to be replaced by a more liberal regime governing the freedom to provide
electronic content services.246

Leaving open the question whether technology-neutral regulation would
require identical content regulation for all content services, it became
clear that for the revision of the TWF Directive all forms of distribution of
audiovisual content had to be taken into account. Reding communicated
that her staff would be analysing the need for a coherent regulation of any
form of delivery of audiovisual content, as a result of the application of
technological neutrality:

243 Communication from the Commission to the Council. The European Parliament, The Economic
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions 'Principles and Guidelines for the
Community's Audiovisual Policy in the Digital Age' COM (1999) 657 final, 14 December 1999.
244 Ibid., 10, footnote 17,
245 Ibid., 11.
246 V. Reding 'Community Audiovisual Policy in the 21st Century - Content Without Frontiers?'
Speech/00/477,30 November 2000. The point was reiterated in at least two other speeches: V.
Reding 'Television Without Frontiers: amending the Directive' Speech/01/304, 22 June 2001; V.
Reding 'A new approach to the development of the audiovisual sector' Speech/01/435,5 October
2001.

247 V. Reding 'Business Without Frontiers: Europe's new broadcasting landscape' Speech/04/518,
7 December 2004.
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This isthe logical consequence if we wantto applytechnological neutrality in our
regulatory approach, and it is essential to guarantee a level playing fteld between
new and old content providers.247

In subsequent speeches, the concept of platform neutrality - the same rules
apply to the same kind of services whatever the delivery platform - was
taken up.248 As a consequence of platform neutrality, applicable rules were
not to depend on the delivery platform, but on the "nature of a service"
This slightly adapted concept probably gave the Commission somewhat
more leeway with regard to how technological neutrality would come to
effect in content regulation; instead of forcing a one-size-fits-all approach
through the interpretation that all content should be regulated identically
regardless of the technology used to transmit or deliver it, it better allowed
for a graduated approach on the basis of distinguishable services.249 In
addition, the concept of platform neutrality naturally brings in the 'missing
middle layer' of the medium in the concept of technological neutrality for
the purpose of audiovisual regulation.

Part 111
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process does not immediately provide a decisive answer as to its correct
interpretation, it does deliver insights into why technological neutrality
was invoked in the first place. The rationales behind its use are, perhaps
unsurprisingly, identical to the rationales for applying technological
neutrality in the domain of network regulation.

A very strong rationale for the application of the principle is non-
discrimination. As a result of technological convergence, services previously
carried over a specific network can now be distributed over several

competing ones. Regulation that is therefore based on technology can create
an unlevel playing field. Stricter regulation of cable networks in comparison

248 V. Reding 'TWF Seminar. Media Regulation in the convergence era doing more with less'
Speech/05/135, 30 May 2005; V. Reding 'Challenges for TV - Convergence - IPTV' Speech, 8
December 2005.
249 Cf. M. Arino 'Content Regulation and New Media: A Case Study of Online Video Portals' [2007]
Communications & Strategies 115,128.
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to telecom networks or vice versa can distort competition in the market for
electronic communication networks. Ideally, services should therefore be
regulated in the same way, regardless of their means of transmission. In
the context of content regulation, the same reasoning is applied. As a result
of the limited scope of the TWF Directive, those audiovisual services that
fell in the category of broadcasting services received different regulatory
treatment from audiovisual services that might transmit identical or similar
content but were classified as information society services. Traditional
television content has in the meantime become available over more than
just the traditional platforms of cable, terrestrial and satellite. In addition,
a blurring of boundaries can be observed between traditional television
content and newer types of content services provided over the Internet. The
availability of this television and television-like content on new platforms,
such as the Internet and mobile networks, put pressure on the traditional
regulatory system. If left untouched, the system would increasingly lead
to unjustifiable differences in regulatory treatment, thereby threatening
to distort competition in the market.250 Consequently, the rationale of
non-discrimination is a strong driver of the application of technological
neutrality to content regulation.

A second rationale identified earlier for technological neutrality is
sustainability. A very important aspect of regulation that targets the fast-
changing communications sector is that it is future-proof. With regard

to networks, the last decade has not only witnessed a convergence of
networks, but has also seen how new technologies in the shape of fibre
and mobile networks are gaining ground and are progressively replacing
older networks. This rationale therefore seeks to prevent that the law
needs to be changed every so many months or years, in order to remain
in line with new technological and economic developments in the sector.
With regard to content, a similar development can be observed. Despite the
uncertainty that surrounds the demand for new audiovisual (broadband)
services - which naturally slows down the process - new services are being
developed and taken up by consumers. The emergence of user-generated
content provides an excellent example of how quickly an innovative service
can develop. The rationale of sustainability thus requires regulation to be
flexible and open to change.251
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A third rationale behind technological neutrality stems from economic

analysis and is efficiency. This rationale is a particularly strong rationale
behind technological neutrality, and entails that technological choices of
consumers should not be pre-empted by regulation. This will not only have
a positive effect on static efficiency - i.e., competition between firms at
a given point in time - but will especially be beneficial for the purpose
of dynamic efficiency, that is to say for innovation and investment in the
market of electronic communications in the long term. Leaving choices to
consumers will give firms the right incentives to invest and innovate, in order
to be able to compete. The rationale also implies that the regulator should

only intervene when market mechanisms cannot reach the objectives set
by the regulator. The rationale of efficiency is equally valid in the context
of content regulation. The Commission openly admits that it is very hard
to predict how the audiovisual sector will develop, and what will be the
impact of non-linear services such as VOD on traditional broadcasting.252
Limiting the scope of the TWF Directive to broadcasting services would
risk influencing the consumers to behave in a way they otherwise would
not have. It could for example, if consumers do not like regulation,253 result Partlll

in an unnatural preference for broadcasting-like services, for the reason Technological Neutrality
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that these services are not or less regulated. As a consequence, traditional EC Content Regulation

television content providers could also decide to migrate to the non-linear
segment to cater to this demand. This type of behaviour can lead to a lock-in
to an inferior technology, as a result of network effects combined with path
dependence. In contrast, technology-neutral regulation leaves the choice
to the consumer and will therefore not distort the natural development of
the market.

The last and least developed rationale behind technological neutrality is
consumer certainty. In the context of network regulation, consumer certainty
was identified as the only rationale that truly takesthe consumerperspective
and gives a positive impulse to technological neutrality: consumers

250 See impact assessment Commission (n 154), 13-14.
251 Ibid., 6.
252 Ibid., 8-11.

253 Note that the issue whether consumers like non-regulated services is controversial.
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should be able to rely on the fact that technologies that they regard as
interchangeable are regulated in the same way. By extension, it could mean
that consumer rights - such as universal service in telecom - should be
available regardless of the underlying technology. Being the consumer
perspective rationale, it is a rationale behind technological neutrality that
is indirectly voiced by consumers organisations and public broadcasters
when they argue that regulation should be in accordance with consumer
expectations. When consumers are expecting, through experience, that
content providers are forbidden to target minors in their advertisements on
television, they probably expect a similar level of regulation for television-
like services, provided over the Internet. This rationale clearly is the least
economic or market-based of the rationales, and rather seems to stem from
a paternalistic approach to regulation. The imposition of regulation is not
based on efficiency grounds, or linked to the development of the market,
but justified by the protection of a public interest consumers have grown
accustomed to due to regulatory history. This rationale therefore connects
very well to the public interest thinking that underlies a relevant part of
audiovisual regulation.

3. The criticism of the AVMS Directive and the rationales
The above has shown how the rationales behind technological neutrality
identified for network regulation in Part I are equally valid in the domain
of content regulation. In addition, the rationales can also help to categorise
the criticism that has been raised in the course of the revision of the TWF
Directive.

The first rationale, non-discrimination, is explicitly and repeatedly used by
the Commission to justi fy the extension of the TWF Directive to non-linear
services.254 The fact that providers of broadcasting services have to comply
with regulation that does not apply to providers of broadcasting-like
services is considered to be unfair. However, the opponents of extension
use the very same argument to criticise the extension. They argue that the
imposition of obligations on market entrants will favour the incumbents by
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raising their rivals' costs.2SS Incumbents will generally have less difficulties
bearing these costs due to their size, especially when vertically integrated.
Consequently, the extension of regulation will in their opinion not create
a level-playing field with equal opportunities for all players, but rather
create benefits for the incumbents. Others have argued that the different
categories of content services do not compete in the same market, which in
their opinion justifies the difference in regulatory treatment.256 Regardless
of who is right in this discussion, it indicates the central role that is played
by the rationale of non-discrimination in the discussion on the extension. If
this rationale did indeed underlie the application of technological neutrality
to the TWF Directive, it would require an equal treatment of audiovisual
media service providers that are in the same position.257

The sustainability rationale also surfaces in the criticism of the new
AVMS Directive. The choice for a graduated approach on the basis of the
distinction between linear and non-linear services especially is considered
problematic by some. The demarcation line between the two service
categories is believed to be under pressure, for instance, due to the use
of digital personal video recorders such as TiVo. Digital video recorders Part 111

offer capacity and quality that cannot be compared to traditional VCRs. Technological Neutrality
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enabling viewers to watch content at the time of their choosing and of EC Content Regulation

254 Impact assessment Commission (n 154), 13; Proposal for a Directive (n 153) Explanatory

Memorandum, 3; V Reding 'The New Television Without Frontiers Directive: The Commission
proposal to boost Europe's audiovisual sector' Speech/06/268,27 April 2006.
255 Indepen, Ovum and fathom 'Extension of the Television Without Frontiers Directive An
Impact Assessment' (n 215), 59; RAND, 'Assessing Indirect Impacts of the EC Proposals for Video

Regulation' (n 222), 141.
256 Indepen, Ovum and fathom 'Extension of the Television Without Frontiers Directive. An Impact

Assessment' (n 215), 61.
257 This also fits into the EU's approach to Better Regulation (n 150) which requires in the
preparation of new legislation to take into account the overall benefits and costs. See Commission
Staff Working Paper'Impact Assessment: Next Steps: In support of competitivenessand sustainable
development' SEC (2004) 1377, 21 October 2004. One element of these regulatory costs are the
administrative costs, for which the Dutch have developed the Standard Cost Model (SCM). The SCM
is a methodology for measuring the administrative burden imposed on firmsthrough regulation. The
European Commission has developed theirown methodology based on the SCM, called the EU SCM.
This methodology aims to measure and reduce the impact of regulation on firms. The EU SCM has
been incorporated in the 'Impact Assessment Guidelines' of the Commission: European Commission

'Impact Assessment Guidelines' SEC (2005) 791, updated on 15 March 2006.
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a quality they are used to from traditional, linear television. Traditional
broadcasters that place their programmes on-line for download purposes,
after the programmes have been aired, further add to this confusion. Since
these developments offer the consumer the possibility to time-shift linear
content, they directly undermine the demarcation line between linear and
non-linear services, which is based entirely on the ability of the consumer
to influence the order of programming. If the AVMS Directive is supposed
to be based on the sustainability rationale, it would mean that the Directive
would not need to be revised in the near future. The question is if this kind
of graduated approach indeed provides the desired sustainability.

The rationale of efficiency plays a large role in the criticism of Internet
service providers and telecom incumbents about the revision of the TWF
Directive. The rationale implies that only when a market mechanism does
not deliver the objectives set for the secton regulators have the right to
intervene. The idea that regulation can negatively affect the development
of a market through technological choices of the regulator also plays a role
in the discussion on the extension of the Directive. This reasoning is used
by market parties when they argue that the market for non-linear services
such as mobile TV and VOD is emerging and should therefore remain outside
the scope of regulation. Regulation of these markets would stifle innovation
and lead to less investments in the sector. In addition, self-regulatory
mechanisms are said to already reach the public interest objectives pursued,
making intervention by the Commission unnecessary and disproportionate.
The issue of how to deal with emerging markets is controversial at the level
of network regulation. The idea that newly emerging markets should not
be imposed upon with inappropriate regulation is widely supported, but
opinions differ on what constitutes an emerging market.258 Similarly, there
is no agreement on whether non-linear services should be regarded as
emerging markets and as a result thereof remain outside the scope of the
new AVMS Directive. Either way, if the efficiency rationale underlied the
AVMS Directive, then this would force the Commission to carefully explain

258 Cf. the work of A. de Streel (n 220 in Part I) and Chapter 3. Also see R Larouche 'Europe and
Investment in Infrastructure with Emphasis on Electronic Communications' [2007] Tilec Discussion
Paper 2007-031.
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how it can account for the extension to non-linear services by pointing out
the policy objective that warrants the intervention, and the method chosen
to achieve it. The choice for this rationale would thus imply an even more

economically focused AVMS Directive.
Finally, thelaststrand of criticism closely relates to the consumer certainty

rationale. In contrast to the efficiency rationale, this rationale calls for a
Directive that takes the public interest perspective. Consumer organisations
and public broadcasters argue that high costs of regulation should not be
able to outweigh the protection of consumer interests in the Directive.
They therefore resist a lowering of standards of the Directive. When
consumers have certain expectations with regard to the level and degree of
content regulation, this rationale is likely to lead to an extension of those
expectations to services that consumers consider to be interchangeable.
These regulatory expectations may be derived from the regulatory history
of the media, or from the difference in degree of consumer choice and
control. These expectations need not necessarily deliver the most efficient
solution from an economic perspective, but it may offer the most valuable
solution from a social perspective. P a r t  1 1 1

Technological Neutrality
In the Context of
EC Content Regulation

B. Tracing the Possible Effect of the Rationales
for EC Content Regulation

1. Policy objectives and corresponding provisions
in the TWF Directive

The primary aim of the TWF Directive has always been to ensure the free
movement of broadcasting services within the Internal Market.259 The
competence of the Commission in the area of broadcasting, and hence

the legal basis available for the Directive, obliged the Commission to take
this economic approach. At the same time however, the internal market

259 Council Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 on the coordination of certain provisions
laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of
television broadcasting activities [1989] OJ L 289/23; Communication from the Commission to the
Council, the European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the
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aim is complemented by the protection of fundamental public interest
objectives.260 The initial controversy over the EC competence in the area
can explain the lack of clarity as to the precise public interest objectives
underlying the 1989 Directive, a situation that did not change with the
revision of 1997. The Internal Market objective clearly comes to the fore in
Recital 3 of the 1989 Directive:

Whereas measures should be adopted to permit and ensure the transition from
national markets to a common programme production and distribution market,
and to establish conditions of fair competition without prejudice to the public
interest role to be discharged by the television broadcasting services.261

And, again in Recital 9:

Whereas the laws, regulations and administrative measures in Member States
concerning the pursuit of activities as television broadcasters and cable operators
contain disparities, some of which may impede the free movement of broadcasts
within the Community and may distort competition within the common market.
Whereas all such restrictions on freedom to provide broadcasting services must
be abolished under the Treaty.

Through the inclusion of the country of origin principle - a basic principle
of the Internal Market - in the Directive, Member States were obliged to
ensure freedom of reception and not restrict retransmission of foreign
television programmes on their territory.262 An exception was made for
television programmes that would infringe the Directive's provisions on the
protection of minors.263 Despite the emphasis on the economically inspired
aim of the Internal Market, the public interest role of the TWF Directive
cannot be denied.264 The Green Paper that preceded the materialisation

Regions 'Principles and Guidelines for the Community's Audiovisual Policy in the Digital Age' COM
(1999) 657 final, 14 December 1999. See B. J. Drijber 'The Revised Television Without Frontiers: Is
It Fit for the Next Century?' (1999) 36 Common Market Law Review 87,109.
260 Impact assessment Commission (n 154), 21.
261 Ibid
262 Art, 2a TWF Directive.
263 Art. 2a(2) TWF Directive.
264 Cf. the subsequent cases C-6/98 ARD v. Pro Sieben [1999] ECR 1-7599 and C-245/01 RTL
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of the TWF Directive gave evidence of the importance attached by the
Commission to traditional core values underlying the European broadcasting
economies such as freedom of expression and pluralism.265 The importance
of audiovisual media for European democracy was confirmed in its
Communication'Principles and Guidelines for the Community's Audiovisual
Policies in the Digital Age':

The audiovisual media playa central role in the functioning of modern democratic

societies. Without the free flow of information such societies cannot function.

Moreover, the audiovisual media play a fundamental role in the development
and transmission of social values. This is not simply because they influence to

a large degree which facts and which images of the world we encounter, but
also because they provide concepts and categories - political, social, ethnic,

geographical, psychological and so on - which we use to render these facts and

images intelligible. They therefore help to determine not only what we see of the
world but also how we see it.266

The quote shows how strongly the Commission feels about the public interest Part 111

objectives at stake in the audiovisual sector. Even though the TWF Directive in the Context of
Technological Neutrality

itself does not explicitly lists the public interest objectives it pursues, these EC Content Regulation

Television GmbH v. Niedersachsische landesmedienonstalt fur privaten Rundfunk [2003] ECR 1-
12489, In the former case. the ECJ judged that Art. 11(3) TWF, dealing with the frequency with
which audiovisual works such as feature films and films made for television can be interrupted,
should be interpreted according to the restrictive interpretation of the gross principle (meaning that

the duration of advertisements must be included in the calculation of the 45-minute period that
must pass between two advertising breaks), since it is a provision that imposes a restriction on the
freedom to provide broadcast services. The rationale behind the interpretation can therefore said to
be 'economic'. The latter case, in contrast, gives evidence of a different rationale. Here, the Court
emphasises the 'public interest purpose' of the provision, i.e. to protect the artistic value of feature
and television films, in its interpretation of 11(3) TWF. Accordingly, it concludes that 'films which

have been made for television and which provide, from theirconception, for breaks forthe insertion
of advertising' are covered by the term films made for television in Article 11(3) TWF and therefore
do not allow for a more frequent interruption by advertising. See the comment of R. Mastroianni

[2000] 37 Common Market Law Review 1445.
265 European Commission, Green Paperontheestablishmentof thecommonmarket forbroadcasting,

especially by cable and satellite, COM (84) 3 0 final, 14 June 1984, 23 et seq.
266 Communication 'Principles and Guidelines for the Community's Audiovisual Policy in the Digital

Age' (n 259), 7.
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objectives can be deduced from the policy documents and speeches on the
topic.267 The public interest objectives that are most frequently mentioned
are: i) the promotion of cultural and linguistic diversity; ii) the protection
of minors and human dignity; and iii) consumer protection.268 These public
interest objectives have been transposed into the coordinated fields of
the Directive. The concept of coordinated field has been under discussion
over the years, but can be interpreted as those areas of the law that have
been harmonised by the TWF Directive in order to liberalise the European
broadcasting market.269 The 1989 Directive had four such coordinated
fields: the promotion of distribution and production of European television
programmes (Chapter III); television advertising and sponsorship (Chapter
IV); protection of minors and public order (Chapter V) and; the right of
reply (Chapter VI). With the revision of 1997, Chapter IV has been extended
to teleshopping and Chapter V has been rearranged. More importantly. an
entirely new coordinated field was added to the Directive: Access to events
of major importance for society (Article 3a).270 It is important to know that
the Directive lays down minimum standards in these coordinated fields, and
therefore provides for minimum harmonisation only.271 As a result, Member
States maintain the right to impose stricter conditions on broadcasters in
their jurisdiction.272 It reflects the cultural aspect of broadcasting, and
allows Member States to intensify the protection of their citizens in fields
they deem of particular importance.273

267 Ibid. See also Communication 'The Future of European Regulatory Audiovisual Policy' (n 119);
V. Reding 'Community Audiovisual Policy in the 21st Century - Content Without Frontiers; Speech
/00/477,30 November 2000; V Reding 'Television Without Frontiers: amending the Directive'
Speech/01/304, 22 June 2001; V. Reding 'European Voice Conference on Television Without
Frontiers' Speech/02/120,21 March 2002.
268 Additional objectives that are sometimes separately mentioned can be fitted into these three
categories, such as 'freedom of expression', 'pluralism' and 'the right to reply'
269 Joined cases C-34/95, C-35/95 and C-36/95 Konsumentombudsmannen v. De Agostini and TV
Shop [1997] ECR 1-3843. See B. J. Drijber 'The Revised Television Without Frontiers: Is It Fit forthe
Next Century?' (n 259), 100-102; J. Snell 'De Agostini an the Regulation of Television Broadcasting'
[1997] European Business Law Review 222.
270 From here on, a reference to the TWF Directive means a reference to the consolidated version
of 1997, i.e. Directive 89/552/EEC as revised by Directive 97/36 EC,
271 On minimum harmonisation see C. Barnard The Substantive Low of the EU.  The Four Freedoms
(Oxford University Press New York 2004) 515-520; M. Dougan 'Minimum Harmonisation and the
Internal Market' (2000) 37 Common Market Law Review 853.
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The chapter of the TWF Directive on the promotion of distribution and
production of European works (i.e., the European content rules) directly
relates to the public interest objective of the promotion cultural and
linguistic diversity. Article 4 of the TWF Directive requires Member States
to ensure that broadcasters, where practicable and by appropriate means,
reserve a majority of their transmission time to European works. Article 5
of the TWF Directive entails a similar obligation with regard to European
works created by producers independently of broadcasters: broadcasters
should reserve, again where practicable and by appropriate means, at least
ten percent of their transmission time or programming budget to works of
these independent producers.

The justification for these European content rules is threefold. The first
is to remove barriers between national markets, given that countries such
as France already had such quotas in place and that the promotion of
European works would further encourage the free movement of services.274
A second justification is that the European content rules would help to
make the European broadcasting industry more competitive, especially
to counterbalance the strong influence from the American programme Partlll

industry. A growing fear that Europe would increasingly become dependent
Technological Neutrality
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on the import of relatively cheap programmes and films from the American EC Content Regulation

continent fed this need for a strong European industry. This argumentation
especially is often criticised for being interventionist and giving proof
of industrial policy.275 Finally, the most valid rationale behind the quota
obligations is the preservation of cultural diversity. In this perspective the
European content rules are seen as an end instead of a means: the rules
will guarantee a balance of offerings on the European market, thereby

272 Art. 3(1) TWF Directive.
273 For instance, Chapter 7, section 4 of the Swedish Radio and Television Act (Swedish: Radio och
TV-lagen (SFS 1996:844)) prohibits television advertising directed at children under the age of
twelve.
274 This justi fication is not particularly strong, sincetheamountof Member States without European
content rules by far outweighed the Member States that did have these provisions in place at the
time the TWF Directive was adopted.
275 D. Ward The European Union Democratic Deficit and the Public Sphere. An Evaluation of EU
Media Policy (IOS Press Amsterdam 2002) 60-63; V. Salvatore'Quota'son TV Programmes and EEC
Law' (1992) 29 Common Market Law Review 967,973; 1. Katsirea 'Why the European broadcasting
quota should be abolished' (2003) 28 European Law Review 190; J. Middleton 'The Effectiveness
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preventing American domination of the broadcasting market. The emphasis
in the Directive is put on the more economically inspired justifications of
removing barriers from the Internal Market and improving the competitive
state of the European broadcasting market. Thus, the corresponding Recital
states:

Whereas it istherefore necessaryto promote markets of sufftcientsize fortelevision
products in the Member States to recover necessary investments not only by
establishing common rules opening up national markets but also by envisaging
for European productions where practicable and by appropriate means a majority
proportion in television programmes from all Member States.276

The legal basis of the TWF Directive (Arts. 47(2) and 55 EC) limited the
possibility of the Commission to introduce provisions for the purpose of
harmonising of cultural objectives.277 At the same time however, cultural
diversity thinking clearly interlinks with the aim of a strong, competitive
European market that can compete with the US: a competitive European
market will have better chances of succesfully competing with American
productions, thus ensuring the preservation of the cultural identity of the
Europeans. Indeed, the need for investments in the European broadcasting
market to create markets of sufficient size can be explained by purely
competitive reasoning, but can at the same time be regarded as a sign of
wariness against American dominance of the broadcasting market in the
long term. Thus, by emphasising the public interest concern in economic
reasoning, the EC was able to ensure the protection of cultural diversity
without immediately being accused of stepping outside legal boundaries.

of Audiovisual Regulation Insidethe European Union: The Television Without frontiers Directive and
Cultural Protectionism' (2003) 31 Denver Journal for International Law and Policy 607.
276 Council Directive 89/552/EEC (n 259), Recital 20.
277 Moreover, Art. 151 EC (then Art. 128 EC) expressly excludes harmonization of laws for cultural
objectives. However, in conformity with ECJ case law, it was at the time not necessary to have a
dual legal basis for the TWF Directive to cover cultural objectives, since the main objective of the
Directive is to achieve the internal market for broadcasting. Case C-155/91 Commission v. Council
[1993] ECR-1 939 [20]. This point has previously been made by B. Drijber (n 259). For further
explanation see S. Weatherill Cases & Materiols on EU Law (6th edn, Oxford University Press New
York 2003) 45-68.
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Article 4 and 5 TWF can thus safely be regarded as the provisions that are
meant to secure the protection of the public interest objective of cultural
diversity.

Chapter IV of the TWF Directive concerns the regulation of advertising.
The rules on advertising and teleshopping can be regarded as the core of
the TWF Directive, since this was the area that created the most noticeable
obstacles to the internal market, as can be inferred from the relevant case
law. 278 Similarly to the provisions on the promotion of European works, the
advertising provisions have both an economic and public interest related
aim. The public interest objectives that underlie these provisions are the
protection of consumers and the protection of minors and human dignity.

The advertising provisions can be subdivided into four categories: i) form
(Art. 10-11 TWF Directive); ii) amount (Art. 11, 18, 18a TWF Directive); iii)
content (Art 12, 13, 14, 15 TWF Directive); and iv) minors (Art 15-16 TWF
Directive). The main principle incorporated in the provisions regarding the
form of advertising is the separation of editorial content from advertising.279

Advertising and teleshopping should always be 'readily recognizable as Partlll
Technological Neutralitysuch'.28° This fundamental rule is meant to protect the interests of television in the Context of

viewers, by requiring either a spatial or temporal separation. In this way, EC Content Regulation

viewers will be aware of what type of content they are watching and not
mistakenly interpret a commercial, which is meant to influence the viewers'
opinion, for editorial content, which would merely intend to inform or
entertain viewers. For a similar reason, subliminal advertising techniques
which can seduce viewers into buying, as well as surreptitious advertising
are prohibited.281 Furthermore, advertising should in principle be inserted
in between programmes, so as to limit the potential for confusion.282

278 Case C-352/85 Bond von Adverteerders and Others v. Netherlands [1988] ECR 2085; Case C-
188/89 Stichting Collectieve Atennevoorziening Gouda v. Comissariaat voor de Media [19911 ECR
1-4007.
279 Art. 10(1) TWF Directive.
280 Ibid.
281 Art. 10(3) and (4) TWF Directive.
282 Art. 11(1) TWF Directive.
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The rules thatlimit the amount of advertising are also aimed at the protection
of viewers or consumers, but are at the same time meant to protect the
integrity of audiovisual works and editorial independence. Advertising
will spoil the viewing enjoyment when programmes are interrupted
very frequently, as well as impair the broadcasting programme itself by
disrupting its 'flow'.283 The above-mentioned provision on insertion also
adds to this objective by only allowing advertising to be inserted during
advertising when it takes "into account natural breaks in and the duration
and nature of the programme, and the rights of the rights holders are not
prejudiced."284 Daily and hourly limits are also set, as well as a minimum
time that should lapse in between two advertising breaks.285

Rules pertaining to the content of advertising contribute to the protection
of consumers and human dignity. Advertising of tobacco products and
prescription drugs are forbidden, while advertising of alcoholic beverages is
only allowed under strict conditions.286 Clearly, the underlying assumption
is that these products can all damage the health of consumers and should
therefore not be advertised freely. A separate provision seeks to ensure
that advertising will not prejudice respect for human dignity, discriminate,
or be offensive to political or religious beliefs.287

The weight the protection of minors carries in the TWF Directive is
demonstrated by the combination of special provisions on advertising that
specifically seek to protect minors and by the insertion of a separate chapter
concerning the protection of minors. First of all, Member states are obliged
to ensure that advertising will not cause moral or physical detriment to
minors.288 In addition, the restrictions regarding advertising of alcoholic
beverages are also inspired by a strong conviction that minors need
protection, as can be derived from the conditions that such advertising may
never be aimed at minors specifically, nor "create the impression that the

"289consumption of alcohol contributes towards social or sexual success.

283 L. Woods and A. Scheuer 'Advertising frequency and the Television without Frontiers Directive'
(2004) 29 European Law Review 366,370,
284 Art. 11(1) TWF Directive.
285 Thedailyand hourly limitsare set in Art. 18 TWF Directive. Art. 11(3)and (4) TWF Directiveare
known as the 'insertion rules", and require a time lapse of 45 and 20 minutes respectively between
two advertising breaks.
286 Art. 13, 14, and 15 TWF Directive.
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Although relatively short, the significance of Chapter V on the protection
of minors and public order should not be underestimated. It obliges Member
States "to take appropriate measures to ensure that broadcasters under their
jurisdiction do not include any programmes which might seriously impair
the physical, mental or moral development of minors".290 Pornography and
gratuitous violence are explicitly mentioned as examples of such content.
The access to programmes that are likely to impair the development of minors
should be restricted by the use of a watershed or technical measures such as
conditional access technologies.291 The importance of the proper compliance
of Member States with these provisions is expressed by the strictly limited
exception clause to the country of origin principle.292 This clause can be
invoked by Member States that feel that a programme, coming from another
Member State, infringes these articles.293 Member States can subsequently
start a procedure which allows them to temporally restrict transmission
on their territory.294 The exception reflects the cultural sensitivity that
surrounds the area: one Member State's decision to label a programme as
pornographic does not necessarily coincide with the appraisal of a second
Member State.295 Since harmonisation of the concept of pornography Part 111

is unfeasible for various reasons, this assessment is left to the receiving Technological Neutrality
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Member State.296 The Member State bears the burden of proving that the EC Content Regulation

287 Art. 12 TWF Directive.
288 Art. 16 TWF Directive.
289 Art. 15 TWF Directive.
290 Art. 22(1) TWF Directive.
291 Art. 22(2) TWF Directive.
292 Art. 2a(2) TWF Directive
293 In addition, this exception clause can also be used for the purpose of enforcement of Art. 228
TWF Directive.
294 The UK relied on the Article in order to suspend the transmission of Eurotica Rendez-Vous, a
television service retransmitted by Danish Satellite TV (DSTV) to various Member States, among
which the UK. The Commission declared the measures adopted by the UK to restrict transmission
compatible with the Directive. DSTV's subsequent attempt to challenge the decision of the
Commission was unsuccessful. Case T-69/99 Danish Satellite TV (DSTV) A/S (Eurotico Rendez-Vous
Television) [2001] ECR 11-4039
295 For instance, Sweden is known for its liberal approach towards nudity, but at the same time is
very sensitive towards advertising aimed at minors.
296 Even if one would leave aside the pivotal factthatthe EU lackscompetence in thearea, it would
be difficult to imagine how the various Member States would reach an agreement on definitions
concerning moral issues such as pornography. See B.J. Drijber (n 259).
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programme does indeed impair the development of minors. This procedure
confirms a strong position which Member States retain when it comes to
protecting their minors, which in turn confirms the heavy weight that is
given to the protection of that specific public interest objective. At the same
time, it is fully in line with the doctrine of margin of appreciation, laid
down in the case law of the European Court of Human Rights on freedom
of expression.297

The right of reply is the right of any natural or legal person whose legitimate
interests have been damaged by an assertion of incorrect facts in a television
programme to reply to this assertion.298 The assumed pervasiveness
of broadcasting explains the need for such a right in the context of the
TWF Directive. The right of reply interlinks with freedom of expression, a
fundamental human right,299 which is considered to be a core principle that
underlies all audiovisual media policy.

The last area of the TWF Directive to be discussed here is that of access
to events of major importance to society. With the revision of 1997, a new
rule was introduced in the TWF Directive that allows Member States to
draw up a list of events considered to be of major importance to society,
such as the Olympic games. This list needs to be notified to the Commission
and when approved, allows the Member States to take measures to prevent
that a "substantial proportion of the public in that Member State" from
being deprived of the possibility of following the listed events.300 Several
Member States, such as France and the UK, had such rules in place, which in
principle justified harmonisation in order to remove barriers to the internal
market. But besides the internal market objective, the insertion of the rule
was also inspired by the right of access to information, an important element
of the fundamental principle of freedom of expression. The possibility for

297 Regarding public morals, see Handyside v. UK, ECHRof 7 December 1976, Series A No. 24, para.
48. Cf. case for the EFTA Court. case E-8/97 TV1000 Sverige AB v. Norwegian Government [1998]
EFTA Court Report 68, para. 45.
298 Art. 23 TWF Directive.
299 Art. 10 ECHR.
300 Art  3a TWF Directive.
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broadcasters to close off these popular events through the use of Pay-
TV channels was seen as an infringement of this right, and consequently
cancelled.301

The above has shown which public interest objectives underlie the TWF
Directive and how these have been implemented by the provisions of the
Directive. The restricted legal EC competence in the area of broadcasting
caused the Commission to stress the Internal Market objective of the
Directive, rather than clearly articulate the more culturally or public
interest inspired objectives. It can therefore be argued that for a long
time, the cultural nature of audiovisual services at the European level was
downplayed, and made subordinate to its economic counterpart. However,
this situation changed radically during the second revision of the TWF
Directive. The benefits of the extension of the country-of-origin principle to
non-linear services could not serve as a very compelling justification for the
extension of the TWF Directive,302 since the E-Commerce Directive already
offered this benefit to information society services.303 Consequently, the
emphasis in the argumentation for the purpose of the extension was put Part 111

on the need for an expansion of the protection of public interest objectives Technological Neutrality
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-incorporated in the TWF Directive - to non-linear services. These EC Content Regulation

301 Cf. the interplay between competition regulation and sector-specific regulation. The Eurovision
'saga' cannot be ignored in this respect. This saga started with an individual exemption decision by
the Commission on 11 June 1993. The joint acquisition and sharing of broadcasting rights for sports
rights in the Eurovision system was considered to restrict competition, but at the same time the
system provides for a number of improvements which benefit in particular small member channels
from smaller countries, on the basis of which an exemption was deemed justifiable. This decision
was annulled by the Court of First Instance in a judgment of 11 July 1996. The Commission adopted
a second exemption decision on 12 May 2000, which has again been annulled by the Court of First
Instance on 8 October 2002. See Joined cases T-185/00, T-216/00, T-299/00 and T-300/00 M6 v.
Commission [2002] OJ C 323/31.
302 Cf. N. van Eijk 'The modernistion of the European Television without Frontiers Directive:
Unneccesary regulation and the introduction of internet governance' paper presented at the ITS
19th European Regional Conference in Istanbul 2007,12.
303 The exact relation between the concepts of non-linear audiovisual services and information
society services has remained unclear with the adoption of Directive 2007/65/EC. The safest
approach seems to be to consider non-linear audiovisual services as a subset of information society
services, as can be derived from draft Recital 11 a that did not make it to the final AVMS Directive.
See Commission Non Binding Working Document AVMSD, rev. 3, April 2007, available at: http://
ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/docs/reg/modernisation/proposal_2005/avmsd_cons_amend_0307_
en.pdf.
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public interest objectives were declared to be equally relevant to non-
linear services, which implicitly justified the extension of the Directive.
Moreover, the difference in regulatory burden created an unlevel playing
field. Evidently, this created a need for a carefully thought-out view on
what exactly should qualify as public interest objectives for the future
AVMS Directive. It can therefore be argued that a full appreciation of the
need to properly qualify the public interest objectives underlying the TWF
Directive was not achieved until the extension of the Directive was being

seriously discussed.

2. The extension of protection by the AVMS Directive
In contrast to expectations, it soon became clear that the Commission had
little intention of fundamentally reviewing the public policy objectives
underlying the TWF Directive for the purpose of the revision.304 Even
before the official start of the revision, the Commission stated that the
technological and economic developments that had urged a revision of
European content regulation did not call into question its underlying public
interest objectives.305 At the beginning of 2004, Commissioner Reding
reiterated this position before the Westminster Media Forum:306

Overall, there is consensus that the principles underlying the Directive, such
as safeguarding cultural diversity, protecting certain categories of viewers and

ensuring free movement, remain valid. Such objectives are not called into question
by technological or market developments. What is at issue is the means by which
these objectives can be reached in a changing environment.

The Commission held on to this position throughout the entire modernisation
process, thereby missing the important opportunity to properly qualify the
public interest objectives, and verify to what extent these objectives were
still relevant, or whether these had in the meantime perhaps been met by

304 Note that 'public policy objectives' is the wider term used here to refer to both economic and
non-economic (public interest) objectives.
305 See Communication from the Commission to the Council, The European Parliament, The
Economicand Social Committeeand the Committee of the Regions 'Principlesand Guidelines forthe
Community's Audiovisual Policy in the Digital Age' COM(1999) 657 final, 14 December 1999, 2.
306 V. Reding 'The Future of European Audiovisual Policy' Speech/04/192,22 April 2004.
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the market itself. As a result, the Commission was frequently criticised
for having taken the wrong starting point for the extension of the TWF
Directive. Even though the Commission is correct in its statement that public
interest objectives themselves never lose their significance, their relevance

to the purpose of the TWF Directive might well do so. By failing to perform

such a re-assessment, the Commission put itself in a vulnerable position
which can largely explain the criticism of its proposal and the final outcome

of the AVMS Directive. Instead of starting afresh, many of the provisions

of the TWF Directive have been transposed - without any fundamental

changes - to the AVMS Directive. A chapter-by-chapter analysis of the
new AVMS Directive will now be performed, which will identify the major

changes concerning the implementation of the public interest objectives.

It has already been shown that with the transition of the TWF Directive
to the AVMS Directive, some structural changes are established. A two-
tiered graduated approach to regulation was taken up, which established

a new division of Chapters in the AVMS Directive. Instead of following
the structure of the coordinated fields - as the TWF Directive did - the Partlll

Chapters of the new AVMS Directive centre around the different categories in the Context of
Technological Neutrality

of services that fall within its scope. EC Content Regulation

Chapter IIa, the first substantive Chapter following the general provisions

on jurisdiction, is called 'Provisions applicable to all audiovisual media

services'. As the title indicates, these provisions apply to all audiovisual
media services, and the provisions in the Chapter are thus applicable

to both linear and non-linear services.307 This Chapter predominantly
contains provisions that could previously be found in the TWF Directive
in the Chapters V ('Protection of minors and the public order') and Chapter

IV ('Television advertising, sponsorship and teleshopping'), which have
been adapted so as to enable their application to non-linear services. This

can be considered a confirmation of the earlier identified viewpoint of the
Commission that the traditional public interest objectives of protection
of minors and consumer protection are equally relevant for the new on-
demand audiovisual media services.

307 See Art. 1(a), (c), and (e) AVMS Directive.
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The advertising provisions of Chapter II of the AVMS Directive are slimmed
down in comparison to those of the TWF Directive, with a lower level of
quantitative restrictions, ensuring more freedom for service providers.
However, Chapter II also entails new provisions: one regarding product
placement,308 and a specific provision - strongly pushed by the EP - which
is meant to restrict advertising of unhealthy food and beverages aimed at
minors.309 Furthermore, it entails a new provision, Article 3a, that obliges
Member States to ensure that recipients of a service can retrieve exactly
who is responsible for the content of the services they consume. The special
nature of audiovisual media services, and especially the impact these
services have on people opinions are stated in Recital 43 as the rationale
behind this new provision.310

Chapter IIb then is titled 'Provisions only applicable to audiovisual media
on-demand services'. This Chapter is entirely new in the sense that it is
applicable to non-linear services only. However, the two provisions it
contains are based on provisions of the TWF Directive. Article 3h of the
Directive is an adapted version of Article 22(1) of the TWF Directive,
which seeks to protect the mental and moral development of minors. The
provision has been adapted in order take the special characteristics of non-
linear services into account. This objective has been achieved by giving
providers of non-linearservices more discretionary room than linear service
providers in spreading content which might potentially harm minors.
Instead of requiring a total ban on these services, it is sufficient that such
non-linear services are only made available in such a way that minors will
not normally encounter them. 311

The second provision of Chapter IIb is Article 3i of the AVMS Directive,
which is derived from Article 4 of the TWF Directive on the promotion

308 Art. 3g AVMS Directive.
309 Art. 3e (2) AVMS Directive. See A. Garde 'Food Advertising and Obesity Prevention What Role
for the European Union?'(2008) 31 Journal of Consumer Policy 25.
310 Recital 43 AVMS Directive
311 Cf. FOg, who argues that one of the main challenges will be to identify relevant measures and
decide who will be responsible fortheir implementation: C. Fog 'Savethe Children: The Protection of
Minors in the Information Society and the Audioviusal Media Services Directive'(2008) 31 Journal
of Consumer Policy 45.
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of European works. This provision has been toned down to reflect the
different impact of non-linear services. Non-linear service providers are
not obliged to reserve a majority of their transmission time to European
works, but merely to "promote, where practicable and by appropriate
means, production of and access to European works".312 The provision
itself provides examples of what can fall in the category of "promotion", for
instance financial contribution to rights acquisition of European works, or a
prominent place for European works in the Electronic Programme Guide.313

It will be shown that this rule plays a significant role in the debate on the
need for an extension of provisions ensuring public interest objectives to
non-linear services.

Chapter IIc is called 'Provisions concerning exclusive rights and short news
reports in television broadcasting', and is the first of five chapters that
are exclusively applicable to linear services. These chapters constitute the
proclaimed second tier of regulation, which is only applicable to television
broadcasting -linearservices - and is justified on the basis of theirdifference
with regard to the degree of user control, and media pervasiveness.314 Since Part 111

these chapters only apply to linear services, they might not seem to play a Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

direct role in the debate on the extension of the protection of public interest EC Content Regulation

objectives to non-linear services. However, it is interesting to see in what
way the AVMS Directive makes a distinction between the protection of
public interest objectives for linear services and non-linear services, and
how this is justified.

Article 3j of the AVMS Directive is a copy of the former Article 3a of the
TWF Directive, and gives Member States the possibility to draw up a list

312 Art. 3i(1) AVMS Directive.
313 Ibid
314 Commission staff working document 'Annex to the Proposal for a Directive of the European
Parliament and of the Council amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of
certain provisions laid down by law, regulation oradministrative action in Member States concerning
the pursuit of television broadcasting activities, Impact Assesment - Draft Audioviusal Media
Services Directive' SEC(2005) 1625/2,18.
See also Recital 42 AVMS Directive.
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of (sports) events of major importance to society that will consequently be
protected from access restrictions.315 Article 3k of the AVMS Directive is
fully new and includes within the scope of the Directive the possibility for
broadcasters to have access on a fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory
basis to events of high interest to the public which are transmitted on
an exclusive basis, for the purpose of making short news reports.316 The
inclusion of this provision should be seen in the light the increasing
importance awarded to the fundamental freedom to receive information.
As a result of technological and economic developments that haven taken
place over the last decades, contracts on the basis of exclusive rights are
becoming more and more common. Conditional access technologies provide
television broadcasters with the opportunity to exclude non-subscribers
from watching their content, and increasing competition drives broadcasters
to use the tactic of exclusive contracts.317 A growing concern is that this
behaviour will deprive a substantial portion of society from access to
important information, especially those with limited financial funds, which
is seen as an infringement of the fundamental freedom of Article 10 of
the European Convention on Human Rights which therefore needs to be
addressed.318

Apart from the deletion of two provisions, Chapter III remains
unchanged with the transition to the AVMS Directive, as does its title:
'Promotion of distribution and production of television programmes'.
Television broadcasters continue to be obliged to reserve a majority of their
transmission time for European works, as well as reserve ten percent of
their programming budget for European works created by independent
producers.319

315 R. Parrish 'Access to Major Events on Television under European Law' (2008) 31 Journal of
Consumer Policy 79.
316 Art. 3k(1) AVMS Directive.
317 Cf. Chapter 1.
318 See also Recitals 39-40 of the AVMS Directive.
319 Art. 4 and 5 AVMS Directive,
320 Art. 11,18, and 18a AVMS Directive.
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Chapter IV deals with television advertising and has been renamed '
Television advertising and teleshopping'. Advertising is the area in which
the justification for a distinction between rules for linear and non-linear
services was the most obvious, because some of the old rules of the TWF
Directive do not make sense in a non-linear world. For example, quantitative
restrictions such as hourly limits for non-linear services not only ignore the
influence the users have over the amount of advertising they are confronted
with when using these services, but these restrictions are also impossible
to enforce. A predominant part of the provisions concerning advertising
in this chapter stem almost directly from the TWF Directive, and many
find their equivalent in Chapter Ila. The need for Chapter IV can partly be
explained by the fact that the quantitative restrictions on advertising that
remain, even though scaled back, are only relevant to linear services.320

However, the provisions concerning the content of advertising of Chapter
IV so clearly rely on the same public interest objective as those in Chapter

IIa that it may be wondered why a separation between the provisions
was considered necessary. For example, bans on advertising of medicinal

products and of alcoholic beverages aimed at minors resurface in both Part 111

Chapters. In Chapter IIa Article 3e (1) e reads: Technological Neutrality
in the Context of
EC Content Regulation

Audiovisual commercial communication for alcoholic beverages shall not be
aimed speciflcally at minors and shall not encourage immoderate consumption
of such beverages.

Chapter IV contains Article 15 of the AVMS Directive which reads (emphasis
added):

Television advertising and teleshopping for alcoholic beverages shall comply with
the following criteria:

ta) it may not be aimed specifically at minors or, in particular,
depict minors consuming these beverages;

(b) it shall not link the consumption of alcohol to enhance

physical performance;
(c) it shall not create the impression that the consumption of alcohol

contributes towards social or sexual success,
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(d) it shall not claim that alcohol has therapeutic qualities orthat it is
a stimulant, a sedative or a means of resolving personal conflicts;

tel it shall not encourage immoderate consumption of alcohol
or present abstinence or moderation in a negative light;

(f) it shall not place emphasis on high alcoholic content
as being a positive quality of the beverages.

The 'nature of the service' cannot explain the additional protection provided
in the context of linear services. The extra protection for consumers of
linear services laid down in paragraphs b, c, d, and f of Article 15 cannot be
explained by a lower degree of user control. There is no compelling reason
why television advertising should not be allowed to link the consumption
of alcohol to enhanced physical performance, but on-line advertising is.
A similar reasoning applies to the other paragraphs of Article 15. Even
when the user has to make a conscious decision to click on a banner or link
too see the advert, this will not justify a different level of protection in
this situation, since it will stilllead to an overalllower level of protection
for consumers when they use non-linear services. Such a decrease in the
level of protection would not necessarily create a problem if it were to be
applied across the board. to all audiovisual media services. However. the
fact that there was support for keeping the level of protection for television
advertising identical to that of the TWF Directive. indicates that the
underlying rationales have not changed. It therefore seems that with the
revision of the Directive. the protection of this particular public interest
objective has not properly been transposed into the provisions for non-
linear services.

Chapter V has been renamed 'Protection of minors in television
broadcasting' and only contains one provision, Article 22. This provision
is a direct copy of former Article 22 of the TWF Directive, and obliges
Member States to ensure that television broadcasters do not include any
programmes which might seriously impair the physical, mental, or moral
development of minors. This provision finds its equivalent for non-linear
services in Article 3h (Chapter IIb), where the requirement is less strict
and obliges service providers to ensure these type of programmes are only
made available in such a way that minors will not normally hear or see
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them. The corresponding Recitals indicate that the justification for the
difference in obligation may come from a careful balance that needs to
be made between measures that protect the development of minors and
the fundamental right of freedom of expression.321 Since measures such as

personal identification numbers and filtering systems can relatively easy
restrict access for minors with regard to on-demand audiovisual services, a
severe measure such as a ban was considered disproportionate. This chapter
accordingly does secure the underlying public interest objective in an
appropriate and proportionate way; the separate measure does not increase
the level of protection in comparison to that of non-linear services.322

Instead, the characteristics of the service are taken into account to arrive
at a similar level of protection without disproportionately burdening the
service providers in a disproportionate way.

The last chapter of the AVMS Directive which is applicable to linear services
is Chapter VI on 'Right of reply in television broadcasting'.323 Even though
the extension of this provision and its underlying objective to the realm
of non-linear services appears self-evident and would therefore not meet Part 111

with resistance, this right is not extended to non-linear services in the in the Context of
Technological Neutrality

AVMS Directive. Since the Recommendation on the protection of minors EC Content Regulation

and human dignity already provides for the right of reply in the on-line
environment, further measures were not deemed necessary at the European
level.324

321 See Recitals 44-45 of the AVMS Directive.
322 The objective of both provisions is to ensure that minors are not confronted with materials
that may be harmful to them. This goal is easier to achieve for providers of non-linear services than
it is for providers of linear services. Non-linear service providers can use technical measures as

conditional access technologies to comply, whereas linear service providers would have to rely on
consumers to use/install technical measures that would prevent minors from being confronted with
unsuited materials.
323 Art. 23 AVMS Directive.
324 See Recital 53 of the AVMS Directive.
See also Recommendation of the European Parliament and Council of 20 December 2006 on the
protection of minors and human dignity and on the right of reply in relation to the competitiveness
of the European audiovisual and on-line information services industry [2006] OJ L 378/72.
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What stands out when comparing the AVMS Directive to the TWF Directive
is that overall, regulation has increased, not only by the extension of the
Scope of the TWF Directive to non-linear services, but also by the insertion
of completely new provisions. This is in contrast to the modernised, flexible,
and deregulatory character of the AVMS Directive that was sought by the
Commission, and desired by market parties. Could the Commission perhaps
have arrived at a different result if it had taken the right starting point for
its review, and had used the rationales behind technological neutrality to
determine the level and scope of its future content regulation? This will be
discussed in the next section.

3. Analysing the AVMS Directive according to the rationales
of technological neutrality

At various places in this book, the dual character of audiovisual media
services has been touched upon, as having both a cultural and an economic
nature. The Green Paper on Television Without Frontiers addressed this
dual nature by a comprehensive explication of how the EC Treaty applied
to broadcasting in a multitude of ways. At the same time, it aimed to
recognise the cultural aspect of broadcasting, as indicated by the following
statement:

Contrary to what is widely imagined, the EEC Treaty applies not only to economic
activities but, asa rule, also to all activitiescarried out forremuneration, regardless
of whether they take place in the economic, social or cultural (including in
particular information, creative or artistic activities and entertainment), sporting
or any other sphere.325

And, again, in the context of how new broadcasting techniques can add to
the free flow of information within the Community:

325 European Commission, Green Paperontheestablishmentof thecommon market forbroadcasting,
especially by cable and satellite, COM(84) 300 final, 14 June 1984, 6.
326 Ibid.. 23
327 M. Wheeler'Supranational Regulation: Television and the European Union' (2004) 19 European
Journal of Communication 349,350.
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The number of those reached by radio and television in the Community is
impressive; Annex 1, at the end of this Green Paper, gives some ftgures. They show
the extraordinary cultural, social and economic significance of the two media.

[...] The citizens of the Community will welcome the extension of the potential

coverage and content of television all the more if the Community is in a position
to view the opportunities offered by these new broadcasting techniques as a
cultural challenge and to place them within the context of a broad plan for the
future of Europe not based on economic precepts alone.326

It has been argued that EC audiovisual policy has developed along two routes:
one that seeks to preserve social and cultural priorities in order to ensure
pluralism and serve democratic societies, and one that aims to increase the
competitiveness of the European broadcasting industry by establishing
the Internal Market.327 The corresponding academic debate centres around
the question whether EC audiovisual policy should have a more economic
or a more cultural objective.328 The two policy objectives are presented as
conflicting, thus creating an unavoidable tension in EC audiovisual policy
between 'culturalists' that favour intervention for cultural reasons, and Part 111

'liberalists' that prefer to let the market take its course.329 Generally, the Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

cultural objective is perceived to be subordinate to the economic aim in EC Content Regulation

European audiovisual policy, sparking off culturalists' questions as to
how the commodification of the cultural good of broadcasting can be
prevented.33° The debate reached a peak in the mid-nineties, when various
Community initiatives, driven by convergence, addressed the future of
electronic communications policy and tried to determine the proper place

328 See E. Hope 'Competition Policy and sector-specific economic media regulation: and never the
twain shall meet?'in P. Seabright and J. von Hagen (eds.) The Economic Regulation of Broadcasting
Markets (Cambridge University Press Cambridge 2007) 310.
329 R. Collins 'Unity in Diversity; The European Single Market in Broadcasting and the Audiovisual,
1982-92' (1994) 32 Journal of Common Market Studies 89.
330 See L.P. Hitchens 'Identifying European Community Audio-visual Policy in the Dawn of
Information Society' in E.M. Barendt (ed.) The Yearbook of Media and entertainment /aw 1996
(Oxford University Press Oxford 1996); More recently, see M. Burri-Nenova 'The New Audiovisual
Media Services Directive: Television Without Frontiers, Television Without Cultural Diversity' (2007)
44 Common Market Law Review 1689.
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of audiovisual policy in the transition to the Information Society.331 The
Information Society was recognised to be of major importance to the
economic future of the EC, and its materialisation was perceived to be
best served by reliance on market mechanisms and taking a deregulatory
approach where possible.332 The adoption of this economic approach
towards the Information Society was seen as confirmation of the increasing
emphasis on market-based thinking and of a diminishing importance of the
cultural aspects of broadcasting. The debate has recently re-emerged, on a
fairly general level, in the context of the revision of the TWF Directive. In
addition, in the UK in particular, it has taken a new turn in the shape of
the 'citizens vs. consumers' debate, which concerns the question whether
future audiovisual policy should target consumers - reflecting the economic
perspective - or citizens - taking the more cultural approach.333

This tendency to analyse the debate on the future of audiovisual policy
alongthe lines of thetwo conflicting and irreconcilable objectives of'market'
and 'culture' is not advocated here. This either-or-approach is based on a
persistent misconception, namely that a choice between the two needs to
be made and that only one need can be met. Commissioner Reding also
firmly criticised the debate in a speech held at the Medientage in October
2002:

This debate largely ignores the basic idea in the Treaty that the Community is
primarily responsible for providing the legal framework needed to achieve full
freedom of movementintheinternal market. Inthisconnection, theTreaty requires
the Community to consider any cultural aspects in its activities. In other words,
the Treaty assumes that there is no insoluble conflict between the completion of
the internal market and the fulfilment of cultural objectives, but rather that they
are not incompatible.334

331 L.P. Hitchens 'Identifying European Community Audio-visual Policy in the Dawn of Information
Society' (n 330) 45.
332 Ibid., 53.
333 S. Livingstone, R Lunt and L. Miller 'Citizens and consumers discursive debate during and after
the Communications Act 2004' (2007) 29 Media, Culture and Society 613. J. Harrison and L.Woods
European Broadcasting Law and Policy (Cambridge University Press Cambridge 2007) 3.
334 V. Reding 'The challenges facing a future European regulatory system for media and
communications' Speech/02/490,17 October 2002.
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Both types of objectives are therefore valid and need to be accommodated
in regulation. Nevertheless, it can be argued that the two strands of
objectives do give an extra dimension to content regulation, especially in
comparison to EC network regulation where the dual nature of services
with corresponding policy objectives does not play such a significant role.335

This consequently also has in impact on the application of technological
neutrality in the realm of content regulation.

The public policy objectives are the answer to why content is regulated,
whereas the rationales behind technological neutralityshape the subsequent
choice that is made with regard to the type of measure that is chosen to
achieve the objective, or in other words how content is being regulated.
This interaction between policy objectives and rationales will now be
illustrated by two specific regulatory areas taken from the AVMS Directive,
namely the European content rules and the rules on advertising. The public
interest objectives behind these areas will be recalled, and subsequently it
will be assessed which rationale(s) can account for the extension of related
provisions to achieve these objectives in the new Directive. This assessment Part Ill:

aims to verify which rationale seems to underlie the changes and how the Technological Neutrality
In the Context of

principle of technological neutrality has found expression in the AVMS EC Content Regulation

Directive. At the same time, it will be shown whether the application of
the efficiency rationale behind technological neutrality could have led to a
better solution for EC content regulation.

a. European content rules and technological neutrality
It was shown in previous sections that the controversial European content
rules for television broadcasting have been maintained with the transition
to the AVMS Directive.336 In addition, a new provision has been added that
seeks to ensure that service providers of non-linear services also promote,
where practicable and by appropriate means, the production of and access

to European works.337 Despite the fact that this provision is even more
lenient than its equivalent for linear services, it does express a continuous

335 With an exception for the provisions concerning universal service.
336 Arts. 4 and 5 AVMS Directive
337 Art . 31 AVMS Directive.
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belief in the effectiveness and appropriateness of European content rules.
A more cynical view would be that nobody dared to question the political
compromise which took so many years to accomplish. Either way, European
content rules are part of the AVMS Directive.

The European content rules are the primary measures within the Directive
that aim to contribute to the public interest objective of cultural diversity.
In the lead-up to the revision of the Directive, there seemed to be a general
consensus on the validity of the European content rules for linear services.
Even though some stakeholders requested to further strenghten the
requirements, and others continued to question the purpose of the rules as
such, the majority of the stakeholders were reported to be in favour of the
status quo.338 However, the question on the appropriateness of an extension
of the European content rules to non-linear services was not yet answered
by this consensus. This discussion was taken up in the consultation process
that preceded the revision of the Directive, which finally resulted in a

toned-down version of European content rules for non-linear audiovisual
services. From the beginning, it was obvious that transmission time
quota would not be an option, but that an extension, if any, would rather
require service providers to put European works in their catalogue or make
financial contributions to such works. A justification for the extension of
the European content rules is given in Recital 48 of the AVMS Directive:

On-demand audiovisual services have the potential to partially replace television
broadcasting. Accordingly, theyshould, where practicable, promote the production
and distribution of European works and thus contribute actively to the promotion
of cultural diversity.

338 D. Graham and Associates limited 'Impact study of Measures (Community and National)
Concerning the Promotion of Distribution and Production of TV Programmes Provided for Under
Art. 25(a) of the TV Without Frontiers Directive' 24 May 2005, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/
avpolicy/docs/library/studies/finalised/4-5/27_03_finalrep.pdf; see also Commission Discussion
Paper on Cultural Diversity and the Promotion of European and Independent Audiovisual
Production, May 2005, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/docs/reg/modernisation/focus_
groups/eg4_disc_paper_en.pdf; Commission staff working document 'Annex to the Proposal for a
Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC
on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in
Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities. Impact Assesment -
Draft Audioviusal Media Services Directive' SEC(2005) 1625/2,23.
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In combination with the earlier identified consensus on the status quo for
linear services, the Recital gives the impression that the explanation for the
extension can be formulated rather simply: since European content rules for
linear services are considered to be effective and of added value, and non-
linear services can potentially replace linear services in the future, these
provisions need to be extended to non-linear services if the Community
wants to continue to benefit from their positive effects. A second
justification can be found in the impact assessment that accompanied the
first Commission proposal for the AVMS Directive.339 There, the Commission
identifies the classic Internal Market risk that when no action is taken at the
EC level, there is a chance that Member States all implement their own rules
on the promotion of cultural diversity for non-linear services, with negative
consequences for the establishment of the Internal Market. In addition, it
is argued that a situation in which only service providers of linear services
will be burdened with European content rules, non-linear service providers
will receive an unjustified competitive advantage.

When these explanations are compared to the rationales behind Part 111

technological neutrality, both the non-discrimination rationale and the Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

consumer certainty rationale can explain the extension of the European EC Content Regulation

content rules. The non-discrimination rationale is reflected in the thought
that differences in regulatory treatment will benefit those services that
are not regulated. At the same time, the rationale of consumer certainty
seems to play a large role in the Recital cited above. When consumers habits
change from using linear services to non-linear services, the consumer
certainty rationale urges policymakers to expand provisions that aim to
protect or benefit consumers to these new types of services. Thus, when it
is assumed that European content rules are imposed on service providers for
the purpose of media pluralism and cultural diversity, and these objectives
continue to be relevant to audiovisual policy, then the logical next step is to
extend these European content rules to non-linear services.

339 Commission impact assessment (n 338), 17.
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However, the application of the rationales in the reasoning above leaves out
a very important step. Convergence has been an important driver of many
changes in policy and regulation within the electronic communications
sector. At least partly, this is because convergence exposed areas where
traditional regulatory measures to achieve policy objectives are no longer
apt orjustified for future purposes. The European content rules of the AVMS
Directive serve as a perfect example of this development. These measures
were already controversial in a traditional broadcasting environment, but at
the time they were enforceable due to the technicalities of the broadcasting
system in which broadcasters decide on the content and timing of what
was aired. Accordingly, it was possible for Member States to control the
percentage of transmission time allocated to European works awarded by
broadcasters under their jurisdiction, in conformity with Article 4 of the
TWF Directive. However, such traditional transmission time quota are
useless in a non-linear setting, where viewers have increasing control over
the content services they use. In such an environment, any requirement
to reserve a majority of transmission time for European works will be
ineffective, since the concept of transmission time is irrelevant.

The Commission recognised this and indeed changed the traditional
transmission time requirement for European works into an investment
obligation.340 However, what it failed to do was go back to the original
motivation behind the introduction of the European content rules, and see
whether technological convergence in combination with other economic
and technological developments such as the Internet have perhaps rendered
these measures obsolete. The Internet in particular has opened up endless
opportunities for both consumers and suppliers of content, which has
significantly increased the amount and types of content available. This
situation differs significantly from the traditional broadcastingenvironment,
in which a small group of large players dominated the market. In addition,
broadcasting markets tend to be highly national, whereas the technical
structure of the Internet automatically makes it more international; users
that seek access to (cultural) niche content are not bound by the borders
of their country. This increase in the amount and availability of content
seriously questions the justification of European content rules in the future,
if for the purpose of the promotion of cultural diversity.
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Against this backdrop, it is important to note that the application of the
non-discrimination rationale could in principle also have led to a decrease in
content regulation. If the motivation for the extension of regulation is that
this will solve competitive disadvantages caused by asymetric regulation,
then the alternative solution is to withdraw existing regulation. It is clear
that this option has not been properly considered by the Commission.341
If the reasoning is that the European content rules give linear providers
a competitive disadvantage over non-linear providers, then the rationale
of non-discrimination can just as well imply that the transmission time
quota for linear services should have been removed with the revision of
the Directive.

For the consumer certainty rationale, this result would have been less
obvious. This rationale requires a similar degree of protection of public
interest objectives through regulation for services that are considered
similar by its users. Since the degree of regulation that consumers are
accustomed to in the case of content regulation is the 'higher' degree of
regulation, extension of regulation would be the more obvious outcome.342

Part 111

However, the application the efficiency rationale would have been a Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

better option for the Commission. This rationale forces policymakers and EC Content Regulation

lawmakers to focus on market failures - market failure interpreted here
in the broad sense as the situation in which the market does not deliver
whatever objectives are set by those in power to regulate -instead of
technologies. It would have required the Commission to go back to the public
interest objectives and assess whether these were being delivered through
market-mechanisms, for example by self-regulation. In other words, the
efficiency rationale would have forced the Commission to take the step
that it now skipped in its revision of the TWF Directive.343 This approach
would also have adressed the main criticism of market parties, namely

340 Art. 3i AVMS Directive.
341 Cf. P. Valcke and D. Stevens 'Graduated regulation of 'regulatable' content and the European
Audioviusal Media Services Directive: One small step for the industry and one giant leap for the
legislator?' (2007) 24 Telematics and Informatics 285.
342 It can however be argued that consumers are often not even aware of the specific requirements
of regulation, and that this level of regulation is what certain interest groups are used to.
343 The rationales of non-discrimination and consumer certainty are more likely to be applied
without taking this fundamental step.
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that regulation was extended without a proper need or justification. The
application of the efficiency rationale would likely have led to deregulation
of the European content rules, as technological and economic developments
have significantly reduced the need for such an obligation in pursuit of
cultural diversity.

If the outcome of the above described 'market failure test' had nevertheless
been that there was still a need for the promotion of cultural diversity, and
that the European content rules would be the best method to accomplish
this objective, then the efficiency rationale would have required that the
effective burden imposed on the audiovisual media service providers is the
same. The rationale of efficiency behind technological neutrality aims to
keep technological choices open for consumers, and not pick winners by
making technological choicesin regulation (i.e.,leadto'government failure').
Inherent in this expression of technological neutrality in regulation is that
regulation should be effects-based. In order to ensure that regulation is
technology-neutral, the effects of regulation on audiovisual media service
providers should also be looked at. Rules impose costs on service providers;
when rules have different effects on competing market players, they will
distort competition in the market, which can in turn influence the technical
choices that consumers make. Rules can have a different impact, depending
on the service they apply to. For example, the impact of the transmission
time quota imposes a higher cost on linear providers than the obligation
to promote European content for non-linear providers. Since the airtime
of linear providers is scarce, they cannot afford to acquire and transmit
relatively inexpensive, older European content in order to fulfil the quota
obligation. This will be likely to have a negative effect on their reputation
as broadcasters, since viewers will be confronted with content of low(er)
quality. In contrast, non-linear providers can purchase cheap European
content of low quality, since it will 'dissolve' in the video catalogue of the
providerand not harm its reputation. This shows that the efficiency rationale
requires a considerable level of analysis and attention from lawmakers and
regulators when drafting and applying law and regulation. However, the

344 5.P.Anderson and J.J Gabszewicz 'The Media and Advertising A Tale of Two-Sided Markets'
CEPR Discussion Paper No 5223, available at: http://papers.ssm.com/5013/papers.cfm?abstract_
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extra attention on their part willlead to a more positive investment climate
for market parties, without impairing the importance or the realisation of
public interest objectives.

b. Audiovisual commercial communication and technological neutrality
The provisions on audiovisual commercial communication in the AVMS
Directive aim to protect consumers and minors in particular, when they use
content services. The chapter on television advertising and teleshopping
is the only one in which, in comparison to the TWF directive, rules have
been relaxed. Quantitative provisions especially have been modernised:
service providers now have more freedom regarding the amount of, and
the time-frame in which they can insert, advertising. In addition, there is

potential for extra revenues from new forms of advertising such as split-
screen and product-placement. Aside from this modernisation by means

of relaxation, many provisions have also been extended to the realm of
non-linear services, especially those concerning the content and form of
audiovisual commercial communication, and the special rules that aim to
protect minors. Part 111

Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

Again, most of the provisions have been extended without going back to the EC Content Regulation

fundamental objective underlying the provisions, so as to assess whether
the provisions are still necessary or suitable to achieve the public interest
objective they are meant to achieve. The area of audiovisual commercial
communication reflects the two-sided market nature of the audiovisual
sector in particular.344 Advertising provisions that aim to protect consumers

directly inhibit the freedom of service providers to generate revenues.
Whereas the Commission can still argue that linear and non-linear service
providers are not yet competing for the same audience - which would put
them in separate markets that do not necessarily require identical regulation
- both types of providers do directly compete for something else, namely

advertising revenues. This makes the case for technology-neutral regulation

id=831807; S.P. Anderson 'Regulation of Television Advertising'in P. Seabright and J. von Hagen
teds) The Economic Regulation of Broadcasting Markets. Evolving Technology and Challenges for
policy (Cambridge University Press Cambridge 2007) 189.
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in this area even stronger.345 The principal public interest objective that
underlies the provisions concerning audiovisual commercial communication
is the protection of consumers. Again, the rationales of consumer certainty
and non-discrimination could potentially explain the extension of the rules
to non-linear services, but the consumer certainty rationale seems to have
had the upper hand, as can be derived from the relevant Recital of the
AVMS Directive:

The availability of on-demand audiovisual media services increases the choice of
consumers. Detailed rules governing audiovisual commercial communication for
on-demand audiovisual media services thus appear neither to be justified nor to
makesense from atechnical pointof view. Nevertheless, allaudiovisual commercial
communication should respect not only the identification rules but also a basic
tier of qualitative rules in orderto meet clear public policy choices.346

Even though the Recital does not explicitly confirm that consumer
expectations underlie this extension of a basic tier of qualitative rules, it can
be assumed that this is the dominant driver of the extension that has been
put in place "in order to meet clear public policy objectives". As said earlier,
it is almost implicit in the consumer certainty rationale that the scope of
protection offered by regulation for matters regarding public interest will
be extended. When consumers or interest groups lobbing on their behalf
are accustomed to a certain degree of protection for television broadcasting
services, levelling down of regulation for linear and non-linear services
will not be likely to meet expectations. These expectations are based on
legislative history, and not on the costs of these measures for firms.
Within this context, it is interesting to observe that the EC justifies its
lighter regime with respect to audiovisual commercial communication for
non-linear services by pointing to an increase in choice for consumers.347

345 This is where we see that the potential tension between the two interlinking policy objectives
of the AVMS Directive, facilititating the free movement of audiovisual media services and ensuring
the protection of fundamental public interst objectives, plays a role. If the imposition of obligations
on service providers for the purpose of protection of general interest objectives has the potential
to distort competition through a difference in regulatory costs, it is all the more important that
technological neutrality is respected in regulation.
346 Recital 52 of the AVMS Directive.
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Whereas the EC also refers to the increase in consumer choice to account
for the relaxation of rules for television advertising,348 it fails to make a
connection between the two types of services for the purpose of the
achievement of public interest objectives. In other words, the EC does not
take into account the increase in choice generated by non-linear services
for its decision on the appropriate level of regulation for linear services.349
This is remarkable considering the fact that the EC should see - if not
competition - at least interaction between these services. Furthermore, the
EC does not seem to take into account that by imposing such a difference
in regimes for providers of linear and non-linear services, the providers of
these services face different regulatory burdens. This is not necessarily a
bad thing, when these services are not competing. However, if they are, or
when these services are moving to the point of becoming substitutes, this
practice can lead to the picking of winners.

However, the application of the efficiency rationale would have forced the
Commission to take these matters into account in drafting its proposal for
the AVMS Directive. The rationale forces regulators to consider whether a Part 111

- broadly interpreted - market failure can be identified on a specific market. Technological Neutrality
in the Context of

Political support for a given public interest objective is not sufficient to EC Content Regulation

justify regulatory intervention. It needs to be proven that this objective is
not taken care of by market mechanisms. When it turns out that regulatory

intervention is justified and hence needed, the regulator should step in.
Subsequently, the efficiency rationale implies that regulation does not
pre-empt technological choices for consumers, since this could potentially
worsen the situation. When linear and non-linear services are competing for
the same audiences or advertisers, regulation should not distort competition
by applying technology-specific regulation. Lastly, the regulator should
make sure that the difference in costs of regulation for the different service

347 Cf. L. Woods, who doubts whether this increase in choice is more apparent than real: L. Woods
'The Consumer and Advertising Regulation in the Television without Frontiers and Audiovisual
Media Services Directives' (2008) 31 Journal of Consumer Policy 63.
348 Recitals 55 and 57 of the AVMS Directive,
349 Notethat 'increase in choice' is interpreted here broadlyasthe increase in content and therefore
lessens the impact of advertising since reach will be lower. If 'choice' is rather meant to refer to
'control' then the difference in regimes can be more easily justified.
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providers do not distort competition. It is difficult to estimate what the exact
results of such an exercise would have been for the advertising provisions
of the AVMS Directive. Nevertheless, it can safely be concluded that the
level of intervention would have been lower than it currently is.

C. Conclusion

It can again be conluded that there are multiple valid rationales for
technological neutrality, and that it will be hard to arrange them in a
hierarchy. However, the efficiency rationale has proven to be a particularly
strong rationale. It requires regulators to perform a market failure test.
Regulation should be aimed at this market failure, so as not to distort
competition and pre-empt technological choices for consumers. This can,
for example, be achieved by a regulatory system that is able to respond to
changing market conditions. In the context of EC electronic communications
network regulation, this sort of system is currently provided for by the
SMP regime. Since this system is dynamic and follows market analyses,
it will not unduly distort competition in the market. However, the main
policy objective that underlies the SMP regime is economically inspired
- the promotion of competition. Indeed. the regulation of networks can be
labelled as a form of economic regulation. The primary concern is that all
market players are able to compete on an equal and fair footing, so as to
arrive at the best result for consumers when it comes to choice and quality.
However, as has been observed in the previous section, content regulation
is about more than just regulation of economic markets. Traditional
content regulation is strongly inspired by public interest concerns that
do not necessarily rely on market conditions, and cannot be identified by
market analyses alone. The protection of minors from alcohol advertising
on the Internet cannot be discarded because the market is competitive.
Consequently, the market failure trigger of significant market power, which
is so evident for State intervention in network regulation, cannot perform
the same function for EC content regulation. However, there is no need to
adhere to a narrow interpretation of market failure. When there is political
agreement exists on pursuing a specific public interest objective, and this
objective is not taken care of by the market, this can also be interpreted as
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a form of market failure. This approach forces lawmakers and regulators to
be equally transparent about their motives to impose EC content regulation,
as they are in the case of EC network regulation.

Although applicable, the rationale of consumer certainty is less relevant
in the context of EC network regulation. The underlying objective of
promotion of competition almost automatically leads to a preference for the
rationale of efficiency, since this is the rationale that is most concerned
with competition in the market, and leaving choices open to consumers.
The dominant reason for intervention in these markets is the presence of

a market failure; the SMP regime sets in when it has been established that
one or more market players have significant market power. Accordingly.
the SMP provider(s) will face remedies only until the market is effectively
competitive. In this way, competition will not be distorted: the remedies for

SMP providers are effects-based and will be withdrawn when a competitive
market is achieved. In other words, it could be said that the why and how of
network regulation are intertwined in the SMP regime.

However, with regard to content regulation, the situation is less obvious. Part 111:
Technological Neutrality

The why of regulation is a political choice that leaves two 'hows' open: the
in the Context of

consumer certainty rationale and the efficiency rationale. It has been shown EC Content Regulation

that the consumer certainty rationale corresponds well to the objectives

of protection of public interest objectives, and is more likely to lead to an
increase of regulation. Indeed this rationale seems to underlie the changes

that have been adopted in the AVMS Directive. The efficiency rationale

provides another possible option for the future of EC content regulation.
This rationale is more likely to lead to a decrease of regulation, since it
takes a more market-led approach, but certainly does not prevent either the
Commission or Member States from pursuing regulation for public interest
objectives, or from extending the scope of application to new services.
What it does do is force regulators to clearly explain why they opt for an
extension, and see to it that this extension does not pre-empt choices for
consumers. Thus, despite the fact that both rationales are equally valid for
the domain of content regulation, there is a good reason for preferring the

efficiency rationale over the rationale of consumer certainty.
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In addition, Part II of this book identified the existing links between
content and network regulation and showed how regulation of one legal
area can affect the other. Chapter 3 showed how the efficiency rationale
flows naturally from the predominant economic policy objectives that
underlie network regulation. Founding content and network regulation on
different rationales is undesirable in the light of the difficulties of strictly
separating content and network regulation. For that reason, it is advocated
here that the efficiency rationale be used for both regimes. In this way,
public interest objectives can still be achieved, without however taking
the risk that regimes based on different grounds will lead to conflicting
outcomes for policy regarding activities that are so closely linked. It is of
great importance that future European electronic communications policy,
to which both content and network regulation pertain, creates a positive
and dynamic economic climate for firms to operate in, without hampering
the achievement of public interest objectives in the area. The choice for the
efficiency rationale is therefore the most sensible one, as it takes into account
the effects of convergence. In addition, it will prevent that the realisation of
any of the interlinking EC policies in the area might be compromised.
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Summary and Conclusion
By all accounts, the electronic communications sector, which broadly Summary

speaking comprises the former broadcasting, telecoms and IT sectors, is of and Conclusion

major importance for the economic growth and social cohesion of Europe.
Information and communication technologies display an astonishing
innovation rate and are now entering a phase of mass deployment, as a
result of which new services and opportunities are being offered to the
citizens of Europe at a rapid pace. The i2010 initiative of the European
Commission makes it a high priority to complete the internal market for this
Information Society, and aims to establish a regulatory climate that fosters
both innovation and sustainable development. Due to the convergence of
services and networks that were previously governed by distinct regulatory
regimes, it is considered vital that an integrated approach is now adopted
in European policy towards these services: regulatory consistency is key
in an environment that is characterised by fast-changing technologies and
high investments. The Better Regulation policy of the Commission, which
ties into the broader goals of the Information Society, furthermore aims
to simplify and improve European regulation; public interests should be
properly defined and achieved in a proportionate fashion. The regulatory
developments discussed in this work should be considered in this light.
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As part of the regulatory answer to the above policy developments, the EC
inserted in its 2002 EC Electronic Communications Framework (Regulatory
Framework) a principle called 'technological neutrality'. It emerged as a new
regulatory principle in the lead-up to this Regulatory Framework, and was
subsequently carried through in its Directives.

This study aimed to answer the question of how technological neutrality
can be applied to content regulation, taking into account its definition and
its application to network regulation. It did so in three steps: Part I sought to
bring clarity on what technological neutrality means. Part II demonstrated
that this principle should equally be applicable to content regulation, and
in particular that the network-content divide around which European
regulation is articulated cannot justify ignoring technological neutrality in
what is presented - not entirely accurately - as 'content regulation'. Part III
showed how technological neutrality applies to the mainstay of content
regulation at EC level, the Television Without Frontiers Directive, and in
the light thereof took a critical view of the recent revision of that directive
which resulted in the Audiovisual Media Services Directive. The purpose of
this last chapter is to summarize the main findings of the previous chapters,
and provide some general conclusions on the need for, and the route to,
dynamic regulation in innovative industries.

Part I clarified the principle of technological neutrality, by examining
its introduction and application to network regulation in the Regulatory
Framework. Chapter 1 set the scene in which the principle of technological
neutrality emerged. It described how technological developments -
digitisation and convergence in particular - affected the communications
landscape. Digitisation of content, networks, and terminal equipment made
existing communication means more efficient and versatile. Technological
convergence - inseparably linked to digitisation - enableddi fferent networks
(e.g., cable, copper, satellite) to transmit similar types of content (e.g., voice,
video, data). In combination with the emergence of the Internet, these
developments heralded new value-chains in these sectors. This created
incentives for market parties to explore innovative business ventures and
expand their business outside of their traditional segments, among others
through mergers and alliances. Much to its credit, the European Commission
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picked up these signals early on and entered the policy debate with the
landmark Green Paper on Convergence in 1997. The debate on the Green
Paper inspired the Commission to suggest a separation of content regulation
from network regulation, and to take a horizontal approach towards the
regulation of networks. These ideas fed into the 1999 Communications
Review, where technological neutrality was the 'new kid on the block:
anointed as one of five regulatory principles that would underpin the new
regulatory framework for electronic communications networks, alongside
regulatory principles with a much richer pedigree such as proportionality.
The principle of technological neutrality gained a prominent position in
the Regulatory Framework approved by the European institutions. Despite
general support, the take-up of the principle also gave rise to concerns:
market parties feared that it would lead to overregulation. This showed that
the general interpretationgiven bythe EC -'regulation should neitherimpose
nor discriminate in favour of the use of a particular technology' - did not
suffice as an explanation of the regulatory principle. The subsequent two
Chapters therefore further clarify the principle of technological neutrality.

Summary

Chapter 2 examined the norm underlying technological neutrality - one and Conclusion

should try to remain neutral towards technology when regulating - and
investigated whether this norm could be justified by arguments taken from
economics and communication science. Economics delivered convincing
evidence in support of the principle. It was shown that the market for
information goods (i.e., content ) and networks are potentially subject to
various market failures that could in principle prevent the achievement of
public policy objectives (of whatever kind, economic or non-economic) and
justify intervention. The question then arises whether technology-specific
intervention does not create a risk of 'government failure', that is to say that
the remedy to the market failure would worsen the situation. Market failures
generally do not depend on technology, as a result of which technology-
specific regulation will distort competition. In contrast, technology-neutral
intervention benefits dynamic efficiency in particular, by avoiding that
the State pre-empts technological choices which belong to consumers.
Consumers will accordingly be able to decide which technology they prefer,

which gives incentives to providers to invest and innovate. The analysis
further showed that market failure would be the preferable starting point
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for regulatory intervention, rather than technology. This holds that when
a public policy objective is not fulfilled through the operation of market
forces in a given market (admittedly a broad interpretation of the traditional
concept of market failure) the regulator should be able to intervene. This
approach still allows for regulation of a specific technology, when that
technology and only that technology evidences such market failure.

Communication science proved to be less useful for the purpose of
justifying the norm behind technological neutrality. Many studies aimed
to establish a relationship between content (e.g., a movie) and its effects on
society (e.g., violent behaviour). However, the larger part of this research
does not single out the technology or distribution method used, which
leaves open the question whether technology can change or influence the
impact of content. On its face, this seems to be in conflict with the heavier
regulation currently imposed on broadcasting, justified by its supposed
impact. Methodological and ethical problems impair the development of the
comparative media research required to distil a causal relationship between
the use of a specific technology and the subsequent impact of the content
transmitted on society. Accordingly, if communication science provides any
support for technological neutrality, it is merely negative: for want of strong
evidence that the impact of content depends on the transmission means,
there are no grounds for intervening in a technology-specific fashion.

Chapter 3 investigated which legal arguments or rationales underlie the
principle of technological neutrality, accounting for the introduction and
application of the principle in EC network regulation. Four distinct but
interlinking rationales were identified: non-discrimination, sustainability,
efficiency, and consumer certainty.

Non-discrimination reflects the idea that in an increasingly converging
communications landscape, it would be unfair to regulate network providers
of a specific technology when other providers providing similar services
used different technologies are left unregulated. One of the main objectives
of the Regulatory Framework is to promote competition in the provision
of electronic communications networks. Exempting some networks from
regulation would hamper the creation of a level-playing field for providers
using different technologies. The application of technological neutrality on
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the basis of this rationale therefore requires regulation not to discriminate
between technologies.

The second rationale behind technological neutrality is that of sustainability,
which refers to the ability of law and regulation to respond to technological
change. The electronic communications sector is highly innovative;
technologies are developed and improved on a day-to-day basis. Regulation
based on technology will therefore likely become outdated quickly, which
puts constraints on both regulators and market parties. Regulators will be
confronted with new technologies to which existing regulation cannot be
applied, since these technologies do not fall within the original scope set for
regulation. Market parties might be reluctant to invest in new technologies,
not knowing whether and if so, to what extent these technologies will be
regulated by the introduction of new regulatory measures. Technological
neutrality on this account would mean that law and regulation are made
sustainable in the view of the pace of innovation. On the basis of this
rationale, it wouldimplytheuseof wide, functional definitions inregulation,
that is to say, definitions that refer to the function of a technology - for Summary

example, the conveyance of signals - instead of referring to the specific and Conclusion

technologies available at the time. However, such wide definitions may also
disturb market parties, since they will fear overregulation as a result.

The economic analysis presented in Chapter 2 delivered a third rationale:
efficiency, This rationale, it must be emphasized, is particularly strong and
powerful, giving technological neutrality a substantial amount of content
distinct from any other regulatory principle and infusing it with significant
implications, going beyond those of other rationales. Here technology-
neutral regulation is sought because - at least in theory - it is proven to
have a positive impact on dynamic efficiency, which relates to the strongly
desired incentives to invest in and innovate the sector. When consumer
choices are pre-empted by technology-based regulation, the long-term
impact on the electronic communications sector is likely to be negative.
The implications of this rationale for regulation are complex; it requires
regulation that is able to respond not only to changing technologies, but
also to changing market conditions. Furthermore, regulation should only
be applied in case of market failure (as broadly defined above, that is to
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say. the inability of market mechanisms to meet public policy objectives),
in order to avoid inefficient outcomes caused by inappropriate regulation.
The SMP regime of the Regulatory Framework echoes this rationale. The
three-step procedure - market definition, market analysis, and imposition
of remedies - that NRAs are obliged to follow to comply with this regime
rest heavily on economic criteria taken from competition law analysis. The
SMP regime focuses on a specific way - the presence of significant market
power - in which the market mechanism may fail to reach the public policy
objectives underlying the Regulatory Framework. Before any remedies can
be imposed, NRAs must define and analyse markets. The market definition
process might lead to a market encompassing multiple technologies, but
can also result in the identification of a market for one technology only,
depending on the results of the demand - and supply-substitutability
test. The trigger for regulation then is the designation of SMR or in other
words, market failure. If there is no SMR the market is deemed effectively
competitive and no remedies can be imposed.1 If SMP does exist, remedies
must be imposed, these can vary according to the needs of the market.
Accordingly, the SMP regime reflects the efficiency rationale by its ability
to impose and withdraw regulation based on the condition of the market,
and only imposing regulation in cases of market failure.

The discussion of technological neutrality has been primarily supplier-
driven, in particular by firms who feared that they would bear negative
consequences of the application of inconsistent regulatory regimes. This
focus has left the consumer perspective undeveloped. Nevertheless,
consumer certainty provides another significant rationale behind the
principle, referring to the expectations that consumers have regarding the
regulation of technologies they use. Convergence makes communications
services increasingly interchangeable, especially from a consumer
perspective. Strong expectations of consumers regarding the level of
protection or benefits of these services, can serve as another potential
reason to apply technological neutrality. Consumer expectations should not
be differently fulfilled depending on the technology used.

The four rationales are not ordered in any explicit hierarchy, but since
efficiency underlies the core of the Regulatory Framework - the SMP regime

1 If firms with SMP no longer exist, regulation should be withdrawn.
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- this rationale can be seen as the dominant rationale behind the application
of technological neutrality in EC network regulation. This powerful rationale

is also alone in providing acogentanswertotwo commonmisunderstandings
about technological neutrality: i) technological neutrality can justify an
extension of regulation; and ii) technological neutrality prohibits all forms
of State support for technology. The regulation of 'emerging markets' - a
fiercely debated topic in the context of EC network regulation - is closely
related to the issue of investment in next-generation infrastructures.
Incumbents claim that the application of EC network regulation to these
new infrastructures makes their investments unrecoverable, as illustrated
by the discussion of the regulation of VDSL infrastructure in Germany.
Technological neutrality is then blamed for leading to the regulation of
these new infrastructures, which should instead be exempted from ex-ante
regulation because of their 'emerging' status. However, the SMP regime is
unambiguous in its application. The trigger for regulation is the designation
of SMR not the application of technological neutrality. Consequently, when
a NRA finds SMP on agiven market, it must impose remedies. Only when the
NRA has insufficient information to properly define and analyse a market, Summary

in which case the market can be assumed to be emerging, should the NRA and Conclusion

refrain from regulating. This procedure is in conformity with the efficiency
rationale, since itensuresthat intervention only occurs whenamarket failure
is identified, and not on the basis of technology. The efficiency rationale is
even more apparent in the application of technological neutrality within the
realm of EC State aid rules. State support for technology-related projects of
common interest - such as the deployment of broadband infrastructure or
the digital switchover - can be justified, as long as this does not distort
competition in the market, or jeopardise past or future investments of
market parties. For example, public projects that support the roll-out of
fibre in remote and rural areas will not violate technological neutrality,
since there is no competition from providers of other technologies. In
contrast, subsidies for decoders reading terrestrial technology only will not
be justified under State aid rules when there are multiple providers in the
market offering digital television services through various platforms (e.g.,
satellite, cable, IPTV). Technological neutrality should thus be recognised
as a valuable tool that can help prevent inefficient outcomes of regulation,
instead of serving as a trigger for the application of regulation.
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Part II - which only contains Chapter 4 - critically examined the content-
network distinction that underlies the Regulatory Framework. The content-
network distinction arose from inadequacies of the vertically divided
regulatory regimes that preceded it. Broadcasting and telecoms have long
been regulated separately, since the relevant services and their underlying
infrastructures could be regarded as closed systems. The services could be
distinguished on the basis of at least five elements: network, type of activity,
type of content, terminal equipment and business model. These differences
accounted for a separate development of telecoms and broadcasting policy
and regulation. Within telecoms regulation, the emphasis was visibly placed
onthenetworks, toensurethatthese remainedaccessible forcompetitorsand
consumers. The emphasis in broadcasting regulation was seemingly placed
on the regulation of content, for the purpose of public interest objectives.
The emergence of the Internet and the increasing blurring of boundaries
between broadcasting and telecoms as a result of technological and
economic developments required a new approach towards communications
regulation. In the wake of the 1997 Green Paper on Convergence as well as
in the application of EC competition law, the Commission chose as a strategy
to separate content from network issues. Within regulation, the Commission
proposed to separate content from network regulation, in order to apply a
horizontal regulatory regime to networks that are able to transmit similar
services, leaving content regulation on the wayside for later discussion. In
a number of decisions under EC competition law, the Commission separated
network access from content matters in order to ensure that markets on
both sides of this dividing line would be kept open, and market parties
would not be able to leverage market power from one side over to the other.
Both approaches rest on an expectation that the electronic communications
sector would develop along two separate lines: content markets and
providers on the one hand, and network markets and providers on the other.
However, the competition decisions of the Commission already indicated
that some activities fall outside or actually in between these two fields -
for instance, the provision of Pay-TV bouquets - therewith questioning
the robustness of this distinction. Despite this observation, the content-
network distinction lived on and was formalised with the adoption of the
Regulatory Framework. From thatmomenton, allelectroniccommunications
networks fall within the scope of the Regulatory Framework, whereas
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content regulation for the time-being remained vertically divided between

broadcasting and on-demand services. The question then is whether such
a horizontal, layered model is an improvement in the longer-term, even if
it might mark a progress from the vertical regime that preceded it. Layered
models find their origin in technical protocol models such as OSI and TCP/
IP suite, designed for the purpose of simplifying network designs (e.g.,

the Internet). Each layer performs a specific function in the network, all
necessary to transport content from and to end-users. Even though these
technical models are helpful for analytical purposes - for instance, at what
level of the network do problems regularly occur? - regulatory layered
models based directly upon these technical models also create drawbacks.
Not only do these layered models not give any guidance as to how a
specific layer should be regulated, but there is the additional risk that if
the scope and definitions of electronic communication regulation are built
upon these horizontal layers, this may lead to opportunistic behaviour of
market parties by playing around these layers. This can result in regulation
becoming a driver of industry evolution - as opposed to the opposite
- with all the attendant inefficiencies. The content-network distinction Summary

electronic communications regulation is already proving problematic in
and Conclusion

practice, as shown by the attempt of the Dutch regulator OPTA to regulate
cable retail tariffs under the Regulatory Framework. The Commission was
confronted with a draft measure that cleverly remained within the scope
of the Regulatory Framework by separating broadcasting services (cable
TV subscriptions) into a transmission and a content component. Because
only the transmission component was included in the draft measure, the
Commission was unable to conclude that the draft measure fell outside
the scope of the Regulatory Framework, even though a remedy would
inevitably have an impact on both components. Must-carry rules are equally
difficult to place within the content-network distinction, since these rules

impose obligations upon network providers for the achievement of content-
related objectives (e.g., pluralism, cultural diversity). The examples point
out the difficulties of maintaining a strict distinction between content
and network, and they all relate to broadcasting. This is not surprising
given the fact that this activity truly lies at the interface of content and
network: broadcasting consists of the activity of assembling content for the
subsequent transmission to an indefinite number of viewers. The content-
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network distinction therefore omits an important layer in regulation: that
of the distribution method. The distribution method could be considered to
fall within the scope of the Regulatory Framework, since the definition of
'electronic communications service' is broad and only explicitly excludes
the content as such that is transmitted over the networks. However, the
primary instrument of EC content regulation at the time of adoption of the
Regulatory Framework - the Television Without Frontiers Directive (TWF
Directive) is broadcasting content regulation, i.e. regulation of content with
the eye on a certain delivery mode. Many of its provisions only make sense
in a broadcasting environment. This thus reveals an overlap between the
two regulatory regimes on the European level for content and network.
Due to this overlap, which can hardly be avoided as a result of the existing
links between content and network, it is very difficult to argue that the
regulatory principles underlying the Regulatory Framework - including
technological neutrality - do not apply to EC content regulation. And indeed,
that principle played a key role in the revision of the TWF Directive.

Part III analysed the role of technological neutrality in the revision of
EC content regulation, and examined whether a better application of the
principle could have led to a better outcome of the revision process of the
TWF Directive.

Chapter 5 showed the impact of convergence on the legal definitions used
in EC content regulation. Two Directives had a bearing on the content of
audiovisual services: the TWF Directive and the E-Commerce Directive.
The definition of 'broadcasting services' set out the scope of the TWF
Directive, whereas the scope of the E-Commerce Directive was restricted to
'information society services'. Convergence made it increasingly difficult to
separate the two content-regimes, and new services emerged that did not
seem to fit in either one of the two definitions. The classification problems

surrounding Near-Video-on-Demand (NVOD) and Video-on-Demand (VOD)
provide a spectacular example in this respect. The 'natural' demarcation line
between the two definitions developed such that Near-Video-On-Demand
was believed to fall within the scope of broadcasting services, due to its
simultaneous reception by an unlimited number of viewers. In contrast,
Video-On-Demand fell in the category of information society services as
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result of its on-demand character. In 2004, the ECJ was called upon in the
Mediakabel case to rule on this matter. Taking the supplier's perspective, the
Court determined that the determining criterion for broadcasting services
is that the programme is intended for reception by the public, meaning an
indeterminate number of potential television viewers to whom the same
images are transmitted simultaneously. Only services that are delivered at
the complete individual request of the viewer - in other words, without
a programme schedule - are information society services falling within
the lighter regime of the E-Commerce Directive. The ruling clarified the
demarcation line between the two legal definitions, but did not alter the
fact that services which consumers perceived as competing alternatives
fell within two distinct regulatory regimes, or that providers of competing
services were faced with different regulatory burdens.

The revision of the TWF Directive was meant to address these issues. The
scope of the Directive is recast to extend to 'audiovisual media services',
with a further subdivision between linear and non-linear services. Under
the new Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMS Directive) non-linear Summary

services - referring to on-demand audiovisual media services - have to and Conclusion

comply with a basic tier of public interest provisions. Additionally, linear
services (i.e. the former broadcasting services) must fulfil a second tier of
heavier obligations.

Chapter 6 first focused on the considerable amount of criticism thrown at
the EC for extending regulation to non-linear services with the AVMS. That
criticism often emphasizes how the extension of regulation to non-linear
services can be expected to produce a stifling impact on innovation in non-
linear services in Europe, a concern which can be linked to the efficiency
rationale behind technological neutrality. Technological neutrality did
play a role in the revision of the TWF Directive, but was adapted slightly,
allegedly to better fit the context of content regulation. The resultant
concept of 'platform-neutrality' was meant to imply that the same content
rules should apply to the same kind of services, regardless of the delivery
platform. However, better use could have been made of the principle of
technological neutrality on the basis of the experiences in EC network

regulation. In Part I, the efficiency rationale surfaced as the dominant
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rationale behind technological neutrality. This rationale requires regulation
to be effects-based, and to intervene only when a problem is identified that
cannot adequately be solved by the market. Technological neutrality in
the meaning of this rationale accordingly requires a step the EC seems to
have skipped in the revision process of the TWF Directive, namely market
analysis and a consideration of how market mechanisms can or cannot lead
to the fulfilment of public policy objectives, against the background of
potential government failure if regulation is not technology-neutral. The
AVMS Directive pursues two interconnected objectives: facilitating the free
movement of audiovisual media services and ensuring the protection of
fundamental public interest objectives. Applying technological neutrality
on the basis of the efficiency rationale would have required an assessment

by the EC whether these objectives were not in fact achieved by the market.
Thus, instead of assuming that certain objectives needed intervention and
taking this as its starting point, the EC should have taken a step back, and
revisited its original reasons for intervention. This would have greatly
attenuated the criticism that the extension of content regulation was
unjustified.

Admittedly, the dual nature of audiovisual media services - having both an
economic and cultural aspect - makes content regulation a complex exercise.
A balance should be found between the protection of public interest
objectives and allowing technological choices to stay with consumers
and proceed undistorted, which may not always be easy to realise. Some
scholars believe that too much priority is given to the economic component
of audiovisual media services, and that the ensuing deregulation is
deterring the achievement of public interest objectives. Others criticise
current audiovisual policy for taking the supply-side perspective where
a consumer perspective would be appropriate. For these scholars, the
consumer certainty rationale would probably have been a better basis for
the application of technological neutrality in content regulation, considering
that this rationale would have been more favourable towards the extension
of public interest regulation. However, it can be argued that a market-
led approach as induced by the efficiency rationale does not in principle
diminish the protection of public interests for content regulation. Instead, it
provides for a careful balance between the two types of objectives.
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In cases of economic regulation such as the Regulatory Framework, the
presence of SMP serves as a trigger for regulation. One of the main objectives
of the Regulatory Framework is to promote competition in the sector of
electronic communications; when a firm with SMP is present on a market,

competition will be impeded and intervention will thus be justified. An SMP
trigger cannot be used in the same way for public interest-related regulation:
the mere fact that significant market power is absent does not imply that a
competitive market will automatically lead to the fulfilment of the public
interest objectives pursued by content regulation. However, care should be
taken in regulating audiovisual media services for the purpose of public
interest objectives, because such regulation could itself distort competition.
The efficiency rationale behind technological neutrality forces lawmakers

and regulators to take all these issues into account. Public interest objectives
for regulation can and should still be set. However, intervention should

only follow after the confirmation that these objectives are not attained by
the market itself, in other words, some sort of 'market failure,2 should still
be identified to avoid inappropriate regulation and the risk of government
failure. The efficiency rationale behind technological neutrality and the Summary

economic approach it induces therefore does not prevent the protection of and Conclusion

public interest objectives, but rather forces regulators to explicitly motivate
their reasons for regulatory intervention in this field, and ensure that this
regulation does not itself distorts competition. That way, both economic and

public interest objectives can be achieved. An additional benefit of applying
the same rationale in EC network and content regulation would be that the
same thinking would underlie the closely related regulatory regimes. This
will lessen the chances of conflicting outcomes of regulation for the two
separate legal regimes at the European level.

This work has shown that the principle of technological neutrality cannot
be considered a mere afterthought. The substance of the principle goes

far beyond a technology-related version of non-discrimination, as the
explanation of the efficiency rationale has showed. Accordingly, it deserves
to be listed among the other, more established regulatory principles respected

2 Market failure isthusinterpreted herebroadlyasthesituation in whichthemarketdoesnotdeliver
whatever objectives are set by those in power to regulate.
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by the EC. If the principle had been applied properly in the revision of EC
content regulation, it could already have made a difference for the newly
established AVMS Directive. Technological neutrality is therefore here
to stay and is likely to continue to find application in various regulatory
debates, in a way which improves the quality of regulation. For instance,
technological neutrality plays a role in the reconfiguration of public service
broadcasting (PSB) in a converged environment, as evidenced in the recent
Commission decision on the financing of public service broadcasters in
Germany.3 and policy papers4. An interesting exercise will be to see what
the impact of the principle of technological neutrality will be on the
future PSB. The EC can be seen to be struggling to balance the interests
of commercial players and the freedom of Member States to pursue public
interest objectives such as pluralism and cultural diversity. How far should
the remit - and thus public support - of European public broadcasters reach
in an era where not just commercial broadcasters, but also other audiovisual
media service providers, including some originating from the written press
sector, are increasingly competing with PSBs for audiences and advertisers?
This question falls outside of the scope of this work, but will make for a
challenging question for future research. A dynamic industry calls for a
dynamic approach to regulation. The electronic communications industry
has enormous potential for growth, if supported by the right regulatory
framework. The principle of technological neutrality has proved to be a
regulatory principle that, if applied in the correct way, can perfectly fit in
with and support the dynamics of the electronic communications industry.

3 Commission Decision of 24 April 2007 on State aid case E 3/2005 (ex-CP 2/2003, CP 232/2002,
CP 43/2003, CP 243/2004and CP 195/2004) - Financing of publicservice broadcastersin Germany
C(2007)1761 final.
4 See the Review of the Communication from the Commission on the application of State Aid rules
to Public Service Broadcasting, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/comm/competition/state_aid/
reform/broadcasting_comm_questionnaire_en.pdf.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting
De elektronische communicatie sector, die breed genomen de voormalige Nederlandse

Samenvattingomroep-, telecom- en IT sector omvat, is in zijn geheel zeer belangrijk voor

de economische groei en sociale cohesie van Europa. Informatie en commu-
nicatie technologiean ontwikkelen zich en innoveren razendsnel, en gaan
nu een fase in waarin deze technologie*n massaal worden toegepast, met
als resultaat dat nieuwe diensten en kansen in een snel tempo worden aan-
geboden aan de burgers van Europa. Het i2010 initiatief van de Europese
Commissie heeft als prioriteit de totstandkoming van de interne markt voor
een dergelijke Informatiemaatschappij, en beoogt een regelgevend klimaat
crearen dat zowel innovatie als duurzame ontwikkeling bevordert. Door
convergentie van diensten en netwerken die eerder onder verschillende re-
gelgevende regimes vielen is het dus van essentieel belang dat in Europees
beleid een geintegreerde aanpak wordt ingevoerd ten opzichte van deze
nieuwe diensten: eenduidigheid in regulering is van uitzonderlijk belang in
een omgeving die wordt gekenmerkt door snel opeenvolgende technologie-
en en grote investeringen. Het Betere Regelgeving beleid van de Commis-
sie, wat nauw verband houdt met de bredere doeleinden van de Informa-
tiemaatschappij, beoogt verder om Europese regulering te versimpelen en
verbeteren. De ontwikkelingen met betrekking tot regulering die worden
besproken in dit werk moeten in deze context worden geplaatst.
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Als gedeeltelijk antwoord op bovenstaande beleidsontwikkelingen heeft
de EG in zijn 2002 EG Kader voor Elektronische Communicatie (Regelge-
vend Kader) een beginsel ingevoerd, genaamd 'technologie neutraliteit'. Dit
regelgevingsbeginsel kwam naar voren in de aanloop naar het Regelgevend
Kader en werd vervolgens doorgevoerd in alle daaronder vallende Richt-
lij nen.

Deze studie heeft geprobeerd een antwoord te vinden op de vraag hoe tech-
nologie neutraliteit kan worden toegepast in het gebied van content regu-
lering, met inachtneming van de definitie en toepassing van het beginsel in
het domein van netwerk regulering. Dit is gedaan in drie stappen: Deel I
heeft getracht helderheid te scheppen over de precieze betekenis van het
begrip technologie neutraliteit. Deel II heeft laten zien dat het beginsel op
gelijke wijze moet worden toegepast in het domein van content regulering,
en meer specifiek dat het content-netwerk onderscheid waarop de huidige
Europese regulering is gebaseerd niet kan rechtvaardigen dat technologie
neutraliteit wordt genegeerd in het rechtsgebied waaraan - niet geheel te-
recht - wordt gerefereerd als 'content regulering'. Deel III heeft de toepas-
sing van technologie neutraliteit op het voormalig belangrijkste instrument
van content regulering op Europees niveau, de Televisie Zonder Grenzen
Richtlijn (TZG Richtlijn), gedemonstreerd, en in dat licht een kritische visie
gegeven op de recente herziening van die Richtlijn die heeft geresulteerd in
de nieuwe Audiovisuele Media Diensten Richtlijn. Het doel van dit laatste
hoofdstuk is om de belangrijkste bevindingen van de vorige hoofdstuk-
ken samen te vatten, en om enkele algemene conclusies te trekken over
de noodzaak van, en de weg naar, dynamische regulering in innovatieve
sectoren.

Deel I heeft het beginsel van technologie neutraliteit geanalyseerd, door
zijn introductie en toepassing in netwerk regulering binnen het bereik van
het Regelgevend Kader te onderzoeken. Hoofdstuk 1 beschreef de context
waarin het beginsel opkwam. Het gaf weer hoe technologische ontwikke-
lingen - voornamelijk digitalisering en convergentie - hun invloed hebben
doen gelden op het communicatielandschap. Digitalisering van content
(inhoud), netwerken en randapparatuur hebben bestaande communicatie-
middelen efficietnter en veelzijdiger gemaakt. Technologische convergentie
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- onlosmakelijk verbonden met digitalisering - heeft ervoor gezorgd dat
verschillende netwerken (zoals kabel, koper en satelliet) dezelfde content
(zoals geluid, video en data) kunnen transporteren. In combinatie met de
opkomst van het Internet hebben deze ontwikkelingen de totstandkoming
van nieuwe waardeketens in de traditionele communicatiesectoren teweeg
gebracht. Dit heeft marktpartijen gestimuleerd tot het verkennen van in-
novatieve marktstrategietn en het uitbreiden van hun werkterrein buiten
de traditionele kaders, onder andere door het aangaan van fusies en samen-

werkingsverbanden.

De Europese Commissie onderkende deze ontwikkelingen reeds in een vroeg
stadium, en gaf het startsein voor het corresponderende beleidsdebat met
de publicatie van zijn inmiddels historisch Groenboek over Convergentie in
199Z Het debat naar aanleiding van dit Groenboek inspireerde de Commis-
sie tot het voorstel om content regulering te scheiden van netwerk regu-
lering, en een horizontale aanpak te kiezen ten aanzien van de regulering
van netwerken. Deze ideean werden meegenomen in de '1999 Herziening
van Communicatieregelgeving' waarin technologie neutraliteit een nieuw Nederlandse

Samenvattingbeginsel was, te midden van vier andere, meer traditionele regelgevingbe-
ginselen zoals proportionaliteit. Het beginsel van technologie neutraliteit
verkreeg een prominente positie in het Regelgevend Kader dat vervolgens
werd aangenomen door de Europese instellingen. Ondanks de steun die het
beginsel in het algemeen ontving, gaf de invoering van het beginsel ook re-
den tot zorg: marktpartijen waren bang dat het beginsel zou leiden tot over-
regulering. Dit gaf aan dat de algemene interpretatie zoals gegeven door de
EG 'regulation should neither impose nor discriminate in favour of the use
of a particular technology' niet voldoende was als verklaring van de inhoud
en reikwijdte van het beginsel. De opeenvolgende twee hoofdstukken had-
den daarom als doel het beginsel verder te verklaren en toe te lichten.

Hoofdstuk 2 onderzocht de norm die ten grondslag ligt aan technologie
neutraliteit - te weten dat men moet trachten neutraal blijven ten opzich-
te van technologie in regulering - en ging na of deze norm kan worden
rechtvaardigt door argumenten aangeleverd vanuit de wetenschappelijke
disciplines economie en communicatiewetenschap. Economische argumen-
ten leverden overtuigend bewijs ten faveure van het beginsel. Aangetoond
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werd dat de markt voor informatie goederen (ofwel content) en netwerken
potentieel gevoelig zijn voor marktfalen, dat in beginsel het bereiken van
gestelde beleidsdoelstellingen (zowel economisch als niet-economisch) kan
verhinderen. De vraag die vervolgens naar voren komt is of technologiespe-
cifieke interventie het risico creeert van 'overheidsfalen', wat wil zeggen
dat de oplossing voor het marktfalen de situatie verergert. Marktfalen is
in het algemeen niet afhankelijk van de toegepaste technologie, als gevolg
waarvan technologiespecifieke regulering kan leiden tot verstoring van de
mededinging in de markt.

Technologieneutrale interventie daarentegen heeft als voordeel dat het een
positieve invioed heeft op de realisatie van dynamische efficiantie, door-
dat technologische keuzes die aan de consumenten toebehoren niet reeds
worden gemaakt door de Staat. Als gevolg daarvan kunnen consumenten
de technologie kiezen die hun voorkeur heeft, wat bedrijven zal aanzetten
tot investeringen en innovatie. De analyse liet verder zien dat, in plaats van
technologie, de constatering van een marktfalen het correcte startpunt is
voor interventie in de markt. Dit betekent in deze context dat wanneer een
publieke beleidsdoelstelling niet wordt bereikt door de markt zelf (waarmee
dus een brede interpretatie van het begrip marktfalen wordt aangehangen),
de regelgevende autoriteit moet kunnen ingrijpen. Deze aanpak laat de
optie open dat een specifieke technologie wordt gereguleerd. maar alleen
wanneer alleen deze technologie onderhevig is aan marktfalen.

De communicatiewetenschap leverde geen direct bruikbare argumenten
op voor de rechtvaardiging van de norm die ten grondslag ligt aan tech-
nologie neutraliteit. Meerdere onderzoeken hebben getracht een verband
te leggen tussen content (bijvoorbeeld, een film) en de effecten hiervan
op de gemeenschap (zoals gewelddadig gedrag). Het merendeel van deze
onderzoeken maakt echter geen onderscheid op basis van de technologie
of distributiemethode die wordt gebruikt, wat de vraag openlaat of de ge-
bruikte technologie de impact van content kan veranderen of beinvloeden.
Dit lijkt op het eerste gezicht te conflicteren met de zwaardere regulering
van omroep, welke in het algemeen wordt gerechtvaardigd met een beroep
op de veronderstelde impact van het medium. Zowel methodologische als
ethische problemen belemmeren de ontwikkeling van vergelijkend media
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onderzoek dat nodig is om een causaal verband te ontdekken tussen het ge-

bruik van een specifieke technologie en de daaropvolgende impact van de
verspreide content op het publiek. Als gevolg hiervan moet worden gecon-
cludeerd dat als de communicatiewetenschap al enige onderbouwing kan
geven voor technologie neutraliteit, deze alleen negatief kan zijn: wegens

gebrek aan overtuigend bewijs dat de impact van content afhankelijk is van
de gebruikte technologie/distributiemethode, is er geen reden voor techno-
logiespecifieke interventie in de markt.

Hoofdstuk 3 heeft onderzocht welke juridische argumenten of rationales
ten grondslag liggen aan het beginsel van technologie neutraliteit die de
invoering en toepassing van het beginsel in EG netwerk regulering kunnen
verklaren. Vier verschillende, maar onderling verbonden rationales werden

geidentificeerd. non-discriminatie, duurzaamheid, efficientie en consumen-
ten zekerheid.

Non-discriminatie reflecteert dat in een toenemend convergerend commu-
nicatielandschap, het oneerlijk is om netwerk providers die gebruik maken Nederlandse

van en specifieke technologie te reguleren, terwijl andere providers die Samenvatting

soortgelijke diensten leveren, maar gebruik maken van een andere techno-

logie, niet aan regulering onderhevig zijn. Een van de voornaamste doelstel-

lingen van het Regelgevend Kader is het bevorderen van mededinging bij
het beheer van elektronische communicatie netwerken en de levering van
elektronische communicatie diensten. Wanneer sommige netweken wor-
den uitgezonderd van regulering belemmert dit de totstandkoming van een
level playing field voor aanbieders die verschillende technologieen gebrui-
ken. De toepassing van technologie neutraliteit op basis van deze rationale
vereist daarom dat regulering niet discrimineert op basis van technologie.

De tweede rationale voor technologie neutraliteit is duurzaamheid, wat re-
fereert aan het vermogen van wetten en regulering om zich aan te passen
aan technologische ontwikkelingen. De elektronische communicatie sector
is een zeer innoverende sector: technologieen worden elke dag ontwikkeld
en verbeterd. Regulering gebaseerd op technologie heeft daardoor een gro-
te kans om snel verouderd te raken, wat beperkingen oplegt aan zowel de

regelgevende instanties als marktpartijen. Regelgevende instanties zullen
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worden geconfronteerd met nieuwe technologiein waarop bestaande re-
gulering niet kan worden toegepast, omdat deze technologieiin niet vallen
binnen het vastgestelde bereik van die regulering. Marktpartijen kunnen
terughoudend zijn met hun investeringen omdat het onduidelijk is of en
wanneer deze nieuwe technologiein zullen worden gereguleerd door de in-
voering van nieuwe maatregelen. Technologie neutraliteit betekent in deze
interpretatie dat wet en regulering duurzaam worden gemaakt met het oog
op de snelheid van innovatie. Deze rationale vraagt om het gebruik van
brede, functionele definities - bijvoorbeeld, het doorsturen van signalen
- in plaats van het refereren naar specifieke technologiein die beschikbaar
zijn op een bepaald moment om signalen door te sturen. Zulke brede defini-
ties kunnen echter ook op weerstand rekenen van marktpartijen, omdat zij
bang zullen dat deze zullen leiden tot overregulering.

De economische analyse die is gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 2 heeft een der-
de rationale opgeleverd: efficiintie. Deze rationale moet worden benadrukt
als bijzonder overtuigend en relevant, omdat het een substanti6le invulling
geeft aan technologieneutraliteit dat verschilt van andere regelgevingsbe-
ginselen, en significante implicaties veroorzaakt die verder gaan dan die
van de overige rationales. Technologie neutraliteit wordt op basis hiervan
nagestreefd omdat - ten minste in theorie - het is bewezen dat het een po-
sitieve uitwerking heeft op dynamische efficiantie, wat samenhangt met
de zo sterk gezochte stimulans tot investeren en innoveren in de sector.
Wanneer keuzes van consumenten niet langer volledig vrij zijn door het
bestaan van op technologie gebaseerde regulering, zal dit op de lange ter-
mijn een negatief effect hebben op de elektronische communicatie sector.

De implicaties van deze specifieke rationale voor regulering zijn complex:
het vereist regulering welke niet alleen in staat is om te reageren op techno-
logische ontwikkelingen, maar ook op veranderingen in de markt. Boven-
dien zou regulering alleen moeten worden toegepast na een constatering
van marktfalen (in de brede interpretatie zoals boven gegeven, wat inhoudt
dat marktmechanismen alleen niet in staat zijn een beleidsdoelstelling van
algemeen belang te bereiken), om inefficiante uitkomsten van onterechte
regulering te voorkomen. Deze rationale klinkt door in de Aanmerkelijke
Markt Macht (AMM) procedure van het Regelgevend Kader. De drie opeen-
volgende stappen van deze procedure - marktdefinitie, marktanalyse en het
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opleggen van verplichtingen - die nationale regelgevende instanties (NRI's)
verplicht zijn te volgen zijn sterk gebaseerd op economische criteria zoals

die gebruikelijk in analyses binnen het mededingingsrecht.
De AMM procedure richt zich op een specifieke manier - te weten de

aanwezigheid van aanmerkelijke marktmacht - waarop marktmechanis-
men kunnen falen in het bereiken van beleidsdoelstellingen van algemeen
belang die ten grondslag liggen aan het Regelgevend Kader. Voordat ver-
plichtingen kunnen worden opgelegd moeten NRI's markten definieren en
analyseren. Deze marktanalyse kan in beginsel leiden tot de definiaring
van een markt die meerdere technologiean omvat, maar ook tot een markt
voor een enkele technologie, afhankelijk van de resultaten van de beoorde-

ling van substitutie aan de aanbodzijde en de vraagzijde. De trigger voor
de toepassing regulering is vervolgens de aanwezigheid van AMM bij een
of meerdere marktpartijen, of in andere woorden, marktfalen. Wanneer er
geen AMM is wordt de markt geacht concurrerend te zijn en kunnen er
geen verplichtingen worden opgelegd. Als er weI sprake is van AMM moe-
ten er verplichtingen worden opgelegd, die varieren naar aanleiding van de
behoeften van de markt. Bovenstaande toont aan dat de AMM procedure Nederlandse

de efficiency rationale weergeeft doordat de procedure de mogelijkheid Samenvatting

waarborgt om regulering op te leggen (en in te trekken) op basis van de
stand van zaken in de markt, en alleen verplichtingen oplegt wanneer er
sprake is van marktfalen.

De discussie over technologie neutraliteit is met name gevoerd vanuit het
perspectief van aanbieders, en dan met name door bedrijven die vrees-
den dat zij negatieve gevolgen zouden ondervinden van de toepassing van
inconsistente regelgevende regimes. Deze focus heeft ervoor gezorgd dat
het consumenten perspectief grotendeels onderontwikkeld is gebleven. Dit
neemt niet weg dat consumenten zekerheid als een vierde belangrijke rati-
onale achter technologie neutraliteit kan gelden, die verwijst naar de ver-
wachtingen die consumenten hebben van regulering wanneer ze gebruik
maken van technologiein. Convergentie zorgt ervoor dat communicatie-
diensten steeds meer in elkaar overlopen, en dan met name vanuit het per-
spectief van de consument. Sterke verwachtingen van een consument ten
opzichte van het niveau van bescherming of voordelen die aanwezig beho-
ren te zijn bij het gebruik van deze diensten is een andere potentidle reden
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om technologie neutraliteit toe te passen. Verwachtingen van consumenten
moeten niet alleen op basis van technologie verschillend tegemoet worden
gekomen.

De vier rationales worden hier niet in een strikte hierarchie geplaatst, maar
doordat efficientie ten grondslag ligt aan de kern van het Regelgevend Ka-
der, namelijk de AMM procedure, kan deze rationale worden beschouwd als
de dominante rationale achter de toepassing van technologie neutraliteit op
het terrein van EG netwerk regulering. Deze krachtige rationale levert ook
een overtuigend antwoord op twee veel voorkomende misverstanden over
technologie neutraliteit: i) technologie neutraliteit kan uitbreiding van re-
gulering rechtvaardigen; en ii) technologie neutraliteit verbiedt elke vorm
van steun van een Staat voor een specifieke technologie.

De regulering van opkomende markten (emerging markets) - een fel be-
discussieerd onderwerp in de context van EG netwerk regulering - is nauw
verbonden met het onderwerp van investeringen in nieuwe generatie net-
werken. Incumbents claimen dat de toepassing van EG netwerk regulering
op deze nieuwe netwerken het onmogelijk maakt om hun investeringen
terug te winnen, zoals geillustreerd door de discussie met betrekking tot
VDSL in Duitsland. Technologie neutraliteit wordt vervolgens als oorzaak
aangedragen voor de toepassing van regulering op deze nieuwe netwerken,
die, zo wordt geredeneerd, eigenlijk zou moeten worden uitgezonderd van
ex-ante regulering op basis van hun opkomende markt status. De AMM
procedure is echter ondubbelzinnig in zijn toepassing. De directe aanlei-
ding voor regulering is de constatering van AMM, niet de toepassing van
technologie neutraliteit. Wanneer een NRI op een bepaalde markt AMM
aantreft, moet het verplichtingen opleggen. Alleen wanneer een NRI onvol-
doende informatie heeft om op een behoorlijke manier een markt definitie
en markt analyse uit te voeren, in welk geval kan worden aangenomen dat
de markt 'opkomend' is, moet de NRI zich onthouden van regulering. Deze
procedure is in lijn met de rationale van efficiantie, omdat het garandeert
dat interventie alleen plaatsvindt wanneer marktfalen wordt geconstateerd,
en niet op basis van een technologie.

De rationale van efficientie is nog duidelijker aanwezig in de toepassing
van technologie neutraliteit binnen het gebied van EG Staatssteun regels.
Staatssteun ten behoeve van technologiegerelateerde projecten van publiek
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belang - zoals de uitrol van breedbandnetwerken of de digitale omschake-

ling - kan worden rechtvaardigt, zolang dit niet de mededinging in de markt
verstoort of gedane of toekomstige investeringen van marktpartijen in ge-
vaar brengt. Publieke projecten die de uitrol van glasvezel in ultraperifere
en landelijke gebieden steunen zullen niet resulteren in een conflict met
het beginsel van technologie neutraliteit omdat er geen concurrentie is in
die gebieden met andere technologieen. Subsidies voor decoders die alleen

ethernet-technologie kunnen lezen zullen niet kunnen worden gerecht-
vaardigd onder de staatssteun regels wanneer er verschillende partijen in
de markt aanwezig zijn die decoders aanbieden die op basis van andere
technologiein - zoals kabel of satelliet - werken. Technologie neutraliteit
moet dus worden gezien als een nuttig hulpmiddel dat inefficiante uitkom-
sten van regulering kan helpen voorkomen, en dient dus niet als directe
aanleiding voor de toepassing van regulering.

Deel II - dat bestaat uit hoofdstuk 4 - heeft een kritische analyse gegeven
van het content-netwerk onderscheid dat ten grondslag ligt aan het Re-
gelgevend Kader. Het content-netwerk onderscheid is voortgekomen uit de Nederlandse

ontoereikendheid van de verticale regelgevende regimes die daaraan vooraf Samenvatting

gingen. Omroep en telecommunicatie werden lange tijd onafhankelijk van
elkaar gereguleerd, aangezien de diensten en de onderliggende infrastruc-
turen konden worden gezien als gesloten systemen. De diensten konden
van elkaar worden onderscheiden op basis van ten minste vijf elementen:
netwerk, type activiteit, soort content, randapparatuur en business model.
Deze verschillen verklaarden een aparte ontwikkeling van beleid en re-
gulering voor telecommunicatie enerzijds, en omroep anderzijds. Binnen
telecommunicatie regulering lag de nadruk op de netwerken, om ervoor te
zorgen dat deze open bleven voor concurrenten en consumenten. De na-
druk in regulering van de omroep lag - klaarblijkelijk - op de regulering
van content, ten behoeve van doelstellingen van publiek belang. De op-
komst van het Internet en de toenemende vervaging van de oorspronkelijke
grenzen tussen telecommunicatie en omroep als gevolg van technologische
en economische ontwikkelingen vereiste een nieuwe aanpak voor de re-

gulering van communicatie diensten. In het Groenboek over Convergentie
uit 1997. zowel als in de toepassing van EG mededingingsrecht, koos de
Commissie als strategie om content zaken te scheiden van netwerk zaken.
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De Commissie stelde vervolgens voor om een onderscheid te maken in de
regulering van communicatiediensten op Europees niveau tussen content
en netwerk, en een horizontale aanpak te kiezen in regulering van verschil-
lende netwerken die soortgelijke diensten kunnen doorgeven. De discus-
sie omtrent content regulering werd op de lange baan geschoven. In ver-
schillende besluiten van de Commissie op basis van EG mededingingsrecht
scheidde de Commissie in zijn besluiten de toegang tot netwerken van de
toegang tot content, om ervoor te zorgen dat markten aan beide kanten van
deze scheidslijn toegankelijk zouden blijven, en marktpartijen niet in staat
zouden zijn om marktmacht van de ene kant over te hevelen naar de an-
dere kant. Beide strategieen berustten op de aanname dat de elektronische

communicatie sector zich zou ontwikkelen langs deze scheidslijn. content
markten en aanbieders aan de ene kant, en netwerk markten en aanbieders
aan de andere. De mededingingsbesluiten van de Commissie lieten echter
reeds zien dat sommige activiteiten van marktpartijen buiten of tussenin
deze twee velden vallen - zoals het aanbieden van Betaal-TV pakketten
- waardoor de houdbaarheid van het onderscheid ter sprake kwam. On-
danks deze observatie bleef het content-netwerk onderscheid overeind en
werd het geformaliseerd met de aanname van het Regelgevend Kader. Van-
af dat moment vielen alle elektronische communicatie netwerken binnen
het bereik van het Regelgevend Kader, terwijl content regulering voorlopig
horizontaal verdeeld bleef met een onderscheid tussen regulering van om-
roepdiensten en diensten op aanvraag. De vraag die vervolgens ontstaat is
of een dergelijk horizontaal, gelaagd model een verbetering betekent op de
lange termijn, zelfs als het een verbetering is ten opzichte van de verticale
regimes die eraan vooraf gingen. Gelaagde modellen vinden hun oorsprong
in technische protocollen zoals OSI en TCP/IP suite, ontwikkeld om net-
werkontwerpen te vereenvoudigen. Elke laag vertegenwoordigt een speci-
fieke functie in het netwerk, die allen noodzakelijk zijn voor het transport
van content naar de eindgebruiker. Ondanks het feit dat deze technische
modellen nuttig zijn voor analytische doeleinden - bijvoorbeeld om aan te
duiden op welk niveau van het netwerk problemen optreden - brengen re-
gelgevende modellen direct gebaseerd op deze gelaagde modellen ook na-
delen met zich mee. Niet alleen geven deze gelaagde modellen geen enkele
aanwijzing met betrekking tot hoe een bepaalde laag gereguleerd dient te
worden, ook bestaat het risico dat het bereik en de definities van elektroni-
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sche communicatie regulering wordt gebaseerd op deze horizontale lagen,
wat tot opportunistisch gedrag van marktpartijen kan leiden door om deze
lagen heen te 'spelen'. Dit kan resulteren in een situatie waarin regulering
evolutie in de sector aandrijft - in plaats van andersom - met alle bijbeho-
ren inefficienties. Het content-netwerk onderscheid in de huidige regule-
ring van elektronische communicatie is reeds problematisch gebleken in de
praktijk, zoals aangetoond door een poging van de OPTA om kabeltarie-
ven te reguleren onder het Regelgevend Kader. De Commissie werd gecon-
fronteerd met een ontwerpmaatregel die kundig binnen de reikwijdte van
het Regelgevend Kader bleef door omroepdiensten (kabelabonnementen)
te scheiden in een content en een transmissie component. Omdat alleen
de transmissiecomponent was opgenomen in de ontwerpmaatregel kon de
Commissie niet aanvoeren dat de ontwerpmaatregel buiten het bereik van
het Regelgevend Kader viel, ondanks het feit het niet te voorkomen was dat
een eventuele opgelegde verplichting aan de aanbieder(s) effect zou hebben
op beide componenten. Doorgifte-verplichtingen zijn eveneens moeilijk te
plaatsen in het content-netwerk onderscheid, doordat deze verplichtingen
opleggen aan netwerkaanbieders om content-gerelateerde doelen te berei- Nederlandse

Samenvattingken (zoals pluralisme en culturele diversiteit). Deze voorbeelden laten zien

hoe moeilijk het is om vast te houden aan een strikte scheiding tussen con-
tent en netwerken. en dat deze voorbeelden beide gaan over omroep. Dat
is niet erg verassend gezien het feit dat deze activiteit echt op het raakvlak
ligt tussen content en netwerk: de activiteit bestaat uit het verzamelen en
programmeren van content met als doel deze te versturen naar een on-

eindig aantal kijkers. Het content-netwerk onderscheid negeert aldus een

belangrijke, bestaande laag in regulering: die van de distributiemethode. De
distributiemethode kan geacht worden te vallen binnen het bereik van het
Regelgevend Kader, aangezien de definitie van een 'elektronische commu-
nicatie dienst' breed is en alleen de content dat via de netwerken wordt ge-
transporteerd hiervan expliciet wordt uitgesloten. Het belangrijkste instru-
ment ten behoeve van content regulering ten tijde van de aanname van het

Regelgevend Kader, de TZG Richtlijn, is omroep content regulering, dat wil
zeggen regulering van content met het oog op een specifteke distributieme-
thode. Veel artikelen van de Richtlijn zijn alleen begrijpelijk in een omroep
omgeving. Dit onthult een overlap tussen de twee bestaande regelgevende

regimes op Europees niveau voor content en netwerk. Als gevolg van deze
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overlap, die bijna onontkoombaar is ten gevolge van de vele verbindingen
tussen content en netwerk, is het moeilijk te beargumenteren dat regelge-
vingsbeginselen die een fundamentele plaats innemen in het Regelgevend
Kader - met inbegrip van technologie neutraliteit - niet van toepassing zijn
binnen het domein van EG content regulering. En inderdaad, het beginsel
van technologie neutraliteit heeft een belangrijke rol gespeeld in de herzie-
ning van de TZG Richtlijn.

Deel III heeft een analyse gemaakt van de rol die technologieneutraliteit
heeft gespeeld in de herziening van EG content regulering, en uitgezocht
of een andere toepassing van het beginsel tot een betere uitkomst van het
herzieningsproces van de TZG Richtlijn had kunnen leiden.

Hoofdstuk 5 liet de impact zien van convergentie op de juridische defi-
nities die werden gebruikt binnen EG content regulering. Twee Richtlij-
nen hadden betrekking op de content van audiovisuele diensten: de TZG
Richtlijn en de E-Commerce Richtlijn. De definitie van 'omroepdiensten'
bepaalde de reikwijdte van de TZG Richtlijn, terwijl het bereik van de E-
Commerce Richtlijn was beperkt tot 'diensten van de informatiemaatschap-
pij'. Convergentie maakte het steeds gecompliceerder om de twee content
regimes van elkaar te scheiden, en nieuwe diensten werden geintroduceerd
op de markt die in geer:  van beide definities leken te vallen. De classificatie
problemen omtrent Near-Video-on-Demand (NVOD) en Video-on-Demand
(VOD) waren hiervan het perfecte voorbeeld. De 'natuurlijke' scheidslijn
tussen de twee type diensten ontwikkelde zich zodanig dat NVOD werd ge-
acht binnen de reikwijdte van omroepdiensten te vallen, als gevolg van zijn
simultane ontvangst door een oneindig aantal kijkers. VOD daarentegen
viel in de juridische categorie van diensten van de informatiemaatschap-
pij door het feit dat deze diensten als 'op aanvraag' werden beschouwd.
Het Hof van Justitie werd in 2004 gevraagd om in de zaak Mediakabel zijn
mening te geven over deze materie. Het Hof bepaalde - waarbij het Hof
het gezichtspunt van de aanbieder nam - dat het bepalende criterium voor
omroepdiensten is dat het programma bedoeld is voor ontvangst door het
publiek, wat inhoudt een oneindig aantal van potentiele kijkers aan wie de
beelden simultaan worden verzonden. Alleen diensten die worden geleverd
op het volledige individuele verzoek van de kijker - met andere woorden,
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zonder enige vorm van programmering - zijn diensten van de informatie-
maatschappij die onderhevig zijn aan het lichtere reguleringsregime van
de E-Commerce Richtlijn. De uitspraak gaf opheldering over de scheidslijn
tussen de twee juridische definities, maar veranderde niets aan het feit dat
diensten die door consumenten als alternatieven worden beschouwd in ver-
schillende reguleringsregimes bleven vallen, of dat aanbieders van concur-
rerende diensten met verschillende lasten werden geconfronteerd.

Het was de bedoeling dat herziening van de TZG Richtlijn deze problematiek
zou aanpakken. De reikwijdte van de Richtlijn is uitbreid naar 'audiovisuele
media diensten', met een verdere onderverdeling tussen lineaire en niet-
lineaire diensten. Onder de nieuwe Audiovisuele Media Diensten Richtlijn
(AVMD Richtlijn) moeten niet-lineaire diensten - de vroegere audiovisuele
diensten op aanvraag - voldoen aan een basis niveau van verplichtingen in
het kader van het publiek belang. Lineaire diensten moeten daarbij voldoen
aan een tweede niveau met zwaardere verplichtingen.

Hoofdstuk 6 richtte zich eerst op de aanzienlijke hoeveelheid kritiek die de Nederlandse

EG te verduren kreeg voor het uitbreiden van regulering naar niet-lineaire Samenvatting

diensten met de AVMD Richtlijn. Die kritiek benadrukte met name hoe de
uitbreiding van regulering naar niet-lineaire diensten hoogstwaarschijn-
lijk een verlammende invloed zou hebben op de innovatie van niet-lineaire
diensten in Europa, een zorg die kan worden verbonden aan de efficitintie
rationale achter technologie neutraliteit. Technologie neutraliteit speelde
wel een rol in de herziening van de TZG Richtlijn, maar het beginsel werd
enigszins aangepast, waarschijnlijk om beter in de context van content

regulering te passen. Het resulterende concept van 'platform neutraliteit'
moest inhouden dat dezelfde content bepalingen van toepassing moesten

zijn op dezelfde soort diensten, onafhankelijk van het distributieplatform.
Technologie neutraliteit had echter een betere toepassing kunnen krijgen

op basis van de ervaringen met het beginsel in EG netwerk regulering. In
deel I kwam de efficient ie rationale naar voren als de dominante rationale
achter technologie neutraliteit. Deze rationale vereist van regulering dat zij
is gebaseerd op effecten, en dat slechts in de markt wordt geintervenieerd
wanneer een probleem is aangetoond dat niet door marktmechanismen al-
leen kan worden opgelost. Technologie neutraliteit in deze betekenis vereist
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een stap die de EG lijkt te zijn vergeten in het herzieningsproces van de
TZG Richtlijn, namelijk een analyse van de markt en het nagaan of markt-
mechanismen wel of niet kunnen leiden tot het bereiken van vastgestelde
doelstellingen van publiek belang, waarbij in ogenschouw wordt genomen
dat overheidsfalen mogelijk kan optreden wanneer regulering niet technolo-
gie neutraal is. De AVMD Richtlijn streeft twee nauw met elkaar verbonden
doelstellingen na: het faciliteren van het vrij verkeer van audiovisuele media
diensten en de bescherming van fundamentele doelstellingen van publiek
belang. De toepassing van technologie neutraliteit op basis van de efficientie
rationale had een beoordeling vereist of deze doelstellingen niet reeds wer-
den bereikt door de markt. In plaats van aannemen dat bepaalde doelstel-
lingen interventie vereisen en dit als startpunt te nemen had de EG een stap
terug moeten doen, en zijn oorspronkelijke redenen voor interventie moeten
herzien. Dit had de kritiek op de AVMD Richtlijn dat de uitbreiding van con-
tent regulering ongerechtvaardigd was danig kunnen afzwakken.

Het tweezijdige karakter van audiovisuele mediadiensten - met zowel een
cultureel als economisch component- maakt de regulering van content een
ingewikkelde exercitie. Er moet een balans worden gevonden tussen de be-
scherming van doelstellingen van publiek belang en de noodzaak technolo-
gische keuzen voor te behouden aan consumenten, wat niet altijd eenvou-
dig is. Sommige wetenschappers zijn van mening dat er teveel nadruk wordt
gelegd op de economische component van audiovisuele media diensten, en
dat de daaruit voortvloeiende deregulering het bereiken van doelstellingen
van publiek belang belet. Anderen bekritiseren het huidige audiovisuele
beleid omdat het teveel het perspectief aanhangt van de aanbieder, terwijl
in het huidige communicatielandschap het consumentenperspectief gepas-
ter zou zijn. Voor deze wetenschappers zou de rationale van consumenten
zekerheid waarschijnlijk een betere basis zijn geweest voor de toepassing
van technologieneutraliteit in het domein van content regulering, aange-
zien deze rationale waarschijnlijk meer toegevend was geweest met betrek-
king tot de uitbreiding van regulering. Het hoeft echter niet zo te zijn dat de
marktgebaseerde aanpak afgeleid van de efficiantie rationale automatisch
leid tot een vermindering van de bescherming van publieke belangen bin-
nen content regulering. In plaats daarvan voorziet het in het vinden van
een voorzichtige balans tussen de twee typen doelstellingen.
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In gevallen van economische regulering zoals het Regelgevend Kader dient

de aanwezigheid van AMM als de directe aanleiding voor regulering. Een
van de belangrijkste doelstellingen van het Regelgevend Kader is om de
concurrentie in de elektronische communicatie sector te bevorderen: wan-
neer een bedrijf met AMM aanwezig is op de markt zal de mededinging
worden belemmerd en is interventie gerechtvaardigd. De directe aanleiding
van AMM kan niet op dezelfde manier worden gebruikt voor regulering met
betrekking tot het publiek belang: het enkele feit dat er geen AMM wordt

geconstateerd betekent niet automatisch dat een concurrerende markt zal
leiden tot het bereiken van vastgestelde doelstellingen van publiek belang
zoals nagestreefd in content regulering. Er moet echter voor worden op-
gepast dat regulering van content voor publieke doeleinden niet op zich-
zelf leidt tot verstoring van de mededinging. De efficiantie rationale achter
technologie neutraliteit dwingt wetgevers en regelgevende instanties om al
deze elementen in overweging te nemen. Doelstellingen van publiek belang

kunnen, en moeten, nog steeds worden vastgesteld. Interventie moet ech-
ter alleen volgen na de bevestiging dat marktmechanismen alleen niet vol-
doende zijn om deze doelstellingen te bereiken, met andere woorden, een Nederlandse

bepaalde vorm van 'marktfalen' moet worden geconstateerd orn onnodige Samenvatting

regulering en het gevaar van overheidsfalen te voorkomen. De efficiantie
rationale achter technologie neutraliteit - en de economische aanpak die het
met zich meebrengt - staat niet in de weg van de bescherming van doelstel-
lingen van publiek belang, maar dwingt daarentegen regelgevende instan-
ties om hull redenen voor interventie expliciet te motiveren, en ervoor te
zorgen dat deze regulering niet leidt tot een verstoring van de mededinging.

Op die manier kunnen zowel economische als publieke doelstellingen wor-
den bereikt. Een bijkomend voordeel van de toepassing van dezelfde ratio-
nale in EG netwerk en content regulering is dat hetzelfde gedachtegoed ten
grondslag ligt aan deze twee zo nauw verbonden regimes. Dit zal de kans
op conflicterende uitkomsten van regulering in deze twee aparte juridische
regimes op Europees niveau verminderen.

Dit proefschrift heeft laten zien dat het beginsel van technologie neutra-
liteit meer is dan een tussenoplossing. De invloed van het beginsel gaat veel
verder dan een technologie gerelateerde versie van non-discriminatie, zoals

de uitleg van de efficientie rationale heeft laten zien. Het beginsel verdient
daardoor een positie tussen de meer geaccepteerde regelgevingsbeginselen
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die worden gerespecteerd en toegepast door de EG. Wanneer het beginsel
op de correcte manier was toegepast in de herziening van EC content re-
gulering had het reeds een verschil kunnen maken voor de nieuwe AVMD
Richtlijn. Technologie neutraliteit is een beginsel dat zal blijven voortbe-
staan en zal ook in de toekomst zijn plaats vinden in de verschillende debat-
ten over regulering, op een zodanige manier dat het de kwaliteit van regu-
lering zal bevorderen. Technologie neutraliteit zal bijvoorbeeld ongetwijfeld
een rol spelen in de discussie omtrent de nieuwe invulling van de publieke
omroep in een geconvergeerd medialandschap, zoals bleek in het recente
Commissie besluit over de financiering van publieke omroepen in Duits-
landi en in corresponderende beleidsdocumenten.2 De invloed van techno-
logie neutraliteit op de toekomst van de publieke omroep is een interessant
onderzoeksthema. De EG heeft moeite met het in balans brengen van de
belangen van commerciale spelers en de vrijheid van Lidstaten om doelstel-
lingen van publiek belang na te streven. Hoe ver moet de opdracht - en dus
de publieke steun - van Europese publieke omroepen gaan in een tijdperk
waarin niet alleen commerciale omroepen, maar ook andere aanbieders van
audiovisuele media diensten, met inbegrip van spelers die oorspronkelijk
uit de geschreven pers komen, in toenemende mate concurreren met pu-

blieke omroepen voor kijkers en adverteerders? Deze vraag valt buiten het
bereik van deze studie maar is een uitdagende onderzoeksvraag voor de
toekomst. Een dynamische sector vraagt om een dynamische aanpak in
regulering. De elektronische communicatie sector heeft een enorme groei-
potentie, als het wordt ondersteund door het juiste regelgevend kader. Het
beginsel van technologie neutraliteit heeft laten zien dat - wanneer het op
de juiste manier wordt toegepast - perfect past binnen, en ondersteuning
kan bieden aan, de dynamiek van de elektronische communicatie sector.

1 Commissie Besluit van 24 April 2007 on Stateaidcase E 3/2005 (ex-CP 2/2003, CP 232/2002, CP
43/2003, CP 243/2004 and CP 195/2004) - Financing of public service broadcasters in Germany
C(2007)1761 final
2 Zie de Herziening van de Mededeling van de Commissie over de toepassing van Staatssteun
regels op openbare omroepen, verkrijgbaar op http //ec,europa.eu/comm/competition/state_aid/
reform/broadcasting_comm_questionnaire_nl,pdf
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